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Abstract 

Hobbes was Britain’s quintessential atheist at the dawn of the eighteenth century, and Hobbism 

(a widely recognized creed) was commonly used to identify and police theological and 

ecclesiological heterodoxy. A competing interpretation of Hobbism emerged over the first fifty 

years of the century. “Enlightened” Hobbism, like the traditional variant, took advantage of 

Hobbes’s notoriety, but now in a social and civil context. This dissertation explores an aspect of 

Hobbes’s reception from 1700 to 1760. The primary focus is on the works of Shaftesbury, 

Mandeville, Hutcheson, and Archibald Campbell. An analysis of these early British moralists 

reveals that they participated in a shared project of portraying Hobbes as a pessimistic egoist in 

moral terms. This was in sharp contrast with the majority of authors who highlighted Hobbes’s 

materialism, determinism, Erastianism, and moral conventionalism, as indicators of heresy and 

atheism. These two variants of Hobbism did not exist in isolation. “Enlightened” Hobbism was 

first articulated by Shaftesbury following accusations that he was an atheist in Hobbesian terms. 

Mandeville, Hutcheson, and Campbell subsequently had to navigate their own proximity to 

“Enlightened” Hobbism. Atheistic Hobbism was most suitable for a British context still obsessed 

with identifying theological truth. But as the priorities of civil society shifted and moralists 

challenged the theological basis of ethical discourse, British divines also had recourse to 

“Enlightened” Hobbism when justifying the necessity of the Church, God, and particular 

providence in the terms of civil prudence and utility. The primary goal of this dissertation is to 

explore the deployment of Hobbes and Hobbism in the moral discourse by these two groups: 

those who interpret morality through the lens of theology and the otherworldly, and those who 

view it as a fundamentally human endeavour. But this analysis also identifies a significant 

characteristic of the early British Enlightenment. As much as Enlightenment moralists forcefully 
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distanced themselves from Hobbes, by rooting morality firmly in the human experience they 

contributed to the Hobbesian project of wresting authority from the Church and the otherworldly. 
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Introduction 

In a 1709 sermon, The Communication of Sin, Henry Sacheverell railed against the 

persistence of heretical texts and ideas, “it is an epidemical Evil, a national Calamity, an 

everlasting plague, that has slain its Thousands, and its ten Thousands, that in the hands of that 

destroying Angel, the Devil, can taint whole Families and Kingdoms, and transmit its venom 

down to Posterity, and continue spiritual Death to the end of the World.” In this context, Thomas 

Hobbes, alongside Spinoza, Charles Blount, and Matthew Tindal, was referred to as an 

“atheistical monster” who continued to deny a role for God years after his death. “What a 

Magazine of Sin, what an inexhaustible Fund of Debauchery and Destruction, do’s any Author of 

Heresy, Schism, or Immorality set up!”1 Five years earlier, Edward Pelling suggested that the 

growth of atheism was the new threat of the age, Hobbes and his “most Atheistical Book” were 

the primary cause.2 To William Darrell, Hobbes was “the Spawn of our Age, and the Plague of 

our unhappy Nation” for questioning the existence of God and loosening the bonds of 

conscience.3 Hobbes was primarily known as England’s arch-atheist at the dawn of the 

eighteenth century. Jon Parkin argues that Hobbes’s reputation shifted during the seventeenth 

century from that of a “respected translator and pastoral poet”; to having attained by 1700 “a 

possibly unique position in the English imagination of the time. He had become a household 

name, but one associated with atheism, immorality, selfish behaviour, a poor view of human 

nature and unacceptable political views.”4 If by 1700 Hobbes’s reputation for atheism had 

 

1 Henry Sacheverell, The Communication of Sin (1709), 17-18.  
2 Edward Pelling, dedication to A Discourse (Philosophical and Practical) Concerning the Existence of God (1704). 
3 [William Darrell], A Gentleman Instructed in the True Principles of Religion. The Second Part ([London], 1707), 

21-22.  
4 Jon Parkin, Taming the Leviathan: The Reception of the Political and Religious Ideas of Thomas Hobbes in 

England, 1640-1700 (Cambridge, 2007), 1, 410. Malcolm argues that a similar process occurred in the continental 
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attained something approaching unanimous support, it was not a preordained conclusion. 

Hobbes’s philosophical works found sympathetic readers during the politically and religiously 

uncertain Interregnum, but the restoration of the monarchy and Episcopacy entrenched Hobbes’s 

opponents in powerful positions of authority. Hobbes was effectively left without a voice as his 

most determined critics shaped his reputation as a dangerous atheist, materialist, and moral 

conventionalist.5   

  Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist was forged in the crucible of the Restoration. His 

arguments about the nature of politics and religion initially found receptive audiences among 

radical Independents and in a Commonwealth desiring to justify usurped authority.6 Despite 

open hostility during the Restoration, Hobbes’s ideas remained topical as the restored Church 

struggled to enforce religious hegemony in an irrevocably pluralist society. But Hobbes’s 

sustained influence on English political and religious thought was accompanied by a torrent of 

accusations of atheism and heterodoxy, which resulted in his name becoming synonymous with 

atheism.7  

 

context, see Noel Malcolm, Aspects of Hobbes (Oxford, 2002), 535. Mintz earlier insisted that Hobbes was 

immediately condemned as an atheist, and that his influence was wholly negative, see Samuel Mintz, The Hunting of 

Leviathan: Seventeenth-century Reactions to the Materialism and Moral Philosophy of Thomas Hobbes (Cambridge, 

1962), 147-56.  
5 For the capability of Hobbes’s critics to shape his reception in a context in which he was largely denied 

participation, see Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-311, at 238-41; Jeffrey R. Collins, The Allegiance of Thomas 

Hobbes (Oxford, 2005), 242-70, at 242-45; Collins, In the Shadow of Leviathan: John Locke and the Politics of 

Conscience (forthcoming), 100, 124-67.  
6 For example, see Quentin Skinner, Visions of Politics, 3 vols. (Cambridge, 2012), 3:264-307; Collins, Allegiance; 

Richard Tuck, Philosophy and Government, 1572-1651 (Cambridge, 1993), 335-45. 
7 For an analysis of Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist, see Jeffrey R. Collins, “Thomas Hobbes, ‘Father of Atheists’,” 

in Atheism and Deism Revalued: Heterodox Religious Identities in Britain, 1650-1800, ed. Wayne Hudson, Diego 

Lucci, Jeffrey R. Wigelsworth (Surrey, 2014). 27-39. Competing arguments have emerged as to why Hobbes’s 

reputation as an atheist solidified during the Restoration. Parkin argues that latitudinarians constructed Hobbism do 

distract from their own appropriation of Hobbesian ideas, see, Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-311. Collins 

argues that it was an effort by a restored episcopal Church threatened by Hobbes’s political and ecclesial 

philosophy, see Collins, Allegiance, ch. 3. For Hobbes’s emergence as an atheist in the continental context, see 

Malcolm, Aspects, 477-84. 
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 Historians have admirably demonstrated that Hobbes’s ideas were developed and 

received into existing intellectual contexts.8 They have identified Hobbes’s influence on the 

development of English political thought, despite his growing reputation as an atheist, through a 

complex process of appropriation and condemnation.9 But the fact remains, that at the onset of 

the eighteenth century Hobbes was the English atheist, he attained a reputation for heterodoxy 

unrivalled by his peers. Reference to Hobbes’s works or ideas were a means of indicating that a 

concept or argument was fundamentally flawed.  

 Hobbes’s atheism took many, often interrelated, forms. He was cast primarily as a 

materialist and determinist who denied the existence of a divinity distinct from the causal 

material world; as a skeptic of divine revelation and providence; a moral conventionalist; and an 

Erastian. Hobbes’s refusal to rank theism among his natural laws drew regular condemnation, as 

did his “projection” theory of religion itself. His atheism was primarily constructed by the  

Established Church. Hobbes’s account of indivisible sovereignty could be interpreted as 

relegating religion to the whims of the civil magistrate. By the onset of the eighteenth century 

there were numerous reasons for scholars and theologians to take umbrage with Hobbes’s 

philosophy, and most were connected with accusations of atheism. Hobbes was fundamentally 

understood as a theological heretic or condemned for his defective ecclesiology, the charges 

were often interrelated.10   

 

8 For example, see Skinner, Visions, 3:258-307; Collins, Allegiance: Collins, Shadow, ch. 1; Tuck, Philosophy and 

Government; Parkin, Taming the Leviathan; Mark Goldie, “The Reception of Hobbes,” in The Cambridge History 

of Political Thought, 1450-1700, ed. J. H. Burns and Goldie (Cambridge, 1992), 589-615. For the reception of 

Hobbes into continental contexts, see Skinner, Visions, 3:308-23; Malcolm, Aspects, 457-545. 
9 For the argument that the reception of Hobbes is best interpreted as a complex relationship between condemnation 

and appropriation, see Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 14-17; Malcolm, Aspects, 469-72.  
10 Both Mintz and Parkin tend to emphasize the centrality of theological heterodoxy to Hobbism during the 

seventeenth century. See Mintz, Hunting of Leviathan, vii-viii; Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 245-52. Collins 
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 For the history of the British reception of Hobbes, the first half of the eighteenth century 

does not represent a cleansing of Hobbes’s notoriety (remnants of that notoriety persisted, if 

cleansed of overt theological themes), but a slow untangling of atheism from other aspects of his 

philosophy. For British intellectuals, lay and clerical alike, Hobbes continued to demarcate the 

pale of orthodoxy. I argue that the British reception of Hobbes during the first half of the 

eighteenth century often mirrored the history of the established Church. The Church struggled 

with many of the same issues that had long defined the theological-political battles of the 

Restoration during the first quarter of the century: the relationship between the Church and the 

state, religious pluralism, and the limits of philosophical freedom. At the onset of the century, 

many within the established Church remained sympathetic to seventeenth-century high-church 

(or “Laudian”) ecclesiology, and were convinced of the need for a hegemonic confessional 

identity. They believed that independent coercive authority was necessary to combat dissent and 

enforce a common orthodoxy, defusing the threat of religious warfare associated with pluralism. 

This desire perhaps belied the true strength and stability of the restored Episcopacy. As the 

century progressed, a “low-church faction” buttressed by civil authority (and benefitting greatly 

from the dispossession of non-juring Bishops) began accruing authority and influence within the 

ranks of the established Church, particularly in its episcopal upper reaches. As a result, the 

Church gradually abandoned grand ambitions for independent coercive authority and religious 

uniformity, turning its gaze towards practical moral goals and a mutually beneficial alliance with 

court Whigs. Many within the Church also became more sympathetic to the notion of sharing the 

moral burden with lay elements of society through voluntary organizations and increased state 

 

argues that theological concerns were of secondary concern to his episcopal critics, who were much more agitated 

by his ecclesiology. See Collins, Allegiance, ch. 5.  
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intervention.11 As the century progressed, members of the Church were increasingly concerned 

with practical moral reformation and confronted by a lay society decreasingly threatened by 

religious pluralism, encouraging the reimagining of Hobbism in a context no longer obsessed 

with identifying and policing theological heterodoxy.   

 At the onset of the eighteenth century, Hobbes was regularly deployed in the context of 

internecine disputes within the Church. Latitudinarians, and those sympathetic to a rational 

approach to Christianity, remained on the back foot against accusations that they were closet 

Hobbists. Those who swore allegiance to the new regime and supported the Toleration Act could 

be accused of betraying the Established Church and embracing Hobbesian Erastianism.12 The 

Williamite Episcopate, largely composed of latitudinarians, came under fire as co-conspirators 

with the Whigs in the erection of a Hobbesian state that was willing to sacrifice and relax 

religious truth for the sake of politique goals.13 For example, Charles Leslie accused John 

Tillotson, who succeeded William Sancroft as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1691, of Hobbism in 

1695. Leslie claimed that Tillotson’s sermons were, “all the genuine effects of Hobbism, which 

loosens the notions of religion, takes from it all that is spiritual, ridicules whatever is called 

 

11 Brent. S. Sirota. The Christian Monitors; The Church of England and the Age of Benevolence, 1680-1730 (Yale, 

2014), 69-109. 
12 The charge was not completely unfounded. As previous research has demonstrated, many internalized Hobbesian 

ideas as potential solutions to the continuing problem of religious pluralism during the various indulgence 

controversies of the Restoration and beyond. See, Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-409. See also Jacqueline Rose, 

Godly Kingship in Restoration England: The Politics of the Royal Supremacy, 1660-1688 (Cambridge, 2011), 203-

28, for evidence that Erastian Restoration divines were often unjustly charged with Hobbism. Collins, Shadow,  

argues that politique arguments, for and against toleration, were often condemned for Hobbism during the 

Restoration, 
13 Brent S. Sirota, “The Occasional Conformity Controversy, Moderation, and the Anglican Critique of Modernity, 

1700-1714,” Historical Journal 57,  no. 1 (2014): 81-105, at 87. 
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supernatural: it reduces God to matter, and religion to nature . . . His politics are Leviathan, and 

his religion is Latitudinarian, which is none.”14  

Similar charges were also directed at lesser divines and lay philosophers sympathetic to 

rational religion and the tolerant Williamite regime. Jeffrey Collins demonstrates that John 

Locke’s published works were swiftly met with charges of Hobbism. Locke had abandoned a 

Hobbesian interpretation of toleration based on prerogative, prudence, and a politique rationale, 

for a rights based interpretation which valued the necessity of genuine religious belief by the 

time of publishing his major works in the 1690s. Despite this change of heart, Locke’s Church 

critics interpreted his natural philosophy, bare-bones account of natural law, and reductive 

rational religion as evidence of a Hobbist attempt to reduce Christianity and the Church of 

England to creatures of the state.15 William Carroll, a mouthpiece for the high-church cause, 

wrote incendiary works against Locke, Samuel Clarke, and Tindal, in which accusations of 

Hobbism and Spinozism were used to expose rational religion as a smokescreen for the 

enslavement of the Church to the Hobbesian state.16  The hostility directed towards rational 

religion encouraged divines to condemn Hobbes and Hobbism in order to make, or stave off, 

accusations of heterodoxy and Erastianism. In both cases, Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist was 

an integral part of theological and ecclesiological discourses. Hobbes and Hobbism were 

associated with denying the being of God and opposing the Church. 

 

14 Charles Leslie, The Charge of Socinianism Against Dr. Tillotson Considered (1695), quoted in Parkin, Taming the 

Leviathan, 390. 
15 Collins, Shadow, ch. 9. 
16 William Carroll, Remarks Upon Mr. Clarke’s Sermons, Preached at St. Paul’s Against Hobbs, Spinoza, and other 

Atheists (1705); Carroll, A Dissertation upon the Tenth Chapter of the Fourth Book of Mr. Locke’s Essay, 

Concerning Human Understanding (1706); Carroll, Spinoza Reviv’d: Or, a Treatise, Proving the Book, Entitled The 

Rights of the Christian Church, &c. (In the most Notorious Parts of it) to be the same with Spinoza’s Rights of the 

Christian Clergy &c. and that both of them are Grounded upon Downright Atheism (1709); Carroll, Spinoza 

Reviv’d. Part the Second (1711).  
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 This dissertation concerns the shift from atheistic Hobbism to an “Enlightened” Hobbism 

(which heavily emphasized egoism, the denial of natural sociability, and moral conventionalism) 

in an emerging humanistic moral discourse. The title of the 1750 collection of Hobbes’s works, 

The Moral and Political Works of Thomas Hobbes, is suggestive of this transition. It raises the 

question as to whether Hobbes could have been considered a “moral philosopher” at the 

beginning of the eighteenth century.17 Historians of the reception of Hobbes have identified a 

seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes’s moral philosophy, though one questions the extent to 

which his moral philosophy could be untangled from his theological heterodoxy during the 

period.18 Hobbes’s materialism undermined the being of God and the immortal soul, key levers 

for the divine enforcement of right and wrong; his determinism implied that human beings were 

incapable of determining or obeying the will of God; and his moral conventionalism potentially 

denied the role of God and particular providence in the promulgation and enforcement of 

objective moral distinctions. To critics, Hobbes’s ethics did not indicate a moral philosophy but a 

complete amoral hedonism in an atheistic society.19 Seventeenth-century critics engaged with 

Hobbes’s moral philosophy in a context in which it could not be untangled from theology. One 

of the key elements of the Enlightenment was the emergence of a secular engagement with moral 

philosophy in primarily human terms.20 This dissertation insists that Hobbes and Hobbism 

played a role in this process. Early moral philosophers often contributed, consciously or not, to 

 

17 Thomas Hobbes, The Moral and Political Works of Thomas Hobbes (1750). De Cive is notably absent from this 

collection. The editor justified the omission of De Cive because of the excellence of the Latin version. Perhaps it 

was also due to difficulty accessing The Philosophical Rudiments, the unauthorized English translation published in 

1651. Considering that the editor included other unauthorized English translations, the omission is glaring.   
18 Mintz, Hunting of Leviathan; Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 304-11; Malcolm, Aspects, 547-554.  
19 The exception in the English context may be Richard Cumberland, who promoted an empirical defence of natural 

law cleansed and distanced the natural law tradition from Hobbism. See, Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 272-282; 

Parkin, Science, Religion and Politics in Restoration England: Richard Cumberland’s De Legibus Naturae 

(Woodbridge, 1999). 
20 See, for example, John Robertson, The Case for Enlightenment: Scotland and Naples, 1680-1760 (Cambridge, 

2005), 8; Anthony Pagden, The Enlightenment: and Why it Still Matters (New York, 2013), 56-64.  
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the Hobbesian project of diminishing the role of the Church and the otherworldly from human 

affairs.21 In order to neutralize charges of Hobbism, they reimagined Hobbes in a humanistic 

moral discourse as a pessimistic egoist.  

 The “untangling” process – the retrieval of an ethical theory from Hobbes only loosely 

linked to his theology and ecclesiology – is suggested in the short biography of him included in 

The Moral and Political Works (1750). This was the first English language omnia opera of 

Hobbes’s works ever produced, and the first collection of his writing produced since his Latin 

Opera of 1668. Unfortunately, we know very little about this collection. Malcolm suggests that it 

was likely sponsored by individuals who had acquired copyright shares to Leviathan from 

auction during the preceding decades, but neither the bookseller or printer are identified on the 

title page. Malcolm has little to say about the volume, but did establish that the edition of 

Leviathan included in the collection had been revised and modernized.22 He interpreted the 

Moral and Political Works as evidence of continuing interest in Leviathan during the eighteenth 

century. 

 The biography in the Moral and Political Works can be read as an attempt to cleanse 

Hobbes of his atheistic reputation, and a plea for readers to re-evaluate his works on their own 

merit. The biography excavates a narrative pushed by Hobbes and his sympathizers during the 

Restoration. The biographer explicitly identified three Latin sources for Hobbes biography: 

Hobbes’s own The Life of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, Poetically expressed; The Life of 

Thomas Hobbes, an Englishman, Philosopher of Malmesbury; and A Supplement to the Life of 

Hobbes (the latter two were attributed to a combination of John Aubrey and Richard 

 

21 For Collins’ comments on Hobbes’s anxiety concerning the political implications of salvation, and his efforts to 

mitigate the influence of the otherworldly, see Shadow, ch. 7. 
22 Noel Malcolm, introduction to Leviathan, by Thomas Hobbes, 3 vols. (Oxford, 2012), 1:271, 301.  
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Blackbourn).23 In this anti-clerical account, Hobbes was portrayed as a loyal defender of the 

English constitution whose reputation had been unjustly disparaged because he opposed the 

ambitions of the episcopal Church. The young Hobbes was described,  

At the Time [the translation of Thucydides] was published, Mr. Hobbes was 

esteemed a very generous and publick-spirited Man; one who had nothing so 

much at Heart as promoting the Peace and Prosperity of his Country, by exposing 

the bad Designs of those, who under the specious Pretence of Zeal for Religion, 

and a Patriot Concern for Liberty, meant to overturn the Constitution, and erect 

each the Edifice of his private Fortune out of it, as well upon the publick Ruins.”24  

 

The biography can be split into two parts: the first gave an account of Hobbes’s life, and 

the second discussed the nature and reception of his philosophy. Hobbes was described as a 

consistent supporter of the English constitution against religious zealots, and a faithful member 

of the established Church. In particular, it challenged the notion that Hobbes was a closet atheist 

with unreliable political loyalties. The editor confronted the events surrounding Hobbes’s nearly 

mortal illness during the 1640s, his return to England during the Interregnum, and his death in 

1679; in all cases hewing closely to Hobbes’s (or his sympathizers) own account of events, and 

downplaying the philosopher’s attraction to the political and ecclesial features of the 

Commonwealth.25 In regards to Hobbes’s illness, the philosopher’s refusal of the sacraments 

from the Catholic Marin Mersenne, and the acceptance of them from an English divine, John 

Cosin, was highlighted.26 These details served two purposes: they helped to establish that 

 

23 Anonymous, “The Life of Thomas Hobbes,” in The Moral and Political Works, ix.  
24 Ibid., xii. 
25 For Hobbes’s opposition to episcopacy, see Collins, Allegiance; Rose, Godly Kingship, 203-28. For an analysis of 

Hobbes shifting from independent Congregationalism to deference to royal prerogative, see Collins, Shadow, ch. 4.  
26 “The Life of Thomas Hobbes,” xv. 
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Hobbes was not a brazen atheist unconcerned with his wellbeing in a future state, and they 

emphasized his supposed allegiance to the Established Church.27  

The biographer was more concerned with explaining Hobbes’s return to England in 

December of 1651. He challenged Clarendon’s argument in the Brief View that Hobbes had 

written the “Review and Conclusion” of Leviathan in order to impress Cromwell and secure a 

position in the Commonwealth, effectively betraying Charles II and the royalist cause. The 

question of whether Hobbes’s political philosophy justified allegiance to the usurpers was 

sidestepped by pointing to the fact that Cromwell was merely a general in 1651, indicating that 

Hobbes must have been a prophet if he were writing to Cromwell for patronage. Instead, 

Hobbes’s return to England was forced by ambitious courtiers and clerics who felt threatened by 

Leviathan and De Cive, and had poisoned the relationship between Charles II and Hobbes. 

Hobbes’s actions during the remaining years of Interregnum were described in order to 

demonstrate his loyalty to the English constitution and the Church of England. The biography 

claimed that Hobbes did not seek patronage from the Commonwealth and abstained from Church 

attendance for a few months until he found a congregation that practiced the Church of England 

service in secret. It reinforced the claim that Hobbes’s actions during his illness indicated his 

loyalty to the Stuart’s and the Church of England, “he afterwards urged as a Proof that he was no 

Atheist, but on the contrary a Christian, and sincerely attached to that Church in which he was 

educated.”28  

Hobbes’s death was the trickier issue. Both the Memorable Sayings of Mr. Hobbes and 

The Last Sayings, or, Dying Legacy of Mr. Thomas Hobbs, published in 1680, included the 

 

27 The editor downplayed the very real opposition to the episcopal Church that Hobbes displayed in Leviathan. See 

Collins, The Allegiance; Tuck, Philosophy and Government, 335-45. 
28 “The Life of Thomas Hobbes,” xvi-xvii. 
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phrase, “Death, is a Leap into the Dark.”29 Throughout the first half of the eighteenth century, 

accounts of the death of atheists captivated English readers. It was a popular notion that Hobbes 

and other atheists held steadfast to their atheism until faced with their own mortality. Hobbes’s 

own death was described in this fashion, or his uttering of death as a leap in the dark, at least 19 

times between 1700 and 1760.30 The biography challenged this narrative by insisting that Hobbes 

continued to take the sacraments late into life and disputed Hobbes’s apocryphal last words by 

conveying to the reader that he had suffered a stroke and was incapable of speech for the final 

days of his life.31 The biography used Hobbes’s own account of his life to insist that portrayals of 

the philosopher as an atheistic Republican were unfounded libel promoted by an ambitious 

restored Church threatened by Hobbes’s political and ecclesial arguments. 

 The most important charge to defuse was that, whatever his personal beliefs or 

shortcomings, Hobbes’s philosophy promoted atheism by undermining the being and providence 

of God. The biographer drew attention away from accusations of atheism by emphasizing that 

Hobbes professed a belief in God as “the Author of all Things,” and his argument that human 

reason was too limited to truly comprehend God’s nature.32 Regardless, the biographer insisted 

that cases of true atheism were exceedingly rare and, more often than not, the charge was 

levelled against those who challenged the power and authority of the Church. Charges of atheism 

 

29 Memorable Sayings of Mr. Hobbes in his Books and at the Table (1680); The Last Sayings, or Dying Legacy of 

Mr. Thomas Hobbs of Malmesbury (1680). 
30 For example, see Matthew Henry, A Sermon Preach’d at the Funeral of the Reverend Mr. Francis Tallents 

(1709), 8-9; John Dunton, Athenian Sport: Or, Two Thousand Paradoxes Merrily Argued, to Amuse and Divert the 

Age (1707), 59; Anonymous, The Divine Soul: Or, the Christians Guide, amidst the Various Opinions of a Vain 

World (1703), 129; Josiah Woodward, Fair Warnings to a Careless World, or, the Serious Practice of Religion 

Recommended by the Admonitions of Dying Men, and the Sentiments of all People in their most Serious Hours: And 

other Testimonies of an Extraordinary Nature (1707), 138-39; Andre Francois Deslandes, Dying Merrily: Or, 

Historical and Critical Reflexions on the Conduct of Great Men in all Ages, Who, in their Last Moments, Mock’d 

Death, and Died Facetiously (1745), 92-94; Charles Povey, The Torments after Death (1740), 6.   
31 “The Life of Thomas Hobbes,” xxi.  
32 Ibid., xxii. 
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were motivated by Hobbes’s attacks on scholastic jargon and theological obscurity, attacks 

which threatened the autonomous power of the Church. Hobbes was portrayed as providing a 

solution to the religious turmoil of the previous century by advocating a due reverence of the 

divine while condemning petty doctrinal squabbles in favour of the performance of civil duties.33 

The biographer laid the blame for Hobbes’s reputation on the Church: “It is not therefore at all 

improbable, that the Dislike [Hobbes] expressed to the Claims of so learned, so numerous, and so 

powerful a Body of Men, might incline them to entertain a very bad Opinion of his Sentiments; 

and this being once framed, it was not at all difficult to lay Blame upon Mr. Hobbes’s Principles, 

and to doubt the Piety of one who had found fault with their Power.”34  

The biography was an attempt to rescue both Hobbes and his philosophy from unjust 

accusations of atheism. The biographer did not attempt to justify Hobbes’s more notorious 

opinions concerning materialism, freewill, revelation, and the Trinity, but desired that readers 

recognize that the charge of atheism was rooted in something other than Hobbes’s philosophy or 

actions.  

In fine, we may conclude these Remarks with observing, that it is the Deductions 

which others have made from Mr. Hobbes’s Writings, that render them 

dangerous, by their finding in them Positions which the Author absolutely denied, 

and drawing from the Consequences which he never meant, at least, if he knew 

his own Meaning. There is therefore good reason to wish, that in this learned and 

impartial Age, his Philosophy might be again reviewed, those Things that are 

good in him severed and collected from whatever there may be amiss, and the rest 

rejected; for surely so many great and able Judges as have given publick 

Testimonies of their Esteem for him and his Writings, could not be absolutely 

deceived, and bestow their Applause on a Man, altogether void of Merit.35 

 

33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., xxvi-xxvii. The editor also correctly notes that the clamour regarding Hobbes’s atheism did not become 

overwhelming until the Restoration.  
35 Ibid., xxvi-xxvii. 
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This passage called for a re-evaluation of Hobbes’s philosophy, and accusations of atheism were 

condemned for unfairly obscuring Hobbes’s philosophical achievements. The biography 

indicates a belief that Hobbes’s philosophy was encumbered by the shadow cast by his episcopal 

critics. Published in 1750, the Moral and Political Works may be representative of a larger shift 

in the content and context of Hobbism.  

  This dissertation is rooted in textual and contextual analysis. A brief quantitative analysis 

of Hobbes’s ongoing presence in the British discourse justifies an analysis of his ongoing 

reception. Five of Hobbes’s works were published during the eighteenth century. The earliest 

known copy of the Ornaments edition of Leviathan was inscribed 1702, though the edition likely 

began appearing on shelves at some point after the lapsing of the Licensing Act in 1695. The 

Ornaments edition was based on the Bear (second) edition. Malcolm’s analysis reveals that the 

corrections present in the Ornaments were made by an attentive reader without the aid of the first 

Head edition or corrections from Hobbes himself. The price data of second hand-copies of 

Leviathan indicate that there was sustained interest in Hobbes’s masterpiece. After a second-

hand copy of Leviathan was sold for as much as 12 schillings in May of 1695, the appearance of 

the Ornaments editions began meeting increased demand and the price of a second-hand copy of 

Leviathan settled to between 8 and 10 schillings through the 1730s. Malcolm’s analysis suggests 

that new copies of the Ornaments edition were likely available throughout this period. During the 

1740s, by which point Leviathan was a 90 year old text, prices for second-hand copies of 

Leviathan depressed further to 6 schillings. Malcolm acknowledges that this price shift may 

indicate waning interest in Hobbes and Leviathan, but argues that the appearance of The Moral 

and Political Works in 1750 suggests that booksellers identified an audience for Hobbes’s works 
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well into the eighteenth century.36 Booksellers were confident enough in Hobbes’s enduring 

popularity to charge 25 schillings for the 1750 collection of Hobbes’s English works.37 The first 

publication of Hobbes’s A True Ecclesiastical History appeared in 1722. Hobbes’s translations 

were also reprinted during the period: his translation of Thucydides in 1723, and his translation 

of Aristotle’s Art of Rhetoric in 1759. The publishing history of Hobbes during the period is not 

extensive, but the evidence indicates that Hobbes and his works remained a consistent presence 

on bookshelves and at auctions throughout the first half of the eighteenth century.   

In an attempt to better grasp the continuing relevance of Hobbes during the period I have 

also used the search functionality in Eighteenth Century Collections Online (hereafter ECCO) to 

trace the mention of Hobbes’s name in new English language works from 1700 to 1760. In this 

case, the term new is an attempt to indicate the first time the work in question had been 

published. I have also included references to Hobbes in works translated into English for the first 

time. During that period Hobbes was mentioned in 667 new English language works in ECCO 

ranging from poems and plays, to sermons and treatises, an average of 111 works per decade.38 

The high water mark was the decade from 1710 to 1719, during which Hobbes was mentioned in 

137 works. The low was during the decade from 1740 to 1749, when Hobbes appeared in 90 new 

works.  

 

36 For more on the publishing of the Ornaments edition and price date for Leviathan, see Malcolm, introduction to 

Leviathan, 1:231-33, 258-71. For Malcolm on the Bear edition, see Malcolm, Aspects, 336-82. 
37 The London Magazine: or, Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer, vol. 19 (1750), 96. 
38 See the appendix for a list of identified works categorized by decade. This data is meant to indicate the existence 

of a trend, instead of a precise accounting of Hobbes’s presence, because ECCO is incapable of providing a 

complete record due to the limitations of the data and search functionality. Despite these limitations, I believe that 

the data is consistent with what one would expect at the beginning of the century based on earlier analyses of 

Hobbes’s reception.  
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Even if Hobbes’s works were not being consistently republished in England during the 

Enlightenment, a half-century of sustained interest rendered him a recognizable part of the 

discourse.39 This data represents a conservative estimate of Hobbes’s relevance during the 

period. This analysis is limited to direct mentions of Hobbes’s name, specifically the two most 

common spellings: Hobbes and Hobbs. The tendency of publishers to italicize names during the 

period, and the varying quality of digital sources, introduces some inconsistency. Additionally, 

this methodology misses alternative spellings or covert references to Hobbes and his works. For 

example, William Warburton, the eighteenth-century churchman, rarely referenced Hobbes by 

name but consistently referred to “Hobbeists.”40 Bernard Mandeville, the notorious champion of 

vice and luxury, did not mention Hobbes by name until the second part of his Fable of the Bees, 

despite evidence that Mandeville was familiar with, and borrowed, Hobbes’s account of human 

 

39 It should be noted that despite Hobbes’s works not being consistently republished in England during the century, 

Malcolm provides evidence that his works were consistently printed on the Continent in various languages. See 

Malcolm, Aspects of Hobbes, 459-69.   
40 William Warburton, The Divine Legation of Moses, 2 vols. (1738-41), 1:9-10. 
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psychology, to the point of lifting Hobbes’s definition of the will.41 This analysis provides an 

indication of the presence of Hobbes’s name in the discourse, often directly connected to a 

negative perception of the philosopher as an advocate of atheism, Erastianism, or a perverse 

account of human nature. A more holistic account of the continuing relevance of Hobbes in the 

British discourse during the eighteenth century requires a careful reading of texts to reveal points 

of influence.  

 The data from ECCO also indicates that Hobbes’s reputation began slowly disentangling 

from the dominant theological and ecclesial contexts that had long governed his reception. I have 

attempted to categorize the works on the basis of context: theological, ecclesial, and 

“enlightened”. The theological context indicates references in the context of theological truth. 

These works often pointed to Hobbes’s atheism, materialism, voluntarism, and determinism; as 

well as his skepticism of immaterial substances and revelation. The ecclesial context indicates 

references to Hobbes’s Erastianism or the deployment of Hobbes in ecclesial disputes. These 

references could touch on Hobbes’s account of civil religion and Erastianism, or utilize his 

reputation for heterodoxy in disputes about the extent of Church authority. I have used the term 

“enlightened” to indicate references to Hobbes’s accounts of human nature, egoism, and moral 

conventionalism in social and moral contexts without overt references to the theological or 

otherworldly. A single work could fit into multiple categories. For example, a work could refer 

to Hobbes’s materialism and determinism as evidence of his atheism, while also indicating that 

Hobbes wanted to make the Church a creature of the state. Additionally, an author could deploy 

 

41 Bernard Mandeville, Free Thoughts on Religion, the Church, and National Happiness (1720), 89-90. See also, 

Robertson, Case for Enlightenment, 264. 
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Hobbes’s pessimistic and egoistic account of human nature to insist on the political and moral 

necessity of Christianity and the Church, a turn that is explored in chapter 5. 

  Hobbes was consistently referenced in a theological context during the first four decades 

of the eighteenth century: in 46% of texts from 1700 to 1709, 39% from 1710 to 1719, 48% from 

1720 to 1729, and 67% from 1730 to 1739; before stabilizing again: 51% from 1740 to 1749 and 

49% from 1750 to 1759. The evidence indicates that the theological context for Hobbes 

references remained consistently prominent throughout the period. This was not the case for the 

ecclesial context.  

For the first quarter of the century, England struggled with many of the same issues that 

contributed to the construction of Hobbes’s anti-clerical and atheistic reputation during the later 

seventeenth century. Members of the Established Church (both high and low), non-jurors, and 

dissenters continued debating the relationship between Church and State, toleration, and the 

character of the Established Church. As a result, Hobbes’s reputation as an Erastian was 

particularly topical.42 Hobbes was consistently mentioned as an Erastian, or in the context of 

relevant debates (toleration, the Test Act, Church independence, etc.). His name appeared in this 

context in 38% of texts from 1700 to 1709 and 42% of texts from 1710 to 1719, before declining 

to 20% from 1720 to 1729 and 23% from 1730 to 1739, and ultimately collapsed to 7% from 

1740 to 1749 and 13% from 1750 to 1759.  

The ecclesial context for references to Hobbes was often tied to specific debates. 

Between 1710 and 1719, the majority of references were connected directly with Benjamin 

 

42 For the role Hobbism could play in the Bangorian controversy, see Andrew Starkie, The Church of England and 

the Bangorian Controversy, 1716-1721 (Woodbridge, 2007), 123-26. Hobbism played a relatively small part in 

Starkie’s analysis.  
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Hoadly, the face of low-Church Erastianism during the period. During the first decade of the 

century, the voluble controversy over the Erastian arguments of Matthew Tindal’s Rights of the 

Christian Church Asserted (1706) inspired a significant portion of ecclesial references to 

Hobbes. These references often pointed to Hobbes’s arguments concerning the magistrate’s 

authority to determine moral truths and interpret scripture, effectively rendering the Church a 

creature of the state. High-churchmen and non-jurors used Hobbism to stoke fears of a hyper-

Erastian English state and justify an independent Church of England.43 These trends indicate that 

for the first third of the century, Hobbes was primarily deployed as an enemy to Christianity and 

the Church. While the theological context remained relatively stable, the collapse of the ecclesial 

context suggests that Hobbes was increasingly deployed in contexts divorced from his reputation 

as a virulent opponent of God and the Church. 

 The other side of the story is told by the dramatic increase of the use of Hobbes’s name in 

humanistic moral and ethical debates, or an “Enlightened” context. These sources identified 

Hobbes’s accounts of human nature, the passions, sociability, and the nature of moral 

distinctions without overt reference to metaphysical or theological accounts of the being and 

attributes of God. These works were the products of philosophers and divines who increasingly 

engaged with practical ethics in prudential and humanistic terms. To some degree this distinction 

may be a product of perspective. The findings of this dissertation agree with recent studies which 

suggest that the importance of religious truth gradually gave way to the prudential needs of the 

 

43 For example, see Thomas Dawson, A Passage in the Dedication of a Treatise Call’d Suspiria Sacra Vindicated, 

From the Exceptions of the Lord-Bishop of Bangor (1719), 2, 12, 45-51, 59-60; Matthias Earbery, A Review of the 

Bishop of Bangor’s Sermon, and his Answer to the Representation of the Committee of the Lower-House of 

Convocation. Part 1. (1718), 59-60; Arthur Ashley Sykes, A Second Letter to the Reverend Dr. Sherlock, Being a 

Reply to his Answer (1717), 3-4; William Hendley, Charity still a Christian Virtue (1719), 13; Richard Bynns, Evil 

Communications. A Sermon Preach’d at the Assizes Held at Stratford (1712), 17.  
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state and lay society during the first half of either eighteenth century.44 It would be incorrect to 

interpret these texts as evidence of a secular understanding of Hobbes and Hobbism, but they 

suggest that authors, lay and clerical, increasingly deployed Hobbes in a humanistic discourse, or 

a discourse in which civil society was ethically debated on its own terms. For the first two 

decades of the century, said examples accounted for only 5% of explicit references from 1700 to 

1719 and 8% from 1710 to 1719, increasing to 15% from 1729 to 1729 and 20% from 1730 to 

1739, before finally reaching 33% from 1740 to 1749 and 49% from 1750 to 1759. By the time 

that the Moral and Political Works were published, roughly half of all mentions of Hobbes were 

within debates concerning morality and sociability that had become central to the new 

philosophical concerns of the Enlightenment.  

 

 

44 See Sirota, Christian Monitors, 254; Robert G. Ingram, Reformation Without End: Religion, Politics, and the Past 

in Post-Revolutionary England (Manchester, 2018), 344-49.  
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This evidence does not indicate that Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist was eradicated by 

the mid-eighteenth century. Even if his atheism was not mentioned explicitly, authors deploying 

Hobbes remained cognizant of his heterodox reputation. That heresy and ecclesiological error 

figure less prominently and explicitly in discussion of Hobbes likely reflects a gradual 

untangling of moral philosophy from the control of ecclesial institutions during the early 

generations of the British Enlightenment. As increasing numbers within the Established Church 

became sympathetic to a more rational and practical approach to religion in a pluralist society, 

and as the Church increasingly shared its moral authority with other churches and lay 

institutions, moral philosophy became a topic that was increasingly discussed in human and 

temporal terms.45 Even if Hobbes was not explicitly attacked in traditional theological and 

ecclesial terms, he still demarcated the line between orthodoxy and heterodoxy in a moral 

 

45 For the significance of moral philosophy to the emergence of the Enlightenment in Britain, see Robertson, Case 

for the Enlightenment; Pagden, Enlightenment; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment: A Study in the Language of 

Religion and Ethics in England, 1660-1780, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1991). These narratives portray the emergence of 

moral philosophy at the expense of the Church and clerical authority. Sirota, Christian Monitors, and Michael B. 

Gill, The British Moralists on Human Nature and the Birth of Secular Ethics (Cambridge, 2006), suggest that the 

turn towards practical morality emerged from moderate divines.   
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context. It is the continuities and discontinuities in reception from the Restoration and the 

Church in Danger periods through the Age of Enlightenment that this dissertation addresses.    

 To an extent, recent general histories of the Enlightenment suggest the transition with 

which this dissertation is concerned. There has been a tendency to present Hobbes’s analysis of 

human nature and morality, a pessimistic and egoistic portrayal, as a foil to the emergence of 

Enlightenment moral philosophy during the first half of the eighteenth century. For example, 

Anthony Pagden argues, “In one sense the Enlightenment can be seen as an attempt to broaden 

and humanize Hobbes’s unpitying view of human nature and the inescapable conclusions to be 

drawn from it without slipping back into the constraining, if welcoming, embrace of the idea of a 

benign God.”46 According to Pagden, Hobbes was instrumental in overthrowing the scholastic 

system that had dominated Europe for centuries, but a consequence of his philosophical 

intervention was that “sociability”, often associated with discredited Aristotelianism, was 

discarded from dominant accounts of society. Hobbes dismantled scholastic ethics by reducing 

human interactions to crude interest-based calculations. The Enlightenment was then an attempt 

to confront Hobbes without seeking refuge within the traditions of scholasticism, revelation, or 

an interventionist God.47 For the purpose of his analysis, Pagden distilled an interpretation of 

Hobbes based almost entirely on a moral and political interpretation of his philosophy. Pagden’s 

spotlight is on Hobbes’s account of human nature: selfishness, fear, the desire after power, 

sociability, the state of nature, and the artificiality of civil society. Missing from Pagden’s 

account is how these concepts were often intermingled with the traditional tenets of Hobbes’s 

atheism: materialism, determinism, and Erastianism, during the era immediately preceding the 

 

46 Pagden, Enlightenment, 56. 
47 Ibid., 56, 95. 
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Enlightenment. Pagden is justified in his analysis because the figures whom he analysed: which 

included the third Earl of Shaftesbury, Francis Hutcheson, and David Hume, interpreted Hobbes 

primarily as a moral and political philosopher, if still a heterodox one. Thus there is evidence that 

a change in Hobbes’s reception occurred, but an account of how and why that change occurred is 

missing.   

 The appearance of “Enlightenment” Hobbes in the historiography has not been limited to 

Pagden.48 At times “Enlightened” Hobbism coexisted with a seventeenth century atheistic 

Hobbism in the historiography. For example, in the first volume of Isabel Rivers’s Reason, 

Grace, and Sentiment, she argues that Hobbes was primarily identified as an atheist by 

Latitudinarians.49 In her second volume, the interpretation of Hobbes shifts to an Enlightenment 

moral context defined by the reception of Shaftesburian ethics.50 Hobbes’s interpretation of 

human nature and morality, severed from the traditional roots of his atheism, becomes a foil for 

the emergence of an Enlightenment ethic of sentiment. In this instance, Rivers alluded to the 

seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes, but did not analyze the characteristics or significance 

of the transition in Hobbes’s reputation. A similar process is at work in John Robertson’s The 

Case for the Enlightenment. Robertson provides a description of Hobbes’s account of human 

nature and politics as a consequence of his materialism and determinism. These characteristics 

 

48 For example, see Daniel Carey, Locke, Shaftesbury, and Hutcheson: Contesting Diversity in the Enlightenment 

and Beyond (Cambridge, 2006), 109, 153, 203; Lawrence E. Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness: 

Moral Discourse and Culture Politics in Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, 1994), 31-32, 63-69; F. B. Kaye, 

introduction to The Fable of the Bees: or, Private Vices, Publick Benefits, by Bernard Mandeville, 2 vols. (Oxford, 

1957), cix-cx; William J. Norton, Jr. Bishop Butler, Moralist and Divine (New Brunswick, 1940),11-12, 28-29; 

Thomas Mautner, introduction to On Human Nature, by Francis Hutcheson (Cambridge, 1993), 14, 35-42, 122-16; 

J. Martin Stafford, ed. introduction to Private Vices, Publick Benefits? The Contemporary Reception of Bernard 

Mandeville (Ismeron, 1997), xvi; Michael Brown, Francis Hutcheson in Dublin, 1719-30: The Crucible of his 

Thought (Dublin, 2002),26-29, 113-17; E. G. Hundert, The Enlightenment’s Fable: Bernard Mandeville and the 

Discovery of Society (Cambridge, 1994), 25, 66, 79, 86. 
49 Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1: 34. 
50 Ibid., 2: 86-89, 121-23, 159, 166. 
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influenced Giambattista Vico within a Neopolitan context that was receptive to Epicurean 

metaphysics.51 When Robertson shifts his narrative to eighteenth-century Scotland, a context 

which lacked a rich Epicurean tradition, Hobbes appeared as a theorist of self-love in the context 

of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Mandeville.52 Both Rivers and Robertson recognize the 

longevity of the critique of the “atheistic” Hobbes, rooted in materialism, determinism, and 

opposition to the Church, as well as the presence of the “Enlightenment” Hobbes defined by his 

position within new debates concerning ethics and sociability, but neither were interested in the 

nature of that transition. 

 The issue is put into starker contrast by Mikko Tolonen, who argues that Mandeville 

reacted to accusations of Hobbism by Hutcheson and Joseph Butler when refining the 

philosophical arguments in the Fable of the Bees. Tolonen argues that accusations of Hobbism 

during the eighteenth century were “principally two-fold: that it was atheism due to its inherent 

materialism, and that it was a political argument couched in terms of self-preservation.” He left 

aside questions of religion and theology in the Mandevillian context, embracing a definition of 

Hobbism centred on the argument that moral distinctions are artificial, that human actions are the 

result of self-love and self-preservation, and that fear is the civilizing passion.53 Tolonen 

recognizes the interrelatedness of Hobbes’s atheism and political heterodoxy for seventeenth-

century critics before moving, without explanation, to an eighteenth-century interpretation 

cleansed of the religious resonance. Tolonen’s definition of Hobbism may be apt when isolating 

Mandeville, Hutcheson, and Butler from the broader British context, suggesting that a shift in 

 

51 Robertson, Case for Enlightenment, 211-15. 
52 Ibid., 287.  
53 Mikko Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume: Anatomists of Civil Society (Oxford, 2013), 41-43, at 41. 
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Hobbes’s reception likely occurred during the first half of the century, but an analysis of the 

process and significance of that transition remains unexplored. 

 This dissertation explores an aspect of Hobbes’s reception during the early-eighteenth 

century. Specifically, the emergence of the “Enlightened” Hobbism described by historians and 

identified by my quantitative analysis. This process was closely tied to the changing role of the 

Established Church in English society. During this period, the Church increasingly shared moral 

authority with lay institutions and embraced a less coercive role in society (willingly or 

unwillingly). In parallel, moral philosophers increasingly challenged the moral relevance of the 

otherworldly. As a result, moral philosophy was increasingly understood in human terms. 

Hobbes remained relevant while the terms of the debate shifted because, while he emerged from 

the seventeenth century as the archetype of the English atheist, his primary role in the discourse 

was as an indicator of the boundaries of orthodoxy. This was a role that seamlessly transitioned 

to debates divorced from an overtly religious context. Just as latitudinarians used Hobbes’s 

reputation for heterodoxy as a foil to justify their own unorthodox claims concerning rational 

religion, comprehension, sovereignty, the new science, and the relationship between Church and 

State; eighteenth-century moral philosophers used Hobbes to argue that a moral philosophy 

independent from the direct intervention of God was consistent with Protestant orthodoxy. 

Hobbism continued to define the outer limits of acceptability, and served as a useful foil for 

challengers of received orthodoxy. The primary context for this process, however, was no longer 

theology or ecclesiology proper, but ethical and moral debate within the new theories of society.  

 Another aspect of the argument presented here responds to the historiographical issue 

identified above. When historians depict the likes of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Mandeville 

responding to “Enlightened” Hobbism, it suggests that this interpretation of Hobbes was solely 
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connected to the more radical elements of the British Enlightenment. While the emergence of 

“Enlightened” Hobbism can be tied to the Shaftesburian tradition’s opposition to the moral 

orthodoxy of the Established Church, it proliferated beyond the sentimentalists. Following 

Malcolm, perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on the radical elements of Enlightenment 

debates. If we want to explain the cultural impact and significance of Enlightenment ideas and 

concepts, we also have to look at if, and how, they were appropriated by moderate elements 

within society.54 

Methodology 

 This dissertation engages with the specific issue of how Thomas Hobbes came to be 

regarded as a moral philosopher by the mid-century. There are prominent aspects of reception 

that will not be addressed in this analysis, most notably, Hobbes’s continuing presence in the 

Church and State debates of the first quarter of the eighteenth century.55 There are two primary 

issues in regards to methodology. The first is how to determine what constitutes direct reception 

of Hobbes. Since there were no new Hobbes works discovered or printed during the period, an 

analysis of his eighteenth-century reception will be limited to the ways in which he was deployed 

by authors as they navigated their own individual contexts.56 Evidence of explicit references to 

Hobbes by notable figures, or in particular discourses, often inspired the individual chapters of 

the dissertation, but the analysis also includes instances in which an author may have subtly 

 

54 Malcolm, Aspects, 536-37. 
55 For example, see Starkie, Bangorian Controversy, 123-26. For the significance of the ecclesial context to the 

seventeenth century reception of Hobbes, see Collins, Allegiance; Collins, Shadow, ch. 9; Rose, Godly Kingship, 

203-28.  
56 The exception being the English translation of Thomas Hobbes, A True Ecclesiastical History, from Moses to the 

Time of Martin Luther (1722). My survey suggests that it made little immediate impact on Hobbes’s ongoing 

reputation. Justin Champion argues that it was a successful distillation of Hobbes’s arguments in Leviathan about 

the rise of priestcraft. See Champion, The Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken: The Church of England and its Enemies, 

1660-1730 (Cambridge, 1992), 136.  
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appropriated or deployed Hobbesian concepts. These inclusions are justified by exploring 

instances elsewhere in an author’s bibliography where Hobbes was referenced, or by 

documenting recognition from contemporaries of evidence of Hobbism. A second question is 

how to interpret references to Hobbes or his works in eighteenth-century sources. This becomes 

an issue when both Hobbes and Hobbism exist in the discourse. It is the task of the historian to 

determine whether explicit references to Hobbes are representative of serious intellectual 

engagement between the author and Hobbesian texts, or evidence that the author was trading on 

Hobbes’s notorious reputation.  There are plenty of instances in which authors demonstrated 

familiarity with Hobbesian texts, but also evidence that authors often relied upon commonly held 

assumptions about the nature of Hobbes’s atheism when navigating accusations of heterodoxy. 

While Hobbism consistently indicated atheism and heresy, the specific characteristics were not 

static.  

 It is important to reflect on how to determine influence.57 Quentin Skinner argues that in 

order to attribute the use of a doctrine by a thinker to an earlier individual, one has to be able to 

demonstrate that the later thinker had studied relevant works from the antecedent thinker, could 

not have found the doctrine elsewhere, and could not have arrived at the same conclusion 

independently.58 Parkin addresses this issue by attributing the Hobbesian label only when there is 

explicit textual or contextual evidence.59 Parkin and historians from the Cambridge school have 

turned to this definition of influence in order to undermine emphasis on the originality of 

 

57 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 12-14. 
58 Skinner, Visions, 1:74-76. 
59 Parkin admits that this is a best case scenario. When dealing with an author of Hobbes’s notoriety, combined with 

a period in which writers inconsistently acknowledged influence, there are a plethora of reasons why an author may, 

or may not, directly indicate the presence of Hobbes. Historians will always be required to make judgment calls as to 

the presence of influence. On the issue of determining influence in regards to Hobbes, see Parkin, Taming the 

Leviathan, 12-14; Malcolm, Aspects, 469-72. 
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significant intellectuals. In other words, they use contextualization to challenge the process of 

canon formation.60  

Parkin addresses the difficulty of identifying texts as Hobbesian (or anti-Hobbesian) 

when thinkers unwittingly engaged with Hobbesian concepts through intermediaries.61 Parkin’s 

approach is apt when applied to the seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes and usefully 

differentiates between Hobbes’s own active participation in ongoing discourses, and the 

construction of Hobbism in debates in which he was largely barred access by censorship. 

Highlighting Hobbes’s immediate context and the first generations of his reception, Parkin is 

positioned to explain the emergence of Hobbism as a polemical construction. He engages with a 

period in which thinkers were in the process of “taming” Hobbes. He begins with an Interregnum 

context in which Hobbes contributed to ongoing political and ecclesial debates, and moves to the 

Restoration, where Hobbes’s episcopal opponents constructed his reputation largely unopposed.  

This focus on explicit critics and direct engagement is a feature of the modern study of 

Hobbes’s reception. While Mintz’s The Hunting of Leviathan viewed Hobbes through the lens of 

originality and free-standing genius, he recognized the importance of reception as a means of 

determining Hobbes’s influence on contemporaries. He focused specifically on critics, and how 

they negatively responded to Hobbes’s materialism and moral relativism while unwittingly 

adopting Hobbes’s rational method of discourse.62 Malcolm relies upon seventeenth-century 

critics, and marginalia in copies of Leviathan, in order to contextualize the textual changes to the 

 

60 This has long been a primary concern of contextualists. See, Skinner, Visions, 238-323; Tuck, Philosophy and 

Government, 279-345; Goldie, “The Reception of Hobbes,” 589-615. 
61 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 12-14. 
62 Mintz, Hunting of Leviathan, vii-ix, 147-56. 
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seventeenth-century text of Leviathan.63 The seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes provides 

ample opportunity to explore how the relationship between Hobbes and his critics contributed to 

the formation of his reputation as an atheist. 

 This approach is ideal for the seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes: understanding his 

influence on immediate contemporaries, the construction of Hobbism, the influence of 

contemporary criticism on Hobbes’s later works, and for contextualizing Hobbes’s philosophy. 

The eighteenth-century reception of Hobbes presents new challenges. In particular, how to adjust 

the methodology when Hobbism has been established and Hobbes is no longer an active 

participant in his own reception. For example, Parkin argues that the Boyle lectures, founded in 

1692, often deployed an archetypal atheist character that was recognizably Hobbesian.64 Thus 

when eighteenth-century freethinkers and deists were condemned as atheists, it is plausible that 

label was charged implicitly with accusations of Hobbism, relying on an audience conditioned to 

associate atheism with Hobbism. By the eighteenth century, authors could reliably sling 

accusations of Hobbism without any direct engagement with Hobbesian texts, relying on 

commonly known stereotypes and generalizations.  

More recently, Collins demonstrates how Locke navigated accusations of Hobbism in the 

context of toleration debates. Collins indicates that Locke not only distanced himself from 

Hobbes’s politique defence of toleration by shifting towards a rights based prophetic argument, 

but that Locke also contributed to Hobbes’s association with a position that denied freedom of 

conscience on a hyper-Erastian basis in the decades following Hobbes’s death.65  

 

63 Malcolm, introduction to Leviathan, 1:151-62. 
64 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 391-96.  
65 Collins, Shadow, ch. 7. 
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The eighteenth-century reception of Hobbes also lacks a plethora of explicit critics. By 

the beginning of the century readers had access to almost six decades of literature critical of 

Hobbes. While Hobbes remained prevalent within the British discourse, primarily as an atheist 

and Erastian, the era of direct responses to Hobbes’s works was largely at an end. When critics 

engaged with Hobbes it was largely in regards to specific issues instead of an analysis of a 

specific work. For example, Samuel Clarke isolated Hobbes’s discussions of materialism, 

determinism, and natural law; and Archibald Campbell limited himself to Hobbes’s discussions 

of sociability and the state of nature. In both instances, the authors focused on topics in which a 

Hobbesian foil could be used to justify their own potentially heterodox opinions.66 Malcolm 

encountered similar issues in his analysis of the European reception of Hobbes. His solution was 

to have a broader notion of Hobbes’s influence. Malcolm indicates a willingness to acknowledge 

that thinkers may engage with isolated elements of Hobbes’s thought, or that Hobbes’s 

reputation may be linked to broader contexts like the repudiation of Spinoza.67 This dissertation 

analyses works that explicitly mention Hobbes or his works when possible. There are instances 

where criticisms or concepts are identified as evidence of Hobbism despite the lack of explicit 

association. In these cases I attempt to identify instances where that author had identified Hobbes 

with those concepts in other texts, or identify other instances of Hobbes being identified with that 

concept in the immediate linguistic context.  

 After influence has been identified, the task is to determine the significance of how 

Hobbes was used. A useful apparatus has been identified by Malcolm. He identifies three 

categories of reception: individuals who attacked Hobbes because they found his views 

 

66 See chs. 1, 4. 
67 Malcolm, Aspects, 484-535. 
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objectionable, radicals who were sympathetic, and a third category which made some positive 

use of Hobbesian ideas that were compatible with the intellectual mainstream. According to 

Malcolm, the third category is the most significant as it was the means through which Hobbes 

influenced the early Enlightenment despite his notoriety.68 In the continental context this often 

involved isolating aspects of Hobbes’s thought that contributed to mainstream discourses from 

the radical implications of his philosophical project. For example, seventeenth-century French 

Protestants and Catholics used Hobbes’s description of humanity in the state of nature to buttress 

an Augustinian argument against popular sovereignty.69 Parkin identifies a similar process which 

he termed “taming”.  He argues that Hobbes’s account of sovereignty was particularly attractive 

to thinkers haunted by the Wars of Religion. Thus disparate figures like Locke, Cumberland, and 

Samuel Parker all appropriated a Hobbesian account sovereignty (to varying degrees) to preserve 

political stability while condemning his theological heterodoxy in an attempt to preserve their 

own reputations.70 This is the process through which elements of Hobbes’s philosophy could 

influence mainstream discourse despite his notoriety.  

 I argue that the British reception of Hobbes during the first half of the eighteenth century 

largely lacked Malcolm’s second category. Hobbes had become too toxic for thinkers 

sympathetic to elements of his philosophical project to acknowledge the influence. Even if some 

deists were attracted to, and used, his anti-clericalism or materialism, there is little evidence that 

they were willing to publicly recognize the debt.71 This was an unsurprising state of affairs 

considering the near-unanimity of Hobbes’s reputation for atheism. Both Matthew Tindal and 

 

68 Ibid., 459-537, at 472. 
69 Ibid., 504-10. 
70 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 412-13. 
71 For the influence of Hobbes on Deists and freethinkers, see Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft, 135-43; Margaret, C. 

Jacob, The Radical Enlightenment: Pantheists, Freemasons, and Republicans (London 1981), 75-77. 
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Benjamin Hoadly may have been sympathetic with Hobbes’s Erastianism, but neither admitted 

the influence.72 In fact, Hoadly would go on the offensive and charge his opponents with being 

the true Hobbists.73 Anthony Collins likely had an affinity towards Hobbes’s skepticism and 

determinism. Despite referencing Hobbes in five works from 1711 to 1729, he avoided 

acknowledging any influence.74 Tolonen argues that the Fable of the Bees was Hobbist, but 

Mandeville did not explicitly mention Hobbes until the second part, and then only to distance 

himself.75 Often the perception of these figures as radical Hobbists was the product of orthodox 

denunciation, and not necessarily evidence that they were Hobbists. As the seventeenth century 

passed, it became increasingly less common to find even radical figures willing to embrace 

Hobbes.  

Malcolm’s first category remained prominent, though it was increasingly less likely that 

condemnation was evidence of direct repudiation of Hobbes’s works. Authors often recycled 

common anti-Hobbes critiques to condemn perceived threats to orthodoxy, new and old.76 Like 

Malcolm, I am much more interested in the third category, and hesitant to simply categorize 

participants as either for or against Hobbes, which tends to discount Hobbes’s ongoing influence. 

In many cases, references to Hobbes were often spurred by recognition of appropriation or 

similarity on the part of critics, or as a means of those appropriating Hobbesian concepts to 

distance themselves from his notoriety. Malcolm’s third category allows us to see Hobbes and 

 

72 Even if Tindal was sympathetic, he publicly distanced himself from Hobbes. See Matthew Tindal, The Rights of 

the Christian Church Asserted, 2nd ed. (1706), 27-28.  
73 Starkie, Bangorian Controversy, 123-26.  
74 Anthony Collins, A Discourse of Free-thinking, (1713), 170-71; Collins, A Farther Discourse of Free-thinking: In 

a Letter to a Clergy-man (1713), 32; Collins, An Answer to Mr. Clark’s Third Defence of his Letter to Mr. Dodwell, 

2nd ed. (1711), 23; Collins, A Discourse Concerning Ridicule and Irony in Writing (1729), 13-14, 43; Collins, A 

Discourse on the Grounds and Reasons of the Christian Religion (1724). 111-12. 
75 Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 41-49; Bernard Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees. Part II (1729), 168, 195, 199.  
76 Malcolm identified a similar issue with the radical category. In many cases the label of radical Hobbist was the 

product of orthodox denunciation, and not necessarily evidence of an explicit embrace of Hobbes by sympathetic 

radicals. See Malcolm, Aspects, 484-86.  
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his philosophy as an indicator of the shifting boundaries of orthodoxy during the emergence of 

the early-Enlightenment in Britain.    

Historiography 

 Sustained interest in the reception of Hobbes began as a means of repudiating the belief 

that Hobbes was an aberrant thinker who did not represent the intellectual milieu of England 

during the seventeenth century. Evidence of the tradition that championed Hobbes’s originality 

can be found in Mintz’s The Hunting of Leviathan. He described Hobbes as the “bête noire of his 

age,” the “Monster of Malmsbury”, the “arch-atheist”, the “apostle of infidelity”, and the “bug-

bear of the nation.”77 Mintz investigated Hobbes’s reception by critics under the assumption that 

they were confronting an unprecedented threat.78 The image of Hobbes as anomalous is also 

found in Peter Gay’s history of the Enlightenment. Gay identified the beginning of the 

Enlightenment with Montesquieu and Voltaire. As a result, Hobbes and Bayle were identified as 

figures with Enlightenment ideas who existed in a pre-Enlightenment context.79  

The argument that Hobbes was an isolated genius has not been eradicated from the 

historiography. David Berman presents Hobbes’s atheism as both real and unprecedented. He 

suggests that Hobbes was the primary cause for the delayed emergence of modern atheism in 

Britain.80 More recently, Pagden argues that Hobbes and Grotius violently swept away the 

 

77 Mintz, Hunting the Leviathan, vii.  
78 Ibid., vii-x, 147-56.  
79 Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: An Interpretation, 2 vols. (New York, 1966), 1:16-17.  
80 David Berman, A History of Atheism in Britain: From Hobbes to Russell (London, 1988), 48-69.  
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Aristotelian consensus that preceded the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment was portrayed as a 

rearticulation of traditional moral values without recourse to scholastic resources.81  

Similarly, Jonathan Israel presents Spinoza and the Dutch context as the source and 

inspiration for the Enlightenment project of challenging traditional political and ecclesial 

institutions and norms. According to Israel, the Enlightenment was fundamentally anti-clerical, 

secular, and democratic. Israel insists that Hobbes could not be the source of philosophical 

radicalism because of his “anti-libertarian politics, High Church sympathies, and support for 

rigorous political and intellectual censorship.”82 Israel’s analysis is flawed not only for imposing 

an optimistic interpretation of modernity on eighteenth-century philosophers, but for 

downplaying the influence and radical nature of Hobbes’s own project. Collins convincingly 

argues that Hobbes consistently opposed the power and authority of episcopacy, initially by 

supporting a congregational Church settlement during the Interregnum, and then the royal 

prerogative during the Restoration.83 This suggests that Israel may be repeating the arguments of 

eighteenth-century champions for a more complete toleration which identified Hobbes as an 

opponent to freedom of conscience and a champion of state enforced religious uniformity. But 

this argument belies the fact that Hobbes’s philosophical project heavily influenced Israel’s 

radical philosophers. Malcolm reveals that Spinoza himself was heavily influenced by Hobbes, 

and argues that many contemporaries interpreted Spinoza’s philosophy as a contribution to the 

Hobbesian project.84 A tradition that struggles to contextualize Hobbes endures, either 

 

81 Pagden, Enlightenment, 56-64.  
82 Jonathan I. Israel, Radical Enlightenment: Philosophy and the Making of Modernity, 1650-1750 (Oxford, 2001), 
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83 Collins, Shadow.  
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interpreting him as an aberration amongst contemporaries or an outsider regarding the emergence 

of the Enlightenment.  

 It was the assumption that Hobbes’s political theory bore no precedent that urged Quentin 

Skinner and later contextualists to analyze the reception of Hobbes.85 If we assume that reception 

indicates how the individual or their works were received by an audience, Skinner used reception 

as a tool to contextualize Hobbes’s philosophy and minimize his originality. Skinner was 

concerned, first and foremost, with demonstrating that Hobbes’s political theory had precedent 

and was received by likeminded contemporaries. For example, Skinner contextualized Hobbes’s 

de facto approach to allegiance by demonstrating that antecedent thinkers had come to a similar 

conclusion necessitated by the Commonwealth’s need to legitimize its usurpation of political 

power. Skinner demonstrates that similar ideas existed antecedently to Hobbes’s own 

contribution to the discourse, and then uses the reception of those ideas to argue that Hobbes’s 

contemporaries recognized that he was contributing to an existing discourse.86 Skinner shines the 

spotlight on the reception of Hobbes in the service of contextualization.  

Skinner’s initial analysis presents some complications. First, he focuses almost 

exclusively on Hobbes’s political thought: conquest, de facto authority, and “the science of 

politics.”87 If Richard Tuck and Parkin are correct in arguing that the reception of Hobbes turned 

overwhelmingly hostile only after he openly challenged episcopal authority in Leviathan, then 

Skinner’s contextualizing of his political thought does not demonstrate that Hobbes was not still 

intellectually isolated, particularly with the coming of the Restoration.88 Second, as a 

 

85 Skinner, Visions, 3:264. 
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contribution to the historiography, Skinner is problematic because he was not genuinely 

interested in the reception of Hobbes. Skinner makes a forceful case that historians should 

consult how contemporaries interpreted Hobbes’s arguments, but he does so in order to confirm 

that Hobbes contributed to existing discourses. Skinner leaves little room for the reception of 

Hobbes to take a life of its own, for the discourse around Hobbism to evolve. Lastly, Skinner 

dismisses Hobbes’s originality too forcefully. It is important to contextualize Hobbes’s works, 

but we must also recognize that the sustained interest in Hobbes from the 1640s through to the 

present is atypical. Hobbes’s sustained reputation for notoriety is anomalous, and there is a risk 

that Skinner’s use of reception to reinforce contextualism undermines that fact. Skinner and the 

Cambridge School are hostile to the project of canon formation. Thus while they have engaged 

with reception, it has often been in the service of demonstrating how a subject engaged with a 

specific philosophical or linguistic inheritance. Thus, particularly in the case of Skinner, 

contextualists seem to have been hesitant to fully embrace reception beyond their limited aims. 

This is because when reception is embraced as the primary subject of analysis it has the potential 

to be the study of canon formation.  

 Reception as an aid to contextualism extended beyond Skinner. Goldie’s “The Reception 

of Hobbes,” investigates the place of Hobbes’s philosophy in an existing discourse debating 

essentialism and voluntarism. According to Goldie, “The relationship between Will and 

Understanding is the heart of the whole of Hobbes debate. Hobbes’ failure lay in his suppression 

of the latter half of the equation.”89 Goldie inserts Hobbes into a pre-existing discourse and uses 

the reception of Hobbes works to justify his contextual analysis.90 Richard Tuck’s chapter on 
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Hobbes in Philosophy and Government is another example of reception as a tool for 

contextualism.91 In this instance, Tuck portrays Hobbes as contributing to the Mersenne group’s 

project to transcend modern skepticism. As a result, Hobbes’s natural philosophy, ethics, and 

politics, were identified as responses to Cartesian skepticism. Tuck presents Hobbes’s 

philosophy as a consistent attempt to manage the relativism that arose from an epistemology 

wherein sense information is real (Hobbes’s argument that sense information is the result of 

material causation) but cannot form a consensus due to individual experience. Tuck uses a 

section on reception to indicate that contemporaries read Hobbes in this discourse.92 Tuck also 

uses reception to analyze changes to a philosophy, by the author, over time. Tuck explains 

Hobbes’s shift to the topic of heresy during Restoration as a consequence of the restoration of the 

episcopal Church.93 Notably, Malcolm uses reception in this fashion to explain the textual 

changes made by Hobbes to the various seventeenth-century editions of Leviathan.94 

 Recent analyses engage with Hobbes’s reception for its own sake.95 By analysing the 

reception of Hobbes on the continent, Malcolm shifts the analysis from the linguistic and 

political contexts of Hobbes’s own philosophical project to the reception process itself. Malcolm 

focuses on texts available to continental readers and how they were received, and the audience 

becomes the central agent in his analysis.96 Malcolm argues that Hobbes’s metaphysical and 

political ideas were initially embraced, but that most open engagement was forced underground 

due to accusations of atheism. Continental accusations of atheism were largely due to association 

 

91 Tuck, Philosophy and Government, 279-345. 
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with Spinoza beginning in the 1670s, thus identifying the source of Hobbes’s European 

reputation for atheism to the process of reception. Malcolm argues that Hobbes influenced 

continental philosophical traditions: republicanism, Cameralism, Enlightened absolutism, 

toleration, jurisprudence, and Enlightened self-interest; but this influence was complicated by 

Hobbes’s emerging reputation as an atheist.97 Malcolm explores how the nature and avenues for 

Hobbes’s influence on continental philosophy were altered by his reputation.  

 Parkin uses the English reception of Hobbes to trace the emergence of Hobbism. Parkin’s 

work is in many ways a synthesis of half-century of research and analysis on Hobbes’s reception. 

He is indebted to the work of Collins, and the historians discussed above, for evidence that 

Hobbes was a recognized participant in Interregnum political and ecclesial discourses.98 But the 

main thrust of the work is the construction of Hobbism as a conscious effort by latitudinarians to 

justify the Erastian, or Hobbesian, tendencies of their minimalist rational religion by using 

Hobbes’s theological heterodoxy as a foil.99 Collins’s recent monograph suggests that projecting 

eighteenth-century Church divisions onto the Restoration may be unwise, and that the emergence 

of Hobbism resulted from a concerted effort by the restored Episcopacy to undermine politique 

arguments for the royal prerogative.100 According to both Parkin and Collins, Hobbes’s 

reputation as an atheist was constructed by the restored episcopacy, but the question is by whom 

and for what reason. Recent work indicates the value in studying reception, and the ways in 
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which reception (however motivated) can have consequences regarding how a figure was used in 

future discourses.101 

 Parkin’s explanation for the emergence of Hobbism is also pertinent to this investigation. 

Parkin argues that the indeterminate and paradoxical nature of Hobbes’s philosophy allowed 

room for his critics to determine Hobbes’s reputation by answering questions which Hobbes 

avoided. Parkin uses the example of natural law to demonstrate Hobbes’s uses of paradoxes. 

Hobbes devoted two chapters of Leviathan to describing a series of natural laws commonly 

accessible to rational beings and rooted in the natural human desire for self-preservation. But 

Hobbes effectively rendered natural laws impotent without the authority of the magistrate.102 

Parkin also highlights the interplay between theism and materialism in Leviathan as an example 

of Hobbes’s tendency of indeterminacy. Hobbes claimed that God was incomprehensible and 

that immaterial substances were scholastic non-sense, initially leaving the question of God’s 

corporeality unanswered.103 Hobbes relied on paradoxes and indeterminate arguments to mask 

his heterodoxy, but these same tools allowed his critics a freehand to take his arguments to their 

most radical conclusions, particularly in a Restoration context in which Hobbes was largely 

denied participation. Thus Parkin argues that Hobbes’s reliance on paradoxes and indeterminacy 

facilitated the reduction of his philosophy into heterodox generalizations. This dissertation 

suggests that a similar process took place in the construction of “Enlightened” Hobbism. 

Eighteenth-century moralists were able to take advantage of the paradoxical and indeterminate 
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nature of Hobbes’s description of human nature and moral arguments to portray him as a 

pessimistic egoist and moral conventionalist.  

 Like Parkin and Malcolm, the focus of this dissertation is on the process of reception. 

This is partially because the question of contextualizing Hobbes’s active participation in 

discourses, or the ways in which his philosophy reacted to changing political contexts, is 

irrelevant during the eighteenth century. The present work primarily concerns the evolution of 

Hobbism from 1700 to 1760, and defines Hobbism as the reduction of Hobbes’s philosophy to 

recognizably heterodox generalizations. The argument being that an “Enlightened” Hobbism 

emerged alongside moral philosophical traditions increasingly rooted in a humanistic discourse. 

Enlightened Hobbism did not displace atheistic Hobbism, but was better suited for a society 

whose gaze increasingly turned from the otherworldly to temporal happiness and prosperity. 

Atheistic and “Enlightened” Hobbism have often been treated by historians as separate species, 

but this dissertation argues that the emergence of the latter was tied to the continuing presence 

and use of the former. This dissertation is not a comprehensive analysis of Hobbes’s reception 

during the period, but an analysis of the emergence of a specific species of Hobbism. The same 

period could be, and has been, analysed thematically in regards to ecclesiology, international 

relations, scriptural criticism, and many other topics; Hobbes tendrils extend throughout the early 

British Enlightenment.104 The dissertation is structured chronologically in an effort to illuminate 

the gradual shift in Hobbes’s reputation.  
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 Another core argument of this dissertation is that the reception of Hobbes was related to 

the fortunes of the Established Church. During the Restoration, the Church of England largely 

succeeded at deploying accusations of Hobbism and constitutional arguments to limit the use of 

royal prerogative and maintain its own authority. The first half of the eighteenth century, in 

contrast, was a period in which non-jurors, high-churchmen, and Tories unsuccessfully attempted 

to resist attacks on Church authority: toleration, the lapsing of the Licensing Act, and 

diminishing coercive authority were all features of the era. The slow collapse of the high-church 

movement led to a prolonged period of Church-Whig alliance in which the episcopal leadership 

of the Church largely abandoned Laudian ambitions and turned toward the task of practical 

moral reformation in concert with lay authorities.  

The period described in this dissertation was thus defined by a gradual retreat by many 

Church divines from the issues that informed the seventeenth-century construction of Hobbism. 

At the onset of the eighteenth century, authors primarily used Hobbes to polemically police 

heterodoxy or condemn opposition to the Established Church. Hobbes was a recognizable enemy 

of Christianity. By the mid-century, Hobbes was increasingly cited in regards to his views on 

human nature and moral obligation without explicit reference to theological heterodoxy. This 

interpretation of Hobbes was not adopted solely by “radicals” like Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and 

Hume; but also by some within the Established Church promoting an orthodox moral philosophy 

dependent on freewill, a future state, knowledge of revelation, and particular providence. The 

evolution in Hobbes’s reception from 1700 to 1760 indicates that many were rethinking how the 

Church could best justify its ongoing role in a civil society increasingly motivated by temporal 

concerns.  
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 Therefore, the historiography concerning the fortunes of the Established Church during 

the period is of importance. Traditionally historians have focused on interpreting the events from 

1685 to 1717 through a political lens. This narrative encompasses James II’s betrayal of the 

Church of England, the allegiance controversy, the calamitous failure of comprehension 

accompanied by the passage of the Toleration Act, the unruliness of the high-church lower house 

of Convocation, the Sacheverell Trial, and the Bangorian Controversy. Focusing on the 

aforementioned events promotes an analysis chiefly concerned with the political fortunes of the 

Church. 

 During the 1970s, both Geoffrey Holmes and G. V. Bennett interpreted the rise and fall 

of the high-church party following the Glorious Revolution as the demise of the Restoration 

alliance between Church and State, and the subsequent emergence of the modern secular state in 

England.105 In this account, the monarchy and the episcopal Church were restored together 

following the Civil War and Interregnum. The Restoration Church was a staunch supporter of 

hereditary divine right monarchy and traditional authority structures within society. In exchange 

for supporting the state, the Church exercised what Bennett termed “Anglican discipline,” the 

ability to exercise coercive authority over moral and ecclesial issues through Church courts. 

According to Bennett, the means of enforcing discipline were key to the impressive attendance 

figures attained by the Church during the Restoration. Access to Anglican discipline was 

challenged by the Glorious Revolution, which undermined the effectiveness of Church courts, 

the financial stability of the lower clergy, and the ability of the Church to regulate heterodox 

discourse. The developments encouraged many clergymen to yearn for a return to Restoration 
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norms. This high-church majority, weakened by the purge of the non-jurors, hitched its fortunes 

to the Tory opposition and suffered catastrophic defeat after the failed Jacobite rebellion, 

electoral setbacks, and the Hanoverian Succession.  

According to Bennett, the high-church project was dead by 1730. No longer was the 

Church in a position to demand that civil authorities support its role as the guardian of morality 

and religion as recompense for the Church’s fostering of loyalty and obedience among the 

populace. The Church was left to depend on the goodwill of the ministers of the crown.106  

Geoffrey Holmes presents a similar argument: “[The Glorious Revolution] reduced to tatters the 

whole Anglican concept of an indissoluble religious link between the altar and the throne. 

Passive Obedience, Non-resistance, Divine Right: had not the events of May 1677 to April 1689 

made a mockery of all three? How could the Church remain untouched by so blatant a denial of 

its political creed?”107 The Holmes and Bennett narratives are secularizing stories, describing the 

loss of coercive authority and hegemony as an important step for the emergence of the modern 

secular state. 

 A contrasting, although still primarily political, reading of these events was articulated by 

J. C. D. Clark in English Society, 1660-1832. Clark argues for a resilient English confessional 

ideology that persisted from 1660 to 1832. This ideology was best represented by the 

confessional state, a strong belief in the divine nature of political regimes supported by a 

hegemonic national religion. Clarke uses the term hegemonic to downplay the significance of 

toleration; the Church could accept toleration because the Test and Corporation Acts ensured that 

9/10ths of the populace would be loyal to the Church as established by law. Following the 
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Glorious Revolution, the Williamite, and then Hanoverian, regimes were justified on providential 

instead of de facto or contractarian arguments, ensuring that the Church played a continuing role 

in legitimizing the state.108 While the question of allegiance to the Williamite monarchy initially 

threatened schism within the Church, Clark argues that Edmund Gibson eventually triumphed 

over the Erastian Hoadly, ensuring that the Established Church would not become a creature of 

the State.109  

 Recently historians have veered from analysing the eighteenth-century Church based on 

its ability to coerce non-conformists and maintain legal hegemony. Brent Sirota analyses the 

same period of Church history (1680-1730) from the perspective of the emerging “Age of 

Benevolence.” Unlike earlier historians, he does not interpret the Church’s increased emphasis 

on pastoralism and voluntary organizations as a necessary consequence of a frayed political 

relationship with the State, but as a product of an “Anglican revival” which had its roots in 

resistance to James II. Sirota argues that before the Church split into high and low-church 

parties, it embraced a program of preaching, pastoral care, theological controversy, and religious 

charity to oppose the popery of James II and his court. Sirota claims that an “Anglican ‘moral 

revolution” was in place before the Glorious Revolution, signifying a change from persecution to 

persuasion before the accession of William III and the introduction of legal toleration. As a 

result, the emergence of voluntary organizations like the Society for the Propagation of Christian 

Knowledge, the Society for the Reformation of Manners, and charity schools were not the sole 

purview of a post-revolution Whig Church, but a bipartisan effort at Anglican revival. Sirota 

argues that these institutions, while lay, were initially confessional and designed to encourage 
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communion with the Established Church. As a result, the schism within the Church is interpreted 

through this confessional lens. The low-church faction increasingly embraced voluntarist 

organizations and a persuasive and ecumenical ethos, while the high-church faction sought to 

establish a firm barrier between lay and ecclesial institutions with an increased emphasis on 

sacerdotalism.110 

 The traditional political approach to the ecclesial history of this period is also challenged 

by Robert Ingram in Reformation Without End.111 Ingram analyses the period through the lens of 

an incomplete Reformation. In this interpretation, the first half of the eighteenth century emerges 

as the last chapter of the Reformation. According to Ingram, the Reformation can be interpreted 

as a fraught attempt to fix “true religion” primarily through the study of history. Despite the 

legalization of toleration, the search for a single, true religion remained a pressing throughout the 

period because England was still haunted by the Wars of Religion. As a result, there was either 

an unwillingness or inability to embrace pluralism. Ingram downplays the differences between 

high and low church in favour of the categories orthodoxy and heterodoxy. The Glorious 

Revolution denied the Church its institutional means of combating heresy and heterodoxy, 

forcing the dispute into public discourse. According to Ingram, it was the inability of polemical 

divines to distil “true religion” from the historical record, combined with growing distance from 

the Wars of Religion, which encouraged the eighteenth-century state to begin deciding moral and 

religious questions on a temporal basis.112 The shifts suggested by Sirota and Ingram — whereby 

religious and moral disputes were increasingly funnelled into a public sphere of free debate and 

 

110 Sirota, Christian Monitors.  
111 Ingram, Reformation Without End. 
112 Ibid., 1-17, 344-49.  
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voluntary organizations, and increasingly subordinated to a civil or secular logic — constitute the 

crucial historical background against which the construction of Hobbism evolved.  

 This dissertation argues that “Enlightened” Hobbism emerged most forcefully amongst 

philosophers and moralists advocating for a secular approach to morality adapted to a pluralist 

society. Equally significant, this definition of Hobbism was adopted by some Church divines 

interested in practical moral reformation, and in response to increasing demands that the Church 

defend its preferential status in prudential terms. Civil society was increasingly disinterested in 

questions of religious truth and more interested in practical results. Sirota buttresses this 

argument by demonstrating that while lay support for voluntary organizations initially coincided 

with the confessional aims of the Church of England, its gaze gradually transitioned to more 

ecumenical and practical goals, to the “Age of Benevolence.” It is these transitions which explain 

the Church’s shifting constructions and reactions to Hobbism. Atheistic Hobbism, theologically 

defined, was adapted to a context obsessed with truth, suppressing heterodoxy, and rooting out 

challenges to the Church’s authority. The definition of Hobbism was adjusted to correspond with 

shifting British priorities. As civil society embraced more utilitarian, civilly defined social goals, 

Hobbism was deployed as a foil within specific moral philosophies, or within civil religious 

justifications of the Church as a contributor to social and political prosperity. In other words, the 

components of Hobbism as a polemical foil shifted to reflect a decreasing emphasis on the 

otherworldly, and the increased importance of temporal prosperity. 

Structure of the Dissertation 

 The dissertation is divided into five chapters. Each chapter highlights the use of Hobbes 

by a particular thinker and explores associated deployments of Hobbism by sympathizers or 
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critics. I question the utility of categorizing thinkers as either for or against Hobbes. Instead, each 

chapter attempts to answer why Hobbes was being deployed, to what intended effect, and into 

what specific argumentative context.  Together the chapters demonstrate the process by which 

thinkers went from primarily understanding Hobbes to be an atheist in theological terms, to the 

emergence of Hobbes as a key representative of egoism and pessimism in a humanistic moral 

discourse.  

 The first chapter is focused on a series of Boyle Lectures published by Samuel Clarke 

between 1705 and 1706. This chapter demonstrates that the atheistic Hobbism described by 

Parkin remained prominent at the onset of eighteenth century. Clarke, a proponent of the new 

science and rational religion, continued the practice of using Hobbes’s theological heterodoxy as 

a foil with which to justify the study of a predictable, mechanical universe. Additional early 

eighteenth-century Boyle lecturers are analysed to indicate that atheistic Hobbism was also 

deployed by low-churchmen who lacked a vested interest in defending Newtonian new science. 

Clarke’s use of Hobbes was also representative of a tension within low-church circles regarding 

their relationship to Hobbes. Clarke insisted on the existence of rationally discoverable moral 

distinctions and condemned Hobbes for being a moral conventionalist. But in continuing to 

justify the necessity of Christ’s sacrifice and particular providence, Clarke admitted that human 

beings in their corrupt state had to be compelled to be virtuous. This would become an important 

issue when Enlightenment moralists began insisting on humanity’s moral sufficiency, and 

deployed a competing conception of Hobbism in moral debates. 

 The second chapter explores how the third earl of Shaftesbury navigated this debate. This 

chapter argues that Shaftesbury’s references to Hobbes in his mature works responded to 

accusations of Hobbism. This suggests that Shaftesbury should not be depicted solely as a critic 
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of Hobbes, but as responding to the presence of Hobbism in the English discourse. 

Contemporaries condemned Shaftesbury’s championing of ridicule and aversion to particular 

providence as Hobbist. Shaftesbury responded by articulating a significant interpretation of 

Hobbism. Shaftesbury’s Hobbes was not defined by theological or ecclesiological failures, but 

by his denial of natural social affections, his egoism, and his pessimism about human nature. 

Shaftesbury sought to make a foil of this portrait of Hobbes, while at the same time 

exemplifying, for critics, certain aspects of atheistic Hobbism. 

 The third chapter analyses the reception of Bernard Mandeville’s the Fable of the Bees in 

terms of Hobbism. The chapter attempts to identify the influence of Hobbes and “Enlightened” 

Hobbism on the Fable, and explores how the prevalence of atheistic Hobbism influenced its 

reception. The Fable came to the attention of Church divines because it challenged the Charity 

School movement and the role of the Church in instructing and regulating morality. Atheistic 

Hobbism was deployed as a means of discrediting Mandeville. This chapter reveals the influence 

of Hobbes on a significant Enlightenment figure, and the ongoing tendency to deploy atheistic 

Hobbism as a means of repudiating and policing heterodoxy. Despite Mandeville writing about 

the ideal means of nurturing national prosperity and security in social and civil terms, he was 

commonly condemned on the grounds of theological heterodoxy. 

 The fourth chapter reveals how the Enlightened Hobbism described by Shaftesbury 

(rather than the theological Hobbism of Mandeville’s critics) was debated within the emerging 

moral philosophical tradition. Francis Hutcheson borrowed Shaftesbury’s conception of 

Hobbism, but more forcefully condemned all egoism as evidence of Hobbes’s influence. This 

forced Archibald Campbell, a Scottish contemporary who believed human beings were morally 

sufficient in egoistic terms, to confront Hutcheson’s accusation of Hobbism. This chapter 
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indicates that just as Church divines had used Hobbism to debate the limits of theological 

orthodoxy, Enlightenment moralists debated Hobbism in an attempt indicate the “orthodoxy” of 

their own projects. At the core of this anxiety may have been a recognition that they too 

contributed to the Hobbesian project of limiting the role of particular providence on the human 

experience. A consequence of this debate was the depiction of Hobbes as a hard egoist.  

 Up until this point, the dissertation is largely divided between Church divines who 

continued to deploy atheistic Hobbism in theological debates, and moralists who understood 

Hobbes in terms of Enlightenment ethical and social theory. The final chapter reveals that some 

Church divines also began deploying “Enlightened” Hobbism during the second third of the 

eighteenth century. The chapter highlights William Warburton and suggests that his deployment 

of “Enlightened” Hobbism corresponded with his own turn to prudential moral and ecclesial 

arguments. Warburton and contemporaries began using “Enlightened” Hobbism to demonstrate 

the failure of contemporary moral schemes that minimized the role of Christianity and the 

Church in human moral affairs. These divines accepted the moralist’s depiction of Hobbes, and 

used it to justify the necessity of particular providence. 

 Three terms are used throughout this dissertation that require some explanation. The first 

is atheistic Hobbism. This term refers to the condemnation of a number of recognizably 

Hobbesian arguments for theological heterodoxy. In most instances, the portrayal of Hobbes in 

these terms was meant to indicate atheism, but similar arguments and frameworks could also be 

used to indicate heresy (Socinian, Arminian, Erastian, deist, etc.). I have made the choice to use 

the term “atheistic” because the blurry line between atheism and heresy is not the concern of this 

dissertation. Similarly, “Enlightened” Hobbism is used to indicate the portrayal of Hobbes as a 

pessimistic egoist in social and civil terms by British moralists during the period. My use of the 
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term “Enlightened” is not meant to indicate a broader Enlightenment conception of Hobbes 

beyond the scope of my analysis. Lastly, the term humanistic is used to indicate that the 

moralists discussed in this dissertation tended to analyze moral philosophy in human terms. The 

use of humanistic in this context is influenced by Robertson’s description of the Enlightenment 

as, “a new focus on betterment in this world, without regard for the existence or non-existence of 

the next.”113 I argue that the British moralists discussed in the dissertation emphasized the 

temporal and human at the expense of the otherworldly and the theological. This tension was 

central to the use of Hobbes and Hobbism by the moralists and their critics. Thus I use 

humanistic to denote this emphasis despite awareness that the term has competing definitions in 

a variety of Early Modern contexts.   

This dissertation explores the use of Hobbes and Hobbism in significant historiographical 

debates, but ideally also contributes to our understanding of the emergence of the Enlightenment 

in England. Collins recently argues that the Restoration indulgence controversies resulted in 

politique arguments for, or against, toleration being condemned as Hobbist.114 Thus I suggest 

that by the onset of the eighteenth century humanistic analyses of politics, ecclesiology, and 

morality likely carried the stain of Hobbism. Thus when Shaftesbury questioned the moral value 

of future rewards and punishments, he inherently flirted with accusations of Hobbism. Even 

though the emerging Enlightened moral tradition largely promoted the existence of objective 

moral distinctions in a humanistic framework (a rejection of Hobbes in Pagden’s framework), its 

adherents were compelled to demonstrate how their arguments were not Hobbist. The irony was 

 

113 Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 8. 
114 Collins, conclusion to Shadow. 
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that in essentially rendering future rewards and punishments superfluous they were contributing 

to a Hobbesian project.
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Chapter 1 

Samuel Clarke: Atheistic Hobbism in the Boyle Lectures 

But the acknowledging of one God Eternall, Infinite, and Omnipotent, may more 

easily be derived, from the desire men have to know the causes of naturall bodies, 

and their severall vertues, and operations; that from the feare of what was to befall 

them in time to come. For he that from any effect seeth come to passe, should 

reason to the next and immediate cause, and plonge himself profoundly in the 

pursuit of causes; shall at last come to this, that there must be (as even the 

Heathen Philosophers confessed) one First Mover; that is, a First, and an Eternall 

cause of all things; which is that which men mean by the name of God: And all 

this without thought of their fortune; the solicitude whereof, both enclines to fear, 

and hinders them from the search of the causes of other things; and thereby gives 

occasion of feigning of as many Gods, as there be men that feigne them.1 

 The above quote is from the twelfth chapter of Leviathan, wherein Hobbes made the 

argument for God from rational reflection on a mechanical universe. Hobbes came to the same 

conclusion that Samuel Clarke arrived at more than fifty years later, if the material world 

functioned as the result of predictable, efficient causation, there must be a first cause, and that 

first cause must be God.2 From that initial agreement, the two men dramatically diverged. 

Hobbes believed that identifying God as the first cause demonstrated the limited capability of 

human reason to comprehend the divine. He used this skepticism to justify a radical Erastian 

solution to the violence and strife which resulted from clerical ambition and theological 

uncertainty. For Clarke, the identification of God as the first cause was the first step in a rational 

demonstration of God consistent with Protestant orthodoxy.  

 

1 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:166. 
2 Samuel Clarke, A Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God (1705), 6-10, 126-48. Clarke highlighted 

Hobbes’s materialism and Spinozist pantheism to deny Hobbes access to first-cause theism.  
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Clarke contributed to an ongoing effort to demonstrate that the new science and a 

mechanical natural philosophy reinforced Church orthodoxy. Michael Hunter notes that early 

members of the royal society arrived at Hobbesian conclusions about mechanical natural 

philosophy, opposition to Aristotelianism, and hostility to traditional educational institutions, but 

were concerned that Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist would taint the Royal Society and the new 

science. This concern was particularly apparent in the person of Robert Boyle, who was 

committed to the belief that the experimental method and mechanical natural philosophy 

confirmed God’s handiwork and reinforced the necessity of divine truths. Boyle consistently 

portrayed Hobbes’s philosophy as an atheistic perversion of natural philosophy that 

overestimated the capabilities of human reason and eradicated the appropriate role of God and 

revelation. Boyle’s concerns were two-fold: to demonstrate to the European scientific 

community that a mechanical natural philosophy discovered through experiment was superior to 

Aristotelianism and rationalism, and to demonstrate to local critics that the new science did not 

necessarily lead to Hobbesian irreligion.3 Thus while Clarke shared with Hobbes a belief in the 

mechanical nature of the observable universe, he engaged with the ongoing project of distancing 

the new science from Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist. 

 This chapter concerns Samuel Clarke’s use of Hobbes and Hobbism in two of his most 

significant works, A Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God (1705) and A Discourse 

Concerning the Unchangeable Obligation of Natural Religion (1706). Both were contributions to 

the Boyle lectures, an annual series of lectures established by an endowment in Robert Boyle’s 

 

3 Michael Hunter, Establishing the New Science: The Experience of the Early Royal Society (Woodbridge, 1989), 

12, 65-67; Hunter, Boyle: Between God and Science (New Haven, 2009), 132-37, 148-49, 172, 252-55, 275. Hunter 

argues that too much emphasis has been placed on Boyle’s opposition to Hobbes at the expense of his concern with 

Aristotelian and Paracelsusian natural philosophy, particularly in Simon Schaffer and Steven Shapin, Leviathan and 

the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life (Princeton, 1985). Hunter concedes that Boyle consistently 

identified domestic irreligion with Hobbesian natural philosophy and irreligion. 
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will to oppose atheism, infidelity, and deism. Clarke’s use of Hobbes should not be interpreted 

solely as an effort to repudiate the perception of a growing influence of atheism and irreligion in 

English society. Clarke’s lectures are evidence of the taming of Hobbes.4 As a promoter of 

Newtonian science, Clarke shared with Hobbes an interest in a mechanical material world and, 

like his predecessors, desired to demonstrate that the new science did not lead to atheism.5 As a 

disciple of latitudinarian rational religion, Clarke participated in an existing discourse wherein 

the new science, natural law, and a powerful civil government were contrasted against a 

Hobbesian foil.6 The argument is not that Clarke was a closet Hobbist but, as with his 

predecessors, that many of his ideas had identifiable Hobbesian antecedents. As a result, Clarke 

could look back on the intellectual legacy of the seventeenth century and recognize that he was 

himself open to charges of Hobbism and heterodoxy.  

Clarke contrasted himself against Hobbes as a means of justifying an ecumenical 

demonstration of the being and attributes of God that was rooted in the new science. Within the 

history of Hobbes’s reception, Clarke’s Boyle Lectures were significant because they articulated 

a durable and popular version of atheistic Hobbism.7 Clarke’s use of Hobbes suggests that 

natural philosophers and devotees of latitudinarian rational religion remained susceptible to 

accusations of Hobbism. The condemnation of an atheistic Hobbism, featuring materialism, 

 

4 Parking, Taming the Leviathan, 14-17. 
5 For the relationship, or lack thereof,  between Hobbes and the Royal Society, see Malcolm, Aspects, 317-35; 

Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 215-22; Parkin, Science, Religion, and Politics, 118-39. For an alternative 

interpretation wherein Hobbes was excluded from the Royal Society because of personal rivalries, see Skinner, 

Visions. 3:324-45.   
6 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-311. In particular, see the examples of Samuel Parker, Richard Cumberland, 

and Thomas Tenison. 
7 Clarke’s Boyle lectures were incredibly popular. The two series of lectures were initially published separately, 

with the Demonstration receiving two editions by 1706 and the Samuel Clarke, Discourse Concerning the 

Unchangeable Obligations of Natural Religion, and the Truth and Certainty of Christian Revelation (1706), 

receiving three editions by 1711. A combined edition, Clarke, A Discourse Concerning the Being and Attributes of 

God, the Obligations of Natural Religion, and the Truth and Certainty of the Christian Revelation, 3rd ed. (1711), 

received a tenth edition in 1749.  
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determinism, and moral conventionalism, was an effective means of demonstrating that rational 

religion and the new science did not lead to theological heterodoxy. 

 The chapter begins with an analysis of Samuel Clarke and his Boyle lectures in order to 

demonstrate that, despite the popularity of his lectures and their reputation as vehicles of anti-

Hobbism, Clarke pushed the boundaries of orthodoxy. Analysis of Clarke’s philosophical 

arguments is followed by an investigation of his specific uses of Hobbes, suggesting that they 

coincided with Clarke’s own most heterodox arguments. The chapter ends with an analysis of 

later Boyle lectures, to demonstrate the survival and durability of atheistic Hobbism amongst 

theologians not overtly interested in defending the new science. 

Samuel Clarke and the Boyle Lectures 

 Samuel Clarke (1675-1729) was the son of a Norwich cloth manufacturer. He began his 

university studies at Cambridge in 1690 where he likely studied the classics, philosophy, and 

theology, with a special interest in Newtonian natural philosophy. Clarke first garnered attention 

for his Latin translation of Jacques Rohault’s Traité de Physique, a popular French account of 

Cartesian philosophy. Clarke’s translation, completed in 1697, was notable because he included 

notes taken from Newtonian philosophy that addressed the shortcomings of the Cartesian system. 

Clarke’s translation identified him as an effective early promoter of Newtonian natural 

philosophy and brought him to the attention of William Whiston and his future patron, Dr. John 

Moore, then Bishop of Norwich.8  

 Clarke is now best known as an able promoter of Newtonian new science and an anti-

Trinitarian. Clarke’s early works indicate that he initially conformed theologically. His first 

 

8 J. P. Ferguson, An Eighteenth Century Heretic, Dr. Samuel Clarke (Kineton, 1976), 1-9.  
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book, Three Practical Essays upon Baptism, Confirmation, and Repentance (1699) reflected the 

move away from Calvinist notions of grace, a transition increasingly popular amongst Church 

divines since the Restoration. Clarke interpreted the sacraments as morally enabling, but 

ultimately put the onus on the individual to use his or her faculties to identify and conform to the 

eternal and unchangeable law of God. For Clarke, morality was the end of religion and would be 

rewarded by happiness, temporally and eternally. This work rooted the young Clarke firmly in 

the Latitudinarian camp as he advocated for the marriage of natural reason and revelation.9 His 

second work, Some Reflections on that Part of a Book called Amyntor (1699), was a defence of 

divine inspiration and revelation from the aspersions of the Deist John Toland. Clarke’s A 

Paraphrase on the Four Evangelists (1701-2) contributed to a genre that attempted to distil the 

full meaning of scripture into plain words. The first two paraphrases were dedicated to Thomas 

Tenison, then archbishop of Canterbury, and formerly a lightning rod for the accusations of 

Hobbism that had swirled around the latitudinarians during the Restoration.10 At the young age 

of twenty-four, Clarke emerged as a bright young defender of the Established Church, and a star 

of its turn toward rational religion and the “commonsense” rule of faith. 

 Clarke’s early years indicate that he travelled in contexts in which accusations of 

Hobbism had previously figured. His early engagement with Newtonian natural philosophy 

combined with his defence of a rational, moral Christianity foreshadowed his role as a prominent 

spokesman for the ways in which the study of natural philosophy could support Christian 

orthodoxy. Since Hobbes had attained his reputation for atheism in 1650s and 1660s, promoters 

 

9 Ibid., 10-13. Ferguson identified the Three Practical Essays with the broader trend within the Church to move 

away from Calvinist notions of grace since the mid seventeenth century. Portraying the sacraments in this fashion 

also put Clarke at odds with non-jurors and high-churchmen who increasingly emphasized the sacraments as a 

means reasserting independent Church authority through apostolic succession. 
10 Ibid., 10-22. 
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of the new science had to defend themselves against the charge that studying the mechanical 

universe led to irreligion and moral decay.11 Clarke indicated that he was sympathetic to a 

rational approach to religion, an approach that favoured the individual attainment of moral virtue 

over petty doctrinal squabbles. These views, often associated with the latitudinarians, drew 

charges of Hobbism for their potential to transfer authority over indifferent religious matters to 

the civil magistrate. To critics this often stank of Hobbesian Erastianism and the slippery slope to 

moral conventionalism.12 Clarke occupied a philosophical position in which accusations of 

Hobbism had circulated for nearly half a century. Many of his later positions indicate an 

awareness of these discourses and polemics.  

 Indicative of his rising fortunes, Clarke was invited by Tenison to deliver the Boyle 

lectures for 1704. Boyle’s will established a lectureship “To preach Eight Sermons in the Year, 

for proving the Christian Religion against notorious Infidels, viz. Atheists, Deists, Pagans, Jews 

and Mahometans; not descending to any Controversies that are among Christians themselves.”13 

The lectures were a significant channel for works that demonstrated the compatibility of the new 

science with Church orthodoxy. Hunter describes Boyle’s intention as establishing a series of 

lectures that would provide a non-denominational defence of Christianity rooted in a pious 

accommodation of the new science.14 The lectures were initially administered by four trustees: 

Tenison, John Evelyn, Henry Amhurst, and John Rotherham. Not only was Tenison a trustee, but 

he also addressed the shortfall of funds from Boyle’s estate, ensuring that the lectures were 

controlled by Church moderates.  

 

11 Malcolm, Aspects, 317-35; Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 215-22.  
12 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 207-8, 238-311. 
13 Richard Bentley, The Folly of Atheism (1692), Sig. A2r-v, quoted in ibid., 392. 
14 Hunter, Boyle, 240-45 See also, Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 391-96; Margaret Jacob, The Newtonians and the 

English Revolution, 1689-1720 (Ithaca, 1976), 143-200. 
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Historians have put forward competing interpretations of the significance of the Boyle 

lectures. The Boyle lectures feature prominently in Margaret C. Jacob’s The Newtonian and the 

English Revolution and The Radical Enlightenment. In the former, Jacob argues that the Boyle 

Lectures were emblems of the ultimate triumph of Newtonian natural philosophy. The Boyle 

lectures and their emphasis on Newtonian natural religion were thus significant in a post-

revolution society moving toward toleration and practical ethics. Natural religion promised a 

means of Protestant consensus building that had eluded England during the seventeenth century, 

and Newtonianism offered a conception as to how spirit and providence could be retained in a 

mechanical, ordered world. All of which offered a blue print for the continuing role of the 

Church in a society increasingly dominated by individual self-interest and temporal happiness.15 

A consequence of Jacob’s later argument about the existence of an early radical Enlightenment 

rooted in materialism and hostility to priestcraft was the assumption that the lectures were 

primarily concerned with eradicating irreligion, downplaying the necessity of justifying the 

orthodoxy of the new science. Jacob argues that late seventeenth-century radicals like Blount, 

Toland, and Collins were influenced by Hobbes’s philosophy, and thus Hobbes’s poisoning of 

the minds of young Englishmen was not an idle threat imagined by paranoid divines. As a result, 

the Boyle lectures were interpreted as a means of opposing the spread of Hobbesian materialism 

and secularism.16  

 A somewhat more subtle interpretation has been advanced by Malcolm and Parkin. 

Writing about the early Royal Society, Malcolm argues, “Hobbes was becoming an increasingly 

disreputable figure, both politically and theologically; and the people who felt that it was most in 

 

15 Jacob, Newtonians and the English Revolution, 15-21, 143-61; Jacob, Radical Enlightenment, 88-93. 
16 Jacobs, Radical Enlightenment, 87-108. 
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their interest to blacken his reputation were the ones who were vulnerable to embarrassing 

comparisons between his positions and their own.”17 According to Malcolm, the consistent 

opposition of the English scientific community to Hobbes and atheism sprang from recognition 

of similarities between their positions. Natural philosophers needed to legitimize scientific study 

as a means of supporting Christianity and the Church. Malcolm identifies these concerns 

operating in the correspondence of Robert Boyle in 1682, suggesting that his posthumous 

instruction to oppose atheism was not entirely a reaction to the growing popularity of Hobbesian 

materialism and moral relativism, but a continuing effort to legitimize the new science and 

rational religion by contrasting it against atheism and irreligion.18 Parkin portrays the Boyle 

lectures as a Latitudinarian response to the events of the Glorious Revolution. In his 

interpretation, the Glorious Revolution represented the triumph of recognizably Hobbesian 

concepts: the allegiance controversy suggested the triumph of self-interest and self-preservation; 

toleration indicated Erastianism; the promotion of latitudinarian Bishops (many of which had 

been accused of Hobbism during the Restoration); and the lapsing of Licensing Act, which paved 

the way for the circulation of heretical ideas. Taken together, these events resulted in a moral 

panic and a belief that the Church was in danger. As a result, Parkin interprets the Boyle lectures 

as part of a defensive latitudinarian campaign for Godly reform centred around Tenison. Attacks 

on atheism and irreligion by low-church divines sympathetic to the new science were interpreted 

as a means of demonstrating that latitudinarian rational religion and the Glorious Revolution 

supported Christianity.19 

 

17 Malcolm, Aspects, 330.  
18 Malcolm, Aspects, 330-31. See also Hunter,  Establishing the New Science, 12, 65-67; Hunter, Boyle, 3-4, 132-37, 

148-49, 252-55.  
19 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 388-96. 
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 Clarke’s contributions to the Boyle lectures were largely consistent with earlier 

promoters of the new science and rational religion, who demonstrated orthodoxy by distancing 

themselves from Hobbes. Clarke’s attacks on atheism in 1704, and particularly on Hobbes, 

amounted to preaching to the choir. By the eighteenth century, Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist 

had reached near consensus. Nevertheless some of Clarke’s own claims based on Newtonian 

metaphysics were still very much up for debate. Clarke’s positioning of himself against Hobbes 

was also intended to legitimize his own demonstration of the being of God on the rational 

principles of the new science. The triumph of the new science was still not settled at the onset of 

the eighteenth century, particularly at a point in time when non-jurors and high-churchmen were 

increasingly embracing a sacerdotal interpretation of an independent Church of England.  

 Clarke’s first series of lectures were delivered in 1704 and published in 1705. Clarke 

began with the a priori assumption that there must be a first cause. Consistent with Newton, 

Clarke argued that the material world was mechanical and governed by natural laws, but he 

protected the role of God by arguing for the necessity of immaterial substances capable of 

beginning and maintaining motion. In other words, Clarke insisted that the predictable 

functioning of the universe was evidence of the being of God and his governance of creation. 

Emphasizing the necessity of immaterial substances was a significant break from Hobbes’s 

mechanical natural philosophy.20 Hobbes’s thoroughgoing materialism even extended to his own 

dispute with Boyle wherein he insisted that Boyle’s air-pump experiment did not necessarily 

indicate a vacuum. According to Hobbes, the space was likely still filled by subtile matter.21 

Clarke’s God was the opposite of the dumb, causal, material world; but, importantly, the study of 

 

20 For examples of Hobbes’s hostility to immaterial substances, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:68, 122. 
21 Hunter, Boyle, 132-37. 
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the material world could produce demonstrations of the being of God rooted in right reason. The 

first series of lectures were immensely successful, perhaps encouraging Tenison to grant Clarke a 

second series of lectures the following year. The second series was nominally concerned with 

repudiating deism by asserting the necessity of revelation. The identification of deism was a red 

herring, as Clarke argued that the only real deists were Pagans who used their reason to identify 

the tenets of natural religion and recognized that they still required revelation. Thus the second 

series of lectures also resolved into Clarke opposing atheism.22  

The second series of lectures can be divided into two parts: the first articulated the 

argument for eternal moral obligations, obligatory antecedent to self-interest and self-

preservation; the second argued that the current corrupt condition of mankind required divine 

revelation, future reward punishments, and Christianity to ground the capability of following the 

dictates of natural law and attain salvation. Taken together, the two lectures represent a popular 

example of the marriage between Newtonian philosophy and rational Christianity. Clarke’s 

lectures represented an approach to Christianity in which the notion of God, while not innate, 

was available to bare, natural reason alone. But significantly, Clarke considered the rational 

discovery of God morally insufficient without revelation. In this interpretation religion was 

considered the primary means of ensuring that human beings were capable of acting in 

accordance with natural and divine laws. 

 Following the success of the lectures, Clarke’s patron, the Bishop of Norwich, helped 

him attain a living in London, introduced him at Court, and facilitated his relationship with 

Queen Anne. Clarke’s relationship with Newton also bloomed, eventually resulting in Clarke’s 

 

22 Clarke, Discourse, 17-42. 
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translation of The Optics into Latin in 1706. Clarke followed the Boyle lectures by publicly 

disputing Henry Dodwell’s argument for the material soul. Dodwell, a non-juror, argued that the 

human soul was initially material as a means of arguing for the importance of apostolic 

succession and the sacerdotal function of the Church. By opposing Dodwell, Clarke championed 

the low-church faction against high-church arguments about allegiance and Church 

independence.23 Wigelsworth notes that Clarke’s opposition to Dodwell did not indicate that he 

was not a mortalist himself.24 Dodwell’s argument was later adopted by Anthony Collins as a 

means to challenge Clarke’s views on freewill, resulting in numerous public letters exchanged on 

the topic. The debates with Dodwell and Collins resulted in further preferment. Clarke became 

Rector of St. James’s Church in Westminster in 1709, a post he would hold for the rest of his 

life. In the same year, Clarke received his Doctor of Divinity from Cambridge University.25 

 Clarke’s reputation for heterodoxy can be traced to the publishing of The Scripture-

Doctrine of the Trinity (1712). Clarke argued that the doctrine of the Trinity present in the 

Athanasian Creed was a human mystery, and not present in the Gospels. This argument hinged 

on the metaphysical argument present in the Demonstration that God must be self-existent. 

According to Clarke, if Christ and the Holy Ghost depended on God for their being, they could 

not be considered self-existent, and thus not part of one united Godhead. Unlike his Boyle 

lectures, the method in Scripture Doctrine was primarily scriptural. Scripture Doctrine was not 

rooted in the new science, but a contribution to ongoing Reformation debates concerning which 

 

23 Clarke responded to Henry Dodwell’s, An Epistolary Discourse, Proving from the Scriptures and the First 

Fathers that the Soul is a Principle Naturally Mortal (1706) with his A Letter to Mr Dodwell (1706). 
24 Jeffrey R. Wigelsowrth, “Samuel Clarke’s Newtonian Soul,” Journal of the History of Ideas 70, no. 1 (2009):45-

68. Wigelsworth argues that Clarke’s mortalism was a consequence of reconciling the mechanical Newtonian 

universe with God and particular providence. For Hobbes’s own mortalism, intended to defuse the influence of the 

future state, see Collins, Shadow, chs. 4, 7. 
25 Ferguson, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 35-46. 
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primitive Christian texts should be considered canonical. The publication of Scripture Doctrine 

marked the end of Clarke’s rise within the Church. In June 1714 Clarke’s book was brought 

before the lower house of Convocation. The moderate upper house was sympathetic to Clarke’s 

earlier works and allowed him to recant so long as he no longer discussed, or promoted, his anti-

Trinitarian views. Reflective of the changing attitudes within the Church during the eighteenth 

century, Clarke was eventually defended in print by John Jackson and Arthur Ashley Sykes, but 

only after the effective demise of Convocation in 1717. Clarke’s reputation was stained by the 

accusations of heresy thereafter.26  

 Clarke’s success at reconciling Newtonian natural philosophy and Church orthodoxy has 

been debated. Jacob portrays Clarke as a significant contributor to the evolution of the post-

revolution Church.27 Israel and J. P. Ferguson argue that despite his intention to provide a firmer 

basis for Christianity, his promotion of Newtonian philosophy further accelerated the 

disenchantment of the natural world and the secularization of British society.28 Perhaps because 

of his relationship with Newton and his proximity to the Glorious Revolution, most historians 

have downplayed the ways in which Clarke contributed to earlier discourses, whether that be 

justifying the religious utility of the new science or participating in Reformation debates about 

the nature of primitive Christianity.  

 Many historians focus on Clarke’s effort to combat radicalism. Israel identifies the Being 

and Attributes of God as an English attempt to combat the growth of Spinozism. Israel goes so 

far as to suggest that Spinoza had exceeded Hobbes as the primary atheistic threat in England; 

 

26 For Clarke’s Trinitarian controversy see ibid., 47-105, 119-49; Ingram, Reformation without End, 44-63.  
27 Jacob, Newtonians, 15-21; Jacob, The Radical Enlightenment, 88-93. 
28 See, Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 201-14. Ferguson points to contemporary critics who believed that Clarke’s 

Demonstration undermined the foundations for sincere belief, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 26-27. 
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there is little evidence to support this claim as Spinoza was often paired with Hobbes as the twin 

forbearers of modern atheism.29 Jacob argues that Clarke opposed the rise of a radical 

Enlightenment partially inspired by Hobbesian materialism and anti-clericalism.30 Rivers places 

Clarke into a latitudinarian ethical tradition opposed to the Hobbesian account of human nature 

and moral obligations.31 James Harris argues that Clarke opposed Hobbesian necessitarianism.32 

The subtitle of Clarke’s Demonstration advertised it as an answer to Hobbes, but that was not 

Clarke’s sole goal. For Clarke, Hobbes served a similar role as he had for seventeenth-century 

latitudinarians and proponents of the new science, a means of demonstrating one’s own 

orthodoxy through contrast. Clarke’s lectures represent a popular and enduring articulation of 

Hobbism that identified his materialism, determinism, and moral conventionalism as 

interconnected symptoms of his atheism.  

Hobbism and Clarke’s Boyle Lectures 

 Clarke’s Demonstration consists of 12 propositions. According to Clarke, there are three 

types of atheists: those lacking natural reason, libertines who have sacrificed their own reason 

and given themselves over to their passions, and those who have reasoned themselves into 

atheism on the basis of false assumptions. The Demonstration was designed to confute the latter, 

as the first two categories were considered beyond reasonable arguments.33 Notably, the second 

category was also associated with Hobbes. He had routinely been associated with libertinism 

since the Scargill affair, and because of his supposed influence over the more cynical wits of the 

 

29 Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 204-5. 
30 Jacobs, Radical Enlightenment, 87-109.  
31 Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:9-21. 
32 Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity, 1-12, 41-63. 
33 Clarke, Demonstration, 1-5. 
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Restoration court.34 Hobbes’s opponents had long emphasized the danger of his philosophy 

encouraging or justifying libertinism in English youths.35 But the Demonstration was primarily a 

rational response to Hobbes’s supposed philosophical atheism, not his libertinism (or implicit 

“atheism by consequence”).  

 The 12 propositions in the Demonstration can be categorized into three groups. The first 

three propositions taken together argue that “Something has existed from all Eternity,” that thing 

must be one unchangeable being, and that this being must be self-existent.36 This was an a priori 

argument for the being of God. The following two propositions were anti-scholastic arguments 

that the essence or substance of God is beyond human comprehension, but that many of his 

attributes are demonstrable.37 The following propositions identified those attributes as being 

infinite, omnipresent, one, intelligent, indued with free will, infinitely powerful, and infinitely 

wise.38 The final proposition argued that the preceding attributes demonstrated God’s role as 

governor and judge of the world.39 Taken together, the propositions amount to a rational 

demonstration as to how right reason could arrive at an orthodox conception of the being of God. 

This was a forceful case for the value of natural religion to orthodox Protestantism. Clarke used 

these propositions to argue for an immaterial God who created and governs the universe, 

ensuring order, beauty, and intelligence in a mechanical material world. 

 

34 For example, see the reception of Lord Rochester. Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 304-11. 
35 Ibid., 244-52. 
36 Clarke, Demonstration, 18-19, 23-26, 27-30. 
37 Ibid., 74, 81-82. Boyle also used both scholastic natural philosophy and Hobbesian materialism as foils, see 

Hunter, Boyle, 252-55. 
38 Clarke, Demonstration, 86-88, 93-94, 101-2, 126-27, 150-54, 221-23. 
39 Ibid., 233-41.  
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 Hobbes and Spinoza were the modern atheists who Clarke primarily engaged in the 

Demonstration (though both Blount and Toland also occasioned comment at points).40 The 

engagement with Hobbes and Spinoza was largely concentrated in propositions eight, nine, and 

ten: the arguments for God’s intelligence, liberty, and power. Unsurprisingly, references to 

Hobbes and Spinoza were connected with Clarke’s most unorthodox arguments concerning 

God’s role in a predictable mechanical universe. It was in these sections that Clarke discussed 

God’s own freewill. Clarke argued that was God was constrained by a moral necessity, that he 

could not act contrary to his own intelligence and goodness. The eternal fitness of things, or 

natural laws, antecedently obliged God and all rational beings.  

 The eighth proposition argued that “the Self-Existent and Original Cause of all things, 

must be an intelligent Being.” Clarke insisted that the issue of God’s intelligence was the primary 

question between Christians and atheists. He accused atheists of reducing the self-existent cause 

to inactive matter, rendering God a “Necessary Agent.”41 Clarke insisted that self-reflection 

demonstrated the necessity of God’s intelligence. According to Clarke, if one is aware of their 

own consciousness, and compounds cannot be more than their individual parts, then it is 

impossible for consciousness to arise from mere matter. Consciousness must be a gift from a 

being endued with that attribute. Clarke cited Hobbes as recognizing the problem of 

consciousness and retreating to the materialist argument that matter is endued with more than 

figure and motion, but also with sense and perception, wanting only organs to express it.42 

 

40 For Clarke’s use of Gassendi, Blount, and Toland see, ibid., 46-47, 61, 85, 109-10.  
41 Ibid., 101-2.  
42 Ibid., 101-18, at 116-18. Clarke cited either Hobbes’s  Dialogus Phsyicus or Problematica Phsyica. A similar 

argument can also be found in Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:22-24. “The cause of Sense, is the Externall Body, or Object, 

which presseth the organ proper to each Sense, either immediately, as in the Tast and Touch; or mediately, as in 

Seeing, Hearing, and Smelling; which pressure, by the mediation of Nerves, and other strings, and membranes of the 

body, continued inwards to the Brain, and Heart, causeth there a resistance, or counter-pressure.” 
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Hobbes’s materialist account of ideas and memory were thus interpreted as an atheist denial of 

intelligence and freewill rooted in the rejection of immaterial substances. Clarke’s portrayal of 

Hobbes was not novel. Similar arguments had been used by Thomas Tenison in 1670 and Ralph 

Cudworth in 1678.43  

 Hobbes was the primary foil for Clarke’s tenth proposition concerning God’s infinite 

power. According to Clarke, “‘tis evident from Reason, that the Supreme Cause must of 

Necessity be Infinitely Powerful.” The error of the atheists was their denial of God’s power of 

creating matter and immaterial cognitive substances endued with freewill.44 Hobbes and Spinoza 

were initially cited in the context of human freewill. Clarke referred to Hobbes’s arguments that 

every effect must have a cause, and thus every human will or appetite was caused. Clarke used 

Spinoza in the same passage as evidence of an atheist arguing for eternal causation.45 Clarke 

highlighted Hobbes’s materialist account of efficient causation as a means of portraying him as 

an atheist who denied an immaterial first cause. 

 Clarke followed this argument by further critiquing Hobbes’s materialist account of 

sensation. At issue was whether thinking and willing could exist in matter alone. He returned to 

Hobbes’s argument that sensation, or phantasms, were the result of matter pressing on organs. 

Clarke reiterated that specific attributes must be present in the individual elements of a 

compound. He insisted that Hobbes must have incorrectly defined matter, or unwittingly referred 

to the immaterial soul, when explaining the perception of colour and sound. Clarke argued that 

the true definition of matter “is Nothing but a Solid Substance, capable only of Division, Figure, 

 

43 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 260-70, 322-34. The specific texts that used this argument were Thomas Tenison, 

The creed of Mr. Hobbes examined in a feigned conference between him and a student in divinity (1670); Ralph 

Cudworth, The true intellectual system of the universe (1678). 
44 Clarke, Demonstration, 150-65. 
45 Ibid., 183-88.  
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and Motion, with the Effects of their several Compositions.”46 He focused on the question of 

consciousness in order to repudiate Hobbes’s attack on the immaterial soul. According to Clarke, 

Hobbes and his followers rooted the argument for determinism on a materialism based only on 

figure and motion, thus Hobbes’s argument that human beings were capable of perceiving colour 

and sound from matter assumed additional unknown qualities in matter. Clarke argued that 

Hobbes absurdly allowed perception to be an attribute of matter while unequivocally denying 

matter the ability to begin motion. If Hobbes and the atheists were to insist that matter consisted 

of mere figure and motion, then they failed to identify the source of perception and were forced 

to admit the existence of immaterial substances.47 

 Despite claiming that the Demonstration was an answer to Hobbes, Spinoza, and their 

followers, the direct references to Hobbes focused on the materialist argument that ideas and 

memories were material in nature. Clarke’s use of atheism reinforced the sense that he 

contributed to an existing discourse defending the religious orthodoxy of the new science. He 

defended the existence of a mechanical material world that could co-exist with a recognizable 

definition of God and immaterial substances. This legitimized the study of the mechanical world 

while acknowledging the role of spirit in causation.48   

 While arguing that God consisted of a substance beyond human comprehension, Clarke 

railed against atheistic skepticism of immaterial substances. “How weak then and foolish is it to 

raise Objections against the Being of God, from the Incomprehensibleness of his Essence! and to 

represent it as a strange and incredible thing, that there should Exist an Incorporeal Substance, 

 

46 Ibid., 194-199. 
47 Ibid., 201-205. 
48 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 215-22; Malcolm, Aspects, 317-35. 
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the Essence of which we are not able to Comprehend!”49 This was almost certainly in reference 

to Hobbes’s claims that God was incomprehensible and that incorporeal substances were 

scholastic nonsense. In Leviathan, Hobbes argued that human beings were incapable of 

imagining the infinite, “and therefore the Name of God is used, not to make us conceive him; 

(for he is Incomprehensible; and his greatnesse, and power are unconceivable;) but that we may 

honour him.”50 Hobbes also insisted that the concept of immaterial substances was an absurdity, 

“when we Reason in Words of general signification, and fall upon a generall inference which is 

false; though it be commonly called Error, it is indeed an ABSURDITY, or senslesse Speech.”51 

It was no coincidence that Clarke’s depiction of atheists as deniers of immaterial substances 

appeared in the section arguing that God’s substance was incomprehensible. Like Hobbes, 

Clarke opposed Aristotelian concepts of God’s substance on the basis of incomprehensibility. 

Clarke contrasted himself against Hobbes’s infamous denial of immaterial substances to 

demonstrate that an anti-Aristotelian denial of the comprehensibility of God’s substance did not 

necessarily entail atheism. The thrust of Clarke’s argument was that the study of a mechanical 

natural world could demonstrate the necessary existence of immaterial substances and the 

attributes of God according to Christian orthodoxy.  

 

49 Clarke, Demonstration, 74-77. For Hobbes’s attack on immaterial substances, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:60, 68. 
50 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2: 46. 
51 Ibid., 2: 68. I have referenced Hobbes’s descriptions of God and immaterial substances from the first book of 

Leviathan because of the proximity to the passages cited by Clarke himself. It is worth noting that Hobbes later used 

similar arguments when explaining the appearance of the word spirit and erroneous descriptions of God in 

revelation. Hobbes reiterated that God was incomprehensible, and insisted that any mention of spirit was a sign of 

honour, not evidence that human beings were capable of comprehending his being. This project was not dissimilar to 

Clarke’s own later attempt to excise the Athanasian Creed, and interpret scripture in accordance to his own 

potentially Socinian argument that God must be one and self-existent. Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:610-14; Ingram, 

Reformation Without End, 44-63; Ferguson, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 51-55. Despite insisting that God was 

incomprehensible, Hobbes later admitted that he must be material, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:1228-32; Hobbes, 

Answer to Bramhall, 40.  
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 Clarke also alluded to Hobbes’s definition of liberty. In Leviathan, Hobbes defined a 

voluntary act as that “which proceedeth from the Will, and no other.” According to Hobbes, the 

will is consistent with necessity, as deliberation and will were functions of uncontrollable 

appetites.52 Hobbes argued that voluntary acts could be necessitated by efficient material 

causation. Hobbes also argued in chapter 14 that “Liberty, is understood, according to the proper 

signification of the word, the absence of external Impediments.”53 Clarke dissented: “There are 

some indeed, who denying Men the Power of Beginning Motion, would yet seem in some 

manner to account for their Actions, by allowing them a power of Determining Motion. But this 

is also mere ludicrous trifling with Words. For if that Power of Determining Motion be no other 

in a Man, than that which is in a Stone reflecting a Ball one certain way; this is just Nothing at 

all.”54 Clarke later identified heretical arguments “drawn from the Necessity of the Will’s being 

determined by the last Judgment of the Understanding.”55 Harris argues that the liberty and 

necessity debate in England had been defined since the mid-seventeenth century by Hobbes’s 

argument that liberty is consistent with acting in accordance with determined, competing 

appetites and aversions; and Bishop Bramhall’s counter argument that freedom must indicate the 

ability to act independently from natural desires.56 Clarke’s emphasis on the ability to begin 

motion was a means of contrasting himself from Hobbes’s recognizable argument that freedom 

is merely the power to execute the determined will when literally free of physical constraints; 

distracting from Clarke’s own argument that rational desires had the potential to limit the will.  

 

52 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:92. 
53 Ibid., 2:198.  
54 Clarke, Demonstration, 178.  
55 Ibid., 205-6. 
56 Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity, 1-19.  
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 The presence of Spinoza in the Demonstration cannot be ignored. Malcolm argues that 

the emergence of Hobbes’s atheistic reputation on the continent was spurred by Spinoza’s own 

burgeoning notoriety. Israel, in regards to Clarke, argues that the Demonstration was primarily 

intended to repudiate Spinozist atheism.57 The evidence suggests that Clarke utilized Spinoza in 

a definition of atheism already firmly connected with Hobbism. Spinoza was useful to Clarke as 

a means of identifying atheism with pantheism, an avenue in which Hobbes was not helpful. 

Historians have commented on the slipperiness of Hobbes’s own atheism. Accusations of 

atheism against Hobbes in print emerged relatively late in the reception process and were 

initially heavily qualified. The charge began to stick during the latter half of the seventeenth 

century, but still relied upon illuminating the atheistic implications of Hobbes’s materialism, 

determinism, moral conventionalism, and other heterodox ideas. Critics were forced to 

demonstrate that Hobbes’s philosophy effectively denied God.58 In particular, Hobbes avoided 

many of the metaphysical claims made by Spinoza. One had to imply, until the Latin Leviathan, 

that his denial of immaterial substances implied a material God; or that his emphasis on material 

causation effectively denied his claim that God was the first cause.59 Clarke used Spinoza to fill 

the gaps in Hobbes’s own metaphysics. But there is no doubt that Clarke understood Hobbes, 

however rhetorically slippery, to be promoting a project fundamentally similar to Spinoza.  

 The complementary nature of Hobbism and Spinozism in constructing an atheistic foil is 

evident from how Clarke used the two philosophers. Clarke’s explicit references to Hobbes were 

 

57 Malcolm, Aspects, 484-97, 535-37; Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 201-214. For Israel’s argument about 

Spinoza and the radical Enlightenment, see Israel, Radical Enlightenment: Philosophy and the Making of Modernity, 

1650-1750 (Oxford, 2001), 1-22, 159-74. 
58 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 133-35.  
59 Hobbes, Answer to Bramhall, 40. Even then, Hobbes described God as “I leave him to be a most pure, simple, 

invisible Spirit Corporeal.” This was an outgrowth of Hobbes’s argument that incorporeal substances were 

scholastic nonsense. This was not Spinozist pantheism, but the argument that all substances, including God, must be 

material, if still beyond comprehension. 
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almost exclusively limited to his materialist account of human psychology. Hobbes provided 

Clarke with a recognizable materialist epistemology, a denial of human freewill, and an attack 

upon immaterial substances. Spinoza provided Clarke with the metaphysical equivalent of 

Hobbes’s well known materialism. Spinoza was first cited by Clarke during his defence of the 

third proposition that God must be self-existent. It was at this point that Clarke described 

Spinoza as “the most celebrated Patron of Atheism in our Time.”60 Clarke certainly found 

Spinoza’s pantheism useful when demonstrating that atheists wanted to collapse God into the 

mechanical material universe, a step not taken by Hobbes (who was no pantheist). Spinoza also 

provided arguments that God was itself a determined being because of the necessity of divine 

nature.61 Spinoza’s pantheism was useful in establishing the atheist’s confused notion of matter. 

Pantheism also firmly established that atheists effectively robbed God of his intelligence and 

freewill by making him a part of the unintelligent and determined material world.  

The most sustained engagement with Spinoza appeared in the ninth proposition 

concerning God’s liberty and freewill. Clarke used Spinoza to argue that atheists relied upon the 

concept of natural necessity to rob God of the ability to act otherwise than he had. God became 

indistinguishable from the material world, robbing the universe of a first cause. Clarke argued 

that if God himself was part of a material world dependent on external sufficient causes for 

motion, the universe lacked a being or substance capable of setting, and maintaining, the 

universe in motion.62 Hobbes and Spinoza were complimentary for Clarke. By utilizing both 

philosophers, Clarke was capable of arguing that atheists consistently denied free will and the 

 

60 Clarke, Demonstration, 50. Israel uses this quote to argue that the Demonstration was fundamentally an anti-

Spinozist text, see Radical Enlightenment, 600-3. 
61 Clarke, Demonstration, 50-57.  
62 Ibid., 96-100, 127-48.  
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ability of beginning motion because of their materialism, both in regards to the deity and human 

beings. 

 Clarke was compelled to contrast his own views with those of Hobbes and Spinoza in 

order to justify his rational account of God restrained by moral necessity. In other words, Clarke 

sought to reconcile a predictable mechanical universe discoverable by observation and 

experiment with an orthodox interpretation of God as governor and preserver of the universe. 

Clarke highlighted the materialist determinism of Hobbes and Spinoza in an effort to define 

freewill as the ability to begin motion, an attribute unique to immaterial substances. This was 

Clarke’s means of embracing the predictable mechanical world of Newton and reconciling it 

with the existence of immaterial substances. Defining freewill as the ability to begin motion had 

to be defended because of Clarke’s distinction between natural and moral necessity. In 

contrasting himself from Spinoza, Clarke argued,  

It might have been Objected with much more Plausibleness, that the Supreme 

Cause cannot be Free, because He must needs do always what is best in the 

whole. But this would not at all serve Spinoza’s Purpose. For this is a Necessity, 

not of Nature and Fate, but of Fitness and Wisdom; a Necessity, consistent with 

the greatest Freedom and most perfect Choice. For the only Foundation of this 

Necessity, is such an unalterable Rectitude of Will and Perfection of Wisdom, as 

makes it impossible for a Wise Being to resolve to Act foolishly, or for a Nature 

infinitely Good, to choose to do that which is Evil.63  

The implications of Clarke’s definition of freedom and moral necessity were revealed when he 

discussed the concept of fitness founded in the nature of things antecedent to will or positive 

appointment:  

The Supreme Cause therefore, and Author of all Things; since (as has already 

been Proved) he must of necessity have infinite Knowledge, and the Perfection of 

Wisdom; so that ‘tis absolutely impossible he should Err or be in any respect 

 

63 Ibid., 139-40. 
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Ignorant of the True Relations and Fitness or Unfitnesses of Things, or be by any 

means Deceived or Imposed upon herein: And since he is likewise Self-Existent, 

Absolutely Independent and All-Powerful; so that, having no want or any thing, 

‘tis impossible his Will should be influenced by any wrong Affection; and, having 

no Dependence, ‘tis impossible his Power should be limited by Superiour 

Strength: ‘Tis evident He must of Necessity (meaning, not a Necessity of Fate, but 

such a Moral Necessity as I before said was consistent with the most perfect 

Liberty,) Do always what he knows to be Fittest to be Done: that is, He must Act 

always according to the strictest Rules of Infinite Goodness, Justice and Truth, 

and all other Moral Perfections.64  

Harris argues that Clarke attempted to promote freewill while not completely ignoring the 

influence of determined appetites. This was in contrast to William King’s De Origine Mali 

(1702), which defended the will as a self-determining active principle, or a liberty of 

indifference. King described the will as completely free from desires, whether rational or 

determined. By making liberty consistent with the ability to begin motion free from sufficient 

causation, Clarke walked the line between voluntarism and necessitarianism.65 Clarke’s 

definition of freewill highlighted his use of Hobbes and Spinoza, and his condemnation of a 

necessity linked to materialist sufficient causation was meant to justify his own effective denial 

of God’s ability to act against his own inherent wisdom and goodness.  

 Clarke’s contemporaries recognized the proximity between his description of atheism and 

his own position. William Carroll published two short essays against Clarke in 1705 and 1706. 

Little is known about Carroll, but his opposition to Clarke and Locke indicates that he was likely 

an opponent of the vogue for rational, natural religion.66 Two of Carroll’s arguments indicate 

 

64 Ibid., 233-41. 
65 Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity, 42-53. 
66 For example, see Carroll, Remarks upon Mr. Clarke’s Sermons; Carroll, Dissertation; Carroll, The Skepticism and 

Fundamental Errours Establish’d in Samuel Clarke’s Sermons (1706). The issue of Hobbes and God’s 

comprehensibility was also raised by Charles Gildon, “Thus Hobbs in his laying down the Principles of downright 

Atheism, would amuse the Reader with some Pompous Expressions of that Deity, of whom he will not allow we 

know anything at all.” This was in a passage repudiating opponents of the Protestant Succession, but does indicate 

the proximity of Hobbes to arguments about the incomprehensibility of God. Gildon, Jacobite Plot Against the 

Protestant Succession Discover’d (1706), 71-72. 
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why Clarke may have desired to pre-emptively defend his position. First, Carroll argued that 

Clarke had adopted a skepticism which made it impossible for him to repudiate Hobbes and 

Spinoza. Carroll pointed to Clarke’s argument that God’s substance is incomprehensible, which 

he connected to a broader Lockean tradition which believed that human knowledge and ideas 

were derived from the senses. By claiming that God’s substance was incomprehensible, Clarke 

was unable to effectively repudiate the argument that God was material.67 Carroll challenged the 

capabilities of a natural philosophy rooted in a sensual, mechanical world of effectively 

repudiating the atheism of Hobbes and Spinoza. He also attacked Clarke’s distinction between 

moral and natural necessity.68 In 1708 Clarke’s rational religion was also challenged by Joseph 

Pitts, a high-church supporter of Henry Dodwell. Pitts argued that if the light of reason was 

sufficient there would be no need for revelation or the Church.69 The question of moral necessity 

also vexed Sir Richard Bulkeley, who exchanged letters with Clarke between 1716 and 1717 and 

believed that Clarke’s moral necessity arrived at the same conclusion as the fatalists.70   

 In light of the evidence, one can confidently assert that Clarke did not write the 

Demonstration merely to confute Hobbes and Spinoza and thwart the rise of irreligion. He 

recognized that his own rational Christianity rooted in Newtonian science, and his argument 

about moral necessity, could be considered heterodox. In an attempt to justify his conclusions, he 

contrasted his own arguments against Hobbes and Spinoza, highlighting their atheism, 

 

67 Carroll, Remarks upon Mr. Clarke’s Sermons,4-5, 9-10, 17; Carroll, Skepticism and Fundamental Errours, 7. See 

also Collins, Shadow, ch. 9, for an analysis of the linking of Locke’s epistemology with Hobbism. 
68 Carroll, Remarks upon Mr. Clarke’s Sermons, 34; Carroll, Skepticism and Fundamental Errours,17-22.  
69 Joseph Pitts, The Holy Spirit the Author of Immortality, or Immortality a Peculiar Grace of the Gospel, No 

Natural Ingredient of the Soul (1708), 57-59. Clarke’s reliance on Lockean epistemology and definition of moral 

necessity was also challenged in the 1730s by George Berkeley, A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human 

Knowledge (1734), 256-57; Anonymous, An Essay on the Freedom of Will in God and Creatures (1732), 81-86.  
70 The letters, attributed to Sir Richard Bulkeley by J. P. Ferguson, were published along with the letters exchanged 

with Leibniz in 1717 under the title, Letters to Dr. Clarke Concerning Liberty and Necessity from a  Gentleman of 

the University of Cambridge. A Collection of Papers, Which passed between the late Learned Mr. Leibnitz, and Dr. 

Clarke (1717), 402-16; Ferguson, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 116.  
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materialism, and determinism. For the reception of Hobbes, this was an extremely influential 

reiteration of critiques with long lineages in the seventeenth century. Newtonianism, and the 

effort to reconcile it with orthodox Christianity, had provided these critiques new life in new 

contexts.  

 Following the immediate success of The Demonstration, Clarke was tasked by Tenison 

with delivering a second series of lectures the following year.  The second series tackled morality 

in an ordered universe in which God acted as governor. Clarke now attempted to reconcile his 

concept of moral necessity with an orthodox Protestantism that insisted upon the necessity of 

revelation, retribution in a future state, and a moral role for the Church in society. Tension was 

present in Clarke’s introduction of the argument,  

That is, these eternal and necessary differences of Things, make it fit and 

reasonable for Creatures to act; they cause it to be their Duty, or lay an Obligation 

upon them, so to do; even separate from the consideration of these Rules being 

the positive Will or Command of God; and also antecedent to any respect or 

regard, expectation or apprehension, of any particular private and personal 

Advantage or Disadvantage, Reward or Punishment, either present or future, 

annexed either by natural consequence, or by positive appointment, to the 

practicing or neglecting those Rules.  

Clarke argued that rationally discoverable fitnesses were morally sufficient for human beings in 

their natural state, before the fall; after the fall, signs, revelation, and the promise of a future state 

operated as necessary aids to corrupted human reason. This was Clarke’s attempt to reconcile 

natural law and moral necessity with the orthodoxy of the Established Church.71 

 Clarke’s description of fitness placed him into an English natural law tradition which had 

long struggled with its proximity to Hobbes. During the Restoration, there were a number of 

latitudinarians who promoted natural law and extensive sovereignty. Parkin argues that 

 

71 Clarke, Discourse, 5-17, at 5-6. 
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latitudinarians were open to accusations of Hobbism because of their belief that the magistrate 

could determine indifferent elements of external religion in the context of comprehension; or, 

after the failure of comprehension, their argument that the magistrate could enforce public 

worship.72  

This exposed a quandary faced by English natural law theorists when distancing 

themselves from Hobbes’s voluntarist attack on traditional natural law. In Leviathan, Hobbes 

described natural law as “a Precept, or generall Rule, found out by Reason, by which a man is 

forbidden to do, that, which is destructive of his life, or taketh away the means of preserving the 

same; and to omit, that, by which he thinketh it may be best preserved.” After which he listed a 

number of laws of nature, rooted in the rational pursuance of self-preservation, that rendered 

sociability a rational good. But Hobbes rendered natural laws toothless when he argued in the 

following chapter, “These dictates of Reason, men use to call by the name of Lawes; but 

improperly: for they are but Conclusions, or Theoremes concerning what conduceth to the 

conservation and defence of themselves; whereas Law, properly is the world of him, that by right 

hath command over others.”73 Hobbes’s radical individualism turned the question from the 

existence of rationally discoverable moral distinctions to the issue of obligation.  

Seventeenth-century natural law theorists struggled to salvage natural law from Hobbes’s 

critique. Natural law theorists could be accused of Hobbism if they allowed the magistrate 

authority regarding indifferent matters, or if they indicated that sovereign authority was required 

to render natural laws obligatory. Cumberland found a possible solution by exposing Hobbes’s 

assumption that self-preservation inevitably led to a state of war. Cumberland argued that self-

 

72 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 207-8, 238-311. 
73 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:198-242, at 198, 242.  
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preservation and right reason inevitably led to natural sociability through a recognition that 

human beings were morally insufficient and in need of divine assistance.74 Since the mid-

seventeenth century, Hobbes had been at the centre of English natural law debates.75  

 Clarke previewed his moral opposition to Hobbes in the Demonstration when he argued,  

They who found all Moral Obligation only upon Laws made for the good of 

Societies, hold an Opinion which. . . is moreover so directly and manifestly 

contradictory and inconsistent with it self, that it seems strange it should not have 

been more commonly taken notice of. For if there be no difference between Good 

and Evil, antecedent to all Laws; there can be no reason given why any Laws 

should be made at all, when all things are naturally indifferent.76  

Clarke then explicitly connected Hobbes to this sentiment in the Demonstration,  

So that indeed it might justly seem altogether a needless undertaking, to attempt 

to prove and establish the eternal difference of Good and Evil; had there not 

appeared certain men, as Mr. Hobbs and some few others, who have presumed, 

contrary to the plainest and most obvious reason of Mankind, to assert, and not 

without some Subtilty indeavoured to prove, that there is no such real Difference 

originally, necessarily and absolutely in the Nature of Things; but that all 

Obligation of Duty to God, arises merely from his absolute irresistable Power; 

and all Duty towards Men, merely from positive Compact.77  

Clarke identified Hobbes as a denier of the existence of antecedent moral distinctions. Clarke’s 

characterization was potentially misleading. In Leviathan Hobbes described the study of natural 

law as the only true moral philosophy, the science of what is good and evil; Hobbes did not deny 

natural laws discoverable by reason, only that they could be considered laws in the strictest sense 

of the word without authority.78  

 

74 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 270-82; Parkin, Science, Religion, and Politics, 223-27.  
75 For an analysis of Hobbes’s contribution to the natural law discourse, and his relationship to other natural law 

theorists, see Perez Zagorin, Hobbes and the Law of Nature (Princeton, 2009), esp. 11-29, 127-28. 
76 Clarke, Demonstration, 255-57. 
77 Clarke, Discourse, 51-52. 
78 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:242.  
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Clarke used Hobbes’s transition from the state of war to civil society as evidence of the 

absurdity of Hobbes’s claim. He highlighted Hobbes’s reliance on rationally discoverable natural 

laws to justify the transference of individual rights to a sovereign as evidence that Hobbes 

admitted that natural laws were obligatory. Clarke followed this by signalling that the tendency 

of laws to either advantage or disadvantage the public was evidence of the existence of eternal 

moral distinctions. He argued that fitnesses were inherently obligatory; they were only 

confirmed, declared, or enforced by authorities. According to Clarke, only indifferent 

relationships, wherein the influence on the public good is trivial, could be rendered obligatory by 

the authority of positive human laws.79 Clarke navigated the same terrain as his seventeenth-

century predecessors; attempting to argue for eternal, obligatory moral distinctions accessible 

through right reason. He portrayed Hobbes as a denier of the existence of rational moral 

distinctions as a means of justifying his own rational, and potentially humanistic, moral theory. 

 Clarke later identified three particularly absurd Hobbesian doctrines: that there is no right 

and wrong in the nature of things; that that the state of war was a result of human beings not 

being obliged by benevolence; and that the magistrate determined right and wrong.80 Clarke 

reiterated the argument described above about the absurdity of the transition from Hobbes’s state 

of war to civil society. He then appropriated Hobbes’s state of nature as a state of corruption. 

Clarke cited Hobbes’s claims in Leviathan and De Cive that humans have both a natural right to 

harm each other and a natural desire for power, resulting in a state of war because of 

competition. He argued that these “are so far from being truly the Natural Effects and the result 

of Mens Reason and other Faculties, that on the contrary they are evidently some of the grossest 

 

79 Clarke, Discourse, 51-57, 73-74. 
80 Ibid., 120.  
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Abuses and most unnatural Corruptions thereof.”81 Clarke insisted that human beings in an 

uncorrupted natural state were obliged by right reason alone. Hobbes’s account of human nature 

was incorrectly attached to human beings in their natural state, when it better corresponded to the 

corrupted state. Clarke’s approach to Hobbes’s state of nature reveals the uneasy relationship 

between many divines and Hobbes’s account of human nature. Repudiating Hobbes’s 

individualist state of nature was common practice by the turn of the century, with arguments 

ranging from the impossibility of such a state existing because of natural familial structures to 

disbelief that God created flawed beings. They also, however, found Hobbesian language 

describing the state of nature useful when describing human beings in their corrupted state: 

selfishness, the desire for power, insufficient reason, and the need of an overawing authority 

were convenient arguments for the necessity of God, the otherworldly, and the Church. Clarke 

attempted to render Hobbes’s account of the transition from state of nature to civil society 

through human compact absurd, but left room to admit that Hobbes’s account of human nature 

might aptly describe the state of fallen, corrupted humanity.  

 Clarke did not isolate Hobbes’s moral and political thought from his atheism. Clarke 

claimed to be repudiating deism in the Discourse, describing four categories: those who describe 

God as disinterested; those who believe in God but deny eternal moral distinctions; those who 

believe in God but deny the immortality of the soul and a future state; and those who believe in 

God and providence on the grounds of natural religion alone. Based on these categories, Clarke 

argued that only heathens could be considered true deists.82 Modern deism was not a real 

 

81 Ibid., 121-140, at 137-38. 
82 Ibid., 19-42. 
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category for Clarke; all deists were atheists in disguise. The predominant focus on Hobbes in the 

Discourse was a means of reiterating this point. 

  Clarke’s Discourse is instructive as to the state of Hobbism at the beginning of the 

century. Despite the focus on Hobbes’s moral conventionalism and the state of nature, he was 

still primarily construed as an atheist. Critics were primarily concerned about the theological 

implications of his anthropology and natural scientific system. Clarke described the 

consequences of Hobbes’s voluntarism:  

that not only the first and obvious way for every particular Man to secure himself 

effectually, would be (as Mr. Hobbs teaches) to indeavour to prevent and cut off 

all others; but also that Men might destroy one another upon ever foolish and 

peevish arbitrary Humour, even when they did not think any such thing necessary 

for their own preservation. And the effect of this practise must needs be, that it 

would terminate in the destruction of all Mankind.83  

The materialism of Hobbes and Spinoza represented a universe without intelligence and freewill, 

a world without design and purpose. Hobbes’s moral conventionalism similarly represented a 

human experience without the guidance and participation of God. This was Clarke’s means of 

condemning modern deism as atheism. Reducing natural law to positive law was akin to 

rendering God material according to Clarke. The two series of lectures portrayed Hobbes’s 

materialism, determinism, and moral conventionalism as symptoms of atheism, a denial of the 

being and providence of God in natural and moral affairs.  

The Influence of Clarke’s Account of Hobbism 

 Clarke used Hobbism to justify his own novel ideas concerning moral necessity and 

eternal fitnesses. In the process he deployed a recognizable atheistic Hobbism. Clarke’s emphasis 
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on sociability and objective moral distinctions against Hobbes were commonplace in 

seventeenth-century discourses about natural law; and his highlighting of Hobbes’s materialist 

psychology, opposition to immaterial substances, and determinism, were familiar tropes for 

seventeenth-century divines.84 Clarke’s lectures were a popular rearticulation of the atheistic 

Hobbism constructed during the Restoration. This section analyses Clarke’s successors to the 

lectureship to highlight the continuing prominence of atheistic Hobbism.  

 In the fifteen years following Clarke’s lectures, three other divines succeeded him who 

explicitly cited Hobbes in their contributions to the Boyle lectures: John Hancocke (1707), Lilly 

Butler (1711), and John Leng (1719).85 Jacob’s highlights Clarke’s Demonstration, along with 

the lectures by Richard Bentley (1692), John Harris (1698), and William Derham (1711-12), as 

important for the broader cultural and intellectual influence of Newtonian philosophy. Notably, 

the other three lectures who explicitly cited Hobbes lacked tangible connection with the new 

science.86 There is a possible exception in regards to John Hancocke, who in 1722 published a 

short discourse in which he suggested that drinking cold water and sweating was a possible cure 

for fevers and the plague. While his hypothesis was drawn from personal experience, he 

expressed hope that improvements in natural philosophy and experimental science would 

eventually vindicate his own experiences.87 Despite Hancocke’s later interest in natural 

philosophy, the published works of these three divines indicate that they, and perhaps the Boyle 

 

84 See Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-311.  
85 John Hancocke, Arguments to Prove the Being of God (1707); Lilly Butler, A Discourse Proving, That the Faith 

and Practice of True Christians, Are no Just Matter of Shame or Reproach (1711); John Leng, Natural Obligations 

to Believe the Principles of Religion, and Divine Revelation (1719). Similar to Clarke, Leng held the lectureship for 

consecutive years, but published them as a single collection. I have indicated the year in which the lectures were 

published, in most cases they were delivered during the preceding year, the exception being Butler, who delivered 

his lectures in 1709. Additionally, Benjamin Ibbot delivered the lectures for 1713-14, but they were not published 

until 1727. See, Benjamin Ibbot, A Course of Sermons Preach’d for the Lecture Founded by the Honourable Robert 

Boyle, Esq. (1727). 
86 Jacob, Newtonians, 145-46.  
87 John Hancocke, Febrifugum Magnum (1722), 3-26. 
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lectures more generally, contributed more to the Anglican revival described by Sirota than a 

vindication of Newtonian new science.88 Hancocke, Butler, and Leng were part of a group of 

English divines who embraced the religious and political settlement of the Glorious Revolution, 

perceived the role of the Church primarily in practical moral terms, and abandoned the pretence 

for coercive ecclesial authority. They used their sermons to stress the practical moral benefits of 

religion, the Church, and voluntary organizations. 

 Little is known about John Hancocke and Lilly Butler. An analysis of their published 

works indicates that they were aligned with the low-church faction. In the years before delivering 

his lectures, Hancocke published a pamphlet, The low-Church-Men Vindicated (1705), in which 

he argued that opposition to the Occasional Conformity Bill, which had been debated in 1702 

and 1704, did not indicate a conspiracy within the Church to usher dissenters into power. 

Hancocke insisted that low-church proponents of the revolutionary religious settlement were just 

as zealous for the liturgy and episcopacy of the Church of England as their high-church 

counterparts. Hancocke provided a defence for occasional conformity, toleration, and moderation 

by indicating that the English Reformation had previously succeeded by slowly persuading 

Catholics, indicating that coercion was ineffective.89 Hancocke also published answers to George 

Hickes and William Whiston. In the former, he argued that Hickes’s arguments about the 

Eucharist being a sacrifice was popish innovation, and in the latter he opposed Whiston’s anti-

 

88 Sirota, Christian Monitors, 1-2.  
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Trinitarian views.90 Hancocke’s interests were mainly ecclesial and theological, he did not show 

any particular interest in promoting the new science.91   

 Butler published a number of sermons from 1701 to 1716 which shared a concern with 

the moral degeneracy of the current age and an emphasis on the importance of good works for 

salvation. Butler consistently stressed that the external elements of religion were ineffective 

unless they conformed to divine and natural laws.92  In a 1714 sermon, Butler argued, “By this 

Description of Jerusalem, we are not, at least chiefly, to understand the Uniformity and Strength 

of the Buildings of that City, but rather the mutual Love and Friendship, that Unity and Concord 

amongst the Inhabitants of it.”93 This was part of a sermon that stressed the importance of 

morality and virtue over sectarian strife. Butler’s published sermons indicate no interest in 

natural philosophy or Newtonianism, but place him firmly within a low-church camp which 

valued sermonizing as a means of moral exhortation. 

 John Leng (1665-1727) was well known as a Latin scholar for having published 

translations of Aristophanes, Terrence, and Cicero. He attained professional success within the 

Church when he was appointed Bishop of Norwich, and became chaplain-in-ordinary to George I 

in 1723. In sermons published from 1704 to 1726, Leng consistently argued that natural religion 

 

90 John Hancocke, An Answer to some things Contain’d in Dr. Hicks’s Christian Priesthood Asserted (1709); 

Hancocke, Arianism not the Primitive Christianity (1713).  
91 Hancocke also delivered a funeral sermon in 1713 that indicates that he was generally aligned with the low-church 

moral position with its emphasis on individual moral works and the recognition of God’s providence. This is in 

contrast to a high-church position which increasingly emphasized the centrality of the sacraments and apostolic 

succession. Despite his emphasis on works, Hancocke’s defence of occasional conformity was coupled with his 

insistence that he opposed comprehension, indicating that he believed that persuasion was the best means of 

confessionalization. John Hancocke, The Christian Schoolmaster (1713); Dodwell, An Epistolary Discourse; Sirota, 

Christian Monitors, 188.  
92 Lilly Butler, A Sermon Preached Before the Lord Mayor and Court of Alderman (1701); Butler, A Sermon 

Preach’d at the Funeral of Clopton Havers (1702); Butler, A Sermon Preach’d at the Anniversary Meeting of the 

Sons of Clergyman (1704); Butler, A Sermon Preach’d Before the Lord-mayor, Alderman, and Citizens of London 

(1710); Butler, A Sermon Preach’d Before the Right Honourable the Lord Mayor, and Alderman, and the Citizens of 

London (1714); Butler, The Sin and Mischief of Inordinate Self-love (1716). 
93 Butler, Sermon Preach’d Before the Right Honourable the Lord Mayor, 2.  
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supported and justified revelation, asserted that virtuous actions were the key to salvation, and 

insisted on the importance of education and persuasion.94 Leng also delivered sermons on behalf 

of the Society for the Reformation of Manners and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, 

in which he supported the role of lay elements of society in moral education and the spreading of 

revelation to the unconverted in America.95 

 The brief description of these three lecturers indicates that their use of an atheistic 

Hobbism, similar to that found in Clarke’s sermons, was not necessarily motivated by a similar 

desire to justify the orthodoxy of the new science or moral rationalism. All four of the lecturers 

discussed in this chapter can justifiably be categorized as exhibiting low-church tendencies. They 

shared a vision of the post-revolution Church in which practical morality and persuasion were 

stressed, and pretensions for independent, coercive Church authority were dismissed. All four 

divines insisted that individual morality was the key to salvation, and that knowledge of God was 

integral to achieving virtuosity and salvation. None of the lecturers mentioned Hobbes in any of 

their published works outside of their Boyle lectures, indicating that they may have naturally 

gravitated to atheistic Hobbism, a well established archetype, as the requirements of the lectures 

turned their gaze from practical moral reformation to opposing atheism, deism, and irreligion.96   

 

94 John Leng, A Sermon Preach’d at the Consecration of the Chappel of St. Katherine’s Hall (Cambridge, 1704); 

Leng, A Sermon Preach’d at the Cathedral-Church of St. Paul (1713); Leng, The Duty of Moderation to all Men, 

Explain’d and Recommended (1715); Leng, Knowledge of the Nature and Providence of God, an Inducement to 

Believe and Trust Him (1715); Leng, The Advantages of Government, and the Duty of Preserving it (1715); Leng, 

God’s Government  of the World, Matter of Great Joy (1716); Leng, A Sermon Preach’d before the Right 

Honourable the Lord Mayor, the Court of Alderman, and the Governors of the Several Hospitals of the City of 

London (1724); Leng, A Sermon Preach’d Before the Lords Spiritual and Temporal in Parliament Assembled 

(1726); Leng, A Sermon Preach’d in the Cathedral-Church of St. Paul (1726).  
95 John Leng, A Sermon Preach’d to the Societies for the Reformation of Manners (1719); Leng, A Sermon Preach’d 

before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (1727). 
96 The exception being Leng’s brief engagement with atheism in The Advantages of Government (1715) and God’s 

Government of the World (1716), both of which strongly promoted arguments rooted in natural religion.  
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 Hancocke’s and Leng’s lectures were similar to Clarke’s because of their avowed 

purpose of defending a natural religion consistent with the orthodoxy of the Church of England. 

Like Clarke, they argued that the being of God and his providence were concepts accessible to 

right reason, and that knowledge of God would rationally lead one to expect revelation.97 Leng 

differed from Clarke by relying less on a rational metaphysical demonstration of God’s being, 

turning instead to testimony from the ancients to indicate the presence of a recognizable natural 

religion limited only by the lack of revelation.98 Butler’s lectures were of a different genre, and 

responded to Shaftesbury’s argument, in A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (1708), that even 

religious truths should be subject to ridicule as a means of determining truth and eradicating 

enthusiasm.99 As Boyle lectures, all three shared similarities with Clarke, particularly his rational 

theism and depiction of atheism.  

 The lectures shared a similar definition of God. Hancocke described God as a “Self-

Existent, Immutable, Eternal, Omnipotent, Omnipresent, infinitely Wise, and absolutely perfect 

Spirit. That he is the Great Creator, Preserver, and Governor of us and all the World.”100 Leng 

described atheists as those who denied “a Supreme, Intelligent, Eternal and Self-Existent Being 

to be the original cause of all things, and the Author of all the Beauty, Order and Harmony of the 

world, and the foundation of all the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness, which is manifest in the 

frame and preservation of it.”101 The emphasis on self-existence may be of particular interest 

because this was the attribute, along with God necessarily being one, that led Clarke to oppose 

 

97Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 6-7, 31-47.  
98 Leng, Natural Obligations, 272-73. 
99 Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of (hereafter Shaftesbury), A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (1708); 

Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 1-2. 
100 Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 213-15. 
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Athanasian Trinitarianism.102 Butler also demonstrated a like mindedness when he described 

God as discoverable through rational observation,  

which may be taken from the Contemplation of the whole visible World, the 

exquisite Frame, the Beauty and Order of that vast Variety of Beings contained in 

it, their mutual Subserviency towards one another, and their exact fitness to their 

proper Uses. This argument hath been always thought a most convincing Proof of 

a most Powerful, Wise, and good Being, the first Cause of all Things.103  

This was in contrast to the atheists, who Butler also accused of believing in an eternal chain of 

natural causes, and a world lacking wisdom and goodness.104 The argument that right reason and 

observation of the natural world could demonstrate the being of God was common among the 

lecturers.  

 In terms of the being of God, Clarke’s influence was most apparent in Hancocke’s 

argument about divine necessity. Hancocke argued for two kinds of necessity, natural and of 

existence. Natural necessity was that which required God to be perfect according to his own 

goodness and wisdom, akin to Clarke’s moral necessity. The necessity of existence was when 

something cannot be but what it is, and was associated with the materialist determinism of 

Hobbes and Spinoza.105 Hancocke’s language and argument mirrored Clarke’s own. 

 More direct influence is evident in the particulars of Clarke’s attack on materialism, 

determinism, and moral relativism. Hancocke’s description of Hobbes’s materialist determinism 

was Clarkean: “That Sense, Reason, and Understanding, are nothing but the Reaction of the 

 

102 Ferguson, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 47-58; Ingram, Reformation Without End, 44-63. 
103 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 91.  
104 Ibid., 37. The same argument about atheists believing in an eternal succession of efficient causes without a first 
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Corpucles of the Sensorium, occasioned by the Object.”106 Butler’s account of the atheist’s 

description of human beings was similar,  

the Creature of Blind Necessity and Chance. . . that he is a mere Corporeal 

Machine, jumbled together without  any Art of Skill, and acting only as it is 

moved by the fatal of casual Impressions of Bodies which are round it; uncapable 

of any Pleasure but what they force upon him; and when, in a little while, they 

have put it out of Frame, nothing is able to put in order again, or to restore its 

Motions, but it remains stupid and unactive for ever; its Life vanisheth into 

nothing, and its Hopes perish.107  

Leng reiterated the atheist argument for a materialist epistemology, “But if it should be alledged, 

that we have indeed no such power at all, but that all our reasonings, and the application of our 

thoughts this way or that way, are the meer effect of Matter and Motion casually working upon 

us,  and there is nothing voluntary in us, or any other Being whatsoever. . . .”108 For the lecturers, 

like Clarke, a materialist epistemology led to an unacceptable mechanical determinism in 

distinctively Clarkean terms.  Hobbes clearly lurked behind these denunciations.109  

 In the Demonstration, Clarke defined free will as an attribute of immaterial substances 

that allowed for the beginning of motion.110 Hancocke used a similar definition to when 

repudiating Hobbes’s materialist determinism:  

So that the true Consequence of these Gentlemens Opinions is, That there is no 

difference between Voluntary and Natural Agents; between a Man, and a Stock or 

a Stone; and that those Beings the World have thought to be free and voluntary 

 

106 Ibid., 140.  
107 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 7. Butler also cited Hobbes directly in this context, “They tell us that Man 

is nothing but Body modified into Flesh, Blood, Brains, &c. and so Organized, that there is nothing in him self-
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108 Leng, Natural Obligations, 20.  
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Agents, and to have a Principle of acting or suspending their Actions within 

themselves, make all their Motions with the same Necessity, and with as little 

Choice, as a Stone falls downward, or an Arrow shot out of a Bow moves 

forward.111 

 Hancocke argued that the use of the term liberty by Hobbes and Spinoza was akin to their use of 

the term of God, a smokescreen to distract from the true atheistic implications of their broader 

arguments. He followed Clarke in contrasting a definition of liberty rooted in a self-active 

principle against Hobbes’s definition of liberty as the mere lack of external impediments. Butler 

argued that a consequence of materialism was the denial of the self-active power, and used a 

similar metaphor to highlight Hobbesian determinism. Atheists argued, according to Butler, “that 

no man can possibly do otherwise than he doth; that there is no such thing as Liberty, or Choice; 

that every Volition is necessarily produced by some External Cause, by a violent Impulse of 

some Matter without us, or inspired into us, no otherwise than as a Wheel of a Mill is moved by 

the Wind that blows upon its Sails.”112 Leng argued that the power to begin motion was evidence 

of the immaterial soul:  

I know, that those men who are unwilling to allow the Being of any God, but the 

Universe, or any spiritual substance, or any thing distinct from matter and motion, 

do likewise of consequence deny this power of beginning motion, or what in other 

words is called Freewill, to be in man; because they say there is always some 

cause or other, which antecedently determines him to chuse and act this way or 

that way: And by this they think a man is necessarily moved to act, as a Clock to 

strike, though it may be by a longer chain of causes, one depending upon another, 

so that the impulsive cause cannot be so immediately seen.113  

 

There are other points in which the later lecturers borrowed from the Hobbism 

formulated by Clarke. For example, Butler took issue with the atheistic argument that everything 
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humans imagine must be rooted in sense and experience. Butler specifically used the term 

phantasm, a term used by Hobbes and identified by Clarke.114 Hancocke followed Clarke by 

highlighting Hobbes’s denial of immaterial substances.115 Clarke’s portrayal of Hobbes as a 

materialist and determinist of the highest order seems to have had cachet amongst later lecturers, 

as did his portrayal of Hobbes as a moral conventionalist.  

 An odd element of Clarke’s portrayal of Hobbes was the decision to repudiate Hobbes’s 

materialism and moral conventionalism in separate texts. This may have been due to the 

differing purposes of Clarke’s two lectures. They were rational demonstrations of God and 

providence in two contexts: the Newtonian mechanical universe and human society. The 

lecturers followed Clarke in condemning Hobbes’s denial of objective moral distinctions, but 

explicitly tied his moral heterodoxy to the other aspects of his atheism more forcefully. They 

more concretely demonstrated the entangled nature of religion and morality at the beginning of 

the eighteenth century. 

 Both Hancocke and Butler identified Hobbes’s denial of objective morality. Hancocke 

noted, “Mr. Hobbs tells us over and over, That there is nothing simply or absolutely Good and 

 

114 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 116, 49. See Clarke, Demonstration, 184-99. Clarke referenced the use of 
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it self: which endeavour because Outward, seemeth to be some matter without. And this seeming, or fancy, is that 

which men call Sense.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:22-23 (the English Leviathan uses the term phantasm much later in the 

text, 3:958, 1012-14). When Butler used the term phantasm in reference to the atheist argument that perception arose 

from matter pressing on organs, he may have been referencing Clarke’s translation. A similar analysis of the same 

passage from the Latin Leviathan was made by Humphry Ditton, A Discourse Concerning the Resurrection of Jesus 

Christ  (1712), 494-97. 
115 Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 126-28; Clarke, Demonstration, 188-94; Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:68.   
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Evil; nothing in its own Nature Just or Unjust. That Good and Evil are only Names that signify 

our Appetites and Aversions.”116 Butler argued, “For, according to [atheists], nothing we can do 

deserve either Commendation or Reproach. For Virtue and Vice are alike with them, one is 

neither better nor worse than the other. The Distinction of Fit and Unfit, of Duty and Sin, of 

Moral Good and Evil, hath no Foundation in the Nature of Things.”117 While Leng was less 

explicit, he also argued that the atheist’s denial of sin “would destroy the original liberty of 

Human actions, and take away the foundation of all virtue, as well as vice.”118 The lecturers 

shared with Clarke an emphasis on Hobbes’s denial of objective good and evil, but pursued the 

implications of that argument in a different manner.119 Clarke followed in the footsteps of 

Cumberland by arguing that Hobbes’s own reliance on self-preservation could be used to 

demonstrate natural sociability and the existence of antecedent moral distinctions. The other 

lecturers, while also latching onto Hobbes’s voluntarist analysis of morality, were more 

interested in condemning the hypothetical society of atheists.120 

 As a means of demonstrating the true threat of atheism, and the interrelatedness of 

religion and morality, Hancocke argued,  

[Atheists] loose all the Bonds of Duty, and undermine the very Foundation of 

Morality. If there be no Lawgiver, there can be no Law; if no God, no Reward to 

be expected for a Virtuous Life, no Punishment for Wickedness but in this Life, 

 

116 Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 54.  
117 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 10.  
118 Leng, Natural Obligations,  500.  
119 Again, the charge against Hobbes was somewhat disingenuous. This is part of a larger debate between 

voluntarism and essentialism. Hobbes did not necessarily deny the existence of rational moral distinctions, but 

questioned whether they were obligatory without authority.  
120 The combination of condemning the denial of moral distinctions and moral conventionalism were a common 

feature of the use of Hobbes during the period. See, John Maxwell, A Discourse Concerning God; Wherein the 

Meaning of his Name, his Providence, the Nature and Measure of his Dominion are Consider’d (1715), 48-52; 

Blomer, Ralph, A Sermon Preach’d in King Henry VII’s Chapel at Westminster (1711), 6-7; Thomas Dod, The Rule 

of Equity (Oxford, 1717), 19-20; William Tilly, The Sins and Vices of Mens Lives, the Chief Cause of their 

Ignorance and Corrupt Opinions in Religion (1710), 7-8. 
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and consequently, no Obligation to Virtue but from Human Laws. . . So that (with 

them) the Keeping of our Contracts is the Original Law of Nature, and the very 

Foundation of Morality. Tho’ it will be very hard to shew there lies any real 

Obligation upon Men to that, without supposing a God, further than the Fear of 

Human Laws and Punishments.121  

Butler made a similar argument concerning atheism and amorality:  

When a Man professeth himself an Atheist, or of no Religion, he tells the World, 

that he believes himself under no Obligation or Conscience to speak Truth, to 

perform his Promises, to observe any Rules of Justice and Honesty in his Dealing, 

to have regard to the Good of another, or to the Peace and Quiet of that Society of 

which he is a Member; that Lying, Cheating, Perjury, Theft, Adultery, Murder 

and Treason, are very innocent Things; and that he may do anything for his 

Advantage, how Evil soever it is esteemed by the ignorant and deluded Part of 

Mankind, which he can do with Safety, and without any danger or Suffering from 

Men.122  

Hancocke and Butler insisted that human beings could only be virtuous if they had correct 

conceptions of God and providence; only the promise of rewards and punishments in this world 

and the next could override the natural impulse to pursue one’s own advantage at all costs. As a 

result, Hobbes’s atheism and moral relativism were linked. Hobbes’s materialism rendered God 

essentially disinterested, his determinism robbed human beings of the ability to reign in their 

most harmful passions, and his moral relativism was the necessary consequence.  

 Butler deployed a similar interpretation when suggesting that Hobbes’s God was 

designed to justify his political arguments,  

God hath indeed been represented as such a Being, by a late Pretender [Hobbes] 

to the utmost Skill in Politicks. He hath framed a Notion of God extremely fit for 

their Purposes; one who hath granted a Supreme Magistrate the sole Power of 

creating Good and Evil, and declaring what is True and False; what every Man is 

to Believe and Profess; and what he is to Deny and Reject as Error, even with 

 

121 Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 196-99.  
122 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 24-25. 
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Respect to his own Divine Nature and Perfections; and make no other Discovery 

of his own Will but by the Commands of the Prince.123  

Hancocke was similarly pessimistic about a potential society of atheists:  

This would set Men at liberty to give full Swing to their corrupt Inclinations; the 

Ambitious, to be Disturbers of the Peace of their Country; the Lustful, to be 

Corrupters; the Covetous, to become Cheats, the Perfidious, and Oppressors; the 

Proud and Passionate, upon every little Affront and Provocation, to reek their 

Spleen, and to give full Swing to their Revengeful Resentments: But above all, 

the Envious and Malicious, to do hurt to their Neighbour, even when they do no 

good to themselves, and to do Mischief for Mischief sake. And all this they might 

do upon Principle, and when they had done, defend too.124  

This indicates a significant difference between Clarke and those who succeeded him at the Boyle 

lectures. Clarke used Hobbes as a foil to justify his insistence on rationally discoverable and 

obligatory natural laws that operated in both the mechanical natural world and in human 

societies. Butler and Hancocke were primarily concerned with the role of the Church and 

Christianity in practical moral reformation. For them, Hobbes’s philosophy served as a 

cautionary tale as to the consequences of a diminished social role for religion and the Church. 

 Hancocke and Leng highlighted an additional feature of Hobbes’s philosophy, his 

projection theory of religion. This was likely due to their insistence on natural religion not only 

as a hypothetical rational demonstration, but as lived reality in the classical past. Hancocke 

argued that atheists opposed the connate idea of God by arguing that historical evidence of 

natural religion was the design of “Crafty Politicians.”125 The argument that aspects of religion 

may have been of human design was not necessarily Hobbesian. Clarke’s own anti-

Trinitarianism was rooted on the argument that the Athanasian Creed featured human inventions. 

Theological debates had swirled around the problem of determining “true religion” since the 

 

123 Ibid., 28. 
124 Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 202-3. 
125 Ibid., 28-29.  
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Reformation. Butler signalled that the lecturers had Hobbes in mind when he claimed that 

atheists professed religion to be invented by state politicians, and that the original notion of God 

was the product of fear.126 Leng paraphrased Hobbes’s chapter on religion:  

Well, but to help this difficulty and make people willing to be imposed upon, 

there are some (as Mr. Hobbes and others upon the principles of Lucretius) that 

have advanced an additional hypothesis, which is this, viz. That there are 

naturally in mankind some seeds of Religion, that is, some peculiar qualities in the 

very frame of their nature, which easily dispose them to Religion; such as, an 

Inquisitiveness, or desire of knowing the causes of all things, joined with an 

Ignorance of those causes, or inability to find them out; an Anxiety, or endless 

fear, about things future, arising from the like ignorance of nature; and therefore a 

Suspecting of some power invisible, though they know not what; and a Desire, if 

possible, to prevent future unforeseen evils. And from hence they suppose, that 

cunning men, knowing the weakness of human nature, and taking advantage of 

this general ignorance and fear, and pretending to shew them a short way of 

solving all their difficulties, by having recourse to an invisible and eternal cause 

unknown, which is able to do everything, they might with ease cultivate these 

seeds of Religion into settled Principles; and the people would readily come into 

this delusion, for which they were already prepared by nature: and that when both 

authority and custom had confirmed it, and one generation had propagated it 

down to another, who would then dispute the truth of it?127   

In the context of defending a natural religion that allowed rational beings to arrive at the correct 

concept of God while still requiring revelation, Hobbes’s account of religion based on fear and 

human invention operated as a useful foil. 

Conclusion 

  The Boyle lectures were a prominent vehicle for the ongoing proliferation of atheistic 

Hobbism.128 Hobbes was consistently identified as a source of modern atheism and infidelity for 

 

126 Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 127. 
127 Leng, Natural Obligations, 152-55. 
128 The portrayal of Hobbes’s political views was not discussed in this chapter, but evidence of this aspect of 

Hobbism was present in the Boyle lectures. The Glorious Revolution and increased emphasis on ancient 

constitutionalism seems to have encouraged greater emphasis on Hobbes’s absolutism. During the Restoration, most 

polemical divines were royalists and emphasized the weakness of Hobbes’s humanist account of political 

obligations. As a result, there is evidence of competing interpretations of Hobbes’s politics within the Boyle 
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his materialism, determinism, and moral conventionalism. Hobbes’s materialism and 

determinism effectively denied the being of God as an immaterial governor and first cause of the 

universe, and his moral conventionalism denied God’s power, goodness, and wisdom. For the 

divines discussed in this chapter, Hobbes’s moral conventionalism was a symptom of his 

atheism, the natural conclusion of his denial of the being of God; morality and religion were 

intertwined.  

 The Hobbism utilized by the lecturers was consistent with seventeenth-century patterns, 

but the context for these polemics was evolving. By the eighteenth century, latitudinarians had 

established that Hobbism could be used as a foil to justify rational interpretations of Christianity. 

But critics within the Church believed that moderate divines had rendered important articles of 

faith indifferent for the purpose of comprehension, and dissenters accused them of relying on 

royal prerogative to enforce orthodoxy. Low-churchmen condemned atheistic Hobbism as a 

means of establishing their own orthodoxy amidst Restoration debates about the role of the State 

in confessionalization.129 Clarke’s use of Hobbes was consistent with his latitudinarian and new 

science predecessors. The Demonstration used distance from Hobbism and atheism to legitimize 

the orthodoxy of Newtonian natural philosophy and the study of the mechanical universe. This 

 

lectures. John Hancocke argued, “these [atheists] seem to pass a Great complement upon Princes, and to pay a great 

a Great Deference to Human Laws and to Government: But as their Principles encourage Princes to oppress their 

Subjects, so they set Subjects at liberty to disturb their Governors.” (Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 202-3). 

Hancocke highlighted the atheist’s, and Hobbes’s, absolutism and de facto account of authority to suggest that they 

would trample ancient constitutional rights and liberties by unleashing subjects from oaths and obligations. Butler 

made a similar observation about a sovereign unleashed from natural and divine moral obligations, asking “how 

precarious would all our most valuable Enjoyments be under such Governors, and what else could we be sure of but 

continual Fears, Tumults and Disorders, or the worst Misery and Slavery?” (Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 

17-18). Butler also argued that subjects restrained by fear of human authority alone threatened the foundations of 

government (Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 19). Echoing Ingram, the portrayal of Hobbes’s political 

heterodoxy seems to reflect the presence of seventeenth century political instability in the living memory, see 

Ingram, Reformation Without End, 10. First and foremost, Hobbes’s humanistic account of political obligation was 

represented as threatening political stability, as a potential means of returning to a period of civil war; following the 

Glorious Revolution, their also seems to have been increased emphasis on his absolutist account of sovereignty 

threatening a political system based on providence and ancient constitutionalism. 
129 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-311. 
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was a long standing concern for promoters of the new science and advocates for rational religion. 

In the Discourse, Clarke demonstrated the absurdity of Hobbes’s denial of natural moral 

distinctions by arguing that rational self-interest proved the existence of objective moral truths. 

Clarke contrasted himself from Hobbes on the issues of natural moral obligations and freewill to 

head off criticism that he eroded the role of God and the Church.  

 While Clarke contributed to long standing seventeenth-century discourses, now inflected 

by Newtonianism, the writings of Hancocke, Butler, and Leng suggest that they were less 

interested in the new science and were primarily committed participants of an “Anglican 

revival,” a turn by the Church towards sermonizing and moral reformation.130 Hancocke’s 

dispute with Hickes, and Clarke’s with Dodwell, were examples of opposition to efforts by non-

jurors to place increased emphasis on the sacraments as a means of increasing Church authority. 

Butler’s published sermons, before and after his lectures, promoted individual moral reformation 

through religious instruction. Leng demonstrated an interest in voluntary organizations by 

publishing sermons for the Society for the Reformation of Manners and the Society for the 

Propagation of the Gospel. These divines may have been pushed to use Hobbes by the nature of 

the Boyle lectures, for none of them cited Hobbes in their other published works. Nevertheless, 

their use of Hobbes was consistent with the needs of an “Anglican revival” which saw the 

Church’s mission as primarily moral. Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist combined with his 

pessimistic interpretation of human nature foreshadowed a dire future if moral and religious 

decline were not halted. The lecturers promoted a version of moral philosophy which allowed for 

the individual attainment of virtue, with the caveat that individuals were burdened by original 

sin, unruly material passions, and inadequate reason. This allowed for an intercessory role for the 

 

130 Sirota, Christian Monitors, 1-19. 
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Church as moral instructors and propagators of revelation. The lecturers insisted that only correct 

knowledge of God and his laws could enable human beings to act in their true interest, to be 

virtuous and benevolent. Divines like Hancocke, Butler, and Leng seamlessly used the 

archetypal atheist as a means of defending the continuing relevance of the Church in a post-

revolutionary context. 

 But the continuing reliance on atheistic Hobbism had unforeseen consequences. 

latitudinarians described Hobbes as an atheist to legitimize their own orthodoxy against criticism 

from within the Church. In terms of moral philosophy, this meant demonstrating the existence of 

natural moral distinctions obligatory antecedent to human authority. But on the issues of human 

nature and sociability they retained striking similarities to Hobbes himself.  Despite demolishing 

Hobbes’s argument that there existed no moral distinctions independent from human convention 

by arguing that the transition from the hypothetical state of nature to civil society demonstrated 

that some actions were more fit than others, Clarke appropriated Hobbes’s account of human 

nature.  

Such is the Careless, Inconsiderate, and Want of Attention of the greater part of 

Mankind; so many the Prejudices and false Notions imbibed by evil Education; so 

strong and violent the unreasonable Lusts, Appetites and Desires of Sense; and so 

great the Blindness, introduced by Superstitious Opinions, vitious Customs, and 

debauched Practises through the World; that very Few are able, in reality and 

effect, to discover these Things clearly and plainly for themselves. . . .131  

When describing human beings as they are, Clarke arrived at a similar conclusion as Hobbes: 

human beings in their corrupted state were selfish to a fault. Despite his insistence on the 

existence of naturally obligatory moral distinctions, Clarke turned to overawing authority as the 

primary means of moral reformation in humanity’s current state.  

 

131 Clarke, Discourse, 10-11. 
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 In Leviathan Hobbes devoted an entire chapter to describing natural laws, the science of 

which he called “the true and onely Moral Philosophy.” He used the problem of obligation to 

justify the necessity of a strong civil sovereign.132 Hobbes was misrepresented by the lecturers 

discussed in this chapter. He did recognize that some actions were more fit than others, that some 

actions were more conducive to the well-being of the individual and society, but he also 

recognized the limitations of laws rooted purely in reason.  

Therefore before the names of Just, and Unjust can have a place, there must be 

some coercive Power, to compell men equally to the performance of their 

Covenants, by the terrour of some punishment, greater than the benefit they 

expect by the breach of their Covenant; and to make good that Propriety, which 

by mutuall Contract men acquire, in recompence of the universall Right they 

abandon: and such power there is none before the erection of a Common-

wealth.133  

Hobbes recognized the limitations of human nature, how the insatiable desire for power, riches, 

glory, and personal security could overwhelm right reason. Both Clarke and Hobbes recognized 

that some actions were more fit than others, and both recognized that human beings in their 

current states were ill-equipped to be obliged by rational deductions, and both relied on 

overawing authority to render human beings virtuous and sociable. The main difference was that 

Hobbes remained unconvinced that a community could unanimously determine the divine will. 

Hobbes’s fear of competing religious and moral truths encouraged him to render the magistrate 

the de facto source of authority. Clarke believed that all rational human beings had access to 

moral truths, and that overawing authority was only required to overcome individual corruption. 

Despite these differences, both moral schemes relied on an interpretation of human beings as 

fundamentally self-interested to a fault.   

 

132 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:242. 
133 Ibid., 2:220.  
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 This connection was not exploited until a new group of moral philosophers emerged in 

the eighteenth century. These philosophers contrasted themselves from Hobbes on the issue of 

human nature, not natural laws. They viewed human beings as morally sufficient, designed by 

God to be sociable. They argued that virtuous actions could not be caused by the promise of 

reward and punishment in the hereafter, but were the product of natural impulses implanted in 

human beings. It was this group that would look back on decades of Hobbes reception and see 

appropriation, not repudiation. They would see contemporary moral philosophy’s emphasis on 

virtue compelled by threats and promises as Hobbism. These moralists suggested that altruism 

and egoism were the true indicators of moral orthodoxy and Hobbism respectively. Yet they too 

may have been disguising their own indebtedness to Hobbes. In minimizing the moral influence 

of the otherworldly, moral philosophers were in fact contributing to a Hobbesian project. The 

remainder of the dissertation will discuss the emergence of that group, the engagement between 

the two interpretations of Hobbism, and the implications for the reception of Hobbes.
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Chapter 2 

Redefining Hobbism: Shaftesbury’s Defense of the Letter Concerning 

Enthusiasm 

Amongst those Writers who have been forward in making this Unprosperous 

Alliance, and Building a Political Christianity; there has been one of our Nation 

[Hobbes] (in the Time wherein our Author liv’d) who whether he may have been 

servicable any way to the Civil Government, or Christian Church; it may be 

concluded, at least, that he has done but very ill Service in the Moral World. And 

however other parts of Philosophy may be obliged to him, Ethicks will appear to 

have no great share in the Obligation. He has indeed, with great Zeal, and 

Learning, been oppos’d by all eminent and worthy Divines of the Church of 

England: And had the same Industry been applied to the Correction of his Moral 

Principles, as has been bestow’d in refuting some other of his Errours, it might 

perhaps have been of more Service to Religion, in the Main.1 

 The above quote is from the first published work of Anthony Ashley Cooper, later the 

third Earl of Shaftesbury (hereafter Shaftesbury), a 1698 edited collection of sermons by 

Benjamin Whichcote (1609-83), the Cambridge Platonist.2 After more than thirty years of 

consensus building regarding Hobbes’s atheism, Shaftesbury began questioning the project. 

Shaftesbury did not dismiss Hobbes’s theological heterodoxy, but the extent to which it had been 

emphasized by divines. He argued that Hobbes’s moral errors remained largely unaddressed. In 

Whichcote, and the Cambridge Platonists, Shaftesbury identified a vein within the Church of the 

England better suited to oppose Hobbes’s voluntarism and philosophical egoism than the 

traditional emphasis on materialism, determinism, and Erastianism condemned by most Church 

divines.3 Shaftesbury indicated a desire to shift the discourse from theological truth to ethics.  

 

1 Shaftesbury, preface to Select Sermons of Dr. Whichcot (1698). 
2 Shaftesbury would not inherit his title until the death of his father in November 1699. 
3 Rivers argues that Shaftesbury opportunistically aligned himself with the latitudinarians as a means of opposing 

the voluntarism he identified in Hobbes and Locke. See Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:86-88, 129-31; 

Robert Voitle, The Third Earl of Shaftesbury, 1671-1713 (Baton Rouge, 1984), 111-19. Other scholars argue that 

Shaftesbury was more genuinely indebted to the latitudinarians and, more specifically, the Cambridge Platonists. 
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Shaftesbury articulated a novel interpretation of Hobbes and Hobbism within a 

humanistic moral discourse. Shaftesbury’s reinterpretation of Hobbism did not represent a 

complete rejection of atheistic Hobbism. He often identified recognizably notorious elements of 

Hobbes’s philosophical project and reinterpreted them into a secular moral framework. 

Shaftesbury not only repudiated Hobbes, but also relied upon his notoriety as a means of 

justifying his own orthodoxy through contrast. His decision to deploy Hobbism indicates that 

Hobbes’s notoriety continued to exert a kind of gravitational pull within the English 

philosophical discourse. The context for Hobbes’s status as a foil, however, began to change. 

What had once been an overwhelmingly theological and ecclesiological critique was increasingly 

challenged by debates over the new moral theories of the era, and Hobbes’s potentially awkward 

proximity to them.  

  Shaftesbury’s use of Hobbes to justify his own moral arguments had important 

implications for the ongoing reception of the monster of Malmesbury. Hobbes retained his 

reputation as an indicator of heterodoxy, but Shaftesbury generally ignored Hobbes’s theological 

heterodoxy (these were likely among the other “Errours” which had obsessed English divines 

according to Shaftesbury), isolating his egoism and pessimistic interpretation of human nature. 

Shaftesbury’s influential use of Hobbes had important implications for the evolving content of 

Hobbism. Shaftesbury continued with seventeenth-century precedent by deploying Hobbes and 

 

See Stanley Grean, Shaftesbury’s Philosophy of Religion and Ethics: A Study in Enthusiasm (New York, 1967), 137-

41, 215-17; Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 33-34, 54; Patrick Müller, “Hobbes, Locke and the 

Consequences: Shaftesbury’s Moral Sense and Political Agitation in Early Eighteenth Century England, Journal for 

Eighteenth-Century Studies 37, no. 3 (2014): 315-40, at 315-16, 318-23; Friedrich A. Uehlein, “Whichcote, 

Shaftesbury and Locke: Shaftesbury’s Critique of Locke’s Epistemology and Moral Philosophy,” British Journal for 

the History of Philosophy 25, no. 5 (2017): 1031-48, at 1031-36; Stephen Darwall, The British Moralists and the 

Internal ‘Ought’, 1640-1740 (Cambridge, 1995), 176-206; Michael B. Gill, The British Moralists on Human Nature 

and the Birth of Secular Ethics (Cambridge, 2006), 77-82. 
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Hobbism to address accusations of heterodoxy from his own critics, but the context for this effort 

was recast from theology to civil and social morality. 

The only other text in which Shaftesbury explicitly referred to Hobbes was Sensus 

Communis: An Essay on Wit and Humour (1709). The Essay also seems to be Shaftesbury’s only 

timely published response to criticism of an earlier published work, the Letter Concerning 

Enthusiasm (1708).4 The Letter received backlash from English divines for subjecting religious 

truths to ridicule, and rejecting the moral value of future rewards and punishments. Shaftesbury’s 

choice to contrast himself against Hobbes in the Essay was consistent with a long established 

pattern of using Hobbes as a foil to establish one’s own orthodoxy. In response to accusations 

that he exhibited symptoms of atheistic Hobbism, Shaftesbury offered a new interpretation: a 

Hobbism that existed in a humanistic moral framework. 

 The chapter is divided into three sections. The first analyses the use of Hobbes in the 

preface to the Whichcote sermons to reveal the similarities and differences between Shaftesbury 

and moderate Church contemporaries. Second, the reception of the Letter and the subsequent use 

of Hobbes in the Essay is analysed to argue that Shaftesbury’s explicit use of Hobbes was not 

solely about repudiating the notorious philosopher, but also an attempt to defuse accusations of 

heterodoxy. In the process, Shaftesbury articulated a novel interpretation of Hobbism that was 

influential amongst his followers, foreshadowing the trajectory of Hobbes’s later reception. The 

final section analyses the broader reception of Shaftesbury after the publishing of the 

Characteristics (1711) in order to demonstrate how Shaftesbury’s anti-clerical critique in the 

Letter warped the later reception of his moral philosophy. Despite the modern emphasis on the 

 

4 Shaftesbury, Letter; Shaftesbury, Sensus Communis: An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humour (1709). 
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novelty of Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy, it was not necessarily beyond the pale for moderate 

divines. Shaftesbury’s moral scheme came under scrutiny only after it was combined with the 

perception that it encouraged Hobbesian atheism and irreligion. This had important implications 

because later moralists and theologians sympathetic to Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy were 

encouraged to pre-emptively position themselves against Hobbes, ensuring Hobbes’s continuing 

relevance in British moral debates. 

Hobbism and the Whichcote Sermons 

 Shaftesbury’s choice to edit and publish Benjamin Whichcote’s sermons highlights 

significant historiographical issues concerning his intellectual context. Whichcote has long been 

regarded as a founder of the Cambridge Platonists. During the 1640s a number of Cambridge 

students, including Ralph Cudworth and Henry More, broke from their Calvinist upbringings and 

began rejecting the pessimism, predestination, and voluntarism of their intellectual forefathers. 

Instead of human beings doomed to sin and at the mercy of an all-powerful, but unknowable, 

God, they began to envision human beings as fundamentally good; beings who merely had to 

look to their own natures to discover a capacity for virtue and happiness. For the Cambridge 

Platonists, heaven and hell were no longer external places of eternal judgement, but internal 

experiences related to conscience and designed to promote happiness and sociability.5 Historians 

justly identify the Cambridge Platonist response to mid-century Calvinism as the likely root of 

British sentimentalism. As a result, Shaftesbury’s decision to publish a series of Whichcote 

sermons has been interpreted as evidence of his indebtedness to the Cambridge Platonists, and a 

contribution to an ongoing opposition to the negative view of human nature and voluntarism. 

 

5 Gill, British Moralists on Human Nature, 7-76. 
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Hobbes, in this reading, provides a secularized parallel to the Calvinist emphasis on the inherent 

evil and corruption of human nature.6  

There is some dispute about the emphasis placed on the Cambridge Platonists in the run 

up to the sentimental revolution in ethics. Rivers questions the utility of isolating the Platonists 

from the latitudinarians, suggesting that the differences between the two movements were 

minimal. She aligns Shaftesbury with a larger group of latitudinarians. Other historians 

emphasize Shaftesbury’s reputation as a freethinker, and draw attention to classical antecedents 

to his moral philosophy.7 As a result, when historians identify Shaftesbury’s religious opponents 

they tend to focus on High-churchmen and Calvinists, the primary critics of the latitudinarians.8 

But an analysis of Shaftesbury’s use of Hobbes in the preface to the Whichcote Sermons, the 

Letter, and the Essay suggests that Shaftesbury, intentionally or not, actually stood apart from 

central features of rational low-church Christianity.  

 A peculiar aspect of Shaftesbury’s reception was that many of his works were published 

before the public release of the Characteristics in 1711, his most significant work. Shaftesbury’s 

first work to elicit significant public response was the Letter in 1708, by which time the major 

elements of his moral scheme had already circulated. The Inquiry Concerning Virtue was 

published in 1699 by John Toland, and likely without Shaftesbury’s consent.9 The Moralist, 

 

6 See 99n3. 
7 Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken, 210-18; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:86-88.   
8 Müller, “Hobbes, Locke and the Consequences,” 317-19, 325; Ross Carroll, “Ridicule, Censorship and the 

Regulation of Public Speech: The Case of Shaftesbury,” Modern Intellectual History 15, no. 2 (2018): 353-80; 

Lawrence E. Klein, introduction to Shaftesbury, Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times (Cambridge, 

1999), vii-xxxi; Gill, British Moralists on Human Nature, 77-82.  
9 For the role of Toland in the propagation of the Inquiry, see Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken, 214. 

Shaftesbury was publicly displeased at Toland’s transgression. He was said to have attempted to purchase copies of 

the 1699 edition. But privately, Shaftesbury worked with Pierre Desmaizeux on a French translation, suggesting that 

he did not view the work as incomplete. It seems that he preferred his works to circulate privately amongst a small 

group of readers until the 1708 publication of the Letter. 
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which added the aesthetic component of his internalist ethics, circulated privately during the first 

decade of the eighteenth century before being revised and published in 1709. The lack of 

significant response to either work indicates that Shaftesbury’s philosophical project did not 

draw sustained criticism until after the appearance of the Letter.  

 The quote cited at the beginning of the present chapter indicates that as early as 1698 

Shaftesbury was unimpressed by a half-century of criticism of Hobbes. In particular, he 

seemingly rejected the emphasis afforded to Hobbes’s religious and ecclesial heterodoxies at the 

expense of his moral thought. Shaftesbury described Hobbes,  

This is He who reckoning up the Passions, or Affections, by which Men are held 

together in Society, live in Peace, or have any Correspondence one with another, 

forgot to mention Kindness, Friendship, Sociableness, Love of Company and 

Converse, Natural Affection, or any other thing of this kind. . . . But in the place 

of other Affections, or good Inclinations, of whatever kind, this Author has 

substituted only one Master Passion, Fear, which has, in effect devour’d all the 

rest, and left room only for that infinite Passions towards Power after Power, 

Natural (as he affirms) to All Men, and never ceasing but in Death. So much less 

Good-nature has he left with Mankind, than what he allows the worst of Beasts: 

Having allotted to us, in the way of our Nature, such mischievous Passions as are 

known to them; and not so much as allow’d us any Degree of their Good ones, 

such as they are all known to have; and are never wanting to exert towards their 

own Kind; By which Excellency of Nature (so little reckon’d upon, in the case of 

Mankind) their common Interest is duly serv’d, and their species propagated and 

maintained.10 

This depiction of Hobbes was not atypical among the moderate divines. Cumberland and Clarke 

both vehemently opposed Hobbes’s description of human beings in the state of nature, arguing 

that Hobbes’s emphasis on self-preservation actually indicated that human beings were naturally 

social and compelled by natural law.11 Clarke argued in the Discourse,  

 

10 Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons. The passage cited is from Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:150. 
11 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 270-82.  
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Then for the same reason, all the other Duties likewise of natural Religion; such 

as universal Benevolence, Justice, Equity, and the like; which I have before 

proved to receive in like manner their Power of obliging, from the eternal Reason 

and Relations of Things; must needs be obligatory, antecedent to any 

consideration of positive Compact, and unalterably and independently on all 

Humane Constitutions whatsoever . . . .12  

Shaftesbury’s emphasis on natural sociability was thus consistent with the atheistic Hobbism 

deployed by Clarke. But in other aspects, Shaftesbury’s depiction diverged dramatically.  

Clarke and his contemporaries interpreted Hobbes’s denial of eternal moral distinctions 

as evidence of moral conventionalism.13 As a result, they opposed Hobbes’s account of human 

nature in an effort to demonstrate the existence of eternal moral distinctions and God’s moral 

governance. Historians argue that natural sociability was a key component of latitudinarian 

opposition to Calvinism, but in regards to their engagement with Hobbes, it seems that this 

project was subordinated to a defence of natural law.14 This is consistent with Parkin’s argument 

that the conscious construction of Hobbism by latitudinarians was in response to doubts about 

their own orthodoxy.15 Shaftesbury emphasized Hobbes’s reduction of human nature to fear, or 

the desire for power at the expense of natural affections. The Inquiry, likely complete and 

circulating privately by 1698, is evidence that Shaftesbury had already rejected natural law 

arguments in favour of a morality based on natural affections, a moral sense, and rational self-

reflection. Where latitudinarians typically opposed Hobbes’s voluntarist ethics by asserting 

natural laws discoverable by right reason, Shaftesbury drilled deeper by insisting that the 

potential for virtue and happiness was ingrained in the human constitution. In this interpretation, 

 

12 Clarke, Discourse, 120-41. 
13 See also, Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 53-57; Butler, Faith no Just Matter of Shame, 19-20.  
14 For the argument that Latitudinarians opposed the Calvinist negative view of human nature, see Gill, British 

Moralists on Human Nature, 12-29; Grean, Shaftesbury’s Philosophy of Religion and Ethics, 137-41; Rivers, 

Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:1. For the Latitudinarian defence of natural law against accusations of Hobbism, 

see Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 252-82; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:59-63. 
15 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 238-44.  
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Hobbes was heterodox not for denying objective moral distinctions, but for ignoring the 

existence of natural social affections.16  

 Shaftesbury’s general emphasis on Hobbes’s denial of natural sociability could be 

interpreted as a contribution to an existing latitudinarian discourse, but his moral philosophy took 

the implications of natural sociability to a necessarily heterodox conclusion. Michael B. Gill 

argues that Cambridge Platonism’s adoption of the positive interpretation of human nature, 

which Shaftesbury was indebted to, unintentionally paved the way for the birth of secular ethics. 

The insistence that human beings were fundamentally good and had all the necessary tools to be 

virtuous encouraged skepticism about the necessity of Christ’s sacrifice. Gill argues that 

Cambridge Platonism embraced a contradiction in response: human beings were both naturally 

good and potentially morally sufficient, but also required Christ’s sacrifice for the attainment of 

salvation. Gill notes that Whichcote himself maintained traditional notions of heaven, hell, and 

the fall, while articulating a positive view of human nature.17 This was the same contradiction 

identified in Clarke, who argued that natural laws were obligatory antecedently to their  being 

enforced by authorities, civil or divine, while maintaining the necessity of revelation and a future 

state for human beings in their corrupted state. Clarke argued that human beings were naturally 

social and capable of being good against Hobbes’s depiction of human nature, but only in their 

uncorrupted natural state. By arguing for the necessity of revelation and future retribution, 

Clarke essentially agreed with Hobbes that human beings in their present corrupted condition 

 

16 This is not to say that Shaftesbury did not also point to Hobbes’s denial of moral distinctions. He too was an 

essentialist opponent of voluntarism, and interpreted the argument that laws were established by power as an 

effective denial of the existence of natural moral distinctions. By arguing for a connate moral sense rooted in natural 

affections, he was not addressing Hobbes’s denial of natural laws, but his denial of natural social affections. 
17 Gill, British Moralists on Human Nature, 58-74.  
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required an overawing authority to be compelled to be virtuous.18 This was likely because 

Whichcote and his contemporaries, while interested in opposing Calvinist voluntarism and 

pessimistic depictions of human nature, were still Protestant divines concerned with maintaining 

the central tenets of Christianity and the Church orthodoxy. Unlike Whichcote, Cudworth, and 

Clarke, Shaftesbury was neither a clergyman nor a recipient of a university education. His 

position outside of institutionalized Christianity encouraged him to explore the implications of a 

positive interpretation of human nature. This resulted, famously, in his wholesale rejection of 

future rewards and punishments as motivations for virtuous actions.19 

 Shaftesbury exposed the contradiction plaguing latitudinarian divines in the paragraph 

immediately following his description of Hobbes.  

Had not any of the Poyson of these Immoral and (in reality) Atheistical Principles 

been diffused more than ‘tis easie to imagine . . .  we should, perhaps, where 

Morality was concern’d have heard less of Terror and Punishment; and more, of 

Moral Rectitude and Good-nature. At least, it should not have grown customary 

to explode Good-nature, and detract from that Good which is ascrib’d to Natural 

Temper, and is accounted Natural Affection, as having Ground and Foundation in 

Meer NATURE: On the contrary, it would have been the Business of those who 

had manag’d the Cause of Religion, to have contended for these better 

Dispositions; and to have shewn, how deep a Root and Foundation they had in 

Human Nature; and not, just contrary-wise, to have built on the Ruine of these. 

For, with some people, this was then become a Method to prove Christianity. 

Revelation was to owe its Establishment to the Depression and Lowering of such 

Principles as these, in the Nature of Man: And the Weakness of these was made 

the Strength of Religion. As if Good-nature and Religion, were enemies. . . .20 

 

18 Clarke, Discourse, 5-17.  
19 This argument is representative of how Shaftesbury is often portrayed as a significant figure for the British 

Enlightenment. Gill argues that Shaftesbury paved the way for secular ethics by addressing a contradiction within 

rational Christianity, Gill, British Moralists, 118-32. See also, Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:1-2. Pagden 

argues that Shaftesbury contributed to the Enlightenment by responding to Hobbes. In this argument, Hobbes’s 

philosophy effectively undermined centuries of scholastic moral philosophy and Shaftesbury ushered in the 

Enlightenment by rescuing natural sociability and morality without recourse to Aristotelian arguments. See Pagden, 

Enlightenment, 56, 85-89. 
20 Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons.  
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Historians consistently interpret this passage, and the preface to the Whichcote Sermons more 

generally, as targeting Calvinism.21 In particular, the emphasis on terror and punishments, 

building religion on a depraved view of human nature, and the choice to publish a noted 

Cambridge Platonists, are taken as evidence that Shaftesbury contributed to a similar discourse. 

The argument for Shaftesbury opposing Calvinism in the Preface is convincing, but this passage 

could also be interpreted as critiquing the latitudinarians themselves. Shaftesbury’s first 

introduction of Hobbes in the preface suggested that Church of England divines had failed to 

properly oppose Hobbes. Parkin argues that Hobbism was largely the polemical construct of 

defensive latitudinarians who had appropriated Hobbesian concepts. Collins suggests Hobbism 

may have been the product of a more unified episcopacy which feared the influence of Hobbes’s 

ecclesial and political arguments.22 The opposing arguments of Parkin and Collins, both suggest 

that Shaftesbury was correct, that the reception of Hobbes and the construction of Hobbism were 

rooted in a theological and ecclesial discourse. The examples of Whichcote, Cudworth, 

Cumberland, and later Clarke, indicate that this same group of divines, while interested in 

promoting a positive view of human nature, often fell back on a future state and the fall to justify 

the basic tenets of Church orthodoxy. Contemporary low-churchmen did not respond to 

Shaftesbury’s preface as skepticism of the Church’s continuing emphasis on the necessity of 

future rewards and punishments. The proximity of Shaftesbury’s argument to the latitudinarian 

embrace of the positive interpretation of human nature, his anonymity, and that the preface was 

attached to an edition of Whichcote sermons, reinforce the suggestion that it should be 

interpreted as an attack on Calvinism. Shaftesbury’s anti-clericalism and skepticism of the moral 

 

21 Darwall, British Moralists, 176-206; Gill, British Moralists, 77-82; Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of 

Politeness, 31-32.   
22 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 414-16; Collins, Shadow, ch. 3. 
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utility of future rewards and punishments only became explicit by 1709, rendering charitable 

readings of his moral scheme more unlikely, even among a potentially sympathetic moderate 

clergymen.  

Historians disagree about Shaftesbury’s place in the history of British moral philosophy. 

Shaftesbury is often portrayed as the founder of British Sentimentalism.23 Recently, scholars 

have questioned Shaftesbury’s fit as a sentimentalist, arguing that his philosophy featured 

elements of both rationalism and sentimentalism.24 Shaftesbury is distinguished from Hutcheson 

and Hume because his moral process required a rational reflective faculty in addition to the 

passive perceptions of senses, instincts, and emotions.25 Nevertheless, contemporaries broadly 

identified Shaftesbury with Hutcheson and the sentimental school. Additionally, Shaftesbury’s 

reinterpretation of Hobbism in terms of egoism and sociability represents a significant break 

from the moderate, rational Christianity of his contemporaries. Shaftesbury interpreted Hobbism 

into humanistic moral contexts, in opposition to the emphasis on theological and ecclesial issues 

that continued to dominate the works of his contemporaries within the Church of England.    

Shaftesbury’s moral works are significant as they established an internalist, theistic moral 

philosophy cleansed of the particulars of Christianity. Like the Cambridge Platonists who 

 

23 Klein argues that Shaftesbury is best known as “sentimental moralist,” Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 

1-2. Rivers effectively portrays Shaftesbury as a sentimentalist, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:1-2, 77, 2:154. See 

also Pagden, Enlightenment, 85-89; Israel, Radical Enlightenment, 67-68. Both Klein and Rivers recognize that 

Shaftesbury fit uneasily amongst later sentimentalist, see Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 53; 

Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 134. The tension seems to arise from perspective. Historians analysing 

Shaftesbury’s arguments can identify elements of rationalism and sentimentalism, suggesting that he had a foot in 

both traditions. When focusing on the influence of Shaftesbury on later sentimentalists like Hutcheson and Hume, 

and on his reception by contemporaries, it is apparent that Shaftesbury’s sentimentalism was initially more 

significant in the British context.    
24 Grean, Shaftesbury’s Philosophy of Religion and Ethics, 137-41; Michael B. Gill, “Love of Humanity in 

Shaftesbury’s Moralist,” British Journal for the History of Philosophy 24, no. 6 (2016): 1117-35, at 1118; Gill, The 

British Moralists, 83-99.   
25 Gill, British Moralists, 83-99. 
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preceded him, Shaftesbury based his moral philosophy on a positive interpretation of human 

nature, “and to have this entire affection or integrity of mind is to live according to nature and 

the dictates and rules of supreme wisdom. This is morality, justice, piety and natural religion.”26 

In the Inquiry, Shaftesbury argued that something is good if it contributes to the well-being of its 

system. Shaftesbury also shifted emphasis onto motivation in his moral analysis, an action could 

only be considered virtuous if properly motivated, “we have found that, to deserve the name of 

good or virtuous, a creature must have all his inclinations and affections, his dispositions of mind 

and temper, suitable and agreeing with the good of his kind or that system in which he is 

included and of which he constitutes a part. . . . And to be wanting in any of these, or to have 

their contraries, is depravity, corruption and vice.”27 Shaftesbury argued that motives were 

affections or passions, likely as a means of further distancing his moral philosophy from any 

system reliant on rational self-interest. Shaftesbury also distinguished between virtue and 

goodness. Goodness was available to all creatures who acted according to their passions for the 

well-being of their species, while virtue was tied to a second-order affection unique to humans.  

Virtue was available to human beings because they were capable of conscious reflection on their 

first-order affections. As a result, passions like pity, kindness, and gratitude were products of 

rational reflection. It was these second-order affections that Shaftesbury termed the moral sense, 

and which produced feelings of like or dislike for the affections themselves. The moral sense 

produced positive feelings toward affections that promoted the well-being of the species, and 

was capable of motivating virtuous actions. Shaftesbury split goodness and virtue so that virtue 

 

26 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 206. 
27 Ibid., 192. 
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could not arise from the perception of sensible objects alone, virtue could only occur when one 

had a conscious concern for the benefit of the species.28   

 The Moralist (1709), which circulated privately as a manuscript as early as 1704, was a 

continuation of Shaftesbury’s moral project. Whereas the Inquiry was written as a typical 

philosophical treatise, the Moralist was a work practical philosophy. The Moralist was broadly 

consistent with the argument from the Inquiry, but included a more optimistic view of human 

nature and added an aesthetic quality to morality, “it should appear from our strict search that 

there is nothing so divine as beauty, which, belonging not to body nor having any principle or 

existence except in mind and reason, is alone discovered and acquired by this diviner part, when 

it inspects itself, the only object worthy of itself.”29 Shaftesbury used aesthetics as a means of 

articulating a reasonable enthusiasm. Unlike contemporaries, like Clarke, who would have one 

rationally consider the universe to appreciate the workmanship of God, Shaftesbury argued for 

an aesthetic appreciation of the beauty and harmony of creation. In moral terms, this allowed him 

to argue that we experience pleasure from the perception of beauty and harmony. The internal 

sense of beauty allowed one to judge their own actions, as well the actions as others, and acted as 

a continuous motive to strive for virtue.30 

 Understanding the fundamentals of Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy is necessary to 

effectively interpret his later use of Hobbes. It is also important to recognize that Shaftesbury 

 

28 Gill, British Moralists on Human Nature, 83-99.  
29 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 330-32, at 331. 
30 Gill, British Moralists, 100-17. For alternative accounts of Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy, see Darwall, British 

Moralists, 176-206; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 85-152; Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of 

Politeness, 48-69. Darwall’s argument is significant because he positions Shaftesbury within an emerging internalist 

moral tradition. Darwall analysed the tension between empiric naturalists (which included normally disparate figures 

like Hobbes, Cumberland, Locke, Hutcheson, and Hume) and autonomists (Cudworth, Shaftesbury, and Joseph 

Butler). This argument challenges the traditional interpretation which pitted the sentimentalists (Shaftesbury, 

Hutcheson, and Hume) against the philosophical egoism of Hobbes and Mandeville, and at times Locke. Darwall, 

British Moralists, 14-20.  
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was not a complete outlier from the rational latitudinarian moral philosophy that became 

increasingly prominent during the first half of the eighteenth century, nor did it entirely 

contradict that described by Clarke in the previous chapter. Both men believed that human 

beings were naturally capable of being virtuous, that human beings were part of an ordered 

system, and that virtue should motivate independently from authority. Shaftesbury’s reliance on 

the moral sense and natural affections was an innovation, as many divines who preceded him 

viewed unbridled passions as sources of corruption that had to be reined in by reason. But his 

general arguments about human nature and virtue being conducive with the public good were 

well within the pale.31 Even if modern scholars interpret Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy as 

significant because it was an important step to the birth of secular ethics and the sufficient moral 

self, it was not necessarily the case the contemporaries would interpret his moral philosophy as a 

threat to the role of the Church and the moral health of the nation. In fact, neither the Inquiry nor 

the Moralist initially elicited much critical response.  

 The Inquiry had important implications for Shaftesbury’s treatment of Hobbes. Moderate 

divines had long flirted with the positive view of human nature, but faced a conundrum when 

considering the indispensability of Christ’s sacrifice.32 As a result, while many moderate divines 

believed, in contrast to the Calvinists, that human beings were naturally good, they did not 

believe that atheists could be virtuous. In contrast, Shaftesbury took the positive view of human 

 

31 Müller identifies Whichcote, More, and Tillotson as describing a moral sense, “Hobbes, Locke and the 

Consequences,” 316-19. This further suggests that low-church contemporaries were familiar with Shaftesbury’s 

moral arguments, though they still coupled them with Christian doctrines like the fall and Christ’s sacrifice. Clarke 

remains a good example of this tension, as he argued that human beings using right reason in their natural state were 

capable of enjoying the natural rewards from virtuous activity, but insisted that limited life spans and corrupted 

natures allowed for the passions and appetites to triumph over reason leading to injustice, fraud, and all kinds of 

cruelties. Clarke, Discourse, 164-67. The main difference between Shaftesbury and contemporary divines was the 

question of Christ’s sacrifice. Divines still maintained that God must serve some intercessory function in achieving 

virtue, either through particular providence or the promulgation of his will and wisdom. Even at this early point, 

Shaftesbury envisioned moral self-improvement in humanistic terms, minimizing the role for the future state.   
32 Gill, British Moralists, 58-74  
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nature to the necessary conclusion that if human beings were innately capable of being virtuous, 

atheists should be as well.  

Shaftesbury argued for four different kinds of people in the Inquiry: theists, atheists, 

polytheists, and daemonists. The theist believed “that everything is governed, ordered or 

regulated for the best by a designing principle or mind, necessarily good and permanent,” and the 

atheist “believe[d] nothing of a designing principle or mind nor any cause, measure or rule of 

things but chance, so that in nature neither the interest of the whole nor of any particulars can be 

said to be in the least designed, pursued or aimed at.”33 Shaftesbury made the implication clear 

when he argued,  

as the ill character of a god does injury to the affections of men and disturbs and 

impairs the natural sense of right and wrong, so, on the other hand, nothing can 

more highly contribute to the fixing of right apprehensions and a sound judgment 

or sense of right and wrong than to believe a god who is ever and on all account 

represented such as to be actually a true model and example of the most exact 

justice and highest goodness and worth. 

 As a result, “religion . . . is capable of doing great good or harm, and atheism nothing positive in 

either way. For however it may be indirectly an occasion of men’s losing a good and sufficient 

sense of right and wrong, it will not, as atheism merely, be the occasion of setting up a false 

species of it, which only false religion or fantastical opinion, derived commonly from 

superstition and credulity, is able to effect.”34 According to Shaftesbury, the true threat to virtue 

was from perverted religion, which he associated with Calvinism in the Inquiry. This stance 

 

33 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 165.  Shaftesbury portrayed the daemonists as believing “the governing mind or 

minds not absolutely and necessarily good nor confined to what is best, but capable of acting according to mere will 

or fancy.”  In the Inquiry, he clearly intended that the reader contrast his theism against Calvinist voluntarism. 

Shaftesbury’s consistent effort to portray himself as an opponent to Calvinism, and sympathetic to the 

Latitudinarians, may explain why his moral thought did not initially elicit criticism.  
34 Ibid., 181-82.  
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immediately distinguished Shaftesbury from his latitudinarian predecessors and complicated his 

engagement with Hobbism, as for decades Hobbes had primarily been repudiated as an atheist. 

 Shaftesbury also distanced himself from contemporaries on the issue of rewards and 

punishments. As demonstrated above, Shaftesbury connected virtue with motives instead of 

actions. As a result, actions performed purely out of fear of future retribution, secular or divine, 

could not be considered virtuous. In the Inquiry Shaftesbury carved out a space for future 

rewards and punishments,  

Upon the whole, whoever has a firm belief of a god whom he does not merely call 

good but of whom in reality he believes nothing beside real good, nothing beside 

what is truly suitable to the exactest character of benignity and goodness — such 

a person, believing rewards and retributions in another life, must believe them 

annexed to real goodness and merit, real villainy and baseness, and not to any 

accidental qualities or circumstances, in which respect they cannot properly by 

styled rewards or punishments, but capricious distributions of happiness or 

unhappiness to creatures. These are the only terms on which the belief of a world 

to come can happily influence the believer.35  

Shaftesbury argued that future rewards and punishments could serve as an aid to the individual 

who was already properly motivated. But he was concerned with whether the individual 

performed said actions in accordance with their moral sense and natural affections, or purely for 

the promise of future reward. The character Theocles, who represented Shaftesbury’s rational 

enthusiast, argued in the Moralist that the future state had been used by divines to oppose 

atheism. “What therefore can be worse done in the cause of deity than to magnify disorder and 

exaggerate, as some zealous people do, the misfortunes of virtue as far as to render it an unhappy 

choice with respect to this world? They err widely who propose to turn men to the thoughts of a 

better world by making them think so ill of this.”  In regards to the role of the future state in 

religion, Theocles argued, “For this he says only, and this is the sum of all, that, by building a 

 

35 Ibid., 189-90.  
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future state on the ruins of virtue, religion in general and the cause of a deity is betrayed, and by 

making rewards and punishments the principal motives to duty, the Christian religion in 

particular is overthrown, and its greatest principle, that of love, rejected and exposed.”36 

Calvinist pessimism remained the primary target, but Shaftesbury also exposed the extent to 

which even moderate divines relied on future rewards and punishments in their own ethical 

schemes. In his moral texts, Shaftesbury reduced the influence of future retribution and the belief 

of God in morality, but also suggested that Protestantism, as practiced by the Church of England, 

was in danger of embracing a kind of Calvinist enthusiasm in regards to morality.  

For all of his attempts to portray himself as an anti-Hobbist (in the preface and the 

Essay), Shaftesbury’s position on the future state oddly aligns him with Hobbes. Hobbes saw the 

future state as a potential threat to civil society and the sovereign, and worked to minimize its 

influence. In De Cive Hobbes’s opposition to the future state was rooted in his individualist 

moral hedonism, “it is also evident that all voluntary actions have a beginning and necessarily 

depend on the will, and the will to do or not to do depends on the opinion each man has formed 

of the good or evil, reward or penalty to follow from doing or not doing the thing.” Hobbes’s 

moral hedonism meant that the issue of salvation threatened the sovereign and civil society.  

For if one sovereign commands him to do something under penalty of natural 

death, and another forbids it under pain of eternal death, and both have right on 

their sides, it follows not only that innocent citizens may rightly be punished, but 

that the commonwealth is radically undermined. For no one can serve two 

masters, and the one to whom we believe that obedience is due, under fear of 

damnation, is no less a Master than the one to whom obedience is due through 

fear of temporal death, but rather more.37  

 

36 Ibid., 270-71.  
37 Thomas Hobbes, On the Citizen (hereafter De Cive), ed. and trans. Richard Tuck and Michael Silverthorne 

(Cambridge, 1999) , 80. See also, Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:698. 
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Hobbes’s obvious concern was with priests using the future state to contradict the civil 

sovereign, splitting the allegiance of subjects between two masters. One solution was Hobbes’s 

insistence that the civil sovereign was God’s lieutenant; that salvation was to be achieved by 

believing that Jesus is Christ (which could be believed internally and did not require outward 

expression) and obeying the sovereign, negating any spiritual authority independent from the 

sovereign.38 Hobbes’s insistence that the sovereign had a monopoly on the use of fear was 

anathema to Shaftesbury, who insisted that virtue should be disinterested. 

But Hobbes also minimized the influence of the future state, perhaps in recognition of the 

threat it posed to any political philosophy reliant on the sovereign’s ability to threaten and 

reward. Hobbes resorted to mortalism, claiming that immortality was only rewarded by God at 

Christ’s second coming. Hobbes also insisted that descriptions of hell and eternal damnation 

were metaphors, that those not saved were merely subjected to a second mortal existence. Even 

the promise of salvation was diminished. According to Hobbes, salvation was to be saved from 

human mortality, it was immortality on Earth.39 Thus both Hobbes and Shaftesbury were 

concerned with the ways in which the future state could be abused by ambitious priests. But 

more importantly, they were both cognizant of how the future state distracted the individual from 

temporal concerns. They certainly had different motivations for being skeptical of the future 

state: Hobbes because it threatened the sovereign’s monopoly on coercion, Shaftesbury because 

it threatened the individual’s potential to be virtuous. But in attacking future rewards and 

punishments in this fashion, Shaftesbury followed Hobbes in attempting to diminish the 

influence of the otherworldly and priestly on political and moral philosophy. 

 

38 See Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:928-52. Rose refers to the latter as sacerdotal supremacy, Godly Kingship in 

Restoration England, 208-16. 
39 See Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:698-728. See also Collins, Shadow, chs. 4, 7. 
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Shaftesbury and “Enlightened” Hobbism 

 Historians typically portray Shaftesbury as a critic of Hobbes, and seem to have arrived at 

a consensus that Shaftesbury opposed Hobbesian egoism, nominalism, and the state of nature.40 

His opposition to Hobbes has often been linked to his mature rejection of his former tutor, John 

Locke.41 In Hobbes and Locke, Shaftesbury identified the corrosive effects of a naturalistic 

empiricism which challenged the existence of innate ideas and was overtly individualistic, 

resulting in either moral nominalism or voluntarism.42 The goal of what follows is not to 

question Shaftesbury’s opposition to Hobbes, but following Malcolm and Parkin, to suggest that 

Shaftesbury’s explicit use of Hobbes indicates a more complicated relationship. The fact that 

Shaftesbury’s explicit engagement with Hobbes was largely restricted to the only text in which 

he responded to criticism was not a coincidence. It is evidence that Shaftesbury, like earlier 

targets of accusations of Hobbism, responded to hostile criticism by contrasting himself with 

Hobbes. Additionally, historians have failed to recognize the significance of the content of 

Shaftesbury’s portrayal of Hobbes. The use of Hobbes as a foil to demonstrate one’s own 

orthodoxy was common practice by 1709, but normally Hobbes’s atheism or heterodoxy was the 

means of demonstrating orthodoxy. Shaftesbury’s use of Hobbes reflected his own subsuming of 

religious truths to individual self-improvement in a moral or civil context. Shaftesbury 

emphasized Hobbes’s objectionable selfishness at the expense of traditional indicators of his 

 

40 Grean, Shaftesbury’s Philosophy of Religion and Ethics, 137-41, 152-53; Voitle, Shaftesbury, 111-19; Darwall, 

British Moralists, 176-206; Gill, British Moralists, 77-134; Pagden, The Enlightenment, 85-89; Rivers, Reason, 

Grace, and Sentiment, 2:86; Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 60-64.  
41 For an account of the relationship between Locke and Shaftesbury, see Voitle, Shaftesbury, 60-70. Voitle argues 

that there is no evidence that mutual affection waned between the two men, but that Shaftesbury’s opposition to 

Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding produced an insurmountable philosophical divide that would 

hamper correspondence by 1694.  
42 Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 64-69; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 86-88, 128-29; 

Gill, British Moralists on Human Nature, 77-82; Darwall, British Moralists, 176-206; Müller, “Hobbes, Locke, and 

the Consequences”; Collins, conclusion to Shadow.  
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atheism. The goal of the remainder of this chapter is to better understand why Shaftesbury waited 

until 1709 to explicitly refute Hobbes, and the significance of this act in shaping the later 

reception of Hobbes in a culture influenced by the new moral philosophy that Shaftesbury 

represented.43 

 Shaftesbury returned to writing for the public in 1708 with his Letter Concerning 

Enthusiasm. In the intervening period he had spent three years in parliamentary opposition as a 

Country Whig (1695-98), retired to Rotterdam, where he led a life of study and seclusion for a 

year, and returned to politics as a member of the Lords after the death of his father in 1699. He 

again withdrew from politics after the death of William III in 1702. Shaftesbury briefly revisited 

the continent for a period of intense introspection, before returning to England in 1704. For 

Shaftesbury, this period was one of alternating periods of public activity, private study, and self-

examination.44 Much like his moral philosophy, Shaftesbury struggled to balance the necessity of 

promoting the public good and the need for conscious self-awareness. Shaftesbury was agitated 

to return to public discourse by the arrival of the French prophets who attracted attention in 

London from 1706 to 1707.  

The French prophets were a radical Protestant sect comprised of Cevennais émigrés and 

their English followers. They were prone to millennial outbursts and prophetic 

pronouncements.45 Shaftesbury used the arrival of the French prophets as a topical entry into a 

more robust analysis of enthusiasm that could be applied to the orthodox mainstream.  

Shaftesbury’s own description of the French prophets in the Letter portrayed them as typical 

 

43 Voitle acknowledges that  the Essay featured Shaftesbury’s most direct engagement with Hobbes, but failed to 

account for why, see Voitle, Shaftesbury, 330-32. 
44 Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 17-19. 
45 Ibid., 18. For more on Shaftesbury and the French Prophets, see Jane Shaw, Miracles in Enlightenment England 

(New Haven, 2006), 149-57. 
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radical dissenters who believed in inspiration, which manifested physically, and promised the 

return of miracles. Shaftesbury himself commented on the reported story of Pierre Claris safely 

walking through fire in 1703.46 But Shaftesbury’s interpretation of enthusiasm did not merely 

implicate belief in individual inspiration and direct  miracles, but any concept of God and 

religion that dislodged or threatened the moral sense and natural affections, which he believed 

necessary for the promotion of the public good for its own sake. The Letter presented itself as a 

critique of religious enthusiasm, but also made inflammatory arguments about the capability of 

ridicule to reveal truth, and the consequences of an overemphasis on the future state.   

 Shaftesbury argued that enthusiasm was caused by a Christianity encumbered with error 

and a populace plagued by melancholy. His solution was ridicule and raillery. According to 

Shaftesbury, ridicule was an effective means of rooting out error and discovering truth, and thus 

should be applied to all aspects of life, including religion. He used the French prophets being 

mocked in puppet shows at Bartholomew Fair as a means of demonstrating the effectiveness of 

ridicule. Shaftesbury contrasted ridicule with persecution as a means of advocating for the 

benefits of a society with free discourse.47 Ridicule not only rooted out error, but promoted a 

general atmosphere of good humour and sympathy, which was necessary for properly 

conceptualizing God.  

This however I am persuaded of, that nothing beside ill humour can give us 

dreadful or ill thoughts of a Supreme Manager. Nothing can persuade us of 

sullenness or sourness in such a being, beside the actual sore feeling of somewhat 
 

46 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 22-24. 
47 As with most of Shaftesbury’s writings, the claim for complete philosophical freedom should be taken with a 

grain of salt. Many of his discussions of politeness applied to an elite gentleman class, thus it is likely that he was 

advocating for a freedom of speech for a particular group. Though he certainly believed that ridicule and raillery, as 

used by this gentlemanly elite, would be an effective means of rooting out error and enthusiasm from the broader 

populace. For Shaftesbury’s complicated relationship with censorship, see Carroll, “Ridicule, Censorship, and the 

Regulation of Public Speech.” Shaftesbury opposed pre-publication censorship, but supported state intervention 

against Sacheverell. 
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of this kind within ourselves. And, if we are afraid of bringing good humour into 

religion or thinking with freedom and pleasantness on such a subject as God, it is 

because we conceive the subjects so like ourselves and can hardly have a notion 

of majesty and greatness without stateliness and moroseness accompanying it.48  

Ridicule and open, good-natured conversation were central element of the Letter, and attracted 

the ire of Shaftesbury’s opponents. 

 While the call for religion to be subject to ridicule and raillery would likely have been 

condemned before the Glorious Revolution, the lapsing of the licensing Act in 1695 added more 

urgency. The Licensing Act had previously provided the Church of England with broad pre-

publication censorship of theological texts, and was an important means of policing heterodoxy 

(it was this power that severely limited Hobbes’s ability to publish political works during the 

Restoration, and the expiration of which was the cause of a flurry of heterodox materials, 

including Hobbes’s Behemoth, between 1679 and 1685).49 Ingram argues that polemical divines 

adapted to the freer press by relying on published responses instead of censorship, but 

Shaftesbury’s call for open season on religious truths was nevertheless a shocking affront to 

divines used to exercising significant censorship over theological discourse.50 Champion argues 

that ridicule may have been one of Shaftesbury’s more controversial arguments because the 

tension between freethinkers and defenders of the Church was not caused by theological 

differences per se, but by disagreement over the authority the Church claimed over theological 

truth.51 By arguing that religion should be subjected to ridicule, Shaftesbury asserted that 

religious and moral topics should be freed from the authority of the Church and pulpit, and be the 

subject of polite conversation in lay spaces like the coffeehouse or the gentleman’s residence.  

 

48 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 13. 
49 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 337-40. Historians argue that the lapsing of the Licensing Act was a major blow to 

the Church, see Bennett, Tory Crisis, 8-20; Holmes, The Trial of Doctor Sacheverell, 21-28. 
50 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 12.  
51 Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken, 6-9. 
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Five responses, published between 1708 and 1709, universally condemned Shaftesbury’s 

call to subject religion to ridicule.52 Samuel Parker, Edward Fowler, and Lilly Butler were 

Church of England clergyman, and Mary Astell was a significant voice for the high-church 

cause. Parker, a non-juror, and Astell joined with the high-church faction in opposition to 

dissenters and occasional conformity.53 Edward Fowler, Bishop of Gloucester, was a 

latitudinarian elevated after the deprivations of the non-jurors. Butler’s low-church allegiance 

was discussed in the previous chapter. Despite these apparent ecclesial divisions, all four 

responded to Shaftesbury by attacking ridicule and portraying him as a deist, or perhaps even an 

atheist.54 

 Shaftesbury’s argument that all matters of life should be subject to ridicule was a major 

point of contention for his critics. The anonymous author of the Remarks asked,  

whether it be in his Power to think, that the free Ridiculing of the most essential 

Principles of Religion, such as the Existence of God, a Life to come, and the 

Eternal Reasons of Moral Good and Evil, be not effectual means to make 

Religion in general despised; and so to give such loose to Conscience, as to make 

it not boggle at the breach of solemn Oaths, the strongest Ligaments of Civil 

Society; and the incomparably best Security of true Liberty and Property from 

being invaded and overthrown.55  

For the author, and divines like Clarke, the basic tenets of Christianity were connate principles of 

reason. According to these authors, Shaftesbury’s subjection of religion to raillery was to ridicule 

 

52 Samuel Parker, Censura Temporum (1708); Anonymous, Remarks upon the Letter to a Lord Concerning 

Enthusiasm (1708); Edward Fowler, Reflections upon a Letter Concerning Enthusiasm (1709); Mary Astell, 

Bart’lemy Fair: Or, an Enquiry after Wit (1709); Butler, Religion no Just Matter of Shame.  
53 For Astell’s response to the Letter, see Joanne E. Myers, “‘Supernatural Charity’: Astell, Shaftesbury, and the 

Problem of Enthusiasm,” Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies 37, no. 3 (2014): 299-314; David Alvarez, 

“Reason and Religious Tolerance: Mary Astell’s Critique of Shaftesbury,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 44, no. 4 

(2011): 475-94. 
54 The reception of Shaftesbury further indicates that historians should be cautious, lest they overemphasize Church 

divisions. Collins, Shadow, ch. 3; Sirota, Christian Monitors, 46-50. 
55 Anon., Remarks, 23-24. 
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God himself, question self-evident truths, and consequently loosen the bands of society. Wrote 

Fowler in his Reflections:  

I will now a little more seriously consider the Subject of Ridicule; from which, it 

seems, the most Sacred Things, even God and Religion are not to be exempted. 

But I would in earnest demand of this Unbelieving Enthusiast; If there be no 

Difference in the Nature of Things; nor yet proper Decorum to be us’d in them. . . 

Should subjects ridicule governors? Children their parents? Humans God? God’s 

relation to human beings and the consent of Revelation should place them above 

ridicule.56  

Fowler portrayed Shaftesbury’s promotion of unlimited ridicule as socially destabilizing, and 

undermining the natural order.  

Butler’s Religion no Just Matter of Shame was primarily written in response to 

Shaftesbury’s Letter.57 His preface identified Shaftesbury’s Letter with the mandate of the Boyle 

Lectures to oppose atheism and irreligion,  

our infidels seem to have renounced [religion], not through any  Conviction by 

Principles of Reason, but through Disaffection to that Piety and Virtue it obligeth 

them to, and a false Opinion of their being very prejudicial to their present. 

worldly interest. And those who have lately appeared against Religion, have 

assaulted if chiefly with Scoffing and Ridicule, which One of them hath 

impudently written a Defence of.58  

Opposition to Shaftesbury’s promotion of ridicule and raillery was a common element amongst 

most of his critics. Divines felt threatened by freer discourse in a post-Revolution context, and 

the increased calls from freethinkers to subject the mysteries of Christianity to rational critique. 

Fowler portrayed what he took to be the true consequences of ridicule when describing a “Select 

Club of these high Wits.” According to Fowler, scoffers subjected the Church and religion, 

 

56 Fowler, Reflections, 33-36. 
57 Butler has been missing from lists of critics of the Letter. This may be because Religion no Just Matter of Shame 

was not published until 1711, despite the lectures being delivered during 1709. The omission of Butler is significant 

as he delivered a rebuke of Shaftesbury from a significant platform, the Boyle Lectures, and forcefully argued that 

Shaftesbury was an atheist.  
58 Butler, preface to Religion no Just Matter of Shame. 
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priests and mysteries, visions and apparitions, to their “exalted Raileries.” This hypothetical club 

of freethinkers applauded Hobbes, Blount, Tindal, and the anonymous author of the Letter.59 

According to Fowler, instead of rooting out error and superstition, the ridicule of religion 

resulted in a kind of atheistic enthusiasm. This in turn promoted the public circulation and 

acceptance of Hobbes’s philosophy.60 Since the Restoration, urban and court “wits” had been 

associated with irreligion, contempt for the church, and Hobbism.61 Though he had no wish to 

align himself with Hobbes, Shaftesbury’s promotion of ridicule as a mode of religious critique 

tapped into powerful clerical anxieties about Hobbes’s cultural influence. 

 While the Letter featured new arguments about the utility of ridicule and free public 

discourse, it also included staples from Shaftesbury’s previous writings, some of which brought 

him into uncomfortable proximity to Hobbes. Shaftesbury sharpened his critique of future 

rewards and punishments as a goad to social behaviour. For example, he described the difference 

between classical and modern enthusiasm,  

But a new sort of policy, which extends itself to another world and considers the 

future lives and happiness of men rather than the present, has made us leap the 

bounds of natural humanity and, out of a supernatural charity, has taught us the 

way of plaguing one another most devoutly. It has raised an antipathy which no 

temporal interest could ever do and entailed upon us a mutual hatred to all 

eternity. And now uniformity in opinion (a hopeful project!) is looked on as the 

only expedient  against this evil. The saving of souls is now the heroic passion of 

 

59 Fowler, Reflections, 32-33. See also, Anonymous, A Discourse against Scoffing at Religion (1716), 26-27. The 

author argued that Hobbesian and Epicurean heterodoxy lacked rational proofs, but that wit and raillery allowed 

them flourish.  
60 Ingram argues that the lapsing of the Licensing Act did not cause an outpouring of closet atheists to emerge 

unencumbered by censorship. The majority of publications were still authored by divines, and primarily on religious 

topics. In fact, sustained criticism of religious mysteries could come from within the Church as divines sought to 

establish the true principles of primitive Christianity. For example, see Clarke’s  anti-Trinitarianism in Ingram, 

Reformation Without End, 44-53.  
61 Since the Restoration there had been concern that Hobbism had caused a fashionable libertinism and anti-

clericalism in Court circles. See the accounts of John Eachard’s anti-Hobbes writings, and the case of Lord 

Rochester, Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 288-311; Collins, Shadow, ch. 3. 
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exalted spirits and is become in a manner the chief care of the magistrate and the 

very end of government itself.62  

Shaftesbury identified two reasons for his opposition to future rewards and punishments. The 

first, already described, was that too much emphasis on the future state distracted the natural 

impulse for the temporal public good. Second, that the civil government might be influenced by 

the promise of a future state to restrict free discourse and promote religious uniformity.63 The 

latter may have been connected to the push by the high-church faction and Tories for the 

Occasional Conformity Act, first debated in 1702, and passed in 1711 (though sparsely 

enforced). The Occasional Conformity Act was an attempt to more vigorously enforce the 

sacramental test by limiting the practice of occasional conformity. Klein argues that Shaftesbury 

aligned himself with moderate Bishops in opposition to the high-church party on the issue of 

occasional conformity.64 Shaftesbury’s stance regarding future rewards and punishments was 

largely consistent throughout his various works, but the Letter lacked the argument that they 

could be reconciled with theism and rational enthusiasm.65  

Shaftesbury took his argument about the future state a step farther by making explicit his 

belief that future rewards and punishments implied an incorrect conception of God.  

If there really be a mind, we may rest satisfied that it is the best-natured one in the 

world. The last case, one would imagine, should be the most comfortable, and the 

notion of a common parent less frightful than that of forlorn nature and a 

fatherless world. Though, as religion stands among us, there are many good 

people who would have less fear in being thus exposed and would be easier 

perhaps in their minds if they were assured they had only mere chance to trust to. 

 

62 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 10-11. 
63 Hobbes was motivated to diminish the influence of the future state because of concerns about political stability, 

but he may have been sympathetic to Shaftesbury’s concern that the future state influenced civil magistrates to be 

persecutory. Collins argues that during the Restoration, Hobbes’s focus shifted from toleration in a congregationalist 

model, to a prudential defence of the individuals freedom to philosophize. See Collins, Shadow, ch. 4. 
64 Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 155-56. 
65 For example, see Shaftesbury, Characteristics,184-86. 
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For nobody trembles to think there  should be no God, but rather that there should 

be one.66 

 Shaftesbury had deployed a similar argument in the Inquiry, where he suggested Daemonism, 

then associated with Calvinism, was a perversion worse than atheism. This was because the 

belief in a capricious, voluntarist God would stifle humanity’s natural inclination to the public 

good. Daemonism was contrasted against theism, an essentialist portrayal of a fundamentally 

good God, knowledge of which only further encouraged human beings to promote the good of 

their species and the universal system.67 Daemonism and theism represented the two kinds of 

religious enthusiasm, the latter encouraged human beings to fulfil their virtuous capacity, the 

former distracted from practical moral and social progress. This passage, and the Letter as a 

whole, made a similar argument that the incorrect conception of God, which often included an 

overemphasis on a future state, was a form of enthusiasm rooted in melancholy, which in turn 

distracted from the natural human interest in the common temporal good. Shaftesbury’s 

arguments concerning the future state took on a sinister character for contemporary critics when 

they were combined with his promotion of ridicule, and isolated from an explicit repudiation of 

Calvinist voluntarism.  

 Critics of the Letter identified Shaftesbury’s promotion of ridicule as a means of allowing 

the promotion of infidelity and irreligion, and his arguments concerning the being of God and the 

future state allowed them to portray him as an atheist. Parker did not mince words when he 

argued,  

It convulses a Man’s Frame, to hear a Satyr upon the most gracious and glorious 

of God’s Dispensations; to hear that Divine Institution, which is so admirably 

adapted to compose the Passions, and preserve Order and Peace, represented as a 

 

66 Ibid., 21. 
67 For Shaftesbury on daemonism, see ibid., 165-66.  
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Fury with her Snakes about her, as the Bane of all publick Safety and Tranquility, 

and fiercer than the Conflagration, to hear the very End of Christ’s Crucifixion, 

the saving of Souls, exposed as a trivial Advantage, and an abject Degree of 

Benevolence: In a word, to hear the impregnable Evidence Christianity stands 

upon, so contemptuously and insolently ridiculed and slighted.68  

Parker interpreted Shaftesbury’s opposition to future rewards and punishments, not as a 

repudiation of Calvinist theology, but an attack on a fundamental tenet of the Church orthodoxy 

and an assault on Christianity itself. The author of the Remarks argued that Shaftesbury misled 

readers by describing God as the “Supreme Manager,” when “Governour” was the more apt title, 

as enacting laws against immorality was the source of God’s purity and holiness. According to 

the Remarks, God demonstrated his “Loving-kindness” to humanity by curbing their destructive 

tendencies and promoting their welfare in this world, and the next, through laws and sanctions.69 

The anonymous author argued that Shaftesbury’s attack on the future state indicated a 

fundamental misunderstanding God’s nature. Fowler insisted that Shaftesbury’s rejection of 

future rewards and punishments indicated a profound misunderstanding of God and the natural 

state of humanity.  

And hence it is, and not from  mere Weakness, Superstition, or Melancholy, that 

the Mind is better fitted, at such Seasons, for the Impressions of Religion: The 

Soul the more freely looks abroad, and attends to the Notions that God hath 

planted in it. A sense of the Deity, the Differences of Good and Evil, with a future 

State of Rewards and Punishments, beyond what is usual, shews it self; so also a 

more enliven’d Sense of the Truth and Sanctity of the Christian Religion; a 

Remorse for Sin; and a just Apprehension, as of the Divine Displeasure, so of the 

Duty of being better for the Time to come; That God is the Disposer of all Things 

by his Providence; and that in Him is our Happiness and Security for ever. Which 

only argues, that this is the Natural State of Mind; and such on all Occasions, that 

are more than ordinary, is presently apt to appear in us: That it is at all times at the 

bottom of the Soul, and more or less abiding sensibly in it; (I speak of the 

Generality of Men or Christians) but that ordinarily it is strangely, as I said, kept 

 

68 Parker, Censura Temporum, 247.  
69 Anon., Remarks, 33-34. 
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under by the Vice, Customs, Business, or Allurements of the World; the lust of 

the flesh, the lust of the eye, the pride of life.70  

 

Fowler had himself earlier confronted the charge of Hobbism faced by latitudinarians in 

1670. In that instance, Fowler described the doctrines of Hobbists as believing, “That all Moral 

righteousness is founded in the law of the Civil Magistrate; That the holy Scriptures are obliging 

by vertue onely of a Civil Sanction; That whatsoever Magistrates command, their Subjects are 

bound to submit to, notwithstanding contrary to Divine laws.” Fowler insisted that latitudinarian 

support for comprehension aimed at “rendering the Religion of Christ Jesus most amiable, and 

effectual as to its great intent.” Fowler deflected the charge of Hobbism by insisting that 

latitudinarians “demonstrated and improved that Principle, which is the Foundation of all 

Religion, viz. That Moral good and evil are not onely such, because God commands the one, and 

forbids the other; but because the things themselves are so essentially and unalterably. That there 

is an eternal Reason, why that which is good should be so and required, and why that which is 

evil should be so and forbidden; which depends not so much on the divine will as the divine 

nature.”71 In the context of Restoration debates about toleration and indulgence, Fowler insisted 

that latitudinarians were not Hobbists. He did so by insisting that latitudinarians were primarily 

concerned with more effectively promoting adherence to essentialist divine laws in contrast to 

 

70 Fowler, Reflections, 50-52. Later in the Reflections, Fowler defended God’s providential role using language that 

was strikingly similar to Clarke’s. “But all these are supplied by the Fixt, Steddy and Eternal Nature, or Perfection, 

of the Deity, by which he immutably Approves of the Greatest Good, and Judgeth, or Condemns, the contrary Evil: 

And this, by virtue of the Prerogative  and Perfection of his Being; or, as it is a Necessary and Essential Part, or 

Constituent, of such an All-wise, All-good, and All-perfect Being as God is: For these Relations, and Natures of 

Things are Necessary and Unchangeable; and flow as certainly and intrinsically, from the Eternal and Unavoidable 

Differences of Good and Evil. And unless we suppose God bound, in a forcible way, for ever to have kept out Sin 

from the Universe. . . it will necessarily follow, that he must Rebuke and Punish it; and make a great Difference 

between the Ways of Good and Evil in the World.” Fowler, Reflections, 79. 
71 Edward Fowler, The Principles and Practices of Certain Moderate Divines of the Church of England, (Greatly 

Mis-Understood) Truly Represented and Defended (London, 1670), 12-18. 
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the voluntarism of the Hobbesian magistrate. Fowler portrayed Hobbism as a hyper-Erastianism 

wherein the magistrate prudentially determined and authorized moral and religious truths.  

Fowler interpreted Shaftesbury’s Letter in a similar fashion, critiquing ridicule and the 

attack on future rewards and punishments as enabling heresy. His argument for God’s 

providential role in human affairs was similar to the essentialist account articulated by Clarke in 

the Demonstration.72 In another parallel to Clarke, Fowler explained the necessity of God’s 

providence by invoking the corruption of human nature.  

Our Natures are corrupt, and our Passions deprav’d; our Thoughts vain, and 

Appetites irregular; and some Live in a perpetual Sort of Heat and Intoxication of 

the Mind. In short, the Animal Life is more, in most Persons, than the Divine; and 

the Earthly Principle stronger than the Heavenly: This, and Reason of the 

Sublimer sort, are kept down, as it were, with Weights and Fetters; and the Light 

of the one, in this corrupt State, Darkened, and Overpower’d, by that of the other: 

So that, without some Change and Assistance; the Lessening of the one, and 

Increasing of the other; great Numbers of Persons can seldom feel effectually the 

Force of Religion, or the Powers of the World to Come.73  

Like his contemporaries, Fowler believed that human beings were naturally good due to connate 

religious principles and reason, and he defended the need of a future state by asserting human 

corruption and original sin. According to Fowler, human beings in their current state were 

incapable of breaking free from their base animalistic desires and recognizing their true interest. 

Parker, Fowler, and the anonymous author of the Remarks, all bristled at Shaftesbury’s argument 

for ridicule and portrayed his opposition to future rewards and punishments as a fundamental 

misunderstanding of particular providence as an aspect of God’s being. They portrayed the Letter 

as heterodox, but refrained from making accusations of atheism (though the argument that he 

 

72 See the eleventh and twelfth proposition of Clarke’s Demonstration where he too argued that God’s active 

providential participation in human affairs was an attribute of his being, Clarke, Demonstration, 221, 233. 
73 Fowler, Reflections, 48-49. 
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denied God’s providence implied it).74 This was not the case with Butler, who used the 

parameters of the Boyle lectures to argue that Shaftesbury was just as much of an atheist as 

Hobbes.75  

 Butler explicitly identified Shaftesbury as exemplary of the kind of atheistic threat the 

Boyle lectures were endowed to repudiate. In particular, Butler critiqued Shaftesbury’s argument 

that fear was inconsistent with God’s goodness. “And I take this to be a plain Profession of 

Atheism, a Declaring his Disbelief of the Existence of a Just and Righteous Governor of the 

World, who observes the Behaviour or Men, is capable of discerning the Eternal and Necessary 

Differences of their morally Good and Evil Actions, and disposed and able to make suitable 

Applications to them of Rewards and Punishments.”76 Butler applied the same strategy used by 

Clarke against Hobbes. Despite Shaftesbury’s arguments for a “Supreme Manager,” “Common 

Parent,” “General Mind,” or “Perfect and Universal Being,” his opposition to future rewards and 

punishments and his disdain for fear of the divine effectively rendered him an atheist by 

consequence.  

Butler not only identified Shaftesbury as an atheist, but used arguments recognizably 

associated with Hobbes and Spinoza. According to Butler, Shaftesbury’s opposition to future 

rewards and punishments indicated a denial of objective morality.  

And if Virtue and Vice are different Things in their own Nature, the one good and 

the other evil, the one agreeable and the other disagreeable to the Mind and Will 

of a perfect intelligent Being; then there must be a different Relation of Things 

and Circumstances to the one and to the other; and Rebuke and Punishment will 

have the same Relation to Vice, as Praise and Reward to Virtue; and there will be 

 

74 Ibid., 6-7. 
75 See the previous chapter for the argument that Butler, like Clarke, connected Hobbes to atheism for his 

materialism, determinism, and denial of objective morality.  
76 Butler, Religion no Just Matter of Shame, 154-59. 
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as much Reason for a Vicious Man to stand in Awe, and to be afraid of the Justice 

of a Supreme Manager, as for a Virtuous Man to hope and rejoice in his 

Goodness.  

In the same passage, Butler argued that to deny justice in God was to deny the perfection of his 

power, knowledge, and wisdom (attributes which Clarke’s atheists denied due to their 

materialism and determinism).77 He also interpreted Shaftesbury’s promotion of ridicule as 

acknowledgment that he believed that there were no real distinctions between right and wrong. 

Butler argued that Shaftesbury’s description of God as a “general Mind,” constrained by its own 

inherent goodness, implied that God was disinterested and effectively lacking freewill. This line 

of argument took a Spinozist turn when Butler claimed, “As for this general Mind, he tells us, 

that the general good, or the Good of the whole, and its own private Good, must be one and the 

same. Which seems to suppose this general Mind and the Universe to be one and the same.”78 

This was a thinly veiled suggestion that Shaftesbury’s disinterested God was evidence of 

Spinozist pantheism. According to Butler, Shaftesbury was an atheist in Hobbesian and Spinozist 

terms. Even if he did not deny human freewill, he effectively denied it in God. Even if he was 

not a materialist, he flirted with Spinozist pantheism, and he undoubtedly undermined God’s 

moral governance as effectively as Hobbes.  

 The reception of the Letter indicates that Shaftesbury’s first foray back into public 

discourse after 10 years was recognized as heterodox, and potentially atheistic, by the same 

group of divines he had nominally aligned himself by publishing the Whichcote sermons.79 

Shaftesbury’s first two published works, the Whichcote Sermons and the Inquiry, elicited no 

notable response, but the Letter was met with vicious criticism from Church divines. This 

 

77 Ibid., 170. See proposition 8-11, Clarke, Demonstration, 101-2, 126-27, 150, 221. 
78 Butler, Religion no Just Matter of Shame, 173-76. 
79 Klein insists that Shaftesbury’s was committed to Latitudinarian moderation. See Klein, Shaftesbury and the 

Culture of Politeness, 155-60.  
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reception undoubtedly influenced the Essay, which was published as a defence of the principles 

laid out in the Letter the following year.80 In particular, Shaftesbury further defended the social 

function of ridicule and polite conversation. The Essay also features Shaftesbury’s most 

sustained engagement with Hobbes.81 The pattern of feigned ignorance while espousing 

recognizably Hobbesian doctrines, followed by denunciation of Hobbes after being accused of 

Hobbism, was not new. Collins describes Locke following a similar pattern during the 1690s, 

with mixed results.82 Establishing the hostile reception to the Letter is necessary as it indicates 

Shaftesbury’s use of Hobbes was not coincidental. Shaftesbury, Locke, and the latitudinarians 

are examples as to why historians should hesitate before categorizing an author as for or against 

Hobbes. Often condemnation was preceded by accusations of Hobbism, indicating that an author 

may have had more in common with Hobbes than initial readings suggest.  

The Essay was structured as a letter, similar to the work that it was designed to defend. It 

was divided into four parts, with the second and third parts contrasting Shaftesbury’s position 

with Hobbes’s philosophy and his religious critics. The first section defended the promotion of 

wit and raillery in the Letter. Shaftesbury elaborated on the positive consequences for a society 

that allowed free conversation, “all politeness is owing to liberty. We polish one another and rub 

off our corners and rough sides by a sort of amicable collision. To restrain this is inevitably to 

bring rust upon men’s understandings. It is a destroying of civility, good breeding and even 

 

80 This seems to be the only published work in which Shaftesbury directly responded to public criticism. The 

potential exception being The Moralist, which included a passage in which Shaftesbury critiqued the Inquiry, but 

this likely resulted from his own dissatisfaction with the style of the traditional philosophical enquiry. It is notable 

that he eschewed the typical philosophical treatise for dialogues, letters, soliloquy, and other formats. Gill, British 

Moralists on Human Nature, 101-2.  
81 In fact, more than half of the Essay effectively contrasts Shaftesbury from Hobbes; making it the locus of 

Shaftesbury’s most sustained explicit engagement with Hobbes’s philosophy. 
82 Collins, Shadow, ch. 9. 
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charity itself, under the pretence of maintaining it.”83 According to Shaftesbury, reason was best 

cultivated by way of good natured conversation. He responded to his critics by distinguishing 

between good natured wit aimed at discovering truth and rooting out error, from a burlesque wit 

for its own sake. It was in this context that he opined that free conversation was intended for 

private gatherings of gentlemen of good-breeding, not for mixed gatherings of the vulgar 

masses.84 Near the end of the first section, Shaftesbury defended raillery and ridicule by arguing 

that they were the best means of identifying the common sense.85 Shaftesbury presented the 

common sense, rooted in free polite conversation, as the means of establishing a consensus of 

opinion in the traditionally fractious arenas of religion, politics, and morals. It was in regards to 

morals that he reintroduced Hobbes into his analysis.  

Shaftesbury positioned himself between two competing moral positions: those who 

argued “that virtue and vice had, after all, no other law or measure than mere fashion and 

vogue”; and those who “dream of happiness and possessions and enjoyments, in which we have 

no understanding, no certainty, and yet we pursue these as the best known and most certain 

things in the world.”86 The former were those like Locke and Hobbes who supposedly denied the 

existence of objective moral distinctions due to a materialist epistemology that rejected innate 

ideas.87 The latter were those who espoused future rewards and punishments.  

 

83 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 31.  
84 Note that he retained the radical implications of ridicule by maintaining that religious truths should be subjected to 

polite conversation in secular spaces among lay participants. 
85 Klein argues that Shaftesbury used an unconventional definition of common sense as a shared natural aptitude for 

community, akin to the internal moral sense described in the Inquiry and the Moralist, Klein, Shaftesbury and the 

Culture of Politeness, 29. Sophia Rosenfeld also comments on Shaftesbury’s redefinition of the term as an innate 

sense of the common interest often found among a gentlemanly elite, Rosenfeld, Common Sense: A Political History 

(Harvard, 2011), 20-23.  
86 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 38.  
87 For Locke’s attempts to distance himself from Hobbes on this issue, see Collins, Shadow, ch. 9. 
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 The second section began with an explanation of the nature of Hobbes’s philosophical 

errors. Shaftesbury described the rise and fall of the Persian magi and asked the reader what 

should be done if a group rose to power on a cheat but still espoused elements of good 

philosophy. The choice was whether to pick out the useful elements of their philosophy or to  

have fallen to work instantly with their systems, struck at their opinions and 

doctrines without distinction and erected a contrary philosophy in their teeth? 

Should we have flown at ever religious and moral principle, denied every natural 

and social affection, and rendered men as much wolves as possible to one another, 

while we describe them such and endeavoured to make them see themselves by 

far more monstrous and corrupt that with the worst intentions it was ever possible 

for the worst of them to become?88  

Shaftesbury identified Hobbes as an “able and witty philosopher” who was “so possessed with a 

horror of this kind that, both with respect to politics and morals, he directly acted in this spirit of 

massacre.”89 He identified two major consequences that resulted from Hobbes’s experiences of 

the English Civil War. First, the unjust usurpation of political authority caused Hobbes to oppose 

popular government and classical notions of liberty.90 This interpretation is noteworthy as 

Hobbes had commonly been understood as working in concert with Cromwell and the 

 

88 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 41-43. 
89 Ibid.  
90 Shaftesbury cited Hobbes, Leviathan, chs. 21, 29, 31, and 46. Chapters 21 and 29 described the dangers Hobbes 

identified in classical literature, while chapter 46 contained a broad repudiation of classical philosophy. The 

inclusion of the 31st chapter is compelling as it contains Hobbes’s argument that despite the magistrates inability to 

coerce the conscience, the state was still justified in controlling public religion and discourse. The inclusion of this 

chapter may have been aimed at divines within the Church of England who continued to defend legal limits to 

toleration (the Test acts) and opposed occasional conformity. Later authors would attach Hobbes to the Test Act in 

this fashion. For similar arguments which used Hobbes to oppose civil coercion in support of the Established 

Church, see Matthew Tindal, New High-Church turn’d Old Presbyterian (1710), 3; John Edwards, Some New 

Discoveries of the Uncertainty, Deficiency, and Corruptions of Human Knowledge and Learning (1714), 147-48; 

Arthur Ashley Sykes, A Letter to the Right Honourable the Earl of Nottingham (Dublin, 1726), 5-7; Edward Synge, 

The Case of Toleration Consider’d with Respect to both Religion and Civil Government (Dublin, 1725), 11-17; 

Synge, A Vindication of a Sermon Preach’d before the Honourable House of Commons of Ireland (Dublin, 1726), 6-

8.  
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Commonwealth.91 Shaftesbury’s depiction likely represents Hobbes’s increasing association with 

arbitrary government and coercion of conscience during the eighteenth century. Second, the 

“ravage of enthusiasm and the artifice of those who raised and conducted that spirit” caused 

Hobbes to render human beings asocial as a means of opposing the triumph of radical dissent. 

“He did his utmost to show that ‘both in religion and morals we were imposed on by our 

governors’, that ‘there was nothing by nature inclined us either way, nothing which naturally 

drew us to the love of what was within or beyond ourselves’.”92 Shaftesbury suggested that 

Hobbes’s voluntarism and pessimism were a consequence of his radical anti-clericalism. 

Shaftesbury included Hobbes among a group of modern.  

anti-zealots, who, in the zeal of such a cool philosophy, should assure us faithfully 

that we were mistaken of men to imagine there was an such thing as natural faith 

or justice? For it was only force and power which constituted right. There was no 

such thing in reality as virtue, no principle of order in things above or below, no 

secret charm or force of nature by which everyone was made to operate willingly 

or unwillingly towards public good, and punished and tormented otherwise if he 

did otherwise.93 

 In describing Hobbes in this fashion, Shaftesbury repurposed a worn feature of Hobbism 

for new ends. He identified fear as the cause of Hobbes’s philosophical errors. Divines often 

associated Hobbes and atheism with fear, insisting that libertines and atheists claimed rationality 

to hide the fact that their atheism was rooted in a fear of the otherworldly consequences for their 

immoral lives. Shaftesbury translated the argument that Hobbes’s errors were rooted in personal 

fear into a non-theological context. In Shaftesbury’s argument, Hobbes’s fear did not result in a 

denial of the being of God and his providence, but his complete denial of natural sociability and 

 

91 See Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 320, 322, 336, 340, The anonymous author of the Hobbes biography in Moral 

and Political Works was particularly concerned with defusing this charge, see “The Life of Thomas Hobbes,” xvi-

xvii.  
92 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 41-43. 
93 Ibid., 43. 
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objective moral distinctions, even after they had been divorced from the errors introduced by 

overzealous divines.94 Shaftesbury argued that Hobbes’s fear was rooted in his experience of the 

Civil War, but his responses were now associated with absolutism and pessimism instead of 

atheism. Shaftesbury’s description of cool philosophy emphasized Hobbes’s moral 

conventionalism and consequent denial of natural justice, a common element of atheistic 

Hobbism. Unlike contemporaries, who contrasted Hobbes’s moral conventionalism against 

natural law and a future state, Shaftesbury highlighted a “secret charm or force of nature” by 

which directed people, willing or not, to the public good. Shaftesbury now claimed natural 

sociability and a positive interpretation of human nature as the moderate position.  

 Shaftesbury tied orthodox divines to Hobbes on moral issues, turning the accusation of 

Hobbism on his accusers by linking – tendentiously – their uses of fear (even if one utilized fear 

of death as a means of securing political stability, while the other relied on fear of damnation in a 

moral context to justify the necessary intercessory role of Christ’s sacrifice). Following his 

argument that Hobbes opposed a positive interpretation of human nature because of his fear of 

religious enthusiasm, Shaftesbury argued that others had undermined virtue by being over 

protective.  

Men have not been contended to show the natural advantage of honesty and 

virtue. They have rather lessened these, the better, as they thought, to advance 

another foundation. They have made virtue so mercenary a thing and have talked 

so much of its rewards that one can hardly tell what there is in it, after all which 

 

94 For example, see Woodward, Fair Warnings,105-6, 112-14; Anonymous, A Father’s Advice to his Son (1736), 3-

4; Edmund Beeston, Practical Sermons and Discourses on Several Subjects (1739),248-49; George Ollyffe, 

Remedies against the Desolations of Fire, and other Fatal Trials (1732), 30-34; Paul de Rapin, The History of 

England, as well Ecclesial and Civil, 15 vols. (Dublin, 1731), 14:227; William Williams, Some Thoughts on 

Christianity as Old as Creation (1734), 17. 
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can be worth rewarding. For to be bribed only or terrified into an honest practice 

bespeaks little of real honesty or worth.95  

Shaftesbury insisted that contemporary Christianity left little room for disinterested social 

affections like friendship and love for one’s country. “[The Christian] is not so tied to the affairs 

of this life, nor is obliged to enter into such engagements with this lower world as are of no help 

to him in acquiring a better. His conversation is in heaven.”96 Shaftesbury repeated the critique 

levelled against future rewards and punishments deployed in his moral works. The major 

addition made in the Essay was his positioning of this argument next to his explicit repudiation 

of Hobbes. While Hobbes and Church of England divines had traditionally been contrasted on 

the issue of the future state in theological terms, Shaftesbury suggested that they both threatened 

the prospect of a virtuous society. Hobbes eradicated natural affections and virtue entirely, and 

divines rendered virtue and natural sociability impotent by emphasizing individual interest and 

turning the human gaze to the otherworldly. 

 Shaftesbury deployed Hobbes in two other contexts in the Essay: egoism and the state of 

nature. Shaftesbury’s dissent from Hobbes’s pessimistic portrayal of the state of nature was 

consistent with contemporaries who argued that the state of nature could not have existed as 

Hobbes had described it. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, both Clarke and Cumberland 

used Hobbes’s emphasis on self-preservation to demonstrate eternal moral obligations accessible 

by right reason. Shaftesbury argued that it was “ridiculous” to argue “there is any obligation on 

man to act sociably or honestly in formed government and not in that which is commonly called 

 

95 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 45-46. 
96 Ibid., 46-47. Again, this mirrored Hobbes’s own concern about the future state overpowering one’s temporal 

interest. “As much as eternall torture is more terrible than death, so much would they fear the Clergy more then the 

King.” See Thomas Hobbes, Behemoth, or the Long Parliament, ed. Paul Seaward (Oxford, 2010), 115, 125. 
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the state of nature.”97 Shaftesbury similarly repudiated Hobbes’s description of the state of 

nature, but now oriented it around an argument for the existence of natural moral affections, an 

argument that did not require an intercessory function for God. “If there be anything of nature in 

that affection which is between the sexes, the affection is certainly as natural towards the 

consequent offspring and so again the offspring themselves, as kindred and companions, bred 

under the same discipline and economy.”98 Shaftesbury’s opposition to Hobbes’s account of the 

state of nature would have been recognizable, though the broader emphasis on natural affections 

as the primary source of motivation was new, and foreshadowed the trajectory of moral 

philosophy. Hobbes was read as a defective moral philosopher, rather than as a theological 

heretic. Old critiques were, in turn, being repurposed.99 

 The state of nature argument led to Shaftesbury’s most significant argument regarding 

Hobbes. His condemnation of Hobbes to this point had relied upon recognizable arguments 

concerning fear, the denial of moral distinctions, and the state of nature. Shaftesbury put 

traditional critiques of Hobbes to new use, but the general contours of Hobbism were the same, if 

divorced from their overt theological context. Shaftesbury altered traditional interpretations of 

Hobbism by pitting altruism against selfishness. Shaftesbury began by putting himself into a 

tradition which included Hobbes, and later Mandeville and Hume, according to which human 

behaviours were reduced to a complex interaction of affections.  

You have heard it, my friend, as a common saying that ‘interest governs the 

world’. But, I believe, whoever looks narrowly into the affairs of it will find that 

 

97 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 51. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Shaftesbury’s opposition to the state of nature and moral conventionalism was also a means of linking Hobbes and 

Locke. For example, in the Moralist he had his characters debate whether a more palatable state of nature could have 

existed, ala Locke. Shaftesbury ultimately claimed that any description of an asocial atomistic state of nature must 

result in a “state of war.” Ibid., 283-87.  
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passion, humour, caprice, zeal, faction and a thousand other springs, which are 

counter to self-interest, have as considerable a part in the movements of this 

machine. There are more wheels and counterpoises in this engine than are easily 

imagined. It is of too complex a kind to fall under one simple view or be 

explained thus briefly in a word or two. The studiers of this mechanism must have 

a very partial eye to overlook all other motions besides those of the lowest and 

narrowest compass. It is heard that, in the plan or description of this clockwork, 

no wheel or balance should be allowed on the side of better and more enlarged 

affections, that nothing should be understood to be done in kindness or generosity, 

nothing in pure good nature or friendship or through any social or natural 

affection of any kind, when, perhaps the mainsprings of this machine will be 

found to be either these very natural affections themselves, or a compound kind 

derived from them and retaining more than one half their nature.100  

Shaftesbury encouraged the study of human nature and self-reflection as the basis of moral 

philosophy by insisting upon a complex interaction between social and interested affections. 

Shaftesbury justified this path of enquiry by contrasting himself from the Epicureans and their 

modern revivers, who “appear to be of a lower genius.” According to Shaftesbury, classical 

Epicureans recognized the existence and strength of natural social affections and encouraged a 

complete denial of society as the only means of conquering them. Their revivers, of whom he 

cited Hobbes, Lord Rochester, and Rochefoucauld, “would so explain all the social passions and 

natural affections as to denominate them of a selfish kind.”101  

Hobbes was identified as a leading member of a revived Epicurean tradition which 

denied the existence of natural social affections by arguing that they were merely interest in 

disguise. Shaftesbury claimed that Hobbes reduced courage to a modification of “universal self-

 

100 Ibid., 53-54. As described above, historians often portray Shaftesbury as opposing Hobbes’s philosophical 

egoism. This passage may demonstrate that sentimentalism used condemnation to mask appropriation. Like Hobbes, 

Shaftesbury argued that the interactions of passions and affections should be studied to properly understand moral 

philosophy. Shaftesbury encouraged readers not to look to authorities or revelation, but an intensive study of the 

self. Compare with Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:18-20 
101 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 54-55. 
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love” by arguing that it was “constant anger.”102 Shaftesbury justified his identification of natural 

social affections by contrasting them against Hobbes’s reduction of all natural motivations to 

interest.103 While not explicit, this argument also levelled Hobbes and orthodox divines, as both 

relied on an appeal to individual interest as a means of coercing social actions: Hobbes with the 

overawing authority of the state, and orthodox divines with the promise of future retribution. 

 The Essay began as a defence of wit and ridicule, but much of it contrasted Shaftesbury 

against Hobbes as a means of distracting from underlying similarities. Shaftesbury’s use of 

Hobbes fit a long pattern of justifying one’s own potentially heterodox opinions, or the potential 

appropriation of Hobbes (conscious or not), through contrast with Hobbism. This explains why 

the first explicit mention of Hobbes in a work by Shaftesbury since the preface to the Whichcote 

Sermons did not appear until after the scathing critiques of the Letter. Following the Letter, 

Shaftesbury was accused of deism, atheism, and undermining religion. While he did not use 

Hobbes to demonstrate his religious orthodoxy, he did argue that his moral scheme was not 

Hobbist. This signified Shaftesbury’s reluctance to retreat back into a theological moral 

framework. Instead, he argued that not all humanistic moral schemes were Hobbist by 

contrasting altruism and egoism.  

 There was no explicit mention of Hobbes in the other Shaftesbury texts eventually 

included in the Characteristics (Letter, Soliloquy, Inquiry, Moralist, and the miscellanies). But in 

 

102 Ibid., 54-55. Shaftesbury seems to have misquoted Hobbes. In the sixth chapter of Leviathan Hobbes defined 

courage as an appetite, “with hope of avoyding that Hurt by resistence.” He defined anger as “Sudden Courage.” 

Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:84. In fact, the actual definition seems to better prove Shaftesbury’s point, as courage, 

typically a social virtue, was re-defined as a hedonistic desire to avoid pain. 
103 This likely needed to be defended. In the previous chapter I argued that Clarke contrasted himself from Hobbes 

and Spinoza primarily with the issue of freewill. One of the consequences of that argument was that freewill was 

located in the immaterial soul, with reason, as a gift from God. In this reading, the passions and affections were 

material motivations that had to be bridled and controlled by the immaterial soul. Shaftesbury argued that affections, 

both primary and secondary, were the motives for virtuous actions. Thus he carved a space for sentiment out of an 

argument often associated with Hobbes by distinguishing between social and interested affections.  
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knitting together the various works for publication, Shaftesbury added an extensive network of 

cross-referencing footnotes. Using these footnotes, one can discern aspects of the other texts 

where Shaftesbury may have intended the reader to recognize the presence of Hobbes.104 The 

majority of the passages linked to explicit mentions of Hobbes in the Essay referred to 

selfishness or the denial of natural affections, further identifying Hobbes with philosophical 

egoism.105 When repudiating the existence of a state of nature in the Moralist (described above), 

Shaftesbury referred to the corresponding discussion in the Essay.106 At three points Shaftesbury 

cited the Essay’s description of the Hobbesian threat to virtue when condemning the prevalence 

of future rewards and punishments.107 Shaftesbury’s footnote apparatus further reinforced the 

association of Hobbes with egoism and pessimism, or an “Enlightened” Hobbism. 

Hobbism and the Reception of the Characteristics 

 A key argument of this chapter has been that Shaftesbury’s explicit use of Hobbes in the 

Essay was in response to the critical reception of the Letter. Reaction to Shaftesbury’s larger 

philosophical project may have been delayed due to how he published his works. All of 

Shaftesbury’s works were initially published anonymously; and perhaps due to his proclivity for 

writing in different genres, contemporaries do not seem to have connected Shaftesbury’s various 

works until after they were collected in the Characteristics in 1711. It was not until after his 

death in 1713 that Shaftesbury’s name was affixed to the second edition of the Characteristics in 

 

104 I used the Klein edition, which was based on the 1714 edition of the Characteristics. The 1714 edition was based 

on revisions made before Shaftesbury’s death.  
105 See, Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 170-73, 193, 353, 399-401. In contrast, only one passage referred to morals 

“dependent on mere authority and will,” Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 133. Perhaps indicating, that while 

Shaftesbury was comfortable playing on Hobbes’s reputation as a moral conventionalist, he was more interested in 

contrasting natural sociability from philosophical egoism.  
106 Ibid., 284-88. 
107 Ibid., 189, 294, 387. 
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1714. The hostile reception of the Letter hung over the reception of Shaftesbury’s combined 

philosophical project. The reception of the Letter was significant, as it meant that later 

philosophers who were sympathetic to Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy also had to consider his 

association with heterodoxy and Hobbism. This section analyses the reception of Shaftesbury’s 

philosophical project in Leng’s Natural Obligations (1719), Brampton Gurdon’s The Pretended 

Difficulties in Natural or Reveal’d Religion no Excuse for Infidelity (1723), and George 

Berkeley’s Alciphron (1732).108  

 Leng, discussed in the previous chapter, included Shaftesbury among the atheists whom 

he targeted in his Boyle Lectures. Leng introduced Shaftesbury as an author commonly 

recognized as opposing revealed religion, suggesting Hobbism. He identified the same two 

arguments that had riled the initial critics of the Letter: Shaftesbury’s opposition to the future 

state and his defence of ridicule. Unlike Butler, Leng devoted relatively little space to the issue 

ridicule. He questioned Shaftesbury’s use of Socrates as an exemplary figure in the history of 

polemical wit, noting that while his reputation may have survived the ridicule of the Athenian 

stage, he was ultimately condemned to death by his fellow citizens. Leng interpreted the tragedy 

of Socrates as evidence that ridicule was not well suited for broader public advantage.109 Leng 

was particularly concerned with Shaftesbury’s definition of God and his attack on future rewards 

and punishments, as this implicated Leng’s own defence of natural religion. Leng believed that 

 

108 The reception of Shaftesbury was broader than the works I have selected. These works serve to emphasize the 

significance of the reception of the Letter on the entirety of Shaftesbury’s philosophical project. For a list of works 

that engaged with Shaftesbury see Alfred Owen Aldridge, “Shaftesbury and the Deist Manifesto,” Transactions of 

the American Philosophical Society 41, no. 2 (1951): 297-382, at 371-82. This list is incomplete as neither Butler 

nor Gurdon were included, both of which engaged Shaftesbury through the Boyle Lectures, but it does give a sense 

of the extensiveness of Shaftesbury’s influence across a multitude of disciplines.  
109 Leng, Natural Obligations, 46-53. Shaftesbury agreed that ridicule may be inappropriate amongst the unrefined, 

see Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 36. It is worth noting that Leng cited the Letter and the Essay when referring to 

these arguments, pointing to the initial source of the controversy.  
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the orthodox definition of God as supreme governor of creation was discoverable by reason. As a 

result, Shaftesbury’s argument that God’s goodness precluded his ability to punish was treated as 

speculative atheism.110 

The issue of rewards and punishments crucially shaped the reception of all of 

Shaftesbury’s works. Leng approvingly cited a passage from the Inquiry where Shaftesbury 

argued that perfect theism required a belief of the “Superintendency of a Supreme Being, a 

Witness and Spectator of human Life, and conscious of whatsoever is felt or acted in the 

Universe.” The passages from the Characteristics immediately following this quotation 

contained Shaftesbury’s concession of the utility of future rewards and punishments so long as 

they were not the sole motivation for action, but this qualifier was not cited until the end of 

Leng’s lectures.111 Leng returned to Shaftesbury’s attack on future rewards and punishments by 

citing the argument from the Letter that God would not punish the use of reason on theological 

questions. Shaftesbury argued that fear of God’s potential retribution for the use of one’s own 

reason on theological questions would cause distorted interpretations of God’s nature, preventing 

full use of one’s rational faculties. Leng interpreted this line of enquiry as arguing, “the sum of 

all this kind of reasoning can amount only to this, that it is inconsistent with Divine goodness, to 

make any man suffer for the denying of the Divine Being.”112 Leng responded to Shaftesbury’s 

argument in Clarkean fashion,  

Let it then but be granted, that there are eternal and necessary differences of 

things, and that the Will of God determines it self always to act, according to the 

Eternal reason and nature of things, and that all Rational creatures are naturally 

obliged to conform themselves in all their actions to the eternal Rule of reason; it 

will from thence follow, that there are Unchangeable moral obligations, or Laws 

 

110 See Leng, Natural Obligations, 327-28, for the argument that to deny God’s attributes was evidence of atheism. 
111 Ibid., 83-84. Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 184-86. 
112 Leng, Natural Obligations, 274-79, at 279. 
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of nature, respecting man’s behaviour towards the Supreme Being, whose creature 

and subject he is, as well as toward his fellow creatures. . . And consequently, as 

there are natural evil consequences attending upon the perversion of the natural 

order of things, and manifest evils and inconveniences both to society and to 

private persons, flowing from the transgression of the moral natural law; so it 

cannot be inconsistent with the divine reason, which is infinite wisdom, to make 

no difference between that chuse to act agreeably to the moral nature of things, 

and those who wilfully act otherwise; that is, he cannot have same the regard for 

those who disown his Being and Providence, as for those who own and obey 

him.113  

Leng argued that to adopt Shaftesbury’s arguments against God’s providence, “must necessarily 

own, that he lives in a distracted universe, where there is nothing good and lovely to be 

depended, because there is no wise or intelligent mind to order and govern it.”114 Leng used the 

archetypal atheist based on Hobbes and Spinoza to indicate that Shaftesbury’s arguments against 

a future state amounted to a godless world without order, design, or beauty. Leng cited the 

Inquiry approvingly, but as a means of demonstrating the contradictions within Shaftesbury’s 

broader philosophical project. Thus Shaftesbury, in contradiction to his theological errors, had 

been “drawn by the mere force of truth” to admit that an ordered and intelligent universe was an 

important means for attaining the heights of virtue; “when he [was] in a better humour” he 

argued that future rewards and punishments may help individuals to retain their virtue under “the 

hardest thoughts of human nature.”115 It is evident that Shaftesbury’s reputation as an atheist 

persisted despite the inclusion of his more nuanced arguments regarding the future state. 

Shaftesbury’s arguments in the Letter were the lens through which his broader philosophical 

project was interpreted.  

 Another Boyle lecturer, Brampton Gurdon (1672-1741), offered a more positive outlook 

on Shaftesbury four years later. Gurdon delivered the lectures for 1721 and 1722, published as 

 

113 Ibid., 283-84. 
114 Ibid., 285. 
115 Ibid., 285, 320. 
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The Pretended Difficulties in Natural or Reveal’d Religion no Excuse for Infidelity (1723). He 

joined what was becoming a long list of London divines who promoted the marriage of natural 

and revealed religion in the Boyle lectures by contrasting them against atheistic Hobbism. In line 

with previous lecturers, Gurdon presented the lectures as a defence of religion against atheism 

and infidelity: “If any Prejudices were allowable, they would certainly be in this Controversy 

between Us and the Atheists, where all the Advantages to Mankind are on the side of Religion; 

and nothing but Darkness and Despair in the Atheists Scheme of Things.” According to Gurdon, 

human beings were insufficiently equipped to secure their own happiness amidst the uncertainty 

and unjustness of their temporal lives; only knowledge of God, providence, and future redress 

was capable of addressing this state of affairs.116  

The first half of Gurdon’s lectures featured popular condemnations of atheistic Hobbism. 

He identified a myriad of reason why an individual may become an atheist: libertinism, 

skepticism of revelation, materialism, and determinism. Gurdon’s lectures were largely typical of 

those discussed previously but, unlike earlier lecturers, he interpreted Hobbes’s moral 

conventionalism as an innovation on earlier species of atheism.117 Gurdon distinguished between 

two groups of atheists:  

‘Tis true, the Character of these Men does not come up to that of our Hobbist; 

because tho’ they did in Reality confound all the Distinctions of Moral Good and 

Evil; yet they did not offer to tell the World, as the Hobbist, with great Gravity 

pretends to do, That there was no Difference between Virtue and Vice; much less 

 

116 Gurdon, The Pretended Difficulties in Natural or Reveal’d Religion no Excuse for Infidelity (1723), 1-2. 
117 In fact, Gurdon ended the tenth sermon with a classically Clarkean statement. “Having now, by the Help of 

Motion, Intelligence, and the Regularity of the World, evidently proved, That there must be some Powerful, Wise, 

and Intelligent Being different from Matter, the Atheist must be contented to come into the Number of those Persons 

which my Text was fitted for, who professing themselves to be wiser and more knowing than others, were yet so 

unfortunate as to make no other Discoveries but that of their own Folly. For whilst he pretends some Difficulties in 

Religious Belief, as the Reason of his leaving us, he is, as I have already shewn, contented to take up with much 

greater ones in avoiding them, and can give no tolerable Account of the most remarkable Phenomena in Nature, 

such as Motion, Intelligence, and the regular Variety that appears in the Universe.” Ibid., 291-92.  
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did they undertake a serious Defence of so monstrous Proposition. . . because 

there was generally more Modesty in the World, before he made his Appearance 

in it.118  

Gurdon’s use of Hobbes in this fashion is significant as it was representative of an ongoing shift 

within the Church to serving a practical moral role in society. Gurdon’s repudiation of Hobbes’s 

moral conventionalism signalled the compatibility of Shaftesbury’s moral arguments within the 

orthodox moral framework. 

 Gurdon argued that Hobbes’s moral conventionalism was a consequence of his 

voluntarism. Gurdon responded to Hobbes’s conventionalism by arguing for a shared natural 

morality based on senses and rational reflection,  

because Pleasure and Pain are felt and judged by our Senses, without any Want of 

Reflection to assure us of their Difference, and therefore all Persons whether wise 

or unwise, are equally affected by them; but the Beauty of Virtue, and the 

Deformity of Vice, will require some Degree of Reasoning from us, if we should 

discover them; and yet this Reasoning of ours does not make these Differences, 

but finds them from what they are in Nature. . . And why then should it be an 

Argument against the Difference between Vertue and Vice, that all Persons are 

not equally sensible of the Beauty of one, and the Ugliness of the other; but that 

some shall have so corrupted a Taste, as to see as much Beauty in the one as the 

other?119  

Gurdon adopted Shaftesbury’s aesthetic connate moral sense, as well as the interplay between 

primary and secondary affections, as a novel means of repudiating Hobbes’s skepticism of 

natural moral distinctions.120 As a consequence, the Hobbist’s denial of objective good and evil 

was the result of a lack of taste.  

 

118 Ibid., 296-98. 
119 Ibid., 306-7. 
120 Gurdon cited Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 157-58. This demonstrates the shared essentialist position of 

Shaftesbury and his critics. As we saw with Clarke, a common response to Hobbes’s denial of moral distinctions 

was to demonstrate the existence of natural laws discoverable by reason. Gurdon noted that Hobbists could argue 

that these were mere rational dictates, akin to Hobbes’s own critique of natural law, and not representative of real 
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If [Shaftesbury] has Reasoned truly, the Hobbist’s Denial of Moral Differences 

will be no better Proof of there being no such Thing in Nature, than ignorant 

Persons not discovering the just Proportion of any Work, would be a Proof that 

there is no such Thing in Nature as Proportion; for since there is and must be a 

wrong as well as a right Taste in judging of the internal Characters of the Mind, as 

well as of the Proportions and Figures and Bodies, the vitiated Taste of a Hobbist 

ought to pass for no better an Argument against Ethical Truth, than the Gothick 

Taste of an illiterate Person to be taken as an Evidence against Truth of any other 

Science.121  

Gurdon also engaged with Hobbes’s argument that human beings were motivated solely 

by appetite, and were only obliged to virtue after they had left the state of nature.122 In the case 

of appetite, Gurdon again alluded to Shaftesbury’s moral arguments about second order 

affections,  

They [philosophers] all of them observed that there were two principal Motives of 

human Actions, viz. Reason and Appetite, together with all the Train of Passions 

accompanying those Appetites; they observed that these last did often incline us 

to pursue either improper Objects, or proper Objects in an improper or undue 

Manner; but that there was another Principle of human Action, viz. Reason or 

good Sense; which when it prevailed and could be hearkened to, would direct 

what Objects ought to be courted, and in what Degree; that as the former Motive 

inclined us to take the Agreeable, as the Way to true Happiness, so this last 

discovered a more excellent Rule of Action.123  

Instead of merely relying on natural moral distinctions discoverable by reason as an antidote to 

Hobbes’s voluntarism and conventionalism, Gurdon adopted Shaftesbury’s aesthetic moral 

philosophy as a surer means of demonstrating the natural existence of these distinctions. 

Contrasting himself with Hobbes may have also been a means of justifying his appropriation of 

Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy, which was open to critique even from moderate divines.  

 

moral distinctions. Gurdon was following Shaftesbury by now rooting human knowledge of natural moral 

distinctions in a shared aesthetic sense. 
121 Gurdon, Pretended Difficulties, 307-9.  
122 Ibid., 314-17. 
123 Ibid., 309-12. 
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  Gurdon indicated a concern with Shaftesbury’s reputation for heterodoxy.  In earlier 

references, preceding his appropriation of Shaftesbury’s moral scheme, Gurdon defused charges 

of heterodoxy against Shaftesbury. Gurdon introduced Shaftesbury, as he who has  

fairly own’d that there cannot be a Compleat Virtue without Piety or the Belief of 

God and Providence, that those Virtues which should support us in Adversity, 

such as Fortitude, Patience and Contentment under our Condition, would probably 

lose their Effects upon us, if we had nothing to trust to but Chance or Blind 

Necessity; that they would be converted into a natural Kind of Spleen and 

Abhorrence of every Thing in the World, and imbitter our Tempers to that Degree 

as to ruin the very Principle of all Virtue, so as instead of Fortitude and Peace, the 

Atheists Scheme in his Opinion would produce Impatience and Rage. 

Gurdon thus somewhat tendentiously directed the reader to the portion of the Inquiry that 

defended the moral utility of theism and reconciled the continuing belief in future rewards and 

punishments.124 Unlike Leng, who used the Inquiry to demonstrate the contradictions within 

Shaftesbury’s philosophical project, but still emphasized the heterodoxy of the Letter; Gurdon 

used the Inquiry to establish Shaftesbury’s orthodoxy, ignoring his more explosive arguments 

about ridicule and the future state. He further detached Shaftesbury from atheism by 

foregrounding Shaftesbury’s opposition to “Chance or Blind Necessity.” This was a point he 

reiterated later in the text when he quoted Shaftesbury as arguing, “That the poor Dregs of sorry 

Matter, can no more be made out of the simple, pure Substance of immaterial Thought, than the 

high Spirits of Thought or Reason can be extracted from the gross Substance of heavy 

Matter.”125 Gurdon was obviously sympathetic to Shaftesbury’s moral arguments, but his uses of 

Shaftesbury indicate that he was also cognizant of his reputation. Gurdon deployed Shaftesbury 

 

124 Ibid., 4-7; Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 189-92. 
125 Gurdon, Pretended Difficulties, 104. Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 278-79. 
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in this fashion in order to justify the use of his moral scheme as a means to defend orthodoxy and 

repudiate atheism.126  

 George Berkeley (1685-1753) was an Irish divine of the Established Church best known 

for his philosophy of immaterialism. Significantly, he criticized Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy, 

alongside Locke and Mandeville, in his dialogue Alciphron (1732). Berkeley operated in many 

different contexts during the first half of the eighteenth century. He was a foil to Clarke and the 

Newtonians, who believed that his immaterialism undermined the study of natural philosophy. 

He also gained a reputation as a Tory, and potentially a Jacobite, for early works promoting 

passive obedience and his opposition to non-conformists. Despite openly denouncing dissenters, 

he later demonstrated a willingness to work with non-conformists and cooperated closely with 

various voluntarist societies in an attempt to establish a college in the new world, which he 

hoped would combat infidelity and bring a reformation of manners. M. A. Stewart argues that 

Berkeley was theologically unoriginal, thus despite his original contributions to other fields, we 

can interpret him as representative of the orthodox mainstream in his opposition to 

Shaftesbury.127  

 In the dialogue, the freethinking character Alciphron argued that his party was not made 

up of only libertines and men of honour, “we have among us Philosophers of a very different 

character, Men of curious contemplation, not governed by such gross things as Sense and 

Custom, but of an abstracted Virtue and sublime Morals: and the less religious the more virtuous. 

For Virtue of the high and disinterested kind no Man is so well qualified as an Infidel, it being a 

 

126 For examples, see Gurdon, Pretended Difficulties, 19, 64-65, 105, 124, 205-6. 
127 M. A. Stewart, “Berkeley, George (1685-1753),” ODNB (2004), https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/2211. 
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mean and selfish thing to be virtuous through fear and hope.”128 Alciphron argued that future 

rewards and punishments could not produce true virtue, which has its basis in an innate idea of 

beauty natural to human beings. Berkeley had Alciphron describe this natural idea of beauty as 

an “Instinct of Nature” that “strike[s] at first sight and attracts without reason.”129 As a result, the 

natural sociability of rational beings was due merely to a refined taste for beauty. The reception 

of Shaftesbury by Leng and Gurdon indicated that they believed that his moral philosophy was 

potentially orthodox if cleansed of its association with ridicule and opposition to particular 

providence. Berkeley dissented by connecting Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy to atheism.  

Crito responded to Alciphron’s description of the moral sense by arguing, “The Love 

therefore that you bear to moral Beauty. . . will not suffer you to think with patience of those 

fraudulent Impositions upon Mankind, Providence, the Immortality of the Soul, and a future 

Retribution of rewards and punishments.”130 To which Alciphron responded that society’s ends 

were best secured without religion. Thus Berkeley connected Shaftesbury’s moral sense with 

traditional depictions of Hobbesian atheism. Euphanor argued, “According to this Doctrine, I 

wou’d fain know what Beauty can be found in a moral system, formed and governed by Chance. 

Fate, or any other blind unthinking Principle; for asmuch as without thought there can be no end 

or design, and without an end there can be no use, and without use there is no aptitude or fitness 

or Proportion, from whence Beauty Springs?”131 Crito reiterated the Clarkean argument that 

rewards and punishments were an integral aspect of divine intelligence, “Either you suppose this 

 

128 George Berkeley, Alciphron: or, the Minute Philosopher, 2 vols. (1732), 1:100-2. 
129 Ibid. Alciphron was not published until 1732, and thus it is likely that Berkeley was combining aspects of 

Shaftesbury and Hutcheson together. Berkeley failed to mention Shaftesbury’s secondary affections which were the 

result of active rational reflection. Instead, he portrays recognizably Shaftesburian concepts like the opposition to 

future rewards and punishments, beauty, and taste, with a purely reactionary moral sense more akin to Hutcheson. 
130 Ibid. 
131 Ibid., 114-15. 
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Principle intelligent, or not intelligent: If the latter, it is all one with Chance or Fate which was 

just now argued against: If the former, let me intreat Alciphron to explain to me, wherein consists 

the Beauty of a moral System, with a supreme Intelligence at the head of it, which neither 

protects the innocent, punishes the wicked, nor rewards the virtuous?”132 By emphasizing the 

traditional association between necessitated matter and affections, Berkeley argued that 

Shaftesbury’s moral sense denied a role for reason. This argument allowed him to connect 

Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy to traditional notions of atheistic Hobbism. Berkeley also 

criticized the utility of ridicule by pointing to its use against the Copernican system centuries 

earlier, suggesting that it was ill suited to revealing truth.133 Berkeley’s critique of Shaftesbury in 

Alciphron was consistent with earlier critics who sensed that his championing of free discussion 

and ridicule promoted atheism and irreligion. 

Conclusion 

 This brief survey of the reception of Shaftesbury following the publication of the 

Characteristics in 1711 has attempted to establish two points. First, the publication and reception 

of the Letter ensured that Shaftesbury had earned a reputation for heterodoxy. Second, that his 

moral philosophy, particularly in the Inquiry, was not necessarily heterodox within a moderate 

Church increasingly focused on practical morality in the context of a positive interpretation of 

human nature. These two factors likely encouraged Hobbes’s ongoing presence in British moral 

debates. Those sympathetic to Shaftesbury’s philosophy were cognizant of his reputation for 

heterodoxy, and were thus motivated to pre-emptively distance themselves from Hobbes. 

Evidence of this can be seen in the introduction to the second edition of Francis Hutcheson’s An 

 

132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid., 123-24. 
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Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1726). Hutcheson defended his 

reliance on Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy, but admitted, “It is indeed to be wished, that he had 

abstained from mixing with such Noble performances, some Prejudice he had reciev’d against 

Christianity; a Religion which gives us the truest Idea of Virtue, and recommends the Love of 

God, and of Mankind, as the Sum of all true Religion.”134 Hutcheson’s consistent desire to 

distance himself from Hobbes may have been encouraged by Shaftesbury’s own flirtation with 

accusations of Hobbism.  

 The following two chapters explore how these two competing interpretations of Hobbism 

(atheistic and “Enlightened”) coexisted during the 1720s and 1730s. The continuing role of 

Hobbes in moral and theological debates is revealed by the reception of Bernard Mandeville. 

Mandeville’s The Fable of the Bees (1723) can be interpreted as reacting to the “Enlightened” 

Hobbism described by Shaftesbury, but was critiqued through the lens of atheistic Hobbism by 

Augustan moralists and orthodox Church divines, and was eventually condemned as a species of 

Calvinist moral rigorism by Scottish philosophers. Mandeville’s reception reveals the persisting 

relevance of atheistic Hobbism, despite shifts in the broader discourse towards a humanistic 

analysis of commerce, ethics, and politics.

 

134 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, 2nd ed. (1726), xxi.  
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Chapter 3 

Mandeville and his Critics: Atheistic Hobbism and the Reception of the Fable 

of the Bees 

In the spring of 1723, Bernard Mandeville (1670-1733), a London physician craving 

literary fame, published a second edition of his Fable of the Bees. The Fable emerged from his 

1705 poem, The Grumbling Hive; now enlarged with a short essay, “An Enquiry into the Origin 

of Moral Virtue,” and a series of explanatory remarks published in 1714. The Fable was 

Mandeville’s infamous defence of commerce and luxury. Mandeville’s Fable is significant 

within the history of Hobbes’s reception because it appropriated recognizably Hobbesian 

concepts as a means of providing a naturalist foundation for the Jansenist argument that sociable 

actions could be motivated by selfish passions. The Fable drew significant critical response from 

a diverse group of critics intent on portraying Mandeville as an agent of irreligion and atheistic 

Hobbism. This chapter analyses the roles of Hobbes and Hobbism in Mandeville’s Fable and its 

reception by hostile critics. For the majority of critics, Mandeville’s Fable was not only 

objectionable because it defended luxury in an Augustan context obsessed with corruption, self-

denial, and the reformation of manners; but because it promoted atheism and irreligion. 

Mandeville’s appropriation of Hobbesian ideas to provide a naturalist basis for his rigorist moral 

philosophy indicates the gravity of Hobbism within British moral philosophy and social theory. 

Mandeville provocatively justified self-interest as an important engine of commercial and 

national prosperity, an argument which had a significant influence on the emerging Scottish 

Enlightenment. In 1723, however, his arguments were interpreted in a transitional context where 

disentangling moral and commercial arguments from theology was still contested.    
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  Mandeville was born into a family of Dutch physicians in Rotterdam. Mandeville and his 

father were forced into exile in the aftermath of the Orangist triumph after the Costerman riot of 

1690.1 Very little is known about Mandeville’s life after leaving Rotterdam other than what can 

be gleaned from his published works. By 1703, Mandeville began publishing in English, 

beginning with satirical verses: The Pamphleteers (1703), translations of La Fontaine’s fables 

(1703-4), Typhon (1704), and The Grumbling Hive (1705). Mandeville then turned to prose with 

The Virgin Unmask’d (1709) and thirty-two issues of the Female Tatler (1709-10). The latter 

ridiculed the civic humanism of Richard Steele and foreshadowed Mandeville’s later opposition 

to promoters of virtue, traditional learning, and the public interest. Mandeville published the first 

edition of the Fable in 1714, which received two printings but seems not to have elicited a 

response from critics. That same year, Mandeville waded into party politics with The Mischiefs 

that Ought Justly to be Apprehended from a Whig-Government, which was a defence of the 

Whigs and the Hanoverian Succession. He followed this with Free Thoughts on Religion, an 

anti-clerical, Erastian argument for prudential toleration and a defence of the Whigs from 

charges of corruption (1720).2 Mandeville had been productive since he began writing in English 

in 1703, but toiled in relative obscurity before the second edition of the Fable.  

 

1 M. M. Goldsmith, “Mandeville, Bernard (bap. 1670, d. 1733),” ODNB (2004), 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/17926. For the significance of Mandeville’s experience of the Costerman Riot and 

the Dutch political context in regards to his later philosophical outlook, see Rudolf Dekker, “‘Private Vices, Public 

Virtues’ Revisited: The Dutch Background of Bernard Mandeville,” History of European Ideas, trans. Gerard T. 

Moran 14, no. 4 (1992):481-98. Dekker argues that the young Mandeville articulated typical republican ideas 

regarding corruption and public virtue before later lampooning them in his mature works after the triumph of the 

Orangists in Rotterdam. 
2 Goldsmith, “Mandeville.” Mandeville, Free Thoughts on Religion, ii-xv. The Free Thoughts feature the clearest 

example of Mandeville appropriating Hobbes. Robertson identifies Mandeville’s paraphrasing of Hobbes’s 

definition of the will from Leviathan. Mandeville did not cite Hobbes, despite a willingness to acknowledge Bayle’s 

influence on the work. The Free Thoughts have been relatively unexplored as an avenue for Hobbes’s influence. 

There are also indications that Mandeville was influenced by Hobbes’s definition of the Church, Erastianism, anti-

clericalism, and argument for toleration. Mandeville, Free Thoughts, 88-90; Robertson, 264.  
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 The 1723 edition of the Fable included expanded remarks and the addition of two essays: 

“An Essay on Charity and Charity Schools” and “A Search into the Nature of Society.” It was 

the 1723 edition that was presented before a handpicked Middlesex grand jury of Tories, crypto-

Jacobites, and country Whigs in July of 1723. The presentment sparked a decade of near 

unanimous condemnation from a diverse group of lay authors and clergyman. Despite their 

philosophical and theological differences, Mandeville’s critics agreed that his championing of 

vice as publicly beneficial was an affront to God and humanity. Mandeville took advantage of 

his newfound notoriety to publish new editions of his older works and two effective sequels to 

the Fable in dialogue format: The Fable of the Bees, Part II (1729) and An Enquiry into the 

Origin of Honour (1732).  

This chapter explores the extent to which the Fable was influenced by Hobbes’s works, 

and whether its critics recognized the influence, or read Mandeville through the lens of atheistic 

Hobbism. Mandeville was influenced by Hobbes’s description of the state of nature and his 

naturalist account of human psychology, and, like Shaftesbury, he seemed determined to 

differentiate his philosophy from Hobbes’s. Mandeville attempted to distance himself from 

Hobbes through a more robust account of sociability and artificial desires. Mandeville’s Fable 

displayed a conscious effort to refine Hobbesian psychology and more effectively demonstrate 

that socially beneficial actions could be rooted upon selfish, mechanical appetites. His critics 

were either unwilling or incapable of engaging with Mandeville’s appropriation of Hobbes. They 

were more inclined to publicly condemn Mandeville as an atheist in the terms of atheistic 

Hobbism, leaving Mandeville’s rearticulation of significant Hobbesian concepts unaddressed. 

The friction between Mandeville and his critics reveals the co-existence of two discourses: one 
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rooted in theological truth, the other in social and political utility. In the former Hobbes 

continued to loom as a heretic. In the latter he increasingly appeared as a moralist. 

 This argument contributes to two significant aspects of the Mandeville historiography. 

First, the role of Hobbes as a potential influence on the Fable has too often been minimized. An 

analysis of the influence of Hobbes on the Fable indicates that Mandeville engaged with Hobbes 

in a manner divorced from questions of theological orthodoxy.3 Second, atheistic Hobbism 

played a significant role in the reception of Mandeville. Atheistic Hobbism is integral to 

understanding how, and why, Mandeville was vilified as an atheist. Historians have often 

overemphasized Mandeville’s relationship with Hobbes in an egoistic ethical tradition, 

downplaying the prominence of atheistic Hobbism in 1723. Analysis of the reception of the 

Fable indicates a similar friction as was identified in the previous chapter. Mandeville engaged 

with Hobbes’s naturalist account of human psychology and social theory, while his critics 

attempted to pull him back into the theological and ecclesial contexts dominated by atheistic 

Hobbism.  

 Two contexts hang over the Mandeville historiography. Analyses of Mandeville’s 

intellectual context consistently refer to French moralists, Catholic and Protestant, who 

effectively combined Augustinian and Epicurean principles into the concept of amour propre. 

 

3 This chapter primarily engages with Hobbes’s influence on Mandeville in regards to the “Enlightened” Hobbism 

articulated by Shaftesbury. There is evidence that Hobbes likely influenced Mandeville’s Erastian arguments in Free 

Thoughts. For example, Mandeville argued, “that when the Name of the Church is given to a Temple, the Edifice 

itself erected for Divine  Worship, is done by a figurative Way of speaking; but otherwise, that the Word (by which 

Litterally and Originally nothing is meant but Congregation or Assembly). . . .” Mandeville’s definitions of the 

Church hewed closely to Hobbes’s in the 39th chapter of Leviathan, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:730-32. Mandeville’s 

argument for toleration was also thoroughly Erastian, “Besides, when I speak up for a Tolleration of different Sects, 

I mean only such as shall own the Government to be the Supream Authority upon Earth, both in Church and State. . . 

. When I advise the Laity to keep the Clergy in awe, I mean all Clergy-man and Religious Teachers in general, and 

would by no means exclude Dissenters. No Discourses nor even Prayers, which have the least tendency to Sedition, 

should by suffer’d in any Assembly.” Mandeville, Free Thoughts, 121-23, 241-44. 
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Historians also often refer to the immediate social and cultural context of Augustan England, 

with its emphasis on neo-republican civic virtue and personal piety as embodied by the 

emergence of a country opposition to corruption and luxury.  

Historians often emphasize Mandeville’s connection to French moralists because of his 

Dutch heritage and its explicit presence in his published works.4 In particular, the French 

moralists offered a means of locating Mandeville’s rigorist definition of virtue:  

to call every thing, which, without Regard to the Publick, Man should commit to 

gratify any of his Appetites, VICE; if in that Action there cou’d be observed the 

least prospect, that it might either be injurious to any of the Society, or even 

render himself less serviceable to others; And to give the name of Virtue to every 

Performance, by which Man, contrary to the impulse of Nature, should endeavour 

the Benefit of others, or the Conquest of his own Passions out of a Rational 

Ambition of being good.5  

In the Augustinian tradition, the conquering of one’s own nature and passions in the post-

lapsarian state was impossible without the gift of grace. Seventeenth-century French moralists 

used amour-propre as a means of explaining how human beings, in their corrupted state and 

lacking the gift of grace, could still function socially. As a result, they tended to explain how 

social actions could be explained as consequences of corrupted passions and self-love.6 

Mandeville’s rigorist definition of virtue, rigorist because he equated traditional virtue with 

complete self-denial, combined with his articulation of counterfeit virtues rooted in pride and 

 

4 Mandeville was explicit about his indebtedness to Bayle, “Those who are vers’d in Books will soon discover, that I 

have made great Use of Monsieur Baile, without mentioning him.” Mandeville, Free Thoughts, xv.  He also cited 

the Jansenist La Rochefoucauld. See Hundert, The Enlightenment’s Fable, 32; Kaye, introduction to Fable of the 

Bees, xciii-cv. 
5 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 48. 
6 For accounts of this French moral tradition in relation to Mandeville, see Robertson, Case for Enlightenment, 128-

30; Hundert, The Enlightenment’s Fable, 23-39. For the influence of Hobbes on the Jansenists, see Malcolm, 

Aspects, 506-9.  
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shame, are interpreted by historians as an articulation of the French tradition cleansed of any 

overt attachments to Augustinian theology.7 

 Mandeville’s relationship with continental philosophers and theologians had significant 

implications for his role in studies of the British Enlightenment. E. J. Hundert justifies his 

argument that Mandeville was a significant Enlightenment social philosopher by casting him as 

an importer of the French moral tradition to Britain: “[Mandeville] recast in an original form 

arguments from continental traditions of political discourse, natural philosophy and Christian 

moral psychology with which most of his initial adversaries had only a casual acquaintance.”8 

Mandeville’s role as the spark to British Enlightenment is more forcefully articulated by 

Robertson, who argues that the Enlightenment, dated to the 1740s, was characterized by “a new 

focus on betterment in this world, without regard for the existence or non-existence of the next.” 

At the heart of his analysis was the convergence of Augustinian and Epicurean interpretations of 

human nature and sociability beginning in the 1680s, particularly among the Jansenists.9 

Robertson’s is a comparative study of Scotland and Naples, but Scotland presents a problem as, 

unlike Naples, its intellectual context was not enriched by French philosophy and continental 

Epicureanism. Robertson presents Mandeville as the means through which British, particularly 

Scottish, philosophers were forced to reconcile the Augustinian and Epicurean currents at the 

core of his analysis of the Enlightenment.10 This narrative tends to emphasize the influence of 

French moralists on Mandeville at the expense of Hobbes.  

 

7 Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable,36-39; Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 266-70; Daniel Luban “Bernard 

Mandeville as Moralist and Materialist,” History of European Ideas 41, no. 7(2015): 831-57; Robin Douglass, 

“Mandeville on the Origins of Virtue,” British Journal for the History of Philosophy (2019): 1-20.   
8 Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable, 14-15. 
9 Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 8-9, 128-30, at 8. 
10 Ibid., 256-80. 
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This analysis tends to downplay the significance of earlier British contexts. Christian 

Maurer agrees that Mandeville was significant for the emergence of a British debate about the 

“selfish hypothesis,” largely spurred by Mandeville and influenced by the French Augustinians. 

But he recognizes that the selfish hypothesis had important English antecedents in Hobbes and 

Locke. The shadow of the former continued to loom over attempts to rehabilitate selfishness.11  

 One of the reasons why the influence of Hobbes over Mandeville is traditionally 

diminished in favour of the French moralists is because Mandeville did not explicitly cite 

Hobbes or his works. For example, F. B. Kaye described how Mandeville often paralleled 

Hobbes, particularly in regards to their views on human nature, psychology, and the artificiality 

of virtue. But he qualified his analysis by arguing: “It is not, however, possible to gauge 

Mandeville’s indebtedness to Hobbes with much accuracy, since most of what Mandeville shares 

with Hobbes he shares also with other predecessors such as Bayle and La Rochefoucauld.”12 

This argument minimizes the possibility that Hobbes exerted an unstated sway over Mandeville. 

Since Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist and subversive had gained effective consensus during the 

Restoration, it was exceedingly rare for sympathetic readers to acknowledge his influence in 

print.13 Mandeville, who had lived in London since 1693, would certainly have been aware of 

Hobbes’s reputation by the time he published the enlarged Fable. Additionally, Malcolm 

demonstrates the substantial influence exerted by Hobbes on the Dutch context during the 

 

11 Christian Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis: Key Debates from Eighteenth-Century British 

Moral Philosophy (Edinburgh, 2019), 3-21. 
12 Kaye, introduction to Fable of the Bees, cix-vx. 
13 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 410-16. 
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seventeenth century.14 Thus the absence of Hobbes from the Fable cannot decisively indicate a 

lack of influence.   

 Indeed, some intellectual historians identify aspects that may have been influenced by 

Hobbes. For example, Daniel Luban argues that Mandeville’s moral philosophy was inherited 

from the Jansenists, in particular Pascal, Nicole, and Rochefoucauld, but that he departed from 

the Augustinians by describing the passions in mechanical and naturalistic terms similar to 

Hobbes and Gassendi.15 A more complex issue for historians has been Mandeville’s use of the 

state of nature device. M. M. Goldsmith acknowledges that Spanish neo-Thomists and early 

modern natural law theorists used the concept antecedently to Hobbes, but argues that by the 

time Mandeville wrote the Fable it was a concept inextricably linked with Leviathan. Thus 

Mandeville’s use of a pre-societal state of nature to explain the emergence of counterfeit virtues 

from the machinations of politicians is possible evidence of Hobbes’s influence.16  

Other historians emphasize the differences between Mandeville’s and Hobbes’s account 

of the transition from the state of nature to civil society as a means of highlighting the distance 

between the two figures. For example, Maurer identifies Mandeville’s use of self-liking as a 

principal independent from base self-love in the sequels to the Fable as evidence that Mandeville 

did not adhere to a Hobbesian interpretation of the state of nature. Unlike Hobbes, who relied 

upon an egoistic fear of death and bodily harm to motivate a rational decision to leave the state 

 

14 Malcolm, Aspects of Hobbes, 27-52, 457-545. 
15 Luban, “Mandeville as Moralist and Materialist,” 834-40. Hundert also identifies Mandeville’s description of 

human nature as a departure from the Augustinians. While Augustinians believed in an unbridgeable gulf between 

the damned and the saved, they did not believe that moral instruction was futile, or come to the conclusion that post-

lapsarian human beings consisted solely of animal passions. They believed that human reason could still be appealed 

to, but Hundert did not connect Mandeville’s innovation to Hobbes or materialism, Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable, 

36-39. 
16 M. M. Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public Benefits: Bernard Mandeville’s Social and Political Thought (Cambridge, 

1985), 47-55. Goldsmith insists that Mandeville diverged from Hobbes on his description of the transition from the 

state of nature to civil society, but argues that the use of the state of nature was recognizably Hobbesian.  
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of nature and enter civil society, Mandeville relied on an innate trait of overvaluing oneself to 

describe a long process of civilizational development from which a prosperous society 

emerged.17 This narrative favours Mandeville’s use of self-liking in his later works at the 

expense of his use of the crafty politician as a source of traditional social and moral codes in the 

Fable. Tolonen pushes back on this argument, and insists that we should seriously engage with 

Mandeville’s use of the politician in the Fable. In the Fable, Mandeville argued that politicians 

played a significant role in a conspiratorial transition from a pre-political state of nature to civil 

society.18 According to Tolonen, Mandeville’s later articulation of self-liking and description of 

the emergence of civil society as a long evolutionary process was in fact a response to 

accusations of Hobbism by Hutcheson and Joseph Butler.19 Historians also identify that 

Mandeville shared a pessimistic interpretation of human nature with Hobbes. Again, this is an 

instance in which Mandeville’s pessimism could be traced to either Hobbes or the French 

moralists, with the latter often receiving the benefit of the doubt as the most likely influence.20 

 It is likely impossible to precisely determine the extent of Hobbes’s influence on 

Mandeville because of the lack of biographical data on Mandeville’s life after fleeing Rotterdam, 

and the unwillingness of potential sympathizers to cite Hobbes even when they were 

appropriating his ideas. Tolonen argues that the existence of Hobbism demonstrates influence, 

and that Mandeville’s Fable could be considered Hobbist because of its proximity to a series of 

 

17 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 64. 
18 See Mandeville, Fable, 42-51. 
19 Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 11. Douglass also argues that historians should avoid reading his mature 

arguments back on earlier works, but should instead appreciate the evolution of his ideas from the first edition of the 

Fable in 1714 through to the later dialogues. Douglass, “Mandeville on the Origins of Virtue,” 1-20.  
20 Goldsmith, “Mandeville”; Stafford, introduction to Private Vices, Publick Benefits, xiii-xvi; Hundert, 

Enlightenment’s Fable,  176-77. 
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ideas commonly recognized as Hobbesian.21 But Tolonen describes a definition of Hobbism 

unfamiliar to many contemporaries: moral conventionalism, egoism, and a reliance on fear to 

encourage sociability. Even then, Mandeville’s relationship to this definition of Hobbism is 

complicated. Mandeville distanced himself from the Hobbesian reliance on fear, and was not 

nearly as committed to moral conventionalism.22 Tolonen relies upon textual similarities, the 

recognition of those similarities by Hutcheson and Butler, and Mandeville’s adjustments in his 

later works, to argue that the Fable was a Hobbist text.23 Tolonen’s method is promising, but his 

decision to jettison atheistic Hobbism and the theological context from his analysis is perplexing. 

Tolonen likely made this decision as he was concerned with explaining the development of 

Mandeville’s ideas between the Fable and the Fable pt. II. Thus he identifies Mandeville’s 

eventual move away from Hobbes, particularly the move from the politician and a conspiratorial 

transition from the state of nature as a significant intellectual development. Unfortunately, this 

limits our understanding of the extent of Hobbes’s influence. Tolonen’s analysis ignores the 

broader context of Hobbism. Though Shaftesbury had redefined Hobbism by jettisoning the 

theological context for social theory fifteen years earlier, atheistic Hobbism remained dominant 

throughout the first half of the eighteenth century. The continuing prominence of atheistic 

Hobbism must be acknowledged when analysing the influence of Hobbes on Mandeville, and 

how that influence was interpreted by critics. If we are serious about understanding Hobbes’s 

influence on Mandeville, we cannot set aside the theological and ecclesial contexts of 

Mandeville’s reception. 

 

21 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 410. 
22 Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 42.  
23 Ibid., 41-102. 
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 While Tolonen argues that the Fable was received as a Hobbist text by Hutcheson and 

Butler, historians often emphasize other contexts. For example, W. A. Speck argues that the 

1723 edition of the Fable elicited a hostile response because of the complexities of London 

politics during the Augustan period. According to Speck, Mandeville’s defence of luxury and 

vice rose to prominence as a foil to an emerging country ideology committed to rooting out vice, 

corruption, and the Walpolean ministry.24 This narrative is prominent amongst historians who 

position Mandeville in eighteenth-century luxury debates. There are generally three positions in 

this analysis: the neo-Republican Augustan position which pitted corruption against self-denial, 

public spiritedness, and virtue; the Mandevillian position which argued that national strength and 

prosperity were impossible without luxury and vice; and the Shaftesburian position which 

insisted that a moderate amount of luxury was consistent with virtue. In this argument, 

Mandeville contributed to, and was received into, an ongoing discourse about Britain’s rapidly 

escalating luxury consumption and prosperity during the commercial revolution. This was a 

struggle between Harringtonian republicans, who interpreted the shifting economic and cultural 

context as a threat, and a new group of thinkers determined to embrace the new commercial 

reality. Notably, this context recognizes that the Established Church’s interest in the reformation 

of manners accorded with the republican concerns with corruption and luxury.25 Missing from 

the historiography is an analysis as to how contemporaries may have used recognizably anti-

Hobbesian strategies to discredit Mandeville and disarm some of his more inflammatory remarks 

about morality and the Church.  

 

24 W. A. Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middlesex Grand Jury,” Eighteenth Century Studies 11, no. 13 (1978): 

362-74. 
25 For example, see Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middlesex Grand Jury,” 362-74; Istvan Hont, “The Early 

Enlightenment Debate on Commerce and Luxury,” in The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Political 

Thought, 379-403; Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public Benefits, 1-6, 34-41, 121-23. 
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 Analysing the Fable in the context of popular contemporary definitions of Hobbism 

provides a more nuanced understanding of some aspects of the Fable that may have been 

influenced by Mandeville’s reading of Hobbes. The broader reception of Mandeville indicates 

that contemporaries interpreted the Fable in Hobbist contexts, both the “Enlightened” Hobbism 

popularized by Shaftesbury and the atheistic Hobbism that can be traced back to the theological 

critiques of the seventeenth century.26 

Mandeville and Hobbes 

 Mandeville appropriated and repurposed significant Hobbesian concepts. This section 

identifies textual similarities between Mandeville’s Fable and Hobbes’s works, particularly 

Leviathan and the Elements of Law. Mandeville’s earlier experience as satirist and provocateur 

bled into the Fable and at times competed with his grander philosophical argument. Mandeville’s 

Fable was not a dry philosophical text. Like Shaftesbury before him, Mandeville played with 

genres and desired to both inform and entertain.27 In the Fable, Mandeville remained committed 

to the argument that virtue was unattainable to most, and thus sociability and national prosperity 

were actually the result of pride, the overvaluing of one’s own self-worth. Mandeville insisted 

that politicians and moralists utilized pride to encourage human beings to act in the interest of 

others on a selfish basis. Thus counterfeit virtues, acting for the benefit of others by redirecting 

passions, instead of conquering them, were the product of human artifice and political 

conspiracy. This argument resulted in Mandeville’s most notorious statement, “and the nearer we 
 

26 The reception of Mandeville by Scottish moralists is analysed in the next chapter. 
27 For example, see Goldsmith’s description of Mandeville’s Female Tatler as a satire of Richard Steele’s The 

Tatler. Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public Benefits, 38-41. Evidence of Mandeville’s willingness the provoke the 

reader at the expense of the integrity of his argument can be found in the “A Search into the Nature of Society.” 

Mandeville argued that the search after pulchrum and honestum was a wild-goose chase against Shaftesbury’s 

aesthetic moral sense. This was despite Mandeville’s consistent adherence to rigorist moral definitions. Mandeville,  

Fable of the Bees, 331. Kaye correctly argued that Mandeville did not believe that all vice was beneficial or non-

existent, Kaye, introduction to Fable of the Bees, lxxv-lxxvi.   
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search into human nature, the more we shall be convinced, that the Moral Virtues are the 

Political Offspring which flattery begot upon Pride.”28  

As much as the Fable was an articulation of Mandeville’s philosophical beliefs, it was 

also an attempt to ridicule the austere ethics of Augustan England. The Fable was rooted in a 

poem which satirized Fenelon’s The Adventures of Telemachus.29 Mandeville’s arguments for 

the economic benefits of thieves and the moral necessity of prostitution were intended to 

scandalize the Augustan public as well as support his larger philosophical project.30 Mandeville 

was influenced by Hobbes in three ways in the Fable. First, his philosophical project relied on a 

Hobbesian sensationalist psychology and articulation of the state of nature. Second, Mandeville 

deployed a Hobbesian account of sovereignty and the commonwealth as a means of repudiating 

his opponents, even if this was not always consistent with his own political beliefs. Third, in 

“Remark R” and “A Search into the Nature of Society,” Mandeville likely responded to 

Shaftesbury’s association of Hobbes with self-love in the Characteristics by distancing himself 

from a purely egoistic interpretation of self-love rooted on fear of bodily harm. Not only were 

there connections between Hobbes and Mandeville, but perhaps more importantly, Mandeville 

was likely cognizant of Hobbes’s fluctuating reputation when writing the Fable. 

 Mandeville’s twin debts to Hobbes were indicated in the preface to the “Enquiry into the 

Origin of Moral Virtue.” Mandeville argued that the problem with modern moral philosophy was 

that writers taught what human beings should be without considering what they were. “As for my 

Part, without any Compliment to the Courteous Reader, or my self, I believe Man (besides Skin, 

 

28 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 51. 
29 See Hont, “Early Enlightenment Debate on Commerce and Luxury,” 383-94; Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public 

Benefits, 121-23; Hundert , Enlightenment’s Fable, 13. 
30 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 86-100.  
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Flesh, Bones, &c. that are obvious to the Eye) to be a compound of various Passions, that all of 

them, as they are provoked and come uppermost, governs him by turns, whether he will or no.” 

In the same paragraph he argued, “I have thought fit to enquire, how Man, no better qualify’d, 

might yet by his own Imperfections be taught to distinguish between Virtue and Vice: And here I 

must desire the Reader once for all to take notice, that when I say Men, I mean neither Jews nor 

Christians; but meer Man, in the State of Nature and Ignorance of the true Deity.”31 Mandeville 

introduced the argument of the Fable by describing human beings with a sensationalist 

psychology, flirted with materialism and determinism, and introduced a state of nature. His 

description of human psychology and the state of nature were recognizably Hobbesian. The 

marriage of these two concepts were central to Mandeville’s secularized articulation of amour-

propre. 

 Hobbes’s influence on Mandeville is most clearly seen in their shared dependence on a 

sensationalist human psychology. The most salient point is Mandeville’s argument that human 

beings are a compound of passions which govern by turns. The connection is most clearly seen 

in an earlier work, Free Thoughts on Religion (1720), wherein Mandeville argued, “That what 

we call the Will is properly the last Result of deliberation, either long or short, which 

immediately precedes the execution of, or at least the endeavour to execute the Thing Will’d.”32 

Mandeville’s description of the will was strikingly similar to Hobbes’s description in Leviathan, 

“In Deliberation, the last Appetite, or Aversion, immediately adhaering to the action, or to the 

 

31 Ibid., 39-40. Kaye argued that the disclaimer that Mandeville was writing of neither Jews nor Christians was 

evidence of his indebtedness to the Jansenists and their secular sympathizers. Kaye argued that this statement was a 

means of  limiting Mandeville’s analysis to those to those not regenerated by the gift by grace. I am not contesting 

this point, but suggesting, as did Goldsmith, that the use of the state of nature was unavoidably Hobbesian. 

Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public Benefits, 47-55.  
32 This connection was identified by Robertson, A Case for the Enlightenment, 264. See Mandeville, Free Thoughts, 

88-91. 
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omission thereof, is that wee call the Will; the Act, (not the faculty,) of Willing.”33 Despite the 

similarities, Mandeville did not cite Hobbes, indicating that he may have been quietly 

appropriating the argument. Mandeville’s moral project was built on Hobbes’s description of the 

passions and the will. Hobbes’s materialist psychology provided a naturalistic means of opposing 

the Augustan emphasis on self-denial and moral rationalism.34 

 Hobbes’s description of the will and the passions was present throughout the Fable. In 

remark O, in which Mandeville argued for embracing pleasure against self-denial, he stated that 

“I have prov’d, that the real Pleasures of all Men in Nature are worldly and sensual, if we judge 

from their Practice; I say that all Men in Nature, because Devout Christians, who alone are to be 

excepted here, being regenerated and preternaturally assisted by the Divine Grace, cannot be said 

to exist in Nature.”35 Mandeville ridiculed clergyman and nobles who claimed that their grand 

trappings were necessary to awe the public and earn due respect. Mandeville argued that the 

luxurious dress of the better sort was not the result of a desire to uphold social order, but sprang 

from human appetites. He defended this point by reiterating that only regenerated human beings 

were capable of conquering their passions, the rest of humanity remained enslaved to the whims 

of their material appetites. Hobbes had also made self-denial effectively impossible. He defined 

deliberation as the alternating succession of appetites, aversions, hopes, and fears regarding an 

object. As a consequence, the will was merely the last appetite or aversion in a chain of 

deliberation. This had radical implications for Hobbes’s analysis of intellectual virtues, which he 

referred to as wit,  

 

33 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:92. 
34 For the moral component of latitudinarian rationalism, see Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:69-77. 
35 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 166. 
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And therefore, a man who has no great Passion for any of these things [primarily 

the desire for power], but is as men terme it indifferent; though he may be so farre 

a good man, as to be free from giving offence; yet he cannot possible have either 

a great Fancy or much Judgement. For the Thoughts, are to the Desires, as Scouts, 

and Spies, to range abroad, and find the way to the things Desired: All Stedinesse 

of the minds motion, and all quicknesse of the same, proceeding from thence. For 

as to have no Desire, is to be Dead: so to have weak Passions, is Dulnesse; and to 

have Passions indifferently for every thing, Giddinesse, and Distraction, and to 

have stronger, and more vehement Passions for any thing than is ordinarily seen 

in others, is that which men call Madnesse.”36  

According to Hobbes, there was no rationally conquering one’s passions. Reason only operated 

as an aid to the passions, based on memory and experience. Even actions that looked like self-

denial, were more likely the result of prudence and experience directing the individual to better 

satisfy their desires.  

Hints that Mandeville was appropriating a Hobbesian account of human psychology can 

also be found in remark Q. Mandeville insisted that the Dutch reputation for self-denial and 

frugality was not the result of discipline, but the product of necessity. He described a 

hypothetical nation with fertile soil, a happy climate, mild government, and ample land. While 

this nation would be happy and virtuous, it would have no arts and sciences, and peace would 

depend on the temperament of its more powerful neighbours. Mandeville justified this argument 

by claiming, “Man never exerts himself but when he is rous’d by his Desires: While they lie 

dormant, and there is nothing to raise them, his Excellence and Abilities will be forever 

undiscover’d, and the lumpish Machine, without the Influence of his Passions, may be compar’d 

to a huge Wind-mill without a breath of Air.”37 The Free Thoughts indicate that Mandeville 

 

36 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:90-92, at 110.  
37 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 183-84. Compare with Hobbes’s definition of contempt from Leviathan. “Those 

things which we neither Desire, nor Hate, we are said to Contemne: Contempt being nothing else but an immobility, 

or contumacy of the Heart, in resisting the action of certain things.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 80. Mandeville seems to 

agree with Hobbes that a lack of desires results in immobility. The choice of the windmill metaphor is noteworthy as 

Hobbes had often been condemned for describing humans as being acted upon by external objects. See pp. 87-88.  
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likely paraphrased Hobbes, and these arguments suggest influence. Like Hobbes, Mandeville 

consistently argued that human beings were bundles of competing desires.38 Mandeville’s use of 

the windmill metaphor indicated a connection with Hobbes to readers. Critics consistently 

identified Hobbes’s materialism with a portrayal of human beings as objects incapable of acting, 

or beginning motion, except in response to external stimuli.39 

 In “An Essay on Charity Schools,” Mandeville continued this trend of using Hobbesian 

psychology to expose the advocates of virtue and self-denial. Mandeville defined charity as “that 

Virtue by which part of that sincere Love we have for our selves is transferr’d pure and unmix’d 

to others, not tied to us by the Bonds of Friendship or Consanguinity, and even meer Strangers, 

whom we have no obligation to, nor hope or expect any thing from. If we lessen any ways the 

Rigour of this Definition, part of that Virtue must be lost.” Similar to his definition of virtue 

from the “Enquiry,” charity was extremely rare, often being counterfeited by the passion of pity. 

“It comes in either at the Eye or Ear, or both; and the nearer and more violently the Object of 

Compassion strikes those Senses, the greater Disturbance it causes in us, often to such a Degree 

as to occasion great Pain and Anxiety.”40 Mandeville further emphasized the material nature of 

the passions near the end of the “Essay” when he distinguished between the effects of material 

and spiritual objects on human affections. “Things that immediately strike upon our outward 

Senses act more violently upon our Passions that what is the result of Thought and the dictates of 

the most demonstrative Reason, and there is a much stronger Bias to gain our Liking or Aversion 

in the first than there is in the latter.”41 Mandeville seemingly found Hobbes’s materialist 

 

38 In particular, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:78-82.  
39 For example, see Clarke, Demonstration, 178; Hancocke, Prove the Being of God, 174; Butler, Faith no Just 

Matter of Shame, 10; Leng, Natural Obligations, 240-43. 
40 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 254-56. 
41 Ibid., 316.  
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explanation of human psychology as an effective naturalist explanation as to why post-lapsarian 

human beings were incapable of true virtue and self-denial. Without the ability to overcome their 

natural desires, human beings relied upon the machinations of politicians and moralists to 

redirect the passions to more productive, social ends.  

Mandeville also found Hobbes’s argument useful when repudiating Shaftesbury’s 

argument for natural sociability and social affections in the “Search”.  

But be we Savages or Politicians, it is impossible that Man, mere fallen Man, 

should act with any other View but to please himself while he has the Use of his 

Organs, and the greatest Extravagancy either of Love or Despair can have no 

other Centre. There is no difference between Will and Pleasure in one sense, and 

every Motion in spite of them but be unnatural and convulsive. Since Action is so 

confin’d, and we are always forc’d to do what we please, and at the same time our 

Thoughts are free and uncontroul’d, it is impossible we could be sociable 

Creatures without Hypocrisy. The Proof of this is plain, since we cannot prevent 

the Ideas that are continually arising within us, all Civil Commerce would be lost, 

if by Art and prudent Dissimulation we had not learn’d to hide and stifle them; 

and if all we think was to be laid open to others in the same manner as it is to our 

selves it is impossible that endued with Speech we could be sufferable to one 

another.42 

This split between Mandeville and Shaftesbury indicates a significant fissure amongst 

humanistic explanations of human nature and morality. At dispute was whether human beings 

were naturally capable of acting altruistically. Hobbes was a consistent presence within these 

debates. Mandeville fell back on Hobbesian psychology when arguing that the will was tied to 

passions, and that to act otherwise required divine assistance. Mandeville insisted that the 

thoughts and actions of human beings were tied to physical experiences. 

 

42 Ibid., 348. Mandeville’s suggestion that there is no difference between will and pleasure was Hobbesian, “In 

Deliberation, the last Appetite, or Aversion, immediately adhaering to the action, or the omission thereof, is that 

wee call the Will; the Act, (not the faculty,) of Willing.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:92. 
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 Mandeville also appropriated Hobbes’s description of the state of nature. Mandeville 

began the “Enquiry” by arguing,  

All untaught Animals are only solicitous of pleasing themselves, and naturally  

follow the bent of their own Inclinations, without considering  the good or harm 

that from their being pleased will accrue to others. This is the Reason, that in the 

wild State of Nature those Creatures are fittest to live peacably together in great 

Numbers, that discover the least of Understanding, and have the fewest Appetites 

to gratify; and consequently no Animal is, without the Curb of Government, less 

capable of agreeing long together in Multitudes than that of Man; yet such are his 

Qualities, whether good or bad, I shall not determine, that no creature beside 

himself can ever be made sociable: But being an extraordinarily selfish and 

headstrong, as well as cunning Animal, however he may be subdued by superior 

Strength, it is impossible by Force alone to make him tractable, and receive the 

Improvements he is capable of.43  

Mandeville shared with Hobbes the starting point of the state of nature, but disagreed about the 

transition to civil society. Like Hobbes, he described the state of nature as a state of perpetual 

conflict because of the selfish pursuance of one’s own desires. The connection is more explicit in 

Mandeville’s remark R where he argued, “This is the Law of Nature, by which no Creature is 

endued with any Appetite or Passion but what either directly or indirectly tends to the 

Preservation either of himself or his Species.”44 Hobbes famously rendered natural laws an 

extension of self-preservation in the fourteenth chapter of Leviathan.45 Mandeville argued, “The 

Means by which Nature obliges every Creature continually to stir in this Business of Self-

Preservation, are grafted in him, and (in Man) call’d Desires, which either compel him to crave 

what he thinks will sustain or please him, or command him to avoid what he imagines might 

 

43 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 41-42. Hobbes also argued that humans and animals (bees and ants) differed in 

their natural states because of the presence competing individual desires among humans. See Leviathan, 2:258-60. 
44 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 200. 
45 “A Law of Nature, (Lex Naturalis,) is a Precept, or generall Rule, found out by Reason, by which a man is 

forbidded to do, that, which is destructive of his life, or taketh away the means of preserving the same; and to omit, 

that by which he thinkith it may be best preserved.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:198.  
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displease, hurt or destroy him.”46 Mandeville’s argument was strikingly similar to Hobbes’s 

entangling of good and evil with individual appetites in the sixth chapter of Leviathan.47  

Like Hobbes, Mandeville’s state of nature was a hypothetical atomistic state, before civil 

society or religion, in which human beings were destined to clash as they pursued their own self-

preservation and individual desires. An important distinction was that for Mandeville this was a 

post-lapsarian state of nature, which allowed him to retain his rigorist definition of virtue as a 

basis for consistent counterfeit virtues rooted in pride and shame. Hobbes provided Mandeville 

with a naturalistic explanation for humanity’s current condition. 

 Despite sharing a similar account of human nature and the hypothetical state of nature, 

Mandeville diverged from Hobbes when explaining the transition to civil society. According to 

Hobbes, individuals in the state of nature agreed to transfer the vast majority of their natural 

rights to a sovereign because of a lack of confidence that one could preserve one’s self in the 

state of nature. Hobbes described the transition to civil society in this manner because he 

believed only over-awing authority could overpower the destructive tendency to pursue one’s 

own self-interest.  

For the Lawes of Nature (as Justice, Equity, Modesty, Mercy, and (in summe) 

doing to others, as wee would be done to,) of themselves, without the terrour of 

some Power, to cause them to be observed, are contrary to our naturall Passions, 

 

46 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 200. 
47 “But whatsoever is the object of any mans Appetite or Desire; that is it, which he for his part calleth Good: And 

the object of his Hate, and Aversion, Evill; And of his Contempt, Vile and Inconsiderable. For these words of Good, 

Evill, and Contemptible, are ever used with relation to the person that useth them: There being nothing simply and 

absolutely so; nor any common Rule of Good and Evill, to be taken from the nature of objects themselves; but from 

the Person of the man (where there is no Commonwealth;) or, (in a Common-wealth,) from the Person that 

representeth it; or from an Abirtrator or Judge, whom men disagreeing shall by consent set up, and make his 

sentence the Rule thereof.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:80-83.  
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that carry us to Partiality, Pride, Revenge, and the like. And Covenants, without 

the Sword, are but Words, and of no strength to secure a man at all.48  

This led Hobbes to argue that fear of death, bodily harm, and material loss were the most useful 

passion for preventing crimes: “it is the onely thing, (when there is appearance of profit, or 

pleasure by breaking the Lawes,) that makes men keep [lawes].”49 Significantly, this meant that 

people did not fundamentally change as they transitioned from the state of nature to civil society 

according to Hobbes. The “generall inclination of all mankind, a perpetually and restlesse desire 

of Power after power, that ceaseth onely in Death,” remained the driving principle of humanity. 

It was only the creation of a sovereign authority with overawing power that could coerce human 

beings into being sociable.50 Mandeville positioned himself against this Hobbesian narrative in 

the “Enquiry,” “But being an extraordinarily selfish and headstrong, as well as cunning Animal, 

however he may subdued by superior Strength it is impossible by Force alone to make him 

tractable, and receive the improvements he is capable of.”51 Mandeville was not completely 

opposed to Hobbes’s argument about the effectiveness of coercion, but he had a different goal. 

Hobbes, writing from a context of civil strife, was concerned primarily with stability and 

security. Mandeville, from the context of financial and commercial revolution, desired to explain 

how the selfish passions could be harnessed for commercial prosperity.52 

 This was the context in which Mandeville introduced the role of the politician: “The chief 

Thing therefore, which Lawgivers and other Wise Men, that have laboured for the Establishment 

 

48 Ibid., 2:254.  
49 Ibid., 2:464. 
50 Ibid., 2:150.  
51 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 41-42. 
52 For the argument that Mandeville followed Hobbes by rejecting the notion of humans as zoo politikon (created by 

nature political), but diverged when explaining how they were tamed, see Hont, “The Early Enlightenment Debate 

on Commerce and Luxury,” 387-94. Hont placed Mandeville, along with Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, in a tradition 

that defended luxury.  
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of Society, have endeavour’d, has been to make the People they were to govern, believe, that it 

was more beneficial for every Body to conquer than indulge his Appetites, and much better to 

mind the Publick than what seem’d his private Interest.”53 According to Mandeville, humans 

would only deny their own selfish desires if they were given an equivalent reward. Politicians 

and moralists used flattery to extol the excellence of human nature above other animals.  

Having by this artful way of Flattery insinuated themselves into the Hearts of 

Men, they began to instruct themselves in the Notions of Honour and Shame; 

representing the one as the worst of all Evils, and the other as the highest Good to 

which Mortals could aspire: Which being done, they laid before them how 

unbecoming it was the Dignity of such sublime Creatures to be solicitous about 

gratifying those Appetites, which they had in common with Brutes, and at the 

same time unmindful of those higher Qualities that gave them the preeminence 

over all visible Beings.54 

  

According to Mandeville, human beings changed as they moved from the state of nature to civil 

society because hypothetical politicians bewitched natural humans into agreeing to conquer their 

own passions by creating the artificial passions of honour and shame.55  

The problem for Mandeville, which will be analysed in the following section, is that he 

used the hypothetical politician and moralist to describe this process. As much as his description 

of the transition from the state of nature to civil society differed from Hobbes’s, in the context of 

the eighteenth century they remained recognizably similar because they both traced the 

emergence of sociability and moral distinctions to human artifice and to conventions imposed 

from the top of the social and political hierarchy. This is most neatly encapsulated in one of 

Mandeville’s most notorious quotes, “It is visible then that it was not any Heathen Religion or 

 

53 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 42. 
54 Ibid., 42-43. 
55 While Hobbes did not use politicians or legislators in regards to the transition from the state of nature, he did 

describe how the founders and legislators of ancient commonwealths created religions to provide additional 

authority to their moral and civil dictates. Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:176-79. 
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other Idolatrous Superstition, that first put Man upon crossing his Appetites and subduing his 

dearest Inclinations, but the skilful Management of wary Politicians; and the nearer we search 

into human Nature, the more we shall be convinced, that the Moral Virtues are the Political 

Offspring which Flatter begot upon Pride.”56 Mandeville attempted to refine Hobbes’s argument 

that sociability arose primarily from the threat of coercion as embodied in an overawing civil 

authority by suggesting that Hobbes’s sensationalist psychology could also be used to argue that 

human beings could be deceived into sociability. Unfortunately, many eighteenth-century critics 

only saw moral distinctions rooted in human convention and artifice, an attack on the being and 

providence of God.  

 Grasping Mandeville’s interpretation of the transition from state of nature to civil society 

in the “Enquiry” is necessary to understanding how he oriented himself vis-à-vis Hobbes in 

remark R. Remark R was ostensibly about the counterfeit virtue of honour, a passion created by 

politicians and moralists which deceived individuals into conquering their own selfish interests. 

In the process, Mandeville commented on the centrality of anger, courage, and fear to humans in 

the natural state, while demonstrating the additional utility of an artificial courage rooted in 

pride. Mandeville’s choice of passions is of particular note as Shaftesbury had identified 

 

56 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 51. Note that Mandeville dropped the politician from his later works in favour of 

self-liking and a slow natural progression from the state of nature to civil society. Self-liking was an innate aspect of 

human nature which encouraged the over-valuing of oneself, the uncertainty of which encouraged individuals to 

seek confirmation from others. Historians dispute whether the inclusion of the politician in the Fable was a misstep 

by Mandeville. Stafford identifies two interpretations, conspiratorial and evolutionary, regarding Mandeville’s 

account of the origin of society. Stafford argues that the specific description of the politician and its reception by 

contemporaries indicates that Mandeville was describing a conspiratorial transition in the Fable. Tolonen also 

argues that the role of the politician should be taken seriously. Stafford, introduction Private Vices, Publick 

Benefits?, xvi; Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 11-12. Goldsmith argues that the politician was an inadequate 

explanation of an evolutionary thesis, Private Vices, Public Virtues, 62-64.  
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Hobbes’s articulation of the relationship between courage and anger when condemning his 

egoism.57  

Mandeville began the remark R by describing natural human beings as driven by self-

preservation, which followed Hobbes’s description of the law of nature. Mandeville then moved 

on to the central issue of the remark, the relationship between fear and courage. Mandeville 

described fear as “the passion that is rais’d in us when apprehend that Mischief is approaching 

us.” Mandeville disagreed with contemporaries who argued that fear could be conquered by 

reason by suggesting that it could only be conquered by another passion, in this case anger. 

Anger was defined “as that passion which is rais’d in us when we are cross’d or disturb’d in our 

Desires, and that as it sums up all the Strength in Creatures, so it was given them that by it they 

might exert themselves more vigorously in endeavouring to remove, overcome, or destroy 

whatever obstructs them in the Pursuit of Self-Preservation.”58 Mandeville defined natural 

courage as nothing but an effect of anger.59 Mandeville was not only following Hobbes’s general 

argument that the passions were the products of an individual’s conception of their own self-

preservation, but in describing courage as a product of anger, had echoed the description of 

Hobbes deployed by Shaftesbury.  

 

57 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 54-56.  Significantly, Shaftesbury also accused Hobbes of replacing all natural 

affections and good inclinations with the “one Master Passion, Fear.” Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons. 

While we can be certain that Mandeville had read Shaftesbury’s Characteristics by 1723, it cannot be known if he 

had read Shaftesbury’s preface to the Whichcot Sermons and connected it with his other works. Hobbes’s association 

with fear was well known, and it could be that both men arrived at the same conclusion regarding Hobbes’s analysis 

of human nature and the transition to civil society.  Shaftesbury himself portrayed Hobbes as afraid in the Essay, but 

not in the same explicit terms as in the preface. Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 41-43. 
58 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 202.  
59 Ibid., 205. Mandeville’s definitions of courage and anger are closer to Hobbes’s enlarged definitions from the 

Elements. “Courage, in a large signification, is the absence of fear in the presence of any evil whatsoever; but in a 

stricter and more common meaning, it is contempt of wounds and death, when they oppose a man in the way to his 

end. Anger (or sudden courage) is nothing but the appetite or desire of overcoming present opposition.” Thomas 

Hobbes, The Elements of Law Natural and Politic, ed. J. C. A. Gaskin (Oxford, 1999), 51-52. In Leviathan the two 

passions were linked with the apprehension of future hurt, in the Elements Hobbes linked them to any obstacle to the 

fulfilment of one’s desires. See Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:84.  
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Mandeville repeated Hobbes’s description of the transition from the state of nature, “The 

first care therefore of all Governments is by severe Punishments to curb his Anger when it does 

hurt, and so by increasing his Fears prevent the Mischief it might produce. When various Laws 

restrain him from using Force are strictly executed, Self-Preservation must teach him to be 

peaceable.” Mandeville apparently agreed with Hobbes about the utility of fear, “The only useful 

Passion then that Man is possess’d of towards the Peace and Quiet of a Society, is his Fear, and 

the more you work upon it the more orderly and governable he’ll be; for how useful soever 

Anger may be to Man, as he is a single Creature by himself, yet the Society has no manner of 

occasion for it.”60 But Mandeville only articulated a Hobbesian account of the transition from the 

state of nature to society as a means of contrasting the superiority of pride as a source of 

counterfeit virtues.  

Notably, Hobbes had articulated a concept akin to Mandeville’s counterfeit virtues when 

discussing worth and honour. Hobbes described human beings as having “a perpetuall and 

restelesse desire of power after power, that ceaseth onely in death,”61 and defined power as the 

“present means, to obatain some future apparent Good.” He also distinguished between natural 

and instrumental power. The former was rooted in the natural faculties of body and mind, the 

latter were acquired and included riches, reputations, and friends.62 Instrumental power was tied 

to one’s conception of their self-worth, which was based on the judgment of others. Thus 

Hobbes’s definition of power allowed for the pursuance of the opinion of others, as indicated by 

signs of honour and dishonour; some of which were under the control of the sovereign (titles for 

 

60 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 206-7. 
61 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:150. 
62 Ibid., 2:132. 
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example), while others were the product of social interaction.63 Hobbes arrived at a similar 

conclusion to Mandeville, describing how the desire for power could overcome, or cloak, base 

self-preservation,  

Desire of Praise, disposeth to laudable actions, such as please them whose 

judgement they value; for of those men whom we contemn, we contemn also the 

Praises. Desire of Fame after death does the same. And though after death, there 

be no sense of the praise given us on Earth. . . yet us not such Fame vain; because 

men have a present delight therein, from the foresight of it, and of the benefit that 

may redound thereby to their posterity: which thought though they now see not, 

yet they imagine: and any thing that is pleasure in the sense, the same also is 

pleasure in the imagination.64  

Thus Mandeville’s distancing himself from pure self-preservation, which likely indicated 

Hobbes, perhaps distracted from a greater indebtedness.  

Mandeville indicated that a society built upon self-preservation threatened the military 

power of the nation. In a society reliant upon base self-interest, the natural courage of soldiers 

would be overrun by fear when their self-preservation instinct was aroused on the battlefield. 

Hobbes encountered this problem as a result of his insistence that “no man can transferre, or lay 

down his Right to save himself from Death, Wounds, and Imprisonment.”65 Later Hobbes 

argued, “Upon this ground, a man that is commanded as a Souldier to fight against the enemy, 

though his Soveraign have Right enough to punish his refusal with death, may neverthelesse in 

many cases refuse, without Injustice.”66 Mandeville insisted that artificial courage, rooted in 

pride and shame, would overpower the instinct for self-preservation and encourage individuals to 

sacrifice themselves for the larger community. This remark served two purposes for Mandeville. 

First, it allowed him to demonstrate that courage was not a virtue in the traditional sense, but an 

 

63 Ibid., 2:132-48. 
64 Ibid., 2:152. 
65 Ibid., 2:214. 
66 Ibid., 2:338. 
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outgrowth of pride.67 More significantly, it allowed him to untangle his counterfeit passions from 

Hobbes by indicating that pride, honour, shame, and artificial courage, were not outgrowths of 

the self-preservation instinct, as they were in Hobbes, but artificial passions that rendered human 

beings more useful to society. Notably, Hobbes had also identified the creation of artificial 

desires somewhat distinct from self-preservation, though still an outgrowth of the desire of 

power which he interpreted as a guarantor of self-preservation. Mandeville identified two forms 

of interest: the first rooted in self-preservation, the latter a social interest rooted in the counterfeit 

passions of pride and shame. Mandeville distinguished himself from Hobbes by using an interest 

strictly associated with self-preservation as a foil. Mandeville, in the context of the commercial 

revolution, argued that selfishness could promote the public good and motivate actions for the 

benefit of others. He, perhaps subconsciously, distanced himself from Hobbes’s account of 

sociability from coercion by narrowly identifying an egoism rooted solely in self-preservation.   

 The interpretation of remark R as a response to Shaftesbury’s portrayal of Hobbes in the 

Characteristics is reinforced by the fact that it was repeated in the “Search.” Mandeville 

condemned Shaftesbury’s “boasted middle way” of calm virtues: “[Humanity’s] strong Habits 

and Inclinations can only be subdued by Passions of greater Violence.”68 Mandeville directed the 

reader to remark R, where he had earlier demonstrated that self-preservation was not conquered 

by preaching or rational demonstration, but through deception and pride. Again Mandeville 

pitted Hobbesian fear against his own artificial passions.  

It is his Pride that Conquers his Fear: For when his Pride is not concern’d this 

Fear will appear most glaringly. If he is not used to the Sea let him but be in a 

 

67 Hobbes similarly redefined honour in Leviathan, “The manifestation of the Value we set on another, is that which 

is commonly called Honouring, and Dishonouring.” Hobbes too connected honour to the opinion of others and an 

uncertain evaluation of one’s self-worth. Ibid., 136. 
68 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 333. 
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Storm, or, if he never was Ill before, have but a sore Throat or a slight Fever, and 

he’ll shew a Thousand Anxieties, and in them the inestimable Value he sets on 

Life. Had Man been naturally humble and Proof against Flattery, the Politician 

could never had his Ends, or known what to have made of him. Without Vices the 

Excellency of the Species would have ever remain’d undiscover’d, and every 

Worthy that has made himself famous in the World is a Strong Evidence against 

this amiable System.69  

The subtle difference between himself and Hobbes was reiterated later when disputing 

Shaftesbury’s claim for natural sociability. “I hope the Reader knows that by Society I 

understand a Body Politick, in which Man either subdued by a Superior Force, or by Persuasion 

drawn from his Savage State is become a Disciplin’d Creature, that can find his own Ends in 

Labouring for others, and where under one Head or other Form of Government each Member is 

render’d Subservient to the Whole, and all of them by cunning Management are made to Act as 

one.”70 Mandeville aligned himself with Hobbes against the Shaftesburian argument that humans 

were naturally social, but he also distinguished between two transitions from the savage state, the 

Hobbesian use of force and his own use of persuasion.  

 Mandeville consistently engaged with Hobbesian notions about the state of nature, 

sociability, and human psychology. He also occasionally fell back on Hobbesian notions of the 

absolute state when it suited his argument. Historians argue that it is unfair to suggest that 

Mandeville was politically sympathetic to Hobbesian absolutism, arguing that Mandeville was a 

consistent supporter of the Protestant Succession, toleration, and the Whigs.71 On the other hand, 

Mandeville justified the charges of corruption and mismanagement against the Whigs by 

claiming that politicians were subject to the same natural corruption as the rest of humanity, and 

 

69 Ibid., 333-34. 
70 Ibid., 347-48. 
71 For Mandeville’s political views, see Dekker, “Private Vices, Public Virtues Revisited,” 493-98; Goldsmith, 

Private Vices, Public Virtues, 78; Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable, 1-8. For Mandeville defending court corruption, 

see Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middlesex Grand Jury,” 362-74. 
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that the strength and prosperity of the nation should trump all other factors; a prudential 

Hobbesian argument.72 Similarly, Mandeville defended toleration on a politique basis, cautioning 

against allowing ambitious clerics to undermine the public good and political stability.73 Thus 

while it is true that Mandeville likely disagreed with Hobbes’s growing reputation as the face of 

arbitrary government, absolutism, and coercive national religion, many of Mandeville’s political 

and ecclesial arguments may have had their roots in earlier contexts. During the Restoration, 

Hobbes was known for politique arguments favouring toleration, freedom of conscience, and 

Erastianism. These were less distant from Mandeville’s own political priorities than is often 

realized by historians.  

The most explicit reference to Hobbes’s description of the commonwealth appeared in a 

hypothetical dialogue between a Roman merchant and a lion in Remark P. In a passage in which 

the lion described how human appetites far surpassed those of other animals, he described 

humans as, “No, fickle timorous Animal, the Gods have made you for Society, and design’d that 

Millions of you, when well join’d together, should compose the strong Leviathan.”74 The lion’s 

description of society (agglomerated from individuals into a social contract) as a Leviathan was 

an obvious reference to Hobbes, but the description of human beings as created by God as 

timorous and naturally social was anachronistic. In regards to Hobbes’s political philosophy, 

Mandeville seems to have deployed it when convenient. For example, in Remark O, Mandeville 

ridiculed the argument that important figures in the Church and government dressed well 

because it was necessary for their authority. He followed this by articulating an interpretation of 

 

72 Hobbes made a similar argument when he argued that the end of the institution of the sovereign, “is the Peace and 

Defence of them all.” He used the horror of the state of war, the commonwealth being instituted for security, and his 

concept of personation to defuse most avenues of criticism. Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:244-70, at 270. 
73 Mandeville, Free Thoughts, 214-52.  
74 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 179. 
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authority rooted in power that was recognizably Hobbesian. “But great Princes and States that 

keep large Fleets at Sea, and numerous Armies in the Field, have no Occasion for such 

Stratagems; for what makes ‘em formidable Abroad, will never fail to be their Security at Home. 

Secondly what must protect the Lives and Wealth of People from the Attempts of wicked Men in 

all Societies, is the Severity of the Laws, and diligent Administration of impartial Justice.”75 

Mandeville challenged the Augustan faith in self-denial and civic virtue by associating 

successful states with overawing authority and power. A similar argument was made in the 

“Essay” where he described the failure of modern societies to prevent theft. Mandeville’s 

broader argument was that Charity Schools encouraged idleness and provided an education for 

the poor which was unnecessary for their station in life. In the process he argued that the real 

solution to thievery was consistent harsh punishments, not reading, writing, and arithmetic.76 

Again, Mandeville pushed against Augustan notions of learning, virtue, and public spiritedness 

by falling back onto a Hobbesian account of the role of the state. The job of the state was to be 

powerful and terrifying, to coerce sociability. Mandeville did not accept that overawing authority 

was enough to encourage the denial of one’s own interests, and continued to hold that counterfeit 

virtues and deception were required to render humans prosperous; but that does not seem to have 

prevented him from deploying Hobbesian ideas when disabusing contemporaries of their blind 

faith in traditional notions of virtue. 

 Hobbes thus seems to have influenced Mandeville in regards to his account of the state of 

nature, human psychology, and sovereignty. Additionally, Mandeville seems to have been aware 

of Shaftesbury’s lumping of Hobbes with the French moralists into a self-love tradition, and he 

 

75 Ibid., 163-64. 
76 Ibid., 271-76. 
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responded by tendentiously differentiating his society built on counterfeit virtues from Hobbes’s 

rooted in self-preservation. But Mandeville’s reception by orthodox critics indicates a lack of 

willingness, or the necessary understanding, to engage with Mandeville’s nuanced appropriation 

of Hobbes. Mandeville engaged with Hobbes in the context of humanistic social theory, but the 

majority of his critics were still operating primarily in a theological context which deployed 

atheistic Hobbism to identify and condemn heresy. Even though we can identify subtle 

similarities and differences between Hobbes and Mandeville, the majority of his critics chose to 

read suspicious passages through the lens of atheistic Hobbism. As much as Mandeville 

represented a novel appropriation of Hobbesian concepts into a humanistic moral and social 

discourse, he was received into a discourse dominated by a theological and ecclesial perspective, 

and atheistic Hobbism.  

Atheistic Hobbism and the Reception of the Fable 

 The initial reception of Mandeville’s Fable has often been interpreted through the lens of 

civic humanism and the emergence of country opposition during the 1720s.77 Contemporaries 

certainly interpreted Mandeville’s claim that national prosperity resulted from vices as an affront 

to Augustan sensibilities and values, but he also challenged the authority of the Church as it was 

still reeling from schism and loss of authority following the Glorious Revolution.78 According to 

many critics, Mandeville was not only a libertine, but also an atheist and anti-clerical Erastian. 

To reveal the role of Hobbism in the reception of Mandeville’s Fable, one has to distinguish 

between the initial presentment of the Fable to the Grand-jury of Middlesex on 8 July 1723 and 

 

77 In particular see Hont, “The Early Enlightenment Debate on Commerce and Luxury”; Goldsmith, Private Vices, 

Public Virtues; Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middlesex Grand Jury.” 
78 With the exception of Tolonen’s analysis of the critiques of Hutcheson and Butler, Hobbism and the reception of 

Mandeville has not been sufficiently studied. Tolonen, Mandeville and Hobbes, 41-64. 
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the reception that followed. The timing and context of the initial presentment explains why it 

took until 1723 for the Fable to attract significant criticism, after which Mandeville’s hyperbolic 

arguments could speak for themselves detached from the initial political context.  

 Most historians argue that the inclusion of the “Essay on Charity Schools” was 

responsible for the critical backlash to the 1723 edition of the Fable. Mandeville’s most 

notorious statements and arguments were already present in the 1714 edition of the Fable.79 

Speck points to an unstable political context, the nation was transitioning from the Whig-Tory 

dynamic of Anne’s reign to the Court-Country paradigm of the Hanoverian period. In 1722, two 

Tory London sheriffs were elected unopposed by the city’s livery companies. It was these two 

sheriffs who were responsible for selecting Middlesex grand juries. On 3 July 1723, during the 

shrieval elections of that year, a largely Tory grand jury selected by the sheriffs presented one of 

Cato’s Letters, by John Trenchard, which attacked charity schools for spewing high-flyers and 

Jacobites. Thus the initial presentment was evidence of the continuing divide between Whigs and 

Tories. Speck argues that the second presentment, on 8 July 1723, which included Mandeville’s 

Fable along with Cato’s Letters, was an attempt to coalesce Tories and country Whigs into an 

alliance in support of the monarchy, and in opposition to the perceived corruption of the 

Walpolean ministry.80 As a result, the presentment of the Fable was due in part to the fact that 

Mandeville, like Trenchard, wrote against charity schools, and the fact that his argument that 

private vices were public benefits was politically useful to London Tories who desired to 

 

79 The exception being his claim from the “Search”, “It is manifest then that the hunting after this Pulchrum & 

Honestum is not much better than a Wild-Goose-Chace.” This statement was the culmination of Mandeville’s 

skeptical critique of Shaftesbury’s aesthetic moral sense. In fact, he followed this statement by arguing, “The 

imaginary Notions that Men may be Virtuous without Self-denial are a vast Inlet to Hypocrisy, which being once 

made habitual, we must not only deceive others, but likewise become altogether unknown to our selves.” In this 

instance Mandeville was siding with the rationalists against Shaftesbury. Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 331.  
80 Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middlesex Grand Jury.” 
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disassociate themselves from Jacobites and the high-church cause, and move towards country 

opposition. The presentment supports this case, it argued; “We know nothing that can be of 

greater Service to his Majesty and the Protestant Succession (which is happily established among 

us for the Defence of the Christian Religion) than the Suppression of Blasphemy and 

Profaneness, which has a direct Tendency to subvert the very Foundation on which his Majesty’s 

Government is fixed.” While the presentment included charges of anti-Trinitarianism and 

determinism (common Hobbesian brands), its primary intent was to portray Mandeville as a 

libertine who promoted vice and threatened the constitution, a charge that appealed to the 

country opposition across traditional party lines.81 

 Perhaps as a result of the work of Speck and Goldsmith, historians often attribute 

Mandeville’s notoriety to the Augustan obsession with luxury and the reformation of manners.82 

The charity schools themselves were often viewed through this lens.83 Recently this 

interpretation of eighteenth-century voluntary organizations has been challenged by Sirota, who 

argues that they were initially a bipartisan effort within the Church to contribute to Anglican 

revival. Sirota acknowledges that lay organizations like the Society for the Reformation of 

Manners and the charity school movement would eventually become important components of a 

lay Age of Benevolence. But for the first quarter of the eighteenth century, many within the 

Church saw charity schools as an important means of compensating for the authority lost during 

the Glorious Revolution, and as vehicles for confessionalization.84 This context is significant 

because many of Mandeville’s initial critics interpreted the Fable not only as a libertine defence 

 

81 Stafford, ed., Private Vices, Publick Benefits?, 5-6.  
82 Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable, 1-13; Hont, “The Early Enlightenment Debate on Commerce and Luxury.”  
83 For example, see Goldsmith, Private Vices, Public Virtues, 21-27; Speck, “Bernard Mandeville and the Middle 

Sex Grand Jury.” 
84 See Sirota, Christian Monitors, 1-19, at 111, 123-25. 
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of vice and luxury, but as an anti-clerical attack upon Church authority. Mandeville was 

portrayed as an atheist for denying the existence of objective moral distinctions and, by 

extension, God’s providence, and for challenging the Church’s moral authority in favour of rank 

Erastianism.  

Like many heterodox writers, Mandeville never once denied the existence of God. In fact, 

in the “Essay” Mandeville argued, “The only thing of Weight that can be said in their [charity 

schools] behalf is, that so many Thousand Children are Educated by them in the Christian Faith 

and the Principle of the Church of England.”85 Mandeville’s critics were forced to demonstrate 

that Mandeville’s claims about charity schools, human nature, and morality amounted to an 

effective denial of God. Critics could draw upon atheistic Hobbism as a useful template.  

 Mandeville’s “Essay” was not solely an anti-clerical attack on the moral authority of the 

Church. Unlike Trenchard, Mandeville did not describe charity schools as breeding grounds for 

highflyers and Jacobites. As quoted above, Mandeville claimed that religious instruction was the 

only thing of note they accomplished, though it is unlikely that this sentiment was genuine. In 

Free Thoughts, Mandeville insisted that the capability of true religious belief to morally reform 

was beyond the individual or the Church. According to Mandeville, churches were merely places 

for public expressions of faith that should be tolerated so long as they supported the aims and 

security of the state.86 Thus Mandeville’s support for the theological function of charity schools 

was tongue in cheek. Catechistic and liturgical instruction was not necessary for moral 

reformation or salvation, but could be socially useful in the right circumstances.  

 

85 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 307. 
86 Mandeville, True Thoughts, chs. 1-3. 
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Mandeville’s larger argument against charity schools was rooted in his rigorist definition 

of virtue and his concerns about the strength and prosperity of the nation. First, his criticism of 

charity schools was rooted in his mercantilist understanding of the economy. According to 

Mandeville, if a nation was to be prosperous it had to have a large workforce willing to work for 

minimal wages. Mandeville interpreted charity schools as potentially harmful to the nation 

because they taught reading, writing, and arithmetic to poor children who were destined for 

menial labour. Mandeville believed that these individuals would be less willing to toil under 

those who they thought were their intellectual equals. He believed the educated poor would use 

their new found cleverness for crime instead of labouring for a mere pittance. Mandeville’s 

critique of charity schools combined his three definitions of virtue. First, he argued that true 

charity was beyond the reach of most because the vast majority were incapable of self-denial. 

Second, what was commonly believed to be charity was actually the result of pride, and thus a 

counterfeit virtue. Finally, leaving poor children uneducated was justified on the basis that it 

benefited the nation as whole, the public good being the goal when virtue is unattainable. This 

was similar to his argument that traditional crimes and vices, like luxury and prostitution, should 

be tolerated to an extent because they benefited the economy and the nation. Mandeville never 

denied that these were vices, nor that they should be prosecuted when necessary, but pushed 

against the notion that the complete eradication of vice was possible or beneficial.87 Mandeville 

positioned the “Essay” as an attack on charitable giving for the purpose of educating the urban 

poor. He framed the argument in terms of the public good. His critics interpreted it as an attack 

on the moral function of the Church and Christianity.  

 

87 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 253-322. 
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 The initial reception of Mandeville’s “Essay” provides some evidence that he was 

received into the context of eighteenth-century luxury debates. William George Barnes delivered 

a 1723 sermon in Norwich, not published until 1727, which supports the argument that 

Mandeville was swept up in the context of the transition from the rage of party to country 

opposition. Similar to the presentments, Barnes began with Trenchard’s argument that charity 

schools were subversive institutions that promoted Jacobitism. “But in answer to this heavy 

Charge, I say That great and many are the Attempts at this Day to shake the Foundations of our 

Christian Faith: Cunning and Designing Men are ever plotting and contriving the Overthrow of 

our Religion and Church. There is nothing appears so formidable to them as a Prospect of the 

Increase of Charity, by which so many Thousands of poor Children are daily taught their Duty to 

God, their King and their Neighbour.”88 Barnes introduced Mandeville’s “Essay” to identify 

popery as the real threat to Church and State. Mandeville’s attack on the education of poor 

children was interpreted as a call for religion rooted in ignorance, in other words, popery and 

superstition. Barnes sold charity to his parishioners as a support for the protestant succession, 

“The sum rais’d by your Contributions will let all the World see how great your Belief is in God; 

how much you honour your King and Prince; and what a general Esteem ye have for all 

Mankind; and on the contrary, how averse ye are to Popery, how distastful the Doctrine of 

Jesuits and Jesuitical Defenders is to you; and lastly, what little Encouragement ye give to that 

set of Men, who make Private Vices, Publick Benefits.”89 Barnes began with Trenchard’s critique 

and responded by aligning charity schools with the Protestant Succession and private virtue. 

Barnes suggested, dubiously, that Mandeville’s “Essay” represented a hierarchal social system 

 

88 William George Barnes, Charity and Charity Schools Defended (1727), 6-8. 
89 Ibid., 28. 
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that would breed Catholicism, a characterization that could unite across confessional and party 

divides.  

Barnes’s critique also provided a means through which to see how the Church viewed the 

role of the charity schools.  

If training up Children in the fear of the Lord, and teaching them to be subject not 

only for Wrath, but also for Conscience sake; if by instructing them in the 

Christian Religion, and shewing them the real and true Difference between Good 

and Evil, be decypher’d an inducement to Rebellion, and a Foundation for 

treasonable Practices; the consequently the more pious a Christian is, the greater 

is his Disaffection; and the more conversant a good Man is in the Holy Scripture, 

the more skilful he is in the Art of Opposition.90  

Mandeville portrayed charity schools as institutions which taught reading, writing, and 

arithmetic, while encouraging idleness. He viewed charity schools through a utilitarian social 

lens, but Barnes, and others within the Church, interpreted them primarily as institutions for 

religious instruction, often tied to a specific Protestant denomination’s effort at 

confessionalization. Even if the presentment was the result of the shifting party dynamic 

following the death of Anne, many interpreted Mandeville as an enemy to religion in the 

“Church in danger” context. 

 This context can be seen in two similar critiques of Mandeville’s “Essay.” The first was 

William Hendley’s (1690-1724) A Defence of Charity-Schools (1725). Hendley was a clergyman 

located in London. He had earlier opposed Benjamin Hoadly in print during the Bangorian 

controversy, but Hendley is now best known for being tried and convicted for collecting funds 

for charity schools in 1719. Hendley was accused by a JP, Thomas Farrington, of collecting 

 

90 Ibid., 18-19. 
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funds for the Pretender.91 It was this incident that prompted Hendley to write the Defence. 

Hendley differed from Barnes in two significant aspects. First, Mandeville was his primary 

antagonist from the onset and Trenchard’s essay was marginalized. Second, he presented charity 

schools primarily as confessional institutions. This was apparent from the onset of the essay 

where Barnes argued that charity schools were initially instituted in 1688 as a means of opposing 

the schemes of the Jesuits, “No less a Fence are They against Schistmaticks and Hereticks in 

general; against Arians, Socinians, Deists, Free-Thinkers, and Atheists.”92 According to Hendley, 

charity schools were primarily a means of winning adherents to the Church of England at the 

expense of dissenters and freethinkers.  

The first third of the essay tackled Mandeville’s broader economic arguments by arguing 

that a religious education prepared young boys to be effective apprentices, providing peace of 

mind to potential employers. But it was Mandeville’s argument that charity schools were not 

necessary for religious instruction that drew Hendley’s ire.  

I grant every Thing necessary to Salvation, and requisite for any one to know 

concerning Religion, may be fully as well taught at Church as in Charity-School, 

but not fully as well learnt by Children. For in the first place, the Parents of these 

poor Children are generally very great Reprobates, (as he himself has observ’d,) 

they neither bring their Children to Church, nor come themselves. And what must 

be done then? Why, he says, The Poor and their Children should be made to go to 

Church both in the Fore and Afternoon.93  

 

91 Rebecca Louise Warner, “Hendley, William (1690/91-1724), Church of England Clergyman,” ODNB (2004), 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/12917. 
92 William Hendley, A Defence of the Charity-Schools (1725), 1-2.  
93 Ibid., 52. Hendley was referring to this passage from the “Essay.” “The only thing of Weight then that can be said 

in their behalf is, that so many Thousand Children are Educated by them in the Christian Faith and the Principles of 

the Church of England. To demonstrate that this is not a sufficient Plea for them, I must desire the Reader, as I hate 

Repititions to look back on what I have said before, to which I shall add, that whatever is necessary to Salvation and 

requisite for Poor Labouring People to know Concerning Religion, that Children learn at School, may fully  as well 

either by Preaching or Catechizing be taught at Church, from which or some other Place of Worship, I would not 

have the meanest of a Parish that is able to walk to it be absent on Sundays.” Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 307.  
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Hendley justified charity schools based on their ability to proselytize, “If therefore Children are 

Educated in the Charity-Schools in the Christian Faith, and the Principles of the Church of 

England: If they are Educated there better than they can be by Sermons and Catechetical 

Lectures at Church; then, if such an Education be in it self useful, these Schools must certainly 

be eminently so.”94 Hendley’s obsession with the confessional role of charity schools was 

apparent in his justification of their usefulness. The first three reasons given, of five, were that 

the end and design of the schools were purely religious, that by spreading the gospel they were 

doing Christ’s work, and that they were means of enlarging the Church. The influence of religion 

on political stability and personal virtue were merely effects of the increased strength of the 

Church of England.95 As a result, Hendley portrayed Mandeville as an enemy to the Church and 

Christianity. Notably, Mandeville also argued that Charity-schools were confessional 

institutions, though in less flattering terms. In the “Essay,” he argued that while donors were 

motivated by pride when leaving large sums to charity, the true motivations of those preaching 

on their behalf of the schools were confessional.  

Would both Parties agree to pull of the Masque, we should soon discover that 

whatever they pretend to, they aim to nothing so much in Charity-Schools, as to 

strengthen their Party, and that the great Sticklers for the Church, be Educating 

Children in the Principles of Religion, mean inspiring them, with a Superlative 

Veneration for the Clergy of the Church of England, and a strong Aversion and 

immortal Animosity against all that dissent from it.96       

 Samuel Chandler (1693-1766), a dissenting minister, also portrayed Mandeville’s 

“Essay” as an attack on religion. Chandler was a moderate dissenter who forged relationships 

with many within the Church of England. In fact, his moral views shared many similarities with 

the Cambridge Platonists, including the belief that human beings were naturally endowed with 

 

94 Hendley, Defence of the Charity-Schools, 55. 
95 Ibid., 58.  
96 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 308-9. 
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all the necessary faculties to be virtuous. But unlike many contemporary dissenters, such as 

Joseph Butler, Chandler refused to subscribe because of his belief that Christianity should be 

rooted in the Bible alone, and his opposition to human inventions in the Church’s liturgy.97  In 

1728 he published Doing Good Recommended from the Example of Christ as an attack on 

Mandeville and a defence of charity schools. Chandler seemingly agreed with Mandeville that 

charity schools had upset the economy by educating and placing children in apprenticeships 

beyond their natural station.98 When Chandler opposed Mandeville’s attack on education, it was 

because he thought education necessary to a Christian’s familiarity with sacred texts.99 Chandler 

also identified Mandeville’s argument that Children should be educated at Church,  

I heartily wish that the magistrates of this kingdom would both by their examples 

and authority enforce the better observation of the Lord’s-day. But I need not 

prove how generally this day is disregarded by the rich as well as poor; and till he 

can therefore persuade the magistrates to go themselves to church, and to bring 

the poor with their families along with them; private instructions to piety and 

virtue will still be necessary; and the education of children in charity schools, 

under proper regulations, a real benefit to societies.100  

Chandler recognized charity schools as confessional institutions, “In a word, we scorn to 

prejudice them against any part of Christians, or to breed them up bigots to our own: I wish this 

was universally the case; where it is not the objection against charity schools is good, but of no 

force where it is.”101 Chandler attempted to take the moral high ground, but he too justified the 

 

97 John Stephens, “Chandler, Samuel (1693-1766), Dissenting Minister and Theologian,” ODNB (2004), 

htttps://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/5109.  
98 Samuel Chandler, Doing Good Recommended from the Example of Christ (1728), 36.  
99 Ibid., 26. 
100 Ibid., 31. 
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necessity of dissenting charity schools on the basis that those aligned with the Church of England 

were using them to win hearts and minds.102  

 This brief foray into the reception of the “Essay” establishes that it was interpreted as an 

attack on the Church, whether established or non-conformist, and that Mandeville was portrayed 

as an enemy to Christianity. Notably, Mandeville had deployed more overtly anti-clerical 

arguments three years earlier in the Free Thoughts. The fact that the Fable, and by extension the 

“Essay”, was the work that attracted significant criticism perhaps points to the shifting fortunes 

of the Tories and high-church divines. 1720 coincided with a spike in anti-clericalism amongst 

Whigs returning to power. The arrival of the Hanoverians, the repeal of the Occasional 

Conformity Act, and the effective demise of Convocation, signified a period of Whig 

ascendancy. It is perhaps not surprising that hostile reaction to Mandeville’s anti-clericalism 

waited until Tories were emboldened by a potential move into country opposition. Regardless of 

the cause for the delayed public criticism of Mandeville’s anti-clericalism, it is significant that he 

was understood not only as a libertine defender of vice, but also as a proponent of irreligion. 

Mandeville was subject to consistent accusations of atheism, which encouraged critics to twist 

his arguments into recognizably Hobbesian tropes.  

 In the decade following 1723, Mandeville’s Fable received almost universal criticism 

from a broad swath of critics. The continuing prominence of atheistic Hobbism may explain why 

many of Mandeville’s early critics were unwilling, or incapable, of recognizing the significance 

of Mandeville’s social theory. By emphasizing the self-love context, Maurer and Tolonen omit 

 

102 A couple of divines tackled Mandeville’s broader attack on education by defending its civil and social utility, see 

Isaac Watts, An Essay Toward the Encouragement of Charity Schools (1728); [George Bluet], An Enquiry Whether 

A general Practice of Virtue tends to the Wealth or Poverty, Benefit or Disadvantage of a People? (1725). The 

majority of defenders argued that charity schools were first and foremost concerned with religious education.  
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the majority of Mandeville’s critics who operated primarily within a more traditional anti-

Hobbesian discourse. Maurer admits that the self-love debate did not emerge in earnest until the 

1720s, and then among a relatively small group of philosophers.103 As demonstrated below, most 

of Mandeville’s critics avoided portraying him as a moral philosopher who reduced social 

actions to selfish motives, and instead portrayed him as an atheistic denier of objective moral 

distinctions; a libertine and moral conventionalist. J. Martin Stafford argues that Mandeville’s 

critics can be divided into two groups: theologians (in which he includes ethical rationalists) and 

empiricists. This chapter focuses on the former group, which interpreted Mandeville as 

threatening the marriage between objective moral distinctions and Christianity.104 It was the 

empiricists, which included Hutcheson, Hume, and Smith, who focused on Mandeville’s 

pessimistic view of human nature and egoism. The broader group of oft-ignored critics is 

significant because it combined lay critics and Church divines in portraying Mandeville as a 

threat to religion in both neo-republican and theological contexts. As a result, Mandeville was 

often portrayed as an atheist whose arguments effectively denied the being of God and particular 

providence. Mandeville’s Fable was received as an expression of irreligion through the lens of 

atheistic Hobbism. 

 One of the first responses to the Fable was a published sermon by Robert Burrow, vicar 

of Darrington, (1690-1754) in 1723. Little is known about Burrow, but his sermon defended the 

office of the civil magistrate on the basis of God’s fashioning of humanity’s social disposition 

and the natural fitness of things. Burrow opposed Mandeville from a moderate Church 

 

103 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish-Hypothesis, 1-21. 
104 Stafford, introduction to Private Vices, Publick Benefits?, xii. 
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position.105 1724 saw critiques from two significant high churchmen: Richard Fiddes (1671-

1725) and William Law (1686-1761), the latter a non-juror. Both men opposed Mandeville from 

a rationalist perspective despite contrary beliefs expressed in their other texts. Fiddes 

consistently flirted with Jacobitism, and aroused suspicion by writing a biography of Cardinal 

Wolsey and displaying tepid enthusiasm for the Hanoverian succession. He was also part of the 

high-church trend of emphasizing the sacerdotal necessity of the sacraments.106 Law, who was 

part of the second generation of non-jurors, gravitated towards German mysticism during the 

1730s.107 Despite disagreements they might have had with fellow churchmen and dissenters, they 

both articulated a rationalist, Christian moral philosophy, that would have been recognizable to 

readers of Clarke and the Boyle lectures, when confronted by Mandeville’s alleged atheism.  

Mandeville also attracted attention from lay critics: John Dennis (1658-1734), literary 

critic and playwright; George Bluet, of whom very little is known and whose authorship is 

probable, but who likely had legal training; and John Thorold (1703-1755), an Oxford educated 

aristocrat who often defended Christianity in print.108 The lay critics tended to defend the neo-

republican argument that virtue and self-denial were the true sources of commercial prosperity 

and national stability, but they too consistently did so by portraying Mandeville as an atheist. 

Other notable critics included George Berkeley and John Leng (described in earlier chapters), as 

well as Francis Hutcheson and Archibald Campbell, moderate Scottish Presbyterians (discussed 

in the next chapter). Despite their diverse backgrounds, Mandeville’s critics, with the exception 

 

105 Ibid., 23-24. 
106 Richard Sharp, “Fiddes, Richard (1671-1725), Church of England Clergyman and Writer,” ODNB (2004), 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/9380.  
107 Isabel Rivers, “Law, William (1686-1761),” ODNB (2004), https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/16154. 
108 Stafford, Private Vices, Publick Benefits?, 413-14. 
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of Hutcheson and Campbell, consistently interpreted his most notorious arguments as an 

expression of atheistic Hobbism.  

 Identifying the influence of atheistic Hobbism in the immediate reception of the Fable is 

made difficult by the fact that most critics did not cite Hobbes explicitly. Critics relied upon 

signifiers of atheism that were common in earlier repudiations of Hobbes and atheism. They 

often interpreted Mandeville’s most notorious statements as expressions of materialism, 

determinism, and moral conventionalism; the bedrock of atheistic Hobbism   

 In Vice and Luxury Publick Mischiefs (1724), Dennis argued that “the very Design and 

Title of [the Fable], is a Contradiction even to Natural Religion.” According to Dennis, the 

subtitle, “Private Vices, Public Benefits,” implied a denial of God’s providence. Dennis 

interpreted Mandeville’s Jansenist claim that social benefits may be accrued from natural human 

frailty as evidence that Mandeville believed that God was either incapable of correcting vice or a 

lover of confusion.109 This was an effective denial of the being of God in Clarkean terms, 

denying either God’s power, intelligence, or wisdom; rendering Mandeville an atheist.  

Fiddes made a similar observation in the preface to his General Treatise of Morality 

(1724). Fiddes placed Mandeville into an atheistic tradition which had long denied the existence 

of God as a fool-hardy attempt to avoid the consequences of actions in a future state. The first 

sort of atheists were “Wicked Men” who argued consistently “from their own Scheme, that all 

Thought proceeds from a certain accidental Combination of the Parts of Matter.” These atheists 

were eventually thwarted by rational demonstrations of the immaterial soul. “Others, therefore, 

have endeavoured to find that security in gratifying their Inclinations and Passions, which they 

 

109 John Dennis, Vice and Luxury Public Mischiefs (1724), 11-12. 
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were sensible could not be found in Atheism, by persuading themselves, that there is no real 

Distinction between Virtue and Vice, and that these are only different Names, which Mankind 

have arbitrarily agreed to give to Things.” Fiddes argued that this position was more pernicious 

to the cause of morality than the materialism which preceded it.110 Notably, this definition 

suggested the denial of particular providence as a consequence of materialism and determinism, 

adapting the traditional concept of atheistic Hobbism which interpreted the moral and 

metaphysical arguments as entwined. In an earlier work, Theologia Speculativa (1718-20), 

Fiddes connected the denial of objective moral distinctions and moral conventionalism with 

Hobbes explicitly.111 Despite Mandeville’s unwillingness to directly engage commonly 

repudiated materialist arguments like thinking matter, atomism, or the corporeal God; Fiddes 

attempted to link him to that tradition and Hobbes on the basis of his purported denial of 

objective moral distinctions, an outgrowth of a materialist atheism.  

Bluet took a more circuitous route to accusing Mandeville of denying God’s providence. 

In remark R, Mandeville argued that both Christian martyrs and confessed atheists were able 

conquer their base desire for self-preservation because of pride, not reason or divine inspiration. 

According to Mandeville, Christians interpreted the praise which was heaped upon martyrs as the 

justification for their own martyrdom.112 Bluet interpreted this argument as blasphemy, as 

denying the promise of divine assistance through either inspiration or future rewards. According 

 

110 Richard Fiddes, A General Treatise of Morality, Form’d upon the Principles of Natural Reason Only (1724), xii-

xvii. 
111 Richard Fiddes, Theologia Speculativa, 2 vols. (1718-20), 2:42-43. Hobbes’s name was synonymous with 

materialism as well as the denial of moral distinctions. For example, see Henry Grove, A Sermon Preach’d at the 

Ordination of the Rev. Mr. Thomas Amory, and Mr. William Cornish (1731), ix. Grove defended the Clarkean 

argument concerning moral fitness by claiming that it was opposed to Hobbes, the true denier of moral distinctions. 

Hobbes’s reputation for denying the existence of moral distinctions had seeped into popular culture. See also Henry 

Fielding, The Author’s Farce (London, 1730), 25. The character Wit exclaimed, “I have heard Sense run down, and 

seen Idiotism, downright Idiotism triumph so often, that I cou’d almost think of Wit and Folly as Mr. Hobbes does 

of moral Good and Evil, that there are no such Things.”  
112 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 213-15. 
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to Bluet, Mandeville effectively rendered the world godless by claiming that both atheists and 

martyrs overcame their instinct for self-preservation solely by human means.113        

  Law was more explicit about Mandeville’s atheism. He claimed that Mandeville 

effectively denied the immortal soul and revelation. Law condemned Mandeville’s remark that, 

“I don’t believe the Immortality of the Soul, a Truth broach’d long before Christianity, would 

have ever found such a general Reception in human Capacities as it has, had it not been a 

pleasing one, that extoll’d and was a Compliment to the whole Species, the Meanest and most 

Miserable not excepted.”114 Mandeville used the example of the soul to illustrate the 

unwillingness of humans to accept unflattering portrayals of human nature. Mandeville argued 

that the Fable was merely revealing the true springs to human actions, but that it would be 

opposed because people would much rather believe that they were conquering their vicious 

inclinations than succumbing to pride. Law interpreted this passage as Mandeville arguing that 

the immortal soul, and the consequent belief in God and particular providence, was the 

consequences of pride. According to Law, Mandeville’s use of the doctrine of the soul in this 

fashion was more effective than outright denial.115 Law also took liberties with Mandeville’s 

argument that the hunting after pulchrum and honestum was a wild-goose chase. This passage 

was from the “Search”, and was written in response to Shaftesbury’s claim that human beings 

shared an aesthetic moral sense. Law claimed that Mandeville’s statement implied that there 

were no objective moral truths. He interpreted the denial of objective moral truths as evidence 

 

113 Bluet, Enquiry, 112-14.  
114 William Law, Remarks upon a Late Book Entitled, The Fable of the Bees (1724), 72. Mandeville, Fable of the 

Bees, 229-30. Law’s paraphrase excised Mandeville’s claim that the notion of the immortal soul existed previous to 

Christianity. This may have been the result of the generally poor state of textual citations during the period, or an 

indication that Law was not interested in debating natural religion and revelation, instead desiring to demonstrate 

that Mandeville undermined the concept entirely.  
115 Law, Remarks, 72-76. 
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that Mandeville denied true religion, divine truths, and revelation itself.116 Law attempted to 

tease out recognizable atheist tropes like materialism and the denial of revelation from 

Mandeville’s provocative account of the role of pride and flattery in taming human passions and 

desires.  

Berkeley was the most explicit in connecting Mandeville to a recognizable form of 

atheism. Berkeley produced a caricature of Mandeville in the figure of Lysicles, who argued, 

“For those men generally take it for granted that vice is pernicious to the public; and that men 

cannot be kept from vice but by the fear of God, and the sense of a future state: whence they are 

induced to think the belief of such things necessary to the well-being of human kind.”117 Lysicles 

then placed himself into a sect with ancient roots which had denied providence and the immortal 

soul. Berkeley proceeded to distinguish Mandeville’s modern atheism from its ancient variant 

because of belief in blind necessity.118 Berkeley clearly portrayed Mandeville as an atheist who 

denied the rationalist Christian orthodoxy of the period, and did so by connecting Mandeville to 

materialism and determinism, two of the defining qualities of atheistic Hobbism. Notably, 

Berkeley had earlier explicitly connected Hobbes and Spinoza with those qualities in Three 

Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous (1713) and in the fourth dialogue of Alciphron 

(1732).119 

 As described above, Mandeville largely agreed with Hobbes regarding a naturalist 

account of human psychology. While Mandeville hinted in the Fable, and elsewhere, that his 

sensationalist psychology may be connected to a materialist and determinist account of human 
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117 Berkeley, Alciphron, in Private Vices, Publick Benefits?, 535. 
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119 George Berkeley, Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonus (1713), 75-77; Berkeley, Alciphron, 1:152-53. 
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motivation, he largely avoided explicitly advancing that conclusion. The existence of counterfeit 

virtues in Mandeville’s Fable suggest that he did not believe that human beings were blind 

respondents to external stimuli, but were in fact capable of conquering those initial impulses with 

stronger passions unrelated to material causation. Similarly, his argument that virtue was self-

denial, and only accessible to the regenerate, carved space for a limited amount of individuals 

capable of conquering their sensational desires. Despite Mandeville’s reluctance to fully embrace 

material efficient causation, critics latched onto his depiction of human nature as a means to 

present him as a determinist in recognizable terms.  

An example of this process can be seen in Thorold’s A Short Examination (1726). 

Thorold began with a rather fair depiction of Mandeville’s argument.  

These sharp-sighted Gentlemen are thoroughly convinced, and make it plain as a 

Mathematical Demonstration, that the bewitching Engine of Flattery was first 

contrived by sagacious Moralists, and cunning Politicians. This Love of Praise, 

say they, was the Origin of all Moral Virtues, and had not the Politicians made 

diligent Search into the various Passions of human Nature, and attacked it thus 

successfully on its defenceless Side, Mankind might have still remain’d 

unciviliz’d, and in a wild state of nature. But no sooner were they complimented 

into exalted Notions of the Dignity of their Species, no sooner were they 

ascertained of their own Worth and Excellence, but the thirst after Glory grew 

immoderate. They performed noble Exploits, and were very ambitious of 

acquiring of moral Virtues with no Prospect, but the pleasing one, of being 

caressed and flattered.120  

Thorold followed this by delving into Mandeville’s view of human nature, he “believes Man to 

be a Compound of, and an entire Slave to various Passions.”121 The consequence of which was 

that human beings were rendered mere machines, not free-agents.  Thorold used Mandeville’s 

espousal of human nature to render his later account of concealing one’s desires a 

 

120 John Thorold, A Short Examination of The Notions Advanc’d In a (late) Book intiled, The Fable of the Bees 
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contradiction.122 “But we were told in the Introduction, that Man is a compound of Passions, 

which govern him by turns, whether he will or no. How dares he therefore to talk in so 

contemptuous a manner of the Lords and Masters of Mankind? Conceal his Passions! no, no; 

they bear an uncontrollable sway in his Breast, and whenever they are provoked, the Man is 

hurried away by their irresistible Impetuosity.”123 Thorold portrayed Mandeville as a strict 

determinist at the expense of Mandeville’s more nuanced arguments about the operations of 

pride.  

Accusing Mandeville of portraying human beings as machines was a common tactic. 

Bluet argued, “Again, your Definitions look more like an account of some Machine, than of the 

Faculties of a human Soul.”124 Law claimed, “You tell them that you are a mere Animal govern’d 

by Appetites over which you have no Power, that is, you describe yourself as a Machine that 

would look well in a Bridle, and then pretend to talk of God, and Providence, and Religion and 

Morality, and to pierce into the inmost nature of Things and Actions, with as much Ease, as if 

you was some superiour Form, that was made up of pure Wisdom and Intelligence.”125 In 

Alciphron, Lysicles claimed that virtue was effectually exposed “by the most knowing men of 

the age, who have shewn that man is a mere engine, played upon and driven by sensible objects; 

and that moral virtue is only a name, a notion, a chimera, an enthusiasm, or at best a fashion, 

uncertain and changeable, like all other fashions.”126 By emphasizing Mandeville’s account of 

 

122 Thorold was referencing Mandeville’s discussion of polite courtship in remark C. Mandeville argued that men do 

not conquer their lustful desires, but merely disguise them as politeness. According to Mandeville, even the most 

civil courtships were motivated by violent desires. Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 71-73. 
123 Thorold, Short Examination, 10-11.  
124 Bluet, Enquiry, 55. 
125 Law, Remarks, 71. 
126 Berkeley, Alciphron, in Private Vices, Publick Benefits, 548. 
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human motivation, critics identified a notorious doctrine inextricably linked with Hobbes.127 This 

connection was not ill-founded; Mandeville broke from the Jansenists by rejecting a theological 

explanation as to why true virtue was beyond the human grasp. Mandeville replaced it with a 

naturalist account of human motivation that was seemingly heavily indebted to Hobbes. This was 

complicated by Mandeville’s addition of a second order of passions which rendered human 

beings sociable and relatively virtuous, but his critics were content to portray him as proponent 

of humans as blind pleasure seeking machines akin to Hobbes.128   

 The Fable’s critics shoehorned Mandeville into a Hobbist archetype when interpreting 

his account of virtue and the transition from the state of nature. Mandeville exposed himself to 

this interpretation because of inconsistencies in his argument. Mandeville’s rigorist definition of 

virtue distinguished him from many of his English contemporaries who believed that knowledge 

of God and the promise of future rewards and punishments rendered human beings capable of 

overcoming their corrupted natures. Mandeville’s naturalist solution to the unattainable nature of 

virtue was counterfeit virtues, or the conquering of base desires rooted in self-preservation and 

personal aggrandizement with the artificial passion of pride. Notably, Mandeville retained a 

consistent belief that acting for the benefit of others was a virtue, and acting for one’s own self-

 

127 For the role of Hobbes in eighteenth-century freewill debates, see Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity, 6-12.  
128 Portraying humans as machines was commonly associated with Hobbes.  

“In Hobbs and in Carter, it is plainly seen 

That man at the best is a very Machine;  

That within him no Freedom of Action he feels, 

But Moves just like Watches, with Springs and Wheels. 

Where Ambition and Hatred, Love and Disdain, 

Are the Bell and the Hammer, the Key and the Chain; 

Friends, Foes, all around him, his Passions wound high, 

Who, like that, falls a striking—he does not know why.” 

Swithin Adee, The Craftsman’s Apology (1732), 9. See also William Windle, An Enquiry into the Immateriality of 

Thinking Substances, Human Liberty, and the Original of Motion (1738), 1-4; J. Lyons, Fancy-Logy, A Discourse 

on the Doctrine of the Necessity of Human Actions, Proving it to be a Fanaticism (1730), 7-8;  John Boswell, A 

Method of Study: Or, an Useful Library, 2 vols. (1738-43), 2:135-37. Boswell does not cite Hobbes specifically 

when opposing those who describe humans as machines, but much of the second volume explicitly referred to 

Clarke’s Boyle Lectures.  
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interest at the expense of the whole was a vice, but disputed whether human beings were 

naturally capable of being virtuous for its own sake. Much of the Fable then was about 

demonstrating that “virtuous” actions, like courage and charity, were in fact the product of pride. 

Mandeville also included a concept of the public good that was separate from virtue. When he 

argued that commercial and national prosperity required some amount of vice he referred to a 

utility distinct from virtue and vice.129 Thus highwaymen and thieves spurred the economy by 

encouraging people to purchase locks and security, and prostitution should tolerated as it aided in 

the bridling of natural sexual desires. Mandeville did not claim that these were virtues, 

counterfeit virtues, or that they should go unpunished, but that every prosperous society had 

vices and championing austere self-denial was both impossible and counterproductive. 

 Mandeville’s complex and interrelated ideas concerning virtue and vice were also 

muddied by a few authorial choices. First, his decision to subtitle the Fable, “private vices, 

publick benefits,” encouraged contemporaries to interpret his arguments as suggesting that vices 

were in fact virtues, particularly in an Augustan context. Second, his decision to portray 

humanity as being tricked out of the state of nature by wily politicians and moralists, though 

altered in later works, encouraged critics it interpret him as a moral conventionalist, and his 

moral scheme as the product of conspiracy.130 The most puzzling decision was his argument 

against Shaftesbury that the hunting after “Pulchrum & Honestum” was a wild-goose chase.131 

Mandeville certainly believed that public spiritedness was virtuous, and he articulated a 

definition of virtue that he likely considered an objective moral truth. In fact, the majority of the 

“Search” disagreed with Shaftesbury about the motive for virtuous actions, not their existence. 
 

129 This was the case in the Fable. Robin Douglass argues that the distinctions between virtue, counterfeit virtue, and 

national prosperity blur in Mandeville’s later works. Douglass, “Mandeville on the Origins of Virtue.” 
130 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 48.  
131 Ibid., 331.  
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Mandeville provided plenty of fodder to critics who wished to portray him as an atheistic 

Hobbist.132 

 Burrow condemned Mandeville’s argument that virtue and vice were the political 

offspring of flattery and pride,  

this great and important Truth, that we are most certainly under Obligations 

antecedent in their Nature to that that bind us as Members of a Civil Society, 

Obligations founded in the immutable Reasons of Goodness, and in the real 

Difference there is betwixt Good and Evil. This natural Goodness and Fitness of 

Things to be done is of it self an Obligation upon us to do them, although no 

Positive Law should have expressly enjoin’d them, and other things which are in 

their own Nature absolutely evil, these cannot by any Compact and Agreement, by 

any Law or Authority whatsoever, be made fit and reasonable to be done.133  

Burrow placed Mandeville into a recognizably Clarkean discourse which pitted natural laws 

rooted in fitness against Hobbes’s moral conventionalism. Law also opposed a Clarkean 

conception of morality with conventionalism. Like Clarke, Law argued that God was necessarily 

just and good because of the excellence of his nature. “Here, Sir, is the Noble and Divine 

Original of moral Virtue, it is founded in the immutable Relations of Things, in the Perfections 

and Attributes of God, and not in the Pride of Man, or the Craft of Cunning Politicians.”134 

Thorold accused Mandeville of making good and evil uncertain,  

It is here, and there only, we can be ascertain’d of the difference between Right 

and Wrong, Truth and Falshood. There we may plainly discover the Partition-wall 

fixed between Virtue and Vice, Good and Evil; so that the Knowledge of this 

Pulchrum & Honestum (as he terms it) is easily attainable by an sober 

 

132 As mentioned above, Hobbes was commonly known for denying the existence of moral distinctions. He was also 

commonly associated with moral conventionalism and undermining natural or divine laws. See Anonymous, A 

Letter to Mr. John Clarke (1727), 9; Theophilus Hill, Stoic Philosophy; Or, the Praise of Poverty. A Poem. (1720), 

3; John Conybeare, The Expediency of a Divine Revelation Represented (1728/29), 19; James Durham, Heaven upon 

Earth (Edinburgh, 1732), x. 
133 Robert Burrow, Civil Society and Government vindicated from the Charge of being Founded on, and Preserv’d 

by, Dishonest Arts (1723), 13-14.  
134 Law, Remarks, 24-26.  
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unprejudiced Enquirer, and a Man, I hope, may go in search of it without being 

guilty of the Folly of a Wild-goose Chase.135  

An anonymous author of a letter to the London Journal, published 7 June 1729, condemned 

Mandeville for insisting that people acted without regard to the “Fitness and Congruity of 

Things,” implying right and wrong, virtue and vice, depended only upon custom, law, and 

authority.136  

Bluet traced Mandeville’s championing of vice to the English civil war. The discovery of 

this “atheistical Opinion” was,  

reserved for the happy Invention of Englishmen . . . At that Time there were some 

who asserted roundly, ‘That the Acts of Lying, Stealing, Cozening and 

Defrauding others, that the Acts of Murder, Adultery, Incest, Fornication, 

Uncleanness, Sodomy, and Drunkeness, were not Things in themselves Shameful 

or wicked, but as holy and righteous as any religious Duties: That all Happiness 

consisted in the acting these Things; and that there was no such Thing really and 

truly as Unrighteousness or Sin, but as People judged them.137  

Bluet argued that the names of these authors had not survived, perhaps indicating that he did not 

have Hobbes in mind. But the arguments that happiness could result from traditional vices, and 

that there was no sin independent from human judgment, were recognizable Hobbesian doctrines 

that emerged from the civil war.138 Bluet deftly recognized the continental influence on the 

Fable, arguing that Mandeville’s championing of vice resulted from the influence of French 

moralists. But Bluet’s conclusions were again recognizably Hobbesian, Mandeville was accused 

of improving upon the known heterodox assertion “That Virtue and Vice were in their own 

Nature indifferent” by insisting that vice was preferable to virtue. Later Bluet argued that the 

philosophical part of Mandeville’s treatise was to prove, “That there is no such Thing as Virtue 

 

135 Thorold, Short Examination, 40-41. 
136 London Journal, no. 514, 7 June 1729 in Private Vices, Publick Benefits?, 509-12, at 509.  
137 Bluet, Enquiry, 89. 
138 For Hobbes’s discussion of the relationship between sin, laws, and crime, see Leviathan, 2:452-55.  
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or Vice, but as Men were pleased to arbitrarily to fix those Names on particular Actions.”139 

Mandeville’s critics often ignored his definitions of virtue and vice in favour of later arguments 

that questioned the existence of objective moral distinctions or suggestions that they were the 

product of political conspiracy. Mandeville’s critics seemed unwilling, or incapable, of engaging 

with Mandeville’s Jansenist argument that virtuous actions could be motivated by selfish desires: 

it was much easier to portray him as denying the existence of right and wrong, a notion long 

associated with Hobbes and atheism.  

 Mandeville’s critics also latched onto his reliance on the politician to explain the 

transition from the state of nature to civil society as evidence of atheism. The anonymous author 

of The True Meaning of the Fable of the Bees (1726) argued that, according to Mandeville, 

“there is really in Nature no such Thing as Virtue or Vice, a Worth and Excellency in some things 

before others; but these are arbitrary Terms invented by skilful Politicians in order to secure 

themselves an uninterrupted Gratification of their Appetites.” According to the author of the 

True Meaning, this was reducible to a denial of natural moral distinctions.140 Bluet also 

highlighted the role of the politician in the Fable,  

His Account of the Origins of moral Virtues is just such another Master-piece. He 

says, the Distinctions between Good and Evil, Virtue and Vice, were the 

Contrivance of Politicians; and again, Moral Virtues are the political Offspring 

which Flattery begot upon Pride, or the Offspring which the Flattery of 

Politicians begot upon Pride; and again, the first Rudiments of Morality were 

broached by skillful Politicians to render Men useful to eachother.141  

 

139 Bluet, Enquiry, 90-91, 101-2, 108-9. 
140 Anonymous, The True Meaning of the Fable of the Bees (1726), 6.  
141 Bluet, Enquiry, 22.  
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Granting the magistrate the authority to determine moral or religious truths was recognizably 

Hobbesian in its own right, but Fiddes and Alexander Innes attempted to identify other 

connections as well.  

Perhaps justifying Mandeville’s claim that his critics had not read the Fable, Fiddes 

portrayed Mandeville as a contract theorist. Fiddes believed that the Fable could not explain why 

human beings were willing to sacrifice their lives for the community, particularly during war. 

According to Fiddes, only the promise of rewards in a future state could justify the sacrifice of 

one’s temporal security. Fiddes insisted that contract theorists were incapable of explaining the 

willingness of individual’s to sacrifice their own lives for the nation, as it was unthinkable that 

individuals would sacrifice themselves for a state which they had contractually joined for self-

preservation.142 As demonstrated above, Mandeville agreed with Fiddes’s concern in remark R 

when he distinguished between natural and artificial courage.143 Thus Mandeville may have been 

justified when claiming that his critics had not read the Fable, as evidenced by Fiddes attempt to 

shoehorn him into a Hobbesian argument. Hobbes had notoriously provided justification for 

individuals to be excused from war on the basis of the social contract.144  

Innes performed a similar manoeuvre when he critiqued the role of the politician in the 

Fable. He questioned how these hypothetical politicians could be capable of taming their more 

vicious contemporaries if all human beings were doomed to be compelled by their baser desires 

and appetites, missing the nuance of Mandeville’s argument. Mandeville’s politicians were likely 

the few capable of conquering their passions because of the gift of grace, the elect. The remnants 

of Calvinist theology in Mandeville’s works indicate that he may not have been a complete 

 

142 Fiddes, General Treatise, c-cv. 
143 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 198-223. 
144 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:338.  
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adherent to Hobbesian equality in the state of nature.145 Innes articulated two solutions; either 

there was an infinite succession of politicians or “at last we must have Recourse to the First 

Author and Cause of all Things, who imprinted those Ideas of Society and Moral Virtue on the 

Minds of Men in indelible Characters that can never be defac’d.”146 This was similar to the 

argument used by Clarke when opposing the determinism of Hobbes and Spinoza in the 

Demonstration.147 In fact, Innes also deployed Clarkean moral rationalism later in the letter, 

“Now, if we once suppose this first Principle the Being of a God. . . the Eternal and Immutable 

Difference between Good and Evil, Virtue and Vice, will as clearly follow as that he is wise, and 

just and good.”148 Mandeville’s critics used his emphasis on the role of the politician in the Fable 

as a means of labelling him a moral conventionalist who denied the existence of objective moral 

distinctions. As described above, this charge was not without merit, but it should be noted that 

Mandeville never went so far as to suggest that good and evil corresponded to individual desire 

in the state of nature or the will of the sovereign in civil society. Mandeville’s critics were 

unwilling to acknowledge that his politicians created counterfeit virtues which replicated the 

promotion of the public good associated real virtue without requiring altruism. For critics, the 

presence of the politician in the moral process effectively destroyed the existence of moral 

distinctions and led to moral conventionalism.  

 Critics also unsurprisingly gravitated to Mandeville’s use of the state of nature, which 

was a consistent presence in arguments that he was a moral conventionalist. The presence of the 

 

145 Ibid., 2:188; Mandeville, Free Thoughts, 17-19. 
146 Alexander Innes, introduction to Arete-Logia, Or, An Enquiry into the Original of Moral Virtue, by [Archibald 

Campbell], (Westminster, 1728), xxvii-xxviii. 
147 See Clarke, Demonstration, 183-88. Clarke opposed Hobbes’s claim that every action must have an efficient 

cause by arguing that it was absurd to imagine an infinite succession of causes without a beginning. Clarke 

contrasted Hobbesian efficient causation against the existence of God as an immaterial first cause. Innes applied a 

argument to Mandeville’s description of the politician. 
148 Innes, introduction to Enquiry, xxx. 
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politician in Mandeville’s taming process assumed differentiated states of nature and civil 

society. Mandeville dissented from Hobbes when explaining the transition from the state of 

nature to civil society, but found the starting point useful. By using the concept, Mandeville 

invited comparison. Innes directly connected Mandeville to Hobbes via the state of nature:  

what you have said concerning Wild Ungovernable Man in a State of Nature, 

which you represent as a State of War, and the Method which was taken by 

Moralists and Politicians for taming him, and inspiring him with Social 

Dispositions and a Love of Virtue, out of regard to his Pride and Constitution, 

which by Cunning and Flattery were work’d up to a Moral Pitch; all this, I say, is 

fairly transcrib’d from your worthy Predecessors, Machiavel, Hobbes, Spinoza, 

and Mr. Bayle.149  

Later in the letter, Innes asked Mandeville when and where moralists and politicians were 

supposed to have subdued humanity’s violent nature, one of the locations suggested was 

Malmesbury, the birthplace of Hobbes.150 Innes was the rare critic who explicitly linked 

Mandeville with Hobbes, and did so using the state of nature. Other descriptions of Mandeville’s 

state of nature were similar. Law accused Mandeville of supposing “Man in a State of Nature, 

savage and brutal, without any Notions of Morality or Ideas of Religion.”151 Burrow claimed, 

“We never did experience indeed the Dangers, the Oppressions, and Miseries, that belong to 

Anarchy and unsocial Life, where no Man has greater Security and Defence than what he can 

make for himself.” He also condemned Mandeville for suggesting that there was a hypothetical 

transition for a state of nature to civil society, some “have thought fit to give the World their 

Thoughts of the Nature of Man and of Society, have describ’d him in a most contemptible 

manner, and made the most wretched Figure imaginable of him whilst Unciviliz’d, and yet have 

been very earnest at the same time to make it appear, if they could, that He is no otherwise 

 

149 Ibid., xxi.  
150 Ibid., xxv. 
151 Law, Remarks, 2-3. 
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capable of being Civiliz’d, than by means of being deluded and impos’d upon.”152 When his 

critics saw that he used the state of nature, they wasted little time in linking it to a recognizably 

Hobbesian description of a state of lawless isolation and brutality.153  

Conclusion 

 This chapter argues two main points. First, that Mandeville appropriated Hobbesian 

arguments about human psychology and the state of nature as a means of providing a naturalist 

basis for the moral arguments he derived from French moralists. Mandeville did not cite Hobbes 

in the Fable, but that is insufficient evidence of a lack of influence. Hobbes’s reputation in 

England was such that it was unlikely any philosopher would cite Hobbes as an inspiration.154 

When writers appropriated Hobbes’s ideas, they did so clandestinely, and often accompanied 

with repudiation. Mandeville likely attempted to distance himself from Hobbes in remark R 

when he distinguished between natural and artificial courage. This effort indicates that 

Mandeville may have been navigating the “Enlightened Hobbism” described by Shaftesbury. 

Shaftesbury had emphasized Hobbes’s reliance on fear, egoism, and lack of social affections. 

Mandeville himself participated in the project of carving out a space for humanistic moral 

investigations distinct from Hobbism, and the attempt to veil Hobbes’s broader influence on an 

emerging moral discourse.  

 

152 Burrow, Civil Society and Government Vindicated, 27, 31. 
153 Depictions of the state of nature as a brutal and asocial condition were often associated with Hobbes. “If we 

believe Mr. Hobbs, cruelty is the natural quality, and as it were the property of mankind: according to him, the mind 

is originally stain’d, and black with rapacious, vindictive, relentless, and blood-thirsty dispositions; where the 

picture he gives us of the state of nature, is a state of war, painted in all its slaughter and confusion.” Henry 

Stephens, A True Representation of Popery, As it appears in Foreign Parts (1728), 159. See also, Thomas Burnett, 

The Demonstration of True Religion, 2 vols. (1726), 1:210; John Disney, The Reverence due to Oaths, and the 

Vengeance of God for breaking them (Nottingham, 1725?), 11-12; Roger Altham, Sermons Preached on Several 

Occasions, 2 vols. (1732), 49. 
154 For the influence of Hobbes on Collins, see Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity, 41-63. 
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Second, the majority of Mandeville’s critics interpreted him into an atheist discourse 

already dominated by Hobbes and Hobbism. They did not interpret him solely as a champion of 

luxury or a proponent of the selfish scheme, but largely as an agent for irreligion. As such, they 

highlighted arguments that could be interpreted into an existing discourse opposed to atheism. 

Mandeville certainly gave them cause, but this process was most notable when they rendered his 

moral arguments as a denial of objective moral distinctions and moral conventionalism.  

 The reception of Mandeville indicates that opposition to an atheistic Hobbism was alive 

and well at the quarter mark of the eighteenth century. This Hobbism was the product of a 

context which was obsessed with demarcating the difference between true belief and heterodoxy. 

As a result, discussions of morality were entangled with the being and providence of God. Many 

critics were either incapable or unwilling to interpret Mandeville’s prudential argument for the 

tolerance of vice as anything other than an attack on the institution of religion itself. They 

believed that at best Mandeville was a freethinking critic of the Church, and at worst a promoter 

of downright atheism and irreligion. But there was another context emerging, from Shaftesbury 

and the Cambridge Platonists, which believed that human beings were naturally framed to be 

social and virtuous, potentially without the intercessory aid of the Church, God, or particular 

providence. This group was abandoning the traditional Christian emphasis on the post-lapsarian 

state, and did not require human beings to conquer their corrupted natures aided by reason or 

grace. For these thinkers, which included Francis Hutcheson and Archibald Campbell, Hobbes 

remained a foil, but not as an atheist. To them, Hobbes demarcated an erroneous position that 

denied natural sociability and altruism. This was the group who identified Hobbes with what 
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Christian Maurer labels, the “selfish hypothesis.” It was this group that began treating Hobbes 

and Mandeville as moral philosophers in earnest, not solely as atheists.155

 

155 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 16-18. 
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Chapter 4 

Hutcheson and Campbell: Navigating “Enlightened” Hobbism 

The second chapter of this dissertation described Shaftesbury’s engagement with Hobbes. 

Shaftesbury’s initial criticisms inhabited an older tradition which identified Hobbism as a secular 

variant of Calvinist voluntarism. In the preface to the Whichcote Sermons (1698), Shaftesbury 

argued that Hobbes replaced natural social affections with fear. Shaftesbury presented the 

sermons as an antidote to “the Poyson of these Immoral (in reality) Atheistical principles,” which 

had caused an over-emphasis on “Terror and Punishment” at the expense of humanity’s good 

nature.1 This argument placed Shaftesbury in a tradition rooted in Cambridge Platonism which 

emphasized a positive interpretation of human nature.2 In 1698, Shaftesbury was commenting on 

humanity’s natural propensity for virtue and sociability, not necessarily offering a full theory of 

social motivation.  

Shaftesbury’s stance shifted eleven years later when he returned to Hobbes in the Essay. 

Shaftesbury argued that Hobbes had done “his utmost to show that both in religion and morals 

we were imposed on by our governors”, that “there was nothing which by nature inclined us 

either way, nothing which drew us to the love of what was without or beyond ourselves.”3 

Shaftesbury still emphasized the voluntarist aspects of Hobbes’s denial of natural sociability, but 

he now connected it with a denial of altruistic motives. More significantly, he described Hobbes 

as one of the “Modern projectors” who “would new-frame the human heart and have a mighty 

fancy to reduce all its motions, balances, and weights to that one principle and foundation of a 

 

1 Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons. 
2 Gill, British Moralists, 77-82. 
3 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 43. 
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cool and deliberate selfishness.” Hobbes was accused of explaining all social actions as the 

products of selfish motives.4 Shaftesbury broke away from a tradition which had utilized 

Hobbesian pessimism and voluntarism as a foil for the positive interpretation of human nature in 

a theological context, and now condemned Hobbesian selfishness as a means of justifying his 

own emphasis on the necessity of altruistic motives for virtuous actions in a humanistic moral 

discourse.5 

 This interpretive move had a significant influence on British moral philosophy beginning 

in the 1720s. In turn, the increasing prominence of the positive interpretation of human nature 

and moral philosophy influenced the reception of Hobbes and the content of Hobbism. Hobbism 

was increasingly understood as a series of positions which included: a pessimistic interpretation 

of human nature, egoism, and a denial of natural sociability; and Hobbism was increasingly 

deployed in moral discourses. This line of argument is supported by Maurer, who argues that 

discussions of self-love, or concerns with the reduction of all motives to self-interest, were rare 

in British moral philosophy before the 1720s.6 Tolonen argues that Hobbism during this period 

consisted of moral conventionalism, egoism, and a reliance on fear as the primary motive for 

social actions.7 Early eighteenth-century authors certainly associated Hobbes with moral 

conventionalism, the centrality of fear, and the prominence of self-preservation, but there is little 

evidence that they were overly concerned with the reduction of all human actions to selfish 

motives previous to Shaftesbury, at least not with explicit association with Hobbes. This is the 

argument of Wootton, who argues that Hobbes, along with Machiavelli, ushered in an 

 

4 Ibid., 54-55; Hobbes, Leviathan,  2:84. 
5 See ch. 2 for an analysis of Shaftesbury’s use of Hobbes in his published works.  
6 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 1-2. 
7 Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 42, 54-55. Tolonen cited Thomas Traherne’s Christian Ethicks, or Divine 

Morality: Opening the way to Blessedness, by the Rules of Vertue and Reason (1675) and Anne Conway, The 

Principles of the most Ancient and Modern Philosophy (1692) as evidence for this strand of Hobbism. 
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Enlightenment project which replaced traditional moral philosophy with the maximizing of 

pleasure and advantage based on the notion that interest was the sole human motive. Wootton 

argues that while Hobbes was vilified as an atheist for his materialism and determinism, but his 

selfishness was not condemned until Shaftesbury began emphasizing altruistic motives in the 

eighteenth century. As a result, Locke’s own shift from the pursuit of pleasure to the uneasiness 

associated with unfulfilled desires is interpreted by Wootton as watered-down Hobbism.8 While 

Hobbes articulated an egoist position in his works, it was not consistently tied to Hobbism 

(which entailed a negative evaluation) until the 1720s. This new interpretive framework was 

likely inspired by Shaftesbury’s description of Hobbes in the Essay. 

 This argument is borne out in the sources. Analysis of Hobbes mentions in ECCO 

indicate zero sources, outside of Shaftesbury, which condemned Hobbes for reducing all human 

actions to selfish motives during the first two decades of the century. The two most common 

references to Hobbes and selfishness had roots in the seventeenth-century reception of Hobbes, 

and did not condemn the role of selfishness in human motivation per se. The most common line 

of argument can be traced to Cumberland’s De Legibus Naturae Disquisitio Philosophica 

(1671). Cumberland agreed with Hobbes that humans were motivated by self-preservation, but 

disagreed that it led to a narrow self-interest or a rejection of natural sociability. Cumberland 

insisted that rational self-interest naturally led human beings to a theistic civil society.9 

Cumberland’s work was translated into English by James Tyrell in 1692, receiving a second 

edition in 1701; and translated again in 1750 by John Towers; it also received a new Latin 

 

8 Wootton, Power, Pleasure, and Profit, 1-6, 107-13. 
9 Parkin, Taming the Leviathan, 270-82.  
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edition in 1720.10 Cumberland’s argument featured prominently in Clarke’s Discourse.11 Both 

Clarke and Cumberland condemned Hobbes for using self-preservation to undermine natural 

laws, but they did not dispute that human beings were motivated by interest. If they condemned 

Hobbes for selfishness, it was on the basis that he had ignored the full scope of human interest. 

In this line of argument, Hobbes’s narrow selfishness was interpreted through the lens of 

atheism. Hobbes’s emphasis on self-preservation was seen as a means of reducing morality to 

force and convention, denying the being God and the existence of natural or divine laws 

accessible through right reason.12  

The other most common position condemned Hobbes’s emphasis on self-preservation for 

its political implications. It argued that Hobbes’s identification of an inalienable right to self-

preservation had significant political repercussions, including the potential for rebellion and 

sedition by superseding all other political obligations.13 The closest an author came to 

condemning selfishness as a motive for social action in Hobbes was Richard Duke (1658-1711) 

in a series of sermons published in 1714. Duke was best known as a poet and translator, but was 

also ordained in 1687 and published a number of sermons, including those in a 1714 posthumous 

collection. He cited Hobbes’s argument that self-interest could overpower reason, that one’s 

interest could even lead to the denial even of mathematical truths.14 Again, Duke was not 

condemning selfishness as a motive, but identified selfishness, fired by passions and self-love, as 

 

10 Richard Cumberland, A Brief Disquisition of the Law of Nature, trans. James Tyrell (1692); Cumberland, A 

Philosophical Enquiry into the Laws of Nature, trans. John Towers (Dublin, 1750). 
11 Clarke, Discourse, 51-57, 104-7, 111, 120-41. 
12 See also, Anonymous, Nine Satyrs (1703), 32-34; Colliber, Impartial Enquiry, 111-12; Killingbeck, Eighteen 

Sermons on Practical Subjects (Nottingham, 1717), 82-83; Wise, Fourteen Discourses on Some of the Most 

Important Heads in Divinity and Morality (1717), 164-65. 
13 Warwick, A Discourse of Government (1694), 1-2; Nicholls, A Conference with a Theist (1703), 32-36; Gandy, 

Old England (1705), 89, 109-10; Blackall, Five Sermons upon several Occasions (1717), 222-24. 
14 Duke, Fifteen Sermons Preach’d on Several Occasions (Oxford, 1714), 92-94.  
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the cause of the spread of atheism and infidelity. Notably, “when reason is against a man, a man 

will be against reason” became a quote commonly connected with Hobbes throughout the first 

half of the eighteenth century, often as a means of demonstrating the limitations of human reason 

against freethinkers.15  

Wootton’s argument is borne out in the sources. Early eighteenth-century commentators 

were concerned with Hobbes’s use of self-preservation, but not because they were critical of 

selfishness as a motive for human action. On the contrary, the moral and theological tradition 

inspired by Cumberland and Clarke rescued selfishness from Hobbesian association by 

distinguishing between narrow self-interest and right reason, or enlightened self-interest. Rather 

than condemn selfishness, rationalists who promoted a positive interpretation of human nature 

often portrayed Hobbes as denying the existence of rationally discoverable moral distinctions, 

contrasting their own essentialism against Hobbesian voluntarism and conventionalism in a 

theological context.  

 Beginning in the 1720s, Hobbes’s egoism became a feature in moral debates, often within 

a Shaftesburian framework. In this chapter, Francis Hutcheson’s Dublin works are analysed to 

demonstrate that he imported Shaftesbury’s understanding of Hobbes and Hobbism.16 Hutcheson 

used Hobbes to suggest that any moralist or clergyman who relied upon selfish motives, even to 

 

15 “When Reason is against a Man, a Man will be against Reason,” in various forms, was one of the most common 

Hobbesian aphorisms during the first half of the eighteenth century. It was often used in a similar context as that 

described by Duke, as a means of suggesting the weakness or insufficiency of reason against Deists and 

Freethinkers. For example, see Richard Johnson, A Defence of the Grammatical Commentaries, Against the 

Animadversions of Mr. Edward Leeds (1707), 37; Anonymous, Divine Soul, 128-29; John Dunton, The Mercifule 

Assizes: Or, A Panegyric On the Late Lord, Jeffrey’s Hanging so many in the West (1701), 43-44; Anthony Collins, 

Reflections On Mr. Clarke’s Second Defence of his Letter to Mr. Dodwell, 2nd ed. (1711), 23; John Dennis, An 

Essay on the Genius and Writings of Shakespear: With some Letters of Criticism to the Spectator (1712), 39.   
16 Hutcheson, On Human Nature; Hutcheson, Inquiry; Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the 

Passions and Affections. With Illustrations on the Moral Sense (1728); Hutcheson, Reflections upon Laughter and 

Remarks upon The Fable of the Bees (Glasgow, 1750). 
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explain sociable actions (which he termed refined self-love), was a Hobbist. The portrayal of 

Hobbes as a pessimistic egoist was often utilized by those sympathetic to the positive 

interpretation of human nature in a social, moral framework. Archibald Campbell’s An Enquiry 

into the Original of Moral Virtue (1733) indicates that the association of Hobbism with egoism 

was contested.17 Among the changes made to the second edition of the Enquiry was a substantial 

increase in references to Hobbes. Campbell likely revised the Enquiry in response to 

Hutcheson’s linking of Hobbes and selfishness. Campbell, unlike Clarke twenty years earlier, 

was compelled to defend his championing of selfishness from accusations of Hobbism. The 

interaction between Hutcheson and Campbell indicates a shift in the understanding of the cause 

of Hobbes’s pessimism regarding human sociability. Previously, natural law theorists had 

contrasted themselves with Hobbes by emphasizing the existence of objective moral distinctions, 

or natural laws. As eighteenth-century moralists and divines began thinking in more humanistic 

and emotive terms, emphasis shifted from Hobbes’s voluntarist denial of objective moral 

distinctions to his egoistic human psychology. 

 The other goal of this chapter is to untangle the roles of Mandeville and Hobbes within 

ongoing moral philosophical discussions of egoism during this period. The association between 

Hobbes and selfishness was popularized by Shaftesbury a decade before the 1723 edition of the 

Fable. Not only was Mandeville received into a pre-existing Hobbist tradition, but the Scottish 

authors discussed in this chapter tended to locate Hobbes and Mandeville in two largely distinct 

discourses. Hobbes was associated with the reduction of all human motivation to selfishness, 

while Mandeville presented a competing justification of luxury and an indirect means of 

critiquing the rather conservative Calvinism that remained popular amongst some within the 

 

17 Archibald Campbell, An Enquiry into the Original of Moral Virtue (Edinburgh, 1733).  
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Church of Scotland. Both Hutcheson and Campbell fixated on Mandeville’s rigorist definition of 

virtue at the expense of his selfishness. This is not to deny that Mandeville could be folded into a 

Hobbesian self-love tradition, he certainly was at times. But if Mandeville was an impetus for the 

moral discussions of the Presbyterian authors analysed in this chapter, it was often in the context 

of critiquing conservative Calvinism.  

 This chapter engages with two significant historiographical contexts. First, in analysing 

Hutcheson and Campbell, the historical context shifts from England, to a Scottish or British 

context. Both Hutcheson and Campbell were significant participants in the shift from the rigidly 

orthodox Church of Scotland established in 1689 to a more moderate, enlightened orthodoxy that 

was compatible with the nascent Scottish Enlightenment.18 Following 1689, all Scottish 

ministers and university professors were required to subscribe to the Westminster Confession of 

Faith. The Westminster Confession was a conservative articulation of Calvinist doctrines such as 

original sin, the fall, predestination, and the free gift of divine grace. Thus, at the same moment 

that continental reformed Churches were becoming increasingly moderate by rehabilitating self-

love and tolerating new modes of moral philosophy, the Church of Scotland reintroduced a 

conservative form of Calvinism.19 Anne Skoczylas argues that the Church of Scotland retained 

more local influence than its English counterpart, likely caused by prevalent fears of Erastianism 

and English interference following the Act of Union in 1707. Scottish ecclesial conservatism was 

 

18 Enlightened orthodoxy is borrowed from Christian Maurer, “Doctrinal Issues Concerning Human Nature and Self-

Love, and the Case of Archibald Campbell’s Enquiry,” Intellectual History 26, no. 3 (2016): 355-69, at 356-57. 
19 Maurer, “Doctrinal Issues,” 355-57; Maurer, “Archibald Campbell and the Committee for Purity of Doctrine on 

Natural Reason, Natural Religion, and Revelation,” History of European Ideas 42, no. 2 (2016): 265-75, at 257-58; 

James Moore, “The Two Systems of Francis Hutcheson: On the Origins of the Scottish Enlightenment,” in Studies 

in the Philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment, ed. M. A. Stewart (Oxford, 1990), 37-60, at 38-41; Moore, 

“Evangelical Calvinists Versus the Hutcheson Circle: Debating the Faith in Scotland, 1738-39,” in Debating the 

Faith: Religion and Letter Writing in Great Britain, 1550-1800, ed. Anne Dunan-Page and Clotilde Prunier 

(Dordrecht, 2013), 177-93, at 178. 
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demonstrated by the execution of Thomas Aikenhead for blasphemy in 1697, and the creation of 

committees for the preservation of the purity of doctrine that were charged with investigating the 

works of ministers and university professors.20 This context is significant because it indicates 

that Scottish moralists and divines were navigating a context that their English counterparts 

would have found retrograde.  

 Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy initially elicited little criticism because moderate English 

divines were already predisposed to the positive interpretation of human nature. The Cambridge 

Platonists and latitudinarians had already rejected Calvinist pessimism a generation earlier as 

part of a broader hostility to Puritanism and radical dissent.21 Shaftesbury was instead attacked 

for suggesting that religious truths should be subject to ridicule, and that future rewards and 

punishments were inconsistent with God’s goodness; not for suggesting that human beings were 

naturally capable of attaining virtue. This was not the case in Scotland, where promoters of the 

positive interpretation of human nature were threatened with Church investigations. John Simson 

(1667-1740), Professor of Divinity at the University of Glasgow from 1708 to 1740, and who 

taught both Hutcheson and Campbell, was the subject of two Church investigations. The ultra-

orthodox in the Church were alarmed by the latitude he allowed his students to engage with 

scripture and his belief, derived from the continental reformed Churches, that God was 

benevolent and would not deny humanity the means of salvation. This spurred the General 

Assembly to charge a committee to investigate Simson in 1714, resulting in a slight reprimand in 

 

20 Anne Skoczylas, “Archibald Campbell’s Enquiry into the Origin of Moral Virtue, Presbyterian Orthodoxy, and 

the Scottish Enlightenment,” Scottish Historical Review 87, no. 223 (2008): 68-100, at 71-74. The case of 

Aikenhead is telling. John Robertson notes that the ultimate decision to execute Aikenhead was left to the Scottish 

privy council, indicating that civil authorities agreed to support in this matter. Robertson, Case for the 

Enlightenment, 71-74.  Aikenhead also represents a case of Hobbesian influence, as one of the primary charges laid 

against him was that he claimed that the Old Testament was written by Ezra. Noel Malcolm argues that this line of 

scriptural criticism was uniquely Hobbesian. Malcolm, Aspects, 383-431, at 383-86.  
21 Gill, British Moralists, 7-76; Maurer, “Doctrinal Issues,” 357-58. 
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1717. In 1726 Simson was accused of Arianism for his supposed sympathy for Samuel Clarke’s 

anti-Trinitarianism. In 1729 Simson was suspended from teaching and ministering, though not 

ejected from the University. Skoczylas argues that the inability to depose Simson, combined with 

increasing English influence in Scottish ecclesial affairs, led to the secession of the ultra-

orthodox during the 1730s, which in turn paved the way for the emergence of the moderate 

Church of Scotland.22  

Hutcheson also aroused suspicion following his arrival at the University of Glasgow as 

Chair of Moral Philosophy in 1730. James Moore notes that there were immediate private 

rumblings about his suitability. Events came to a head in 1738 when a student, Hugh Heugh, 

published Shaftesbury’s Ghost Conjur’d, which argued that Hutcheson’s teachings contradicted 

his subscription to the Westminster Confession. Hutcheson’s friends and allies printed defences 

which headed off any formal investigation. These cases demonstrate the incompatibility between 

Enlightened moral schemes and ultra-orthodox Calvinism in Scotland at the onset of the 

eighteenth century.23 Campbell had his own tussle with the committee for purity of doctrine in 

1735 for arguments which contradicted the Westminster Confession. They included the positive 

interpretation of human nature amongst other charges, but the General Assembly did not pass 

judgment or sentence following two reports from the committee.24 

 

22 Anne Skoczylas, Mr Simson’s Knotty Case: Divinity, Politics, and Due Process in Eighteenth-Century Scotland 

(Montreal & Kingston, 2001); Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry into the Origin of Moral Virtue,” 71-74; Maurer, 

“Doctrinal Issues,” 357-58; Maurer, “Campbell and the Committee,” 257-58; Gill, British Moralists, 137-39. 
23 Moore, “Evangelical Calvinists Versus the Hutcheson Circle.”  
24 Maurer, “Doctrinal Issues,” 360-64; Maurer, “Campbell and the Committee,” 264-75; Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, 

and the Selfish Hypothesis, 158-69;  R. J. W. Mills, “Archibald Campbell’s Necessity of Revelation (1739)—the 

Science of Human Nature’s First Study of Religion,” History of European Ideas 41, no. 6 (2015): 728-46, at 731-35;  

Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry into the Origin of Moral Virtue,” 93-98. 
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 The cases of Aikenhead, Simson, Hutcheson, and Campbell, have been useful for 

historians when demonstrating the transition from rigid orthodoxy to moderation within the 

Church of Scotland. Maurer also uses the case of Campbell to demonstrate the importance of 

context to self-love debates. Orthodox Scottish Calvinists did not oppose Campbell’s use of self-

love because it indicated selfishness or egoism, but because Campbell’s argument suggested that 

self-love had not been corrupted by the fall and could thus provide an avenue to virtue and 

sociability.25 The Scottish context is also pertinent to the reception of Hobbes because it 

indicates an area where we might expect the deployment of Hobbes to indicate heterodoxy. Both 

Hutcheson and Campbell deployed humanistic moral arguments which they knew would offend 

conservative Presbyterians, thus one might expect that their use of Hobbes was to head off 

accusations of heterodoxy by contrasting themselves against a well known atheist. But neither 

Hutcheson nor Campbell seems to have deployed Hobbes to answer their ultra-orthodox 

Calvinist critics. The inclusion of Hobbes in their writings was directed at a moral tradition 

which featured a positive interpretation of human nature, a discourse with English roots that was 

quickly taking root in the intellectual life of wider Britain.  

 Additionally, claims by some historians that Mandeville replaced Hobbes as the bête noir 

for a new age will be challenged in this chapter. In the conventional narrative, Mandeville is 

portrayed as articulating a new pessimistic interpretation of selfishness suited for a British 

context undergoing a radical commercial transformation.26 This argument suffers if it requires us 

to assume that Hobbes had receded from the public imagination, and that for this reason a new 

menace was required. Evidence indicates that Hobbes remained a potent foil throughout the first 

 

25 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 167-69.  
26 See 268n161. 
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half of the eighteenth century. The argument is more apt if the scope is narrowed to the question 

of luxury, for which Mandeville was a notable and notorious booster. Mandeville believed that 

even a vice like luxury could be justified on the basis of its public and economic benefits.  

A second line of argument indeed presents Enlightened moral philosophy as a response to 

Hobbes. Pagden argues that Hobbes’s and Grotius’s destruction of scholastic philosophy left 

behind a pessimistic and reductive egoism. Enlightened moralists, like Shaftesbury and 

Hutcheson, rescued natural sociability and cosmopolitanism from Hobbesian pessimism and 

conventionalism without recourse to the claims of theologians.27 Gill argues that the positive 

interpretation of human nature, which paved the way for the birth of secular ethics, was a 

response to the pessimism and voluntarism of Hobbes and the Calvinists.28 Similarly, Maurer 

suggests that a diverse group of moralists, which included Shaftesbury, Mandeville, Hutcheson, 

and Campbell, attempted to rehabilitate the concept of self-love, rescuing it from its Hobbesian 

associations.29 For these historians, eighteenth-century British moral philosophy was a riposte to 

Hobbes. This narrative has been challenged by Wootton, who argues that the Enlightenment 

paradigm was fundamentally Hobbesian. In this account, Hobbes set the terms of the debate by 

insisting that all human beings were motivated by the same psychological drives and principles, 

that humanity was comprised of individuals pursuing their own selfish interests. Part of 

Wootton’s project has been the rehabilitation of Hobbes’s reputation from suggestions that he 

was a hard egoist. Hard egoism is the denial of all social motives on the basis of selfishness. 

Wootton instead argues that the Enlightenment emphasis on sympathy and sentiment in fact had 

roots in Hobbes’s account of human psychology, despite the contrary suggestions of 

 

27 Pagden, Enlightenment, 63-77. 
28 Gill, British Moralists, 77-82. 
29 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, esp. 1-21. 
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contemporaries.30 This chapter argues that Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist was a polemical 

construction of British moralists during the period. Moralists attempted to legitimize the study of 

moral philosophy in social and political terms by condemning Hobbism as hard egoism. 

 This chapter does not attempt to fully adjudicate Hobbes’s influence on the 

Enlightenment, though the evidence indicates that even in rejecting Hobbes many of his critics 

were operating within a paradigm that was indebted to him. Instead it argues that Hobbes and 

Hobbism remained a significant presence in eighteenth-century moral debates. Participants were 

not merely rejecting Hobbes outright, but engaging in a complex dance of appropriation and 

condemnation which circled around Hobbes’s notoriety. Translating Hobbism into a moral 

discourse that was decreasingly defined by theology had significant consequences. The dirty 

secret at the core of the emergence of “Enlightened” Hobbism was that those constructing it were 

participating in a Hobbesian project. They were wresting morality into the human sphere, 

undermining the role of God, particular providence, and the Church. 

Hutcheson and Hobbism 

 Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746) was born in Ulster to a Presbyterian family. He was 

educated at a dissenting academy in Killyleagh in preparation for a secondary education at a 

Scottish university. He enrolled in the University of Glasgow in 1710, and began his training as a 

Presbyterian minister in 1712 under Simson. Though he completed his training, Hutcheson never 

became a practicing minister. Upon returning to Ulster in 1718, Hutcheson received a cold 

reception when preaching on behalf of his father, allegedly due to his eschewing of the 

 

30 Wootton, Power, Pleasure, and Profit, 11-35. 
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traditional doctrines of election, reprobation, original sin, and faith.31 Shortly thereafter, 

Hutcheson accepted an invitation to conduct an academy for Presbyterians and non-conformists 

in Dublin. Hutcheson was invited to assume this role by participants in the Irish non-subscription 

movement, likely a more receptive audience for his views of God and human nature than the 

conservative Presbyterians of Ulster. Hutcheson remained in Dublin, where he established 

connections across confessional lines, until accepting the Chair of Moral Philosophy at the 

University of Glasgow in 1729.32   

 Hutcheson’s Dublin years have long been understood to mark a distinct period in his 

philosophical career. Moore argues that the Dublin works represent Hutcheson’s answer to the 

Augustinian dualism that dominated Presbyterian universities and academies, while his later 

Latin teaching manuals indicated acquiescence to the suitability of that style as a basis for a 

student’s education.33 Brown stresses the significance of the cultural and intellectual context of 

early eighteenth-century Dublin to Hutcheson’s intellectual development as cause to investigate 

these particular works.34 An emphasis on Hutcheson’s Dublin works may also be justified from 

the perspective of analysing Hobbes’s reception. Hutcheson authored five works between 1724 

and 1730 that explicitly referred to Hobbes as a pessimistic egoist as a means of condemning the 

suitability of interest as a motive for virtue: “Reflections on the Common Systems of Morality” 

(1724), An Enquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1725), “Reflections 

 

31 Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:157. 
32 James Moore, “Hutcheson, Francis (1694-1746),” ODNB (2004), https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/14273; Ibid., 

2:157-58; Gill, British Moralists, 135-40. For an account of the significance of the Irish context to Hutcheson’s 

philosophical development, see Brown, Hutcheson in Dublin. 
33 Moore, “Two Systems,” This characterization has been challenged by Haakonssen, who argues that Hutcheson’s 

Glasgow works indicate an attempt to synthesize his moral philosophy with the Scottish natural law tradition. Knud 

Haakonssen, Natural Law and Moral Philosophy: From Grotius to the Scottish Enlightenment (Cambridge,1996), 

63-84. 
34 Brown, Hutcheson in Dublin, 12-13. 
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upon Laughter: (1725), An Essay on the Nature and Conduct  of the Passions and Affections 

(1728), and the inaugural lecture delivered on assuming the Chair of Moral Philosophy at the 

University of Glasgow in 1730. Hutcheson continued to edit and enlarge his earlier works in later 

years, but the only other new works published during his life time were two Latin teaching 

manuals in 1742.35 Hobbes was cited in Hutcheson’s Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy, 

but as part of an effort to argue that Hobbes and Pufendorf misrepresented a state of perfect 

liberty when justifying the creation of civil society.36 Hutcheson also completed his A System of 

Moral Philosophy as early as 1739, though it remained unpublished until 1755, and in which his 

use of Hobbes was consistent with earlier writings.37 In short, the works published between 1724 

and 1730 represent Hutcheson’s most sustained effort to present Hobbes as the face of the 

egoism at the core of contemporary moral philosophy.      

 Hutcheson’s Dublin works were all related to the moral scheme described and defended 

in the Inquiry and the Essay. Hutcheson is now famous for providing the first clear and 

systematic defence of the moral sense.38 He used the moral sense as a means of portraying virtue 

as disinterested benevolence. Following Shaftesbury, Hutcheson placed increased emphasis on 

the relationship between motive and virtue, and rooted virtue and natural sociability on sense 

instead of rationally discoverable natural laws. Hutcheson’s first major work, the Inquiry, was 

tasked with defending the existence of internal senses, and a moral sense more specifically. The 

first treatise described the internal sense, “a passive Power of receiving Ideas of Beauty from all 

 

35 Francis Hutcheson, Metaphysicae Synopsis: Ontologiam et, Pneumatologiam, Complectens (Glasgow, 1742); 

Hutcheson, Philosophiae Moralis Institutio Compendiaria, Ethices & Jurisprudentiae Naturalis Elementa continens 

(Glasgow, 1742). The latter received an English translation, Hutcheson, A Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy 

(Glasgow, 1747). 
36 Hutcheson, Short Introduction, 270-71. 
37 Francis Hutcheson, A System of Moral Philosophy, 3 vols. (Glasgow, 1755), 1:111, 2:190. 
38 William Frankena, “Hutcheson’s Moral Sense Theory,” Journal of the History of Ideas 16, no. 3 (1955): 356-75, 

at 357-61. 
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Objects in which there is Uniformity amidst Variety.”39 Hutcheson argued for the existence of a 

naturally constituted sense of beauty distinct from the external senses of sight, hearing, and 

extension. He used Lockean epistemology to undermine Locke’s own attack on innate ideas by 

suggesting that the shared human propensity to identify uniformity amidst variety as beautiful 

was indicative of an internal sense, or taste, which interpreted objects or ideas as beautiful 

antecedent to reason or interest. Hutcheson rendered concepts like beauty and virtue into simple 

ideas.40  

At the core of Hutcheson’s project was an aversion to the prevalence of interest and 

egoism in analysing human psychology. “Hence it plainly appears,” he argued, “that some 

Objects are immediately the Occasions of this Pleasure of Beauty, and that we have Senses fitted 

for perceiving it; and that this is distinct from that Joy which arises from Self-love upon prospect 

of Advantage.”41 The internal sense was useful for Hutcheson as it allowed him to argue that 

God had created an ordered universe and implanted a perceptive faculty in humans which 

predisposed them to appreciate the order and beauty of creation antecedent to their use of reason. 

This argument allowed Hutcheson to argue that God implanted a similar faculty for virtue, which 

conveniently operated antecedently to interest. 

 This moral sense was the subject of Hutcheson’s second treatise. He began by 

distinguishing between moral and natural good. Moral goodness was “our idea of some Quality, 

apprehended in Actions, which procures Approbation, and Love toward the Actor, from those 

who receive no Advantage by the Action. Moral Evil, denotes our Idea of a contrary Quality, 

 

39 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 82.  
40 For Hutcheson’s use of Lockean epistemology, see Frankena, “Hutcheson’s Moral Sense Theory,” 357-61; 

Darwall, British Moralists’, 210-18. 
41 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 12.  
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which excites Aversion, and Dislike toward the Actor, even from Persons unconcern’d in its 

natural Tendency.”42 Natural goodness was connected with happiness and pleasure, and pursued 

from a view of interest or self-love. Hutcheson targeted two moral schemes which he believed 

advocated for sociability and benevolence on the basis of interest: those of the natural law 

theorists and Shaftesbury. Hutcheson critiqued the former for arguing that there existed natural 

laws which promoted the common good while still relying on interest as a motivation, either in 

reaction to promised sanctions or the rational identification of the common good with individual 

interest. He also turned on Shaftesbury and moralists who, “suppose ‘an immediate natural Good 

in the Actions call’d Virtuous; that is, That we are determin’d to perceive some Beauty in the 

Actions of others, and to love the Agent, even without reflecting upon any Advantage which can 

any way redound to us from the Action; that we have also a secret Sense of Pleasure 

accompanying such of our Actions as we call Virtuous, even when we expect no other Advantage 

from them’.”43  

Hutcheson defended his insistence on altruism by noting the limitations of arguments 

rooted in personal advantage. He pointed to geographical and temporal distance, arguing that if 

human beings were motivated solely by interest they would have no reason to approve or 

disapprove of the actions of long dead heroes or the inhabitants of faraway lands, which have no 

immediate bearing on our own happiness.44 Hutcheson used the moral a sense, a moral faculty 

which approved or disapproved of the actions of others, to tie moral virtue to benevolence,  

If we examine all the Actions which are counted amiable any where, and enquire 

into the Grounds upon which they are approv’d, we shall find, that in the Opinion 

of the Person who approves them, they always appear as Benevolent, or flowing 

 

42 Ibid., 111. 
43 Ibid., 113-15.  
44 Ibid., 117. 
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from Love of others, and a Study of their happiness, whether the Approver be one 

of the Persons belov’d or profited, or not; so that all those kind Affections which 

incline us to make others happy, and all Actions suppos’d to flow from such 

Affections, appear morally Good, if while they are benevolent towards some 

Person, they be not pernicious to others.45   

By distinguishing between moral and natural good, Hutcheson attempted to formulate a concept 

of virtue independent from individual pleasure and interest, eradicating egoism even in its most 

innocent manifestations. 

 The Essay was a further refinement of Hutcheson’s arguments in the Inquiry and a 

response to two lines of criticism. Hutcheson was criticized by rationalists, as seen in an 

exchange of letters with Gilbert Burnet published in the London Journal.46 Rationalists, 

prominently represented by Samuel Clarke and William Wollaston, believed that morality must 

be fixed upon self-evident, rationally discoverable truths. They were concerned that a sense-

based morality was unstable as it was contingent on the interactions between objects and 

affective mechanisms. Gill argues that Hutcheson and the rationalists articulated two different 

versions of the positive interpretation of human nature: Ptolemaic and Copernican. The former 

believed that human nature was fundamentally good as it agreed with a moral standard 

independent of itself, while the latter argued that there was no moral standard independent from 

human nature.47 Hutcheson’s Inquiry was also critiqued from the perspective of selfishness in 

John Clarke’s The Foundation of Morality in Theory and Practice Considered (1726). Clarke 

accepted the argument that there could be an internal or reflected sense that promoted benevolent 

behaviour, but insisted virtue should be interested. Clarke argued that it would have been foolish 

 

45 Ibid., 162.  
46 Gilbert Burnet and Francis Hutcheson, Letters Between the Late Mr. Gilbert Burnet, and Mr. Hutchinson, 

Concerning the true Foundation of Virtue and Moral Goodness (1735). 
47 For Hutcheson’s response to rationalism, see Gill, British Moralists, 156-70; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and 

Sentiment, 2:163; Frankena, “Hutcheson’s Moral Sense Theory,” 357-61.  
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for God to implant a moral sense and not allow it to be the motive for action. Clarke utilized an 

early interpretation of sympathy to argue that individuals experienced pleasure based on the 

happiness, or relief of distress, in others.48     

 The first treatise in the Essay was the response to the egoists. Hutcheson distinguished 

between selfish and public desires, noting that the distinction had been disputed, particularly by 

followers of Epicurus who believed all desires were fundamentally selfish. Notably, this 

indicates a departure from Shaftesbury’s description in the Essay. Shaftesbury had insisted it was 

modern promoters of the Epicurean system who denied the existence of natural social 

affections.49  Hutcheson argued, “that Desire of the Happiness of others which we account 

virtuous, is not directly excited by prospects of any secular Advantage, Wealth, Power, Pleasure 

of the external Senses, Reward from the Deity, or future Pleasures of Self-Approbation.” 

Hutcheson made two arguments; first that no desire can be raised directly through the will or 

volition, thus the desire for the happiness of others must have some source in the frame of our 

natures. Second, that even if humans could imagine the happiness of others as a means to private 

good, they would only desire that they desire the event of another’s happiness. This would 

effectively render the event causing the happiness of another superfluous.50 Hutcheson insisted 

that the only avenue for human beings to truly desire the happiness of others was the existence of 

a disinterested moral sense.  

Hutcheson responded to the rationalists by arguing that reason could only determine 

means, not ends. An instinct or internal sense was required to direct reason as to what was 

 

48 John Clarke, The Foundation of Morality in Theory and Practice Considered (York, 1726). For Clarke and the 

sympathy critique, see Luigi Turco, “Sympathy and Moral Sense: 1725-1740,” British Journal for the History of 

Philosophy 7, no. 1  (1999): 79-101, at 80-89. 
49 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 54-55. 
50 Hutcheson, Essay, 13-20. 
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morally good.51 Within the Essay, Hutcheson was still refining the framework laid out in the 

Inquiry. He remained committed to using the moral sense as a means of identifying a natural 

moral faculty that approved of benevolence in others antecedent to reason and interest.52 Even in 

responses to critics who agreed that virtue was connected to actions performed for the sake of 

others, Hutcheson used the moral sense to insist that virtuous motives could, and should, be 

altruistic. This was exemplified in the split between natural and moral good, selfishness and 

benevolence, that came to define Hutcheson’s reputation and which had important implications 

for his use of Hobbes.53 

 Hutcheson is often portrayed by historians as a disciple of Shaftesbury, particularly in 

regards to his use of the moral sense, emphasis on benevolent motives, and assertion of natural 

sociability; but also because of undeniable connections between the two men. Hutcheson himself 

acknowledged his indebtedness to Shaftesbury, and historians have made much of their shared 

connection with Robert Molesworth.54 The argument for the influence of Shaftesbury features 

heavily in Rivers’s account. She argues that the split between Scottish and English Enlightened 

moral philosophy was based on the reception of Shaftesbury. The Scottish Enlightenment, 

largely through the influence of university instructors, including Hutcheson, promoted 

Shaftesburian sentimentalism. Their English counterparts rejected Shaftesbury, partly due to his 

rocky English reception. Rivers interprets a division within British moral philosophy between 

 

51 Ibid., 217-20. 
52 Notably, Maurer argues that Hutcheson was not entirely opposed to self-love despite his insistence that virtue 

must be disinterested. Self-love, if consistent with the moral sense, was required for self-cultivation. Thus Maurer 

argues that Hutcheson could be understood as rehabilitating self-love alongside Shaftesbury, Joseph Butler, and 

even Bernard Mandeville. Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 97-112.  
53 For significant accounts of Hutcheson’s moral philosophy see Darwall, British Moralists, 207-43; Gill, British 

Moralists, 135-200; Moore, “Two Systems,”; Frankena, “Hutcheson’s Moral Sense Theory,”; Maurer, Self-Love, 

Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 86-116.  
54 Brown, Hutcheson in Dublin, 25-50; Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 154-56; Moore, “Two Systems,” 44-
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Scottish Shaftesburian sentiment and English Lockean rationalism.55 This has been challenged in 

recent years by those who have emphasized Shaftesbury’s rationalist impulses, and have exposed 

the significant differences between the Hutchesonian and Shaftesburian schemes.56 Gill attempts 

to bridge this divide, arguing that despite their differences they both belonged to a tradition that 

featured a positive interpretation of human nature dating back to the Cambridge Platonists.57 This 

chapter’s focus is narrower, but suggests that there is compelling evidence that Hutcheson’s use 

of Hobbes was inspired by Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury provided the framework through which 

Hobbes could be used to critique selfishness and justify an altruistic moral philosophy based on 

the senses and the human experience. 

 Hutcheson’s first published work was an essay, “Reflections on the Common Systems of 

Morality,” published over two issues of the London Journal in November of 1724. The 

“Reflections” were described as a preview of the arguments that Hutcheson would make in his 

forthcoming Inquiry.58 Hutcheson began in Shaftesburian fashion, arguing that those “most 

conversant in our modern schemes of morals” often failed because they imagined human beings 

as “backward to any thing that is generous, kind, compassionate; as careless of the interest of 

their country; as sparing of any expence, and as averse to undergo any danger for its defence, as 

those who have never made the law of nature study.”59 Hutcheson revealed that the “Reflections” 

were about the promotion of disinterested social affections against the prevalence of egoism. He 

 

55 Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 154-223. 
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58 Francis Hutcheson, London Journal, nos. 277-278,  November 21/24, 1724. My citations reference Hutcheson, 

“Reflections on the Common Systems of Morality,” in On Human Nature, ed. Mautner (Cambridge, 1993),   

Hutcheson, 96. 
59 Ibid., 96-97. See Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons. 
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argued that affection towards other rational agents could not be explained by interest, “but the 

only thing which can really excite either love, or any other affection, toward rational agents, 

must be the apprehension of such moral qualifications, or abilities, as are, by the frame of our 

nature apt to move such affections in us.”60 Hutcheson was already alluding to a moral sense, a 

natural faculty that approved or disapproved of actions according to their benevolence, 

motivating a disinterested love of the agent.  

 Hutcheson identified two contemporary moral traditions which ultimately resorted to 

interest as the basis of virtue and sociability. The first was the tradition of Pufendorf, but which 

could also include Cumberland, that argued that sociability and the belief in God were natural 

consequences of self-preservation, to which Hutcheson argued “that views of worldly interest are 

as unfit to beget love and reverence in our hearts, as to form opinions or belief in understandings, 

however they may procure obsequiousness in our outward deportment, and dissimulation of our 

opinions.”61 Hutcheson used Pufendorf to reiterate that self-interest, even if it could produce 

sociable actions, was incapable of inspiring the love of other rational agents. The second group 

which drew Hutcheson’s criticism were the rationalists, who “give us rational arguments for the 

existence and power of the Deity, and his government of the universe. . . His natural laws are 

whatever conclusions he has made us capable of drawing from the constitution of nature, 

concerning the tendency of our actions to the publick good.” Hutcheson argued that the 

rationalists were correct so long as they emphasized God’s goodness, but “upon this they dwell 

no longer than is necessary to finish a metaphysical argument. . . that thus they may get into their 

favourite topicks of bribes and terrors, to compel men to love God and one another, in order to 

 

60 Ibid., 98. 
61 Ibid., 98-99. For Hutcheson’s references to Cumberland, see Hutcheson, Inquiry, 124-25, 268, 302; Hutcheson, 
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obtain the pleasures of heaven, and avoid eternal damnation.”62 Hutcheson may have had Clarke 

in mind, for he relied upon God’s goodness and wisdom to justify the existence of immutable 

natural laws while insisting that human beings were left in a corrupted state that required 

coercion, or the playing upon interest, to promote virtue.63 In both instances, Hutcheson 

identified a lack of natural disinterested affections in contemporary moral philosophy as leaving 

moralists bereft of an explanation as to why human beings were naturally inclined to love each 

other.  

The “Reflections” indicate that the young Hutcheson was concerned with the prevalence 

of natural law theories.64 He seems to have split the seventeenth-century tradition of Pufendorf 

and Cumberland, with its reliance on the human desire for self-preservation, from the eighteenth-

century rationalism of Clarke. While Clarke expressed a belief in natural laws, redefined as 

fitnesses, which hypothetically obliged antecedently to interest, he and his contemporaries 

continued to insist that human beings in their corrupted state were to be coerced into virtue.65 By 

splitting the natural law tradition in this fashion, Hutcheson was able to confront two concerns: 

the tendency of contemporary moralists to rely on enlightened self-interest and right reason, and 

the consequences of the enduring emphasis on future rewards and punishments.  

 Hutcheson’s emphasis on the necessity of altruism and natural social affections enabled 

him to identify the prevalence of interest in contemporary moral philosophy as evidence of 

Hobbism. Hutcheson insisted that the continuing popularity of negative depictions of human 

nature was evidence of Hobbes’s influence.  

 

62 Hutcheson, “Reflections,” 99. 
63 Clarke, Demonstration; Clarke, Discourse. See also ch. 1. 
64 Moore, “Two Systems,” 44-55. 
65 Gill, British Moralists, 150-55. 
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Many of our moralists after Mr. Hobbs, are generally very eloquent on this head. 

‘They tell us, that men are to each other what wolves are to sheep; they are 

injurious, proud, selfish, treacherous, covetous, lustful, revengeful: Nay, the 

avoiding the mischiefs to be feared from each other, is the very ground of their 

combinations into society, and the sole motive in this life of any external good 

offices which they are to perform.’ We scarce ever hear any thing from them of 

the bright side of humane nature. They never talk of any kind instincts to 

associate; of natural affections, of compassion, of love of company, a sense of 

gratitude, a determination to honour and love the authors of any good offices 

toward any part of mankind, as well as of those toward our selves: and of a 

natural delight men take in being esteemed and honoured by others for good 

actions: which yet may be observed to prevail exceedingly in humane life.66 

Hutcheson’s description of the denial of natural social affections as evidence of Hobbesian 

influence was reminiscent of Shaftesbury’s analysis in the preface to the Whichcote Sermons. 

Shaftesbury described Hobbes as “He who reckoning upon the Passions, or Affections, by which 

Men are held together in Society, live in Peace, or have any Correspondence one with another, 

forgot to mention Kindness, Friendship, Sociableness, Love of Company and Converse, Natural 

Affection, or any other thing.” Shaftesbury insisted that Church divines failed at repudiating 

Hobbes because they appropriated his description of human nature, “we should, perhaps, where 

Morality was concern’d have heard less of Terror and Punishment; and more, of Moral Rectitude 

and Good-nature.”67 Hutcheson followed Shaftesbury’s description of Hobbesian influence by 

reiterating that interest was incapable of accounting for the full range of human experience, 

particularly the willingness of individuals to sacrifice their own interest for the benefit of the 

community. “Were interest the only spring of such actions, a selfish temper, before it would act, 

would state an account with virtue, to compare here debt and credit, and be determined to action 

or ommission, according as the ballance favoured her or not.”68  

 

66 Hutcheson, “Reflections,” 100-101. 
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The “Reflections” set the stage for Hutcheson’s later arguments in significant ways. First, 

it signalled that Hutcheson was not solely concerned with the severe pessimism articulated by 

Hobbes and the Calvinists, and which remained popular among ultra-orthodox Presbyterians. His 

gaze was also directed towards fellow promoters of the positive interpretation of human nature 

who justified benevolent actions on the basis of enlightened self-interest and right reason.69 It 

was in this context that Hutcheson pointed to Hobbes as an ongoing influence on the prevalence 

of interest in contemporary moral philosophy. In doing so, he abandoned the theological basis of 

atheistic Hobbism. In the emerging moral schemes of the eighteenth century, the question was 

not the being of God, but the constitution of human beings, and the content of Hobbism was to 

be adjusted accordingly.    

 The context of the “Reflections” is important for interpreting the relative lack of explicit 

mentions of Hobbes in the Inquiry. Hobbes was only referenced once in the Inquiry, and only in 

the final pages. Here Hobbes was cited in the context of the relationship between the moral sense 

and benevolence. Hutcheson utilized a Clarkean conception of the interplay between God’s 

power and wisdom in regards to the ability to alter the perceptions of the internal and moral 

senses. Clarke had argued that God was capable of altering the content of natural laws and 

fitnesses, but was prevented from doing so by his own “divine Goodness.” Clarke used this 

argument to insist that God was under a moral necessity from his own wisdom and goodness to 

order the universe according to rationally accessible natural laws.70 Similarly, Hutcheson’s moral 

sense was designed to approve benevolent actions as they aligned with the common good of 

humanity and God’s own benevolence; it was framed on terms not unlike Clarke’s fitnesses. 

 

69 See Gill, British Moralists, 7-82.   
70 Clarke, Demonstration, 221-57. 
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“For, even upon the Supposition of a contrary Sense, every rational Being must still have been 

solicitous in some degree about his own external Happiness: Reflection on the Circumstances of 

Mankind in this World would have suggested, that universal Benevolence and a social Temper, 

of a certain Course of external Actions, would most effectually promote the external Good of 

every one, according to the Reasonings of Cumberland and Puffendorf.”71 Hutcheson argued that 

if the moral and natural good were not aligned, or if the moral sense were perverted, it would 

cause uneasiness as individuals would be compelled to disapprove of actions that they rationally 

recognized as promoting their own interest. According to Hutcheson, it would incline humanity 

to “Barbarity, Cruelty, and Fraud; and universal War, according to Mr. Hobbs, would really 

have been our natural state.”72  

This was a rather narrow use of Hobbes, as the thrust of the Inquiry was directed against 

the prevalence of interest in contemporary moral philosophy. But it remained consistent with 

Hutcheson’s description of Hobbes in the “Reflections.” Hutcheson used Hobbes’s description of 

the state of nature as a means of illustrating the human condition if deprived of a functioning 

moral sense. Readers familiar with Shaftesbury would have recognized that Hobbes’s state of 

nature not only illustrated such a condition, but that Hobbes’s egoism suggested that natural 

disinterested affections were non-existent.    

 The question remains, if Hutcheson had already identified Hobbes with the prevalence of 

interest and selfishness in contemporary moral philosophy, why was he not cited in this context 

more often in the Inquiry. The evidence from Hutcheson’s other works from the period indicate 

that he consistently opposed psychological egoism, even in its most innocent manifestations, and 
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identified its prevalence with the influence of Hobbes. A potential explanation has been 

suggested by Luigi Turco, who notes that Hutcheson rarely identified his adversaries in print, 

suggesting this was a means of avoiding the messy polemical debates that defined the period.73 

Further evidence of this proclivity has been revealed by Moore, who demonstrates that 

Hutcheson responded to accusations that he had violated his subscription to the Westminster 

Confession in 1738 by allowing, and possibly directing, his friends, colleagues, and students to 

defend him.74 If Hutcheson was concerned with involving himself in public disputes, he may 

have avoided slinging accusations of Hobbism haphazardly in his first major work.   

 Despite the lack of explicit references to Hobbes, the Inquiry featured arguments 

recognizable to the readers of the “Reflections” and evocative of Hobbes. For example, 

Hutcheson framed the Inquiry as the reintroduction of Shaftesburian natural affections into moral 

philosophy. “This moral Sense of Beauty in Actions and Affections, may appear strange at first 

View. Some of our Moralists themselves are offended at it in my Lord Shaftesbury; so much are 

they accustom’d to deduce every Approbation, or Aversion, from rational Views of Interest 

(except it be merely in the simple Idea of the external Senses) and have such a Horror at innate 

Ideas, which they imagine this borders upon.”75 Later in the preface, Hutcheson claimed that 

recommending Shaftesbury’s writings was a “very needless Attempt,” but lamented that he had 

mixed “such Noble Performances” with his prejudices against Christianity.76 Hutcheson 

 

73 Turco, “Sympathy and Moral Sense,” 82-89. 
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disapproved of Shaftesbury’s argument that the pleasure derived from the moral sense could 

motivate virtuous actions.77 Despite distancing himself from aspects of Shaftesbury’s project, 

Hutcheson remained committed to his championing of natural social affections, an argument in 

which they both used Hobbes as a foil.   

 Following the example of the “Reflections,” Hutcheson described two groups of 

contemporary moralists which relied upon selfish motives. The first group described were the 

natural law theorists. Hutcheson initially described a voluntarist reading of natural law before 

proceeding to a more essentialist interpretation.  

They say indeed, ‘That a benevolent Legislator constitutes no Actions 

Advantageous to the Agent by Law, but such as in their own Nature tend to the 

natural Good of the Whole, or, at least, are not inconsistent with it; and that 

therefore we approve the Virtue of others, as it has some small Tendency to our 

Happiness, either from its own Nature, or from this general Consideration, That 

Obedience to a benevolent Legislator, is in general Advantageous to the Whole, 

and to us in particular; and that for the contrary Reasons alone, we disapprove the 

Vice of others, that is, the prohibited Action, as tending to our particular 

Detriment in some degree.  

The second group, described above, encompassed the Shaftesburian argument that humans 

approved of the virtuous actions of others because of the pleasure received from the moral 

sense.78 In both instances Hutcheson identified the prevalence of interest and selfishness in 

contemporary moral philosophy as a means of justifying the necessity of a disinterested moral 

sense.  

A common concern in the rest of the Inquiry was exposing the unsuitability of selfishness 

for explaining the natural propensity for benevolence. For example, Hutcheson argued that 
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“some refin’d Explainers of Self-Love” accounted for the love or hate of classical individuals on 

the basis of the potential injury or advantage that would have been experienced had one lived 

during that period. According to Hutcheson, only a moral sense could explain our feelings, as 

interest may lead one to love traitors and tyrants.79 This led Hutcheson to argue that some 

moralists would “rather twist Self-Love into a thousand Shapes, than allow any other Principle of 

Approbation than Interest.” Hutcheson argued that even Cumberland and Pufendorf had to 

exercise an absurd amount of reasoning and reflection to account for the effects of the moral 

sense as products of interest, and even then they were unable to account for the extent to which 

human beings disinterestedly approved and disapproved of the actions of others.80 “But further, 

tho these Rewards, and Punishments, may make my own Actions appear advantageous to me, 

and make me approve them from Self-Love, yet they would never make me approve, and love 

another Person for the like Actions, whose Merit would not be imputed to me.”81 Hutcheson was 

concerned with the same group of moralists that had inspired the “Reflections,” those who 

described benevolence as a product of interest, a group he had earlier identified as an outgrowth 

of Hobbism.  

 Similar to his argument in the “Reflections,” and those of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson 

recognized that the moral sense was destined for a rocky reception amongst those unaccustomed 

to natural social affections.  

Having remov’d these false Springs of Virtuous Actions, let us next establish the 

true one, viz. some determination of our Nature to study the Good of others; or 

some instinct, antecedent to all Reason from Interest, which influences us to the 

Love of others; even as the moral sense, above explain’d, determines us to 

approve the Actions which flow from this Love in our selves to others. This 
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disinterested Affection, may appear strange to Men impress’d with Notions of 

Self-Love, as the sole Motive of Actions, from the Pulpit, the Schools, the 

Systems, and the Conservations regulated by them.82  

Hutcheson identified pessimistic interpretations of human nature as a cause of the prevalence of 

selfishness in moral philosophy. “If any Opinions deserve to be contended for, they are those 

which give us lovely Ideas of the Deity, and of our Fellow-Creatures: If any Opinions deserve 

Opposition, they are such as raise Scruples in our Minds about the Goodness of Providence, or 

represent our Fellow-Creatures as base and selfish, by instilling into us some ill-natur’d, cunning 

shreud Insinuations, ‘that our most generous Actions proceed wholly from selfish Views’.” In the 

“Reflections,” Hutcheson identified pessimism about human nature and the denial of natural 

social affections with Hobbes. In the Inquiry he alluded to “the wise Philosophy of some 

Moderns, after Epicurus,” an obvious allusion to Hobbes.83 The two arguments served a similar 

function for Hutcheson; they both linked “refined self-love,” which could be defined as a 

positive interpretation of human nature reliant on selfishness, with the pessimism and selfishness 

of revived Epicureanism. Hutcheson may have been unwilling to explicitly link refined self-love 

with Hobbes, but contemporaries were unlikely to have missed the suggestion that contemporary 

moral philosophy was a species of Hobbism. 

 Even if Hutcheson was hesitant to explicitly link refined self-love with Hobbes, 

Shaftesbury had done just that in the Essay.84 Readers of Hutcheson’s “Inquiry,” who had been 

directed to Shaftesbury in the preface, likely recognized the thinly veiled accusation of Hobbism. 

An additional similarity between Shaftesbury and Hutcheson concerns where Hobbes did not 

appear. Hobbes was not mentioned during Hutcheson’s brief repudiation of the argument that the 
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universe was created by undirected force on matter, an argument that was regularly typed as 

atheistic or Hobbesian. As demonstrated above, Hutcheson’s description of divine goodness as 

the reason that the internal senses were framed as they were was strikingly similar to Clarke’s 

articulation of moral necessity. Similarly, Hutcheson argued that the internal sense, which found 

beauty in uniformity amidst variety, was implanted in human beings to aid in the recognition of 

God’s role in designing creation. According to Hutcheson, the internal sense impressed a natural 

belief in the being of God akin to Clarke’s reason. Hutcheson used this argument to repudiate the 

“Cartesian or Epicurean Hypothesis” that the universe was created by undirected force on 

infinite matter.85 Whereas Clarke had identified similar materialist and determinist arguments 

with the atheism of Hobbes and Spinoza, the former was missing from Hutcheson’s 

interpretation.86 One explanation could be that by 1725 it was unnecessary to identify Hobbes 

with these arguments, that his reputation for atheism was beyond dispute and the allusion to 

Hobbes was implicit. A more likely explanation could be that Hutcheson was relatively 

unconcerned with theologically distancing himself from Hobbes in regards to atheism, and more 

concerned with carving out a space for a humanistic moral philosophy distinct from Hobbes’s 

notoriety. Gill notes that, like Shaftesbury, Hutcheson’s moral philosophy treated atheism as 

morally neutral.87 Thus the nature of the discourse in which Hobbes was being repudiated had 

shifted from theology to social theory.    

 In June of 1725, the same year in which Hutcheson published the Inquiry, he also 

contributed three letters to James Arbuckle’s Dublin Weekly Journal on the subject of laughter. 

The Journal was established to promote intellectual discussions in Dublin akin to those taking 
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place in London and on the Continent.88 The letters, later collected as the “Reflections upon 

Laughter,” were Hutcheson’s most sustained engagement with Hobbes and an imitation of 

Shaftesbury’s repudiation of Hobbes’s definition of courage.89 Hutcheson introduced the analysis 

of laughter as a means of understanding “what so often happens in our own minds” and “the use 

for which it is designed in the constitution of our nature,” an investigation of laughter as an 

extension of the internal sense.90  

In this instance, Hutcheson began with Hobbes’s definition of laughter from Human 

Nature as a means of demonstrating Hobbes’s influence on contemporary moral philosophy. 

“Laughter is nothing else but sudden glory, arising from some sudden conception of some 

eminency in ourselves, by comparison with the infirmity of others, or with our own formerly: for 

men laugh at the follies of themselves past, when they come suddenly to remembrance, except 

they bring with them any present dishonour.”91 By citing Hobbes’s definition of laughter, 

Hutcheson attempted to demonstrate that he had reduced a natural social affection to 

selfishness.92 Hutcheson also attempted to discredit Hobbes as a philosopher by arguing that he 

assumed “positive solemn airs” when asserting “palpable absurdities,” and that it was his bold 

disregard of authorities and plain way of speaking that made him “agreeable to the free wits of 

his age.” More significantly, he attacked Hobbes’s grand effort, “to deduce all human actions 

from Self-Love, by some bad fortune he has over-looked every thing which is generous or kind 
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in mankind; and represents them men in that light in which a thorow knave or coward beholds 

them, suspecting all friendship, love, or social affection, of hypocrisy, or selfish design or 

fear.”93  

Hutcheson also explicitly linked Hobbes’s selfish scheme with the refined self-love of 

Pufendorf.  

The learned world has often been told that Puffendorf had strongly imbibed 

Hobbes’s first principles, though he draws much better consequences from them; 

and this last author, as he is certainly much preferable to the generality of 

Schoolmen, in distinct intelligible reasoning, has been made the grand instructor 

in morals to all who have of late given themselves to that study: hence it is that 

old notions of natural affections, and kind instincts, the sensus communis, the 

decorum, and honestum, are almost banished out of our books of morals; we must 

never hear of them in any of our lectures for fear of innate ideas: all must be 

interest, and some selfish view; Laughter itself must be a joy from the same 

spring.94  

Where he was coy in the Inquiry, Hutcheson was clear in the “Reflections upon Laughter.” The 

refined self-love of Pufendorf, Cumberland, and contemporary moral philosophy was Hobbism. 

He may have felt more comfortable identifying it as such in the smaller venue of the Dublin 

Weekly Journal. 

 Hutcheson accomplished two goals with his introduction of Hobbes’s definition of 

laughter. First, he portrayed Hobbes as a hard egoist. Wootton describes hard-line egoism as a 

position which holds that people can never act for benefit others, while soft-line egoism insists 

that people only act for the benefit of others to satisfy their own sentiments.95 Hutcheson quoted 
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Hobbes’s definition of laughter because it pointed to an egoistic reduction of a commonly known 

social affection.96 Significantly, Hobbes’s definition also indicated that laughter was not 

benevolent because it allowed individuals to serve their own interests at the expense of others. In 

describing Pufendorf as drawing better consequences from Hobbesian first principles, Hutcheson 

portrayed Pufendorf as a soft-egoist, or a moralist who allowed for benevolent actions on selfish 

motives. By positioning the two philosophers together, Hutcheson suggested that there was no 

grey area between selfishness and altruism. If Pufendorf was to defend social actions, he was 

unwittingly referring to some kind of moral sense; if not, he necessarily embraced Hobbism. 

Hutcheson attempted to stain all egoism with a rather narrow interpretation of Hobbes’s analysis 

of the passions.  

Wootton argues that Hobbes was in fact a firm egoist. Hobbes accounted for actions 

purely for the benefit of others on the basis that one’s own imagination allowed them to feel the 

suffering of others. Hobbes’s was a particularly egoistic interpretation of sympathy incapable of 

sympathizing with the emotive state of another rational agent.97 By citing the definitions of 

courage and laughter, Hutcheson and Shaftesbury ignored other points of Hobbes’s analysis of 

the passions where he accounted for benevolent actions. For example, Hobbes’s definitions of 

benevolence: “Desire of good to another, Benevolence, Good Will, Charity”; kindness: “Love of 

Persons for society”; or pity: “Griefe, for the Calamity of another, is Pitty; and ariseth from the 

imagination that the like calamity may befall himselfe; and therefore is called also Compassion, 

 

this point I am less concerned with Hobbes’s appropriate place on the spectrum of egoism, and more concerned with 
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and in the phrase of this present time a Fellow-Feeling.”98 Hobbes certainly opposed the 

existence of disinterested desires, but he allowed for desires that promoted the good of others on 

a selfish basis. Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist was largely the product of a narrow 

interpretation by the likes of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, and would remain popular throughout 

the century.    

 Hutcheson proceeded against Hobbes’s definition of laughter, much as he had against 

selfish schemes more generally, by demonstrating its inability to entirely account for the full 

range of human experience. For example, if laughter arose from feelings of superiority, how 

could one laugh at the wit of Homer? Or, why was an individual more likely to laugh at a dog’s 

ingenuity than its dullness. According to Hutcheson, Hobbes’s definition indicated that one 

should be moved to laughter if they witnessed another in pain or attended a tragedy. Hutcheson’s 

analysis ignored Hobbes’s definition of pity.99  

In turn, Hutcheson defined laughter as the consequence of an internal sense that 

perceived the ridiculous: “that which seems generally the cause of Laughter, is ‘the bringing 

together of images have contrary additional ideas, as well as some resemblance in the principal 

idea: this contrast between ideas of grandeur, dignity, sanctity, perfection, and the ideas of 

meanness, baseness, profanity, seems to be the very spirit of burlesque; and the greatest part of 

our raillery and jest is founded upon it.”100 Like the other internal senses, Hutcheson argued that 

the sense of the ridiculous was implanted by God to serve a specific purpose. Laughter was an 

expression of an internal sense that generally promoted positive dispositions. Laughter also 

encouraged the spread of kind affections; as well as being a means through which violent 
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passions could be suppressed, in ourselves and others. The “Reflections on Laughter” were a 

microcosm of the role of Hobbes in Hutcheson’s larger project. Hutcheson deployed Hobbism to 

undermine refined self-love and justify his insistence on altruistic motives for virtuous actions.   

 Three year later, Hutcheson published the Essay, a refinement of his arguments about the 

disinterested nature of virtue and the necessity of a moral sense against the challenges posed by 

rationalism and John Clarke’s defence of selfishness. The Essay is significant for the reception of 

Hobbes as Hutcheson now made explicit the connection between Hobbesian hard egoism and the 

prevalence of refined self-love in a major work. Along with further cementing Hobbes’s 

reputation as a moral and psychological egoist, Hutcheson suggested that all selfish motives were 

evidence of Hobbism, forcing, at least in the case of Archibald Campbell, defenders of the selfish 

hypothesis to reckon with the association.  

 The first treatise of the Essay initially followed the example of the Inquiry by associating 

egoism with Epicureanism. In an early description of the difference between public and selfish 

desires, Hutcheson argued that the division, “has been disputed since Epicurus; who with his old 

Followers, and some of late, who detest other parts of his Scheme, maintain, ‘that all our Desires 

are selfish: or, that what every one intends or designs ultimately, in each Action, is the obtaining 

Pleasure to himself, or the avoiding his own private Pain.”101 Shortly after, Hutcheson again 

connected refined self-love with Epicureanism, describing “those who alleg, that our 

Benevolence may arise from prospect of secular Advantage, Honour, Self-Approbation, or future 

Rewards,” as “but the best Defenders of this part of the Scheme of Epicurus.”102 Early in the 

Essay, Hutcheson remained consistent with the Inquiry in maintaining that the reduction of 

 

101 Hutcheson, Essay, 13.  
102 Ibid., 19-20. 
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benevolent actions to selfish motives was a species of revived Epicureanism without explicitly 

referring to Hobbes.  

 Whatever Hutcheson’s intentions may have been, any possible distinction between 

Epicureanism and Hobbism eroded later in the Essay. For example, in a passage which described 

how the natural judgments of the moral sense could not be ignored, Hutcheson argued, “[the 

moral sense] is so rooted in our Nature, that no Education, false Principles, depraved Habits, or 

even Affectation itself can entirely root it out. Lucretius and Hobbes shew themselves in 

innumerable Instances struck with some moral Species; they are full of Expression of 

Admiration, Gratitude, Praise, Desire of doing Good; and of Censure, Disapprobation, Aversion 

to some Forms of Vice.”103 Hutcheson played on Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist, now 

alongside Lucretius, to justify a natural perception of approbation and disapproval as the basis of 

objective moral distinctions rooted in human nature. Hutcheson avoided portraying Hobbes as 

one who explained benevolent actions in egoistic terms, soft-egoism or refined self-love, 

insisting that he denied their existence of altogether. Hutcheson argued that Hobbes’s 

philosophy, which was supposed to deny the existence of benevolence, was littered with 

references to natural social affections, suggesting that he was aware of the absurdity of his 

egoism and incapable of ignoring the effects of his own moral sense.  

 Hutcheson’s explicitly linked Hobbism with refined self-love in the final pages of the 

first treatise.  

There are two Opinions on this Subject entirely opposite: The one that of the old 

Epicureans, as it is beautifully explained in the first Book of Cicero, De finibus; 

which is revived by Mr. Hobbes, and followed by many better Writers: ‘That all 

the Desires of the human Mind, nay of all thinking Natures, are reducible to Self-
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Love, or Desire of private Happiness: That from this Desire all Actions of any 

Agent do flow.’ Our Christian Moralists introduce other sorts of Happiness to be 

desired, but still ‘tis the Prospect of private Happiness, which, with some of them, 

is the sole Motive of Election. And that, in like manner, what determines any 

Agent to approve his own Action, is its Tendency to his private Happiness in the 

whole, tho it may bring present Pain along with it: That the Approbation of the 

Action of another, is from an Opinion of its Tendency to the Happiness of the 

Approver, either immediately or more remotely: That each Agent may discover it 

to be the surest way to promote his private Happiness, to do publickly useful 

Actions, and to abstain from those which are publickly hurtful: That the neglecting 

to observe this, and doing publickly hurtful Actions, does mischief to the whole of 

Mankind, by hurting any one part; that every one has some little damage by this 

Action: Such an inadvertent Person might possibly be pernicious to any one, 

were he in his Neighbourhood; and the very Example of such Actions may extend 

over the whole World, and produce some pernicious Effects upon any Observer. 

That therefore every one may look upon such Actions as hurtful to himself, and in 

this view does disapprove them, and hates the Agent. In the like manner, a 

publickly useful Action may diffuse some small Advantage to every Observer, 

whence he may approve it, and love the Agent.104 

Hutcheson, in his second major work, now placed Hobbes as the source of a revived 

Epicureanism that reduced all actions, whether selfish or for the sake of others, to egoism. He 

still interpreted Hobbes’s egoism narrowly, but now suggested that he had been followed by 

better writers, likely referring to the likes of Pufendorf and Cumberland. Those philosophers had 

argued for social and benevolent actions from selfish motives, an argument Hutcheson denied to 

Hobbes. But this passage, positioned as his final words on the subject of the selfish hypothesis, 

signified Hutcheson’s stance on egoism: it was all downright Hobbism. Hutcheson again pointed 

to the limitations of egoism, “This Scheme can never account for the principal Actions of human 

Life: Such as the Offices of Friendship, Gratitude, natural Affection, Generosity, publick Spirit, 

Compassion.” He repeated his claims that selfishness could not explain the approbation of 

amiable “Actions done in distant Ages and Nations,” or the disapproval of publicly useful 

actions motivated purely by self-interest. This was contrasted with Hutcheson’s own argument:  
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That we have not only Self-Love, but benevolent Affections also towards others, in 

various Degrees, making us desire their Happiness as an ultimate End, without 

any view to private Happiness: That we have a moral Sense or Determination of 

our Mind, to approve every kind Affection either in our selves or others, as all 

publickly useful Actions which we imagined do flow from such Affection, 

without our having a view to our private Happiness, in our Approbation of these 

Actions.105   

 Hobbes appeared in one additional context in the Essay. In the treatise against 

rationalism, Hutcheson insisted that individuals could not approve or disapprove their own moral 

sense. He argued that the inability of the individual to approve or disapprove of the moral sense 

indicated that it was the basis of moral judgments, antecedent to reason. Even if reason, custom, 

or self-love, motivated an actor to identify his or her happiness with something that was morally 

wrong, they would be plagued by internal dissatisfaction. Hutcheson associated Hobbes’s 

description of humanity’s natural state with a perverse human constitution in which self-love 

excited individuals to counteract their natural moral sense.106 A similar argument was made 

earlier in the Essay without direct mention of Hobbes,  

But some Men have piqued themselves so much upon representing ‘all our 

Affections as selfish; as if each Person were in his whole Frame only a separate 

System from his Fellows, so that there was nothing in his Constitution leading him 

to a publick Interest, further than he apprehended it subservient to his own private 

Interest; and this Interest made nothing else, than the gratifying our external 

Senses and Imagination, or obtaining the Means of it:’ that thereby the Wisdom of 

Goodness of the Author of our Nature is traduced, as if he had given us the 

strongest Dispositions toward what he had in his Laws prohibited; and directed 

us, by Frame of our Nature, to the meanest and most contemptible; as if what all 

good Men have represented as the Excellence of our Nature, were a Force or 

Constraint put upon it by Art or Authority.107  

In both instances Hutcheson referred to an alternative constitution of human nature which 

contradicted God’s goodness and wisdom, leading to a Hobbesian depiction of the state of 
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nature. These arguments further reinforced Hutcheson’s depiction of Hobbes as a hard egoist by 

depicting his portrayal of the state of nature as a result of a complete misunderstanding of human 

nature and a denial of natural social affections. 

 Along with importing the notion of a disinterested moral sense and a positive 

interpretation of human nature, Hutcheson also borrowed Shaftesbury’s description of 

“Enlightened” Hobbism. In defending his argument that virtue must have disinterested and 

altruistic motives, Hutcheson portrayed Hobbes as a hard egoist as a means of repudiating the 

prevalence of egoism in contemporary moral philosophy. Significantly, Hutcheson’s use of 

Hobbes continued the Shaftesburian project of carving out a space for a humanistic moral 

philosophy disentangled from theology and distinct from Hobbes’s notoriety. By portraying 

Hobbes as an egoist, Hutcheson and Shaftesbury attempted to distract from their own similarities 

with Hobbes. As much as we may be tempted to interpret Shaftesbury and Hutcheson as 

negatively reacting to Hobbes’s philosophical project, it is important to recognize that they 

contributed to the Hobbesian project of wresting morality from theology and the otherworldly, 

effectively making it a social science.  

Hutcheson’s portrayal of Hobbes had two significant consequences. First, one could 

argue that Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist took hold because of the writings of Shaftesbury 

and Hutcheson. Previously, there was little evidence that contemporaries opposed Hobbes’s 

selfish psychology in a moral context.108 Second, by strongly associating Hobbism with 

 

108 For examples of later moralists and divines using Hobbes in a similar context, see Warburton, A Critical and 

Philosophical Enquiry into the Causes of Prodigies and Miracles (1727), 26-31; London Magazine (1739), 16; John 

Edmonds, A Discourse on the Service of God (1743), 101-2; Henry Grove, A System of Moral Philosophy, 2 vols. 

(1749), 1:346, 2:134-35; John Hildrop, An Essay on Honour In Several Letters (1741), 85-86; Dennis DeCoetlogon, 

A Universal History of Arts and Sciences, 2 vols. (1745), 1:938; Henry Layng, A Sermon Preached in the Parish 

Court of All-Saints in Northampton (Northampton, 1746), 4-5; Samuel Collet, The Christian Rule of Love, as it 
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selfishness, Hutcheson compelled later moralists and divines who believed human beings to be 

fundamentally selfish to contend with the association with Hobbism. The remainder of this 

chapter analyses how Archibald Campbell reacted to this association by further emphasizing 

Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist and turning to the issue of sociability. The following chapter 

discusses how English and Irish divines took advantage of Hobbes’s reputation as an egoist as a 

means of discrediting the positive interpretation of human nature and reinforcing the moral 

necessity of the Church in social and civil terms by turning to the issues of obligation, utility, and 

prudence.  

Campbell and Hobbism 

 Archibald Campbell (1691-1756) was a Church of Scotland minister and theologian 

educated at the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow. At Glasgow he was a student of Simson, 

with whom he remained in touch throughout his career. Campbell subscribed to the Confession 

by 1718, and had been ordained to combined parishes south of Stirling, a position he would hold 

until his appointment as Professor of Divinity and Ecclesiastical History at St. Andrews.109 

Between 1728 and 1739, Campbell authored a series of works on two main themes.110 The first, 

An Enquiry into the Original of Moral Virtue, was in reaction to Mandeville’s Fable and 

Hutcheson’s Inquiry. It was a defence of the positive interpretation of human nature against the 

 

respects their Conduct to one another, exhibited in a clear and distinct Light. In a Discourse on the Duty of Love 

(1742), 37. Writers also acknowledged the association between Hobbes and selfishness by defending true self-love 

or accepting the charge as evidence of humanity’s fallen state, see Anonymous, Thoughts on the Love of God 

(1725), 22-23; Elisha Smith, The Cure of Deism, Or, The Mediatoral Scheme by Jesus Christ The Only True 

Religion, 2 vols. (1736), 2:96-100; Herbert, The Establishment Vindicated Against the Advocates for Licentiousness 

(1730), 40-41; Andrew Snape, Forty Five Sermons on Several Subjects, 3 vols. (1745), 1:460-63. 
109 Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry,” 74-82. 
110 Archibald Campbell, Professor Campbell’s Further Explications With Respect to Some Articles of the former 

Charge, wherein the R. Committee for Purity of Doctrine have declar’d themselves not satisfy’d (Edinburgh, 1736). 
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shared pessimism, voluntarism, and rigorism of conservative Calvinism and Mandeville.111 

While Campbell opposed conservative Calvinism from a moderate perspective, he also defended 

Christianity from the rationalism of the Deists, particularly Tindal. Campbell authored A 

Discourse Proving the Apostles were no Enthusiasts (1730), Oratio de Vanitate Luminis Naturae 

(1733), and The Necessity of Revelation (1739); which together argued that human reason was 

incapable of determining core philosophical truths without the aid of revelation.112 The latter 

argument allowed Campbell to navigate a middle path between conservative Calvinism and 

Deism by arguing that human beings were only morally sufficient, as based on the constitution of 

their natures and reason, after they had received core philosophical truths from revelation.113 

Campbell has only recently received sustained attention from historians, most often for his role 

in the Scottish Enlightenment and his defence of selfishness.114 

 Campbell’s Enquiry is significant because the expanded second edition of 1733 added 

numerous references to Hobbes and De Cive, as well as an appendix disputing Hobbes’s account 

of sociability. Hobbes was completely absent from the first edition of the work published in 

1728.115 Campbell’s Enquiry rooted natural social affections and unalterable moral distinctions 

in self-love. He argued, “The fundamental Principle upon which I build, or from which I deduce 

all that I maintain in the foregoing Enquiry, is Self-love, or Self-Preservation, which I all along 

conceive, as an essential Ingredient in the inmost Nature of all Beings whatsoever.” Campbell’s 

 

111 Campbell, Enquiry. 
112 Archibald Campbell, A Discourse Proving that the Apostles Were No Enthusiasts (1730); Campbell, Oratio De 
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114 For example, see Turco, “Sympathy and Moral Sense”; Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry”; Maurer, Self-Love, 

Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis; Paul Sagar, “Sociability, Luxury and Sympathy: The Case of Archibald 

Campbell,” History of European Ideas 39, no. 6 (2013): 791-814.   
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was a hedonistic interpretation of self-love in which human beings were driven by pleasure and 

pain.116 He socialized self-love by arguing that human beings had a natural social disposition and 

were incapable of enjoying happiness in solitude. He buttressed this argument by insisting that 

humans were capable of recognizing similarities between each other, enabling them to view 

other rational agents as second selves.117 This allowed Campbell to pave the way for benevolent 

actions rooted in the desire for esteem,  

And all Men, according to the Frame of human Nature, being absolutely govern’d 

by Self-love, we must necessarily entertain a Value and Good-liking for ourselves, 

and as necessarily pursue the Gratification of this Principle; bearing always an 

invincible Aversion to all such instances of any Man’s Conduct toward us, as do 

not conspire and agree with it. Nor is there any Thing that can suit or correspond 

with this natural Taste or Turn of our Mind, but such a Deportment in others, as 

expresseth their Love, their Good liking, and Esteem of us.118  

Campbell used the concepts of second selves and the desire for esteem to allow individuals to 

identify and pursue the happiness of other rational agents as the means of securing their own 

happiness through benevolent actions.119 Campbell used the desire for esteem as the basis for his 

definition of virtue, “Moral Virtue directly consists in this Love and Esteem which one rational 

Agent bears to another.”120 Campbell arguably pursued the same goal as Hutcheson: to 

demonstrate that human beings were naturally framed for benevolence; but he was unwilling to 

abandon interest as the chief motive for actions. Campbell’s inclusion of Hobbes in the 1733 

edition of the Enquiry can be explained as a response to Hutcheson’s portrayal of refined self-

 

116 Campbell, Enquiry, 258-61. 
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Sense,” 99-100.  
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love as a species of Hobbism. Campbell, a proponent of selfishness, was thus obliged to 

distinguish his own brand of egoism from that associated with Hobbes.    

 Despite their roots in the Scottish context, Hutcheson and Campbell should be recognized 

as conscious contributors to an existing English discourse which had already adopted the tenets 

of the positive interpretation of human nature and practical morality. Their contributions to an 

English, or British, context have not always been recognized. Moore argues that Hutcheson’s 

attacks on Pufendorf were designed to undermine the prevalence of Calvinist natural law theories 

in the Scottish curriculum, but Hutcheson’s references to Cumberland alongside Pufendorf 

suggests an awareness of an English tradition which emphasized self-preservation as the basis 

for sociability.121 Combined with his consistent sparring with English rationalism, as seen in his 

published correspondence with Gilbert Burnet and in the Essay, Hutcheson exposed two pillars 

of English practical morality that often relied upon interest. The publishing history of Campbell’s 

Enquiry indicates that he consciously participated in an English moral discourse. 

 Skoczylas has uncovered the story behind the publication of Campbell’s Enquiry, though 

she too uses it chiefly to comment on the nature of the Scottish Enlightenment.122 Inspired by 

Mandeville’s Fable and Hutcheson’s Inquiry, Campbell turned to literary pursuits as a means of 

career advancement, completing the manuscript of the Enquiry by 1726. During the autumn of 

1726, Campbell travelled to London in order to find a publisher. Unable to secure the sale of the 

Enquiry, Campbell left the manuscript with a Scottish clergyman in Westminster, Dr. Alexander 

Innes, to secure publication. Innes already had a dubious reputation for immorality and fraud, of 

which Campbell must have been unaware. Innes and Campbell corresponded between 1726 and 
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1728 about the publication of the Enquiry, before Innes ultimately published it under his own 

name with the prefixed letter discussed in the previous chapter. Notably, Innes and Campbell 

discussed the hostile reception the Enquiry would receive in Scotland, almost certainly due to the 

positive interpretation of human nature present in the work, as one of the reason why Campbell 

travelled to London and desired to have the work published anonymously.  

While the Enquiry was assured a hostile reception in Scotland, the English context was a 

different matter. Many English divines had already embraced practical morality and the positive 

interpretation of human nature. Innes dedicated Arete-logia to the Lord Chancellor, Peter King, 

and was rewarded with a Church of England benefice. Skocyzlas argues that Campbell 

eventually returned to London in 1730, not only to expose Innes as a fraud, but to earn the 

patronage that was his due, either an English living or the professorship at St. Andrew’s. On his 

return to London, Campbell came under the wing of Edmund Gibson, Bishop of London, who 

provided him with connections to Walpole and the Earl of Islay. Following the Act of Union, the 

English and Scottish patronage systems were substantially more integrated, allowing for 

Campbell’s Enquiry, which was undeniably heterodox in Calvinist terms, to be translated into 

career promotion in his native land.123 Skoczylas uses Campbell’s story to illustrate the 

importance of post-Union patronage, the nature of authorship and publishing in the early 

eighteenth century, and the significance of the new commercial reality in Britain. Campbell’s 

Enquiry represented a moderate challenge to conservative Calvinism, with significant 

repercussion as seen in the later investigations by the General Assembly. But it was also 

attractive to the English elites that increasingly influenced the levers of Scottish patronage and 

career preferment. This is not to deny Campbell’s role as either representative of the shift to 
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moderation taking place within the Church of Scotland during the period, or an influence on said 

transition; but to suggest that he was a conscious participant in a British moral discourse.     

 Campbell’s inclusion of Hobbes in the 1733 edition of the Enquiry was a reaction to 

Hutcheson’s identification of egoism with Hobbism. Maurer argues that Campbell described a 

form of psychological egoism that accounted for benevolent actions, natural sociability, and 

objective moral distinctions, as a middle ground between Mandevillian egoism and Hutchesonian 

instinct.124 Similarly, Campbell’s Enquiry has also been interpreted as an early articulation of 

sympathy and a response to Hutchesonian altruism.125 But these arguments fail to account for 

why and how Campbell included Hobbes in the second edition of the Enquiry. Similarly, it is 

unlikely that Campbell’s contrasting himself against Hobbes was in response to his Scottish 

critics. Campbell’s Scottish critics, often from the conservative wing of the Church of Scotland, 

were outraged by the argument that self-love could produce virtuous actions. They did not 

disagree that humans were motivated by self-love, but they believed it to be a corrupted passion 

only capable of producing vice until the individual was inspired by the free gift of grace.126 
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Campbell’s line of argument against his ultra-orthodox critics can be seen in the preface to A 

Discourse Proving that the Apostles were no Enthusiasts (1730), the work in which he first took 

public ownership of the Enquiry.  

For to determine what is requisite to promote the good of any species of Beings, 

whose happiness depends upon the nature and quality of their actions apply’d to 

one another; we must not only demonstrate that there in nature fix’d and 

permanent rules, whereby if those Beings govern their actions, they will certainly 

attain happiness; but we must farther make it evident, that those Beings have 

sufficient information of such rules in their full compass and latitude, and of all 

things that are necessary to work upon their Passions (the only springs of action) 

in order to engage them carefully to pursue and observe them. Now it plainly 

appears to me, that mankind without supernatural light, have not this sufficient 

information.127  

Campbell aligned his moral philosophy with moderate Calvinism. He relied upon the argument 

that God did not deny grace to faithful believers against the notion of a restricted elect. Thus he 

addressed his Calvinist critics by agreeing that self-love alone was insufficient for virtue, and 

insisting that knowledge of core philosophical concepts from revelation was all that was 

necessary for humans to use their own self-love and reason to be virtuous.  

Campbell’s response to his Scottish critics was not indicative of his use of Hobbes as a 

means of distinguishing true self-love from its corrupted form. This process was not unlike that 

undertaken by Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. As described in earlier chapters, likely aware of their 

proximity to Hobbes in promoting a humanistic moral philosophy, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson 

distinguished between altruism and egoism, the latter being Hobbist. Campbell, a proponent of 

selfish benevolence, responded by distinguishing between true and corrupted self-love. An 

important aspect of the emergence of moral philosophy in Britain was navigating proximity to 

Hobbes and Hobbism.  
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 There is textual evidence that Campbell’s reordering of the second edition of the Enquiry, 

and the addition of Hobbes, was in response to Hutcheson’s associating of selfishness with 

Hobbism in the Essay. Campbell initially completed the manuscript for the Enquiry in 1726. 

Thus it is likely, unless he was informed that Hutcheson was the author of the anonymous Dublin 

Weekly Journal letters, that he was only aware of Hutcheson’s arguments in the Inquiry. 

Campbell was likely unaware of Hutcheson’s more hyperbolic condemnations of refined self-

love, explaining why he initially only responded to accusations of Epicureanism.128  

Campbell addressed the accusation that refined self-love was Epicureanism in the 1728 

edition of the Enquiry, which was structured into three parts: the first described Campbell’s 

moral philosophy and contrasted it against Mandeville; the second defended conspicuous 

consumption, or luxury, against Mandeville’s rigorist definition of virtue; and the third, 

described by Sagar as an appendix, defended selfishness from Hutcheson’s aspersions by 

suggesting that they were ultimately working towards the same goal.129 In the 1728 edition, it 

was only near the end of the text that Campbell addressed Hutcheson’s accusation that refined 

self-love was revived Epicureanism. “Some indeed raise a horrid Clamour against [self-love]; 

and the Man who goes about to contend for it, must expect to meet with the kind Imputation of 

vain, selfish, mercenary, a Disciple of Epicurus, and I know not what, perhaps a Destroyer of all 

Religion and Virtue.” Campbell responded by insisting that rational agents required an exciting 

motive which could only be self-love or interest.130 Campbell again addressed Hutcheson’s 

argument later in the Enquiry, the “World will condemn and slander me as a Disciple of 

 

128 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 208-9. 
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Epicurus, for being so prodigiously selfish, or so absolutely devoted to my own pleasure,” but 

hoped that Hutcheson’s “disinterested Benevolence” would allow him to recognize the 

similarities between Campbell’s desire for esteem and his own moral sense. Campbell believed 

they were fundamentally on the same side as they both advocated for human beings as naturally 

framed to judge actions according to their contribution to the happiness of others.131 Campbell 

felt that Hutcheson had unfairly portrayed his interpretation of selfishness as modern 

Epicureanism,  

So that, upon the whole, I will conclude that the sole and universal Motive to 

virtuous Actions, is Self-love, Interest, or Pleasure. Nor am I much afraid, that the 

impartial Reader will judge, that this wise Philosophy of the Moderns, as our 

Author is pleased ironically to call it, is any just Ground for that kind Imputation, 

which this Gentleman has the Goodness shrewdly to insinuate against the 

Maintainers of it, as if they  deserved no better Character than the Disciple of 

Epicurus.132  

Thus in 1726, Campbell was aware that Hutcheson had associated selfishness with 

Epicureanism, and while he disagreed with the charge, he seemed more concerned to 

demonstrate the similarities between their schemes, perhaps in hopes of softening Hutcheson’s 

stance.  

 Hutcheson did not soften his stance in later works. Campbell’s reaction can be found in 

the new preface to the 1733 edition and the altered structure of the text. Campbell claimed, “I 

must express my self deeply concerned, that the ingenious Author of the Enquiry into the 

Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, should seem so much out of Temper, and express 

himself in the Manner he does, when he comes to reflect on the Abettors of the Principles here 

maintain’d. . . I am only sorry, he would have the World to think us, that we are no better than 

 

131 Campbell, Enquiry, 435; Campbell, Arete-Logia, 321.  
132 Campbell, Enquiry, 463; Campbell, Arete-Logia, 367.  
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the Disciples of Epicurus.” Campbell claimed the charge of Epicureanism exposed himself, and 

likeminded moralists, “as a Set of Men that deny the Being of a God and Providence, and 

therefore dangerous human Society.” Campbell also addressed Hutcheson’s contrast between 

Shaftesbury and Epicurus, suggesting that Hutcheson had erected a false dichotomy between 

selfishness and altruism based on their respective reputations.133  

Historians have rightly noted that Campbell’s philosophical project was a response to 

Hutcheson, but have not explored how the changes made to the 1733 edition were a response to 

Hutcheson’s stronger repudiation of egoism in the Essay. In the preface, Campbell identified part 

of his response as rescuing self-love from association with notorious modern philosophers,  

And upon the whole, I conclude, that the Actions of rational Beings, one towards 

another, are to be counted virtuous, as they are proportion’d and adapted to the 

particular property of Self-Love, or a Desire after Happiness, which is universally 

essential to all intelligent Natures. —‘Tis in this particular View of Moral Virtue, 

that, to speak for my self, I clearly see, not only the Absurdity of that Scheme, 

which is proposed by the Author of the Fable of the Bees, but of what is advanced 

by Mr. Hobbes and Spinoza. And the very Reason that mov’d me to introduce the 

Term Self-love, and to make use of it all along in my Argument, is because those 

Authors, and all of their Party, do pretend, after an odd and inconsistent Manner, 

to prove, that moral Virtue must be a thing, since that Mankind can never act, but 

as they are influenc’d by Self-love.134 

 Campbell now portrayed the Enquiry as vindicating his principles from a direct attack made by 

Hutcheson.135  

 Campbell’s response to Hutcheson’s attack is also evident in the changes made to the 

structure of the Enquiry. The largest change between the two editions was the infusion of 

substantial classical citations, but Campbell also included numerous references to Hobbes in both 

 

133 Campbell, Enquiry, xii-xiv.  
134 Ibid., xvi-xvii. 
135 Ibid., xvii-xviii. 
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the first section, which outlined morality as desire for esteem, and in an additional appendix 

which repudiated Hobbes’s argument from the first chapter of De Cive that humanity’s natural 

state was that of “War; and not simply war, but a war of every man against every man.”136 

Campbell also reordered the text: the first treatise still espoused his own moral scheme (now in 

contrast to Hobbes and Mandeville), but was now followed by the appendix on Hobbes, and then 

the response to Hutcheson. His most sustained engagement with Mandeville, his defence of 

luxury consumption against Mandeville’s rigorist definition of virtue, was moved to the end of 

the text, making it seem somewhat superfluous to the broader defence of selfishness. Campbell 

positioned his own interpretation of self-love against that of Mandeville, Hobbes, and Spinoza in 

the preface, but he did not include additional engagement with Mandeville’s Fable in the second 

edition, and the Spinoza references often buttressed Campbell’s own claims against the 

arguments of Hobbes.137 It is fair to argue that the 1733 edition of the Enquiry responded to 

Hutcheson’s attack by identifying the difference between true self-love and Hobbesian egoism, 

reinforcing Hobbes’s reputation as a hard egoist.  

 Campbell almost exclusively referenced the first chapter of De Cive, a chapter wherein 

Hobbes used egoism to justify the claim that human beings were not born fit for society. For 

example, Hobbes denied that human beings sought friendship for its own sake,  

By nature, then, we are not looking for friends but for honour and advantage from 

them. This is what we are primarily after; friends are secondary. Men’s purpose in 

seeking each other’s company may be inferred from what they do once they meet. 

If they meet to do business, everyone is looking for profit not friendship. if the 

 

136 Hobbes, De Cive, 21-31, at 29.  
137 For example, in a passage repudiating Hobbes’s claim that differences of opinion lead to conflict, Campbell cited 

Spinoza as arguing that the desire of truth “is the Spring of all Gentleness and Humanity.” Campbell consistently 

cited Spinoza against Hobbes’s conclusions concerning natural sociability, see Campbell, Enquiry, 27-28, 30-31, 

202-3, 205-7, 221-23, 224-25. Campbell condemned Spinoza only when he was grouped with Hobbes and 

Mandeville as moral conventionalists, Enquiry, 201.  
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reason is public affairs, a kind of political relationship develops, which holds 

more mutual fear than love; it is sometimes the occasion of faction, but never of 

good will.  

According to Hobbes, “So clear is it from experience to anyone who gives any serious attention 

to human behaviour, that every voluntary encounter is a product either of mutual need or of the 

pursuit of glory.”138 Hobbes went on to argue that a combination of egoism, equality in the state 

of nature, the right to self-preservation, and mutual fear, indicated that human beings were not 

born fit for society and that the state of nature was a state of war. Hobbes insisted that human 

beings had to be instructed to be sociable.139 This chapter was convenient for Campbell as it 

allowed him to contrast his own interpretation of self-love, which enabled benevolent actions and 

natural sociability, against Hobbesian pessimism.    

 Campbell’s strategy was not to discredit egoism as a species of Hobbism, but to suggest 

that Hobbes had fundamentally misunderstood the concept of self-love. The first treatise 

identified Hobbes as a philosopher who erroneously defined human nature, “that Mankind have 

naturally no kind Dispositions, that prompt them to associate together.”140 This was not a just 

reading of Hobbes. As demonstrated above, Hobbes’s concept of the imagination allowed for 

one to desire for the good of another, and even the first chapter of De Cive indicated a natural 

desire of society,  

Any one who believes that one should remain in that state, in which all is allowed 

to all, is contradicting himself; for by natural necessity every man seeks his own 

good, but no one believes that the war of all against all which naturally belongs to 

such a state, is good for him. And so it comes about that we are driven by mutual 

 

138 Hobbes, De Cive, 22-23. 
139 Ibid., 21-31. 
140 Campbell, Enquiry, 27. 
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fear to believe that we must emerge from such a state and seek allies; so that if we 

must have war, it will not be a war against all men without aid.141  

Campbell highlighted Hobbes’s argument that fear was excited by the “bare Sight of our Fellow-

men,” causing other rational agents to “necessarily appear to us under the Notion of Evil, as 

Persons that are about to invade our Well-being; or we must apprehend something or other in the 

human nature, that disposes every Individual that partakes of it, to disturb his Fellow, or to 

involve him in Misery.”142 In De Cive, Hobbes had used the example of travelling armed as 

evidence of mutual fear, and fear of others encroaching on one’s natural right as a cause of 

misery in the state of nature.143 Campbell highlighted additional arguments from De Cive to 

indicate Hobbes’s hard egoism: his argument that equality of power in the state of nature caused 

conflict because of mutual fear and jealousy; and his dismissal of natural affections, because “if 

we lov’d Mankind under the Notion of their being of our Species, we should love all Men 

equally”; and the aforementioned argument that human beings only associated for profit and 

honour.”144  

By highlighting these passages Campbell portrayed Hobbes as a hard egoist, while also 

demonstrating that the same concepts performed differently within a proper interpretation of self-

love. For example, equality in the state of nature was not a problem if we view other rational 

agents as second selves and desire their esteem. Similarly, associating for profit and honour was 

not a denial of friendship as a primary goal, but an indication of the natural desire for esteem.    

 The appendix specifically engaged with Hobbes’s description in De Cive of the state of 

nature as a “War of All against All.” Campbell’s goal was to further contrast his own soft egoism 

 

141 Hobbes, De Cive, 30.  
142 Campbell, Enquiry, 23-24. 
143 Hobbes, De Cive, 25-26. 
144 Campbell, Enquiry, 31-35; Hobbes, De Cive, 22, 26.  
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from Hobbes’s harder variant. He did so by insisting that the difference between true self-love 

and its corrupted form could be identified on the basis of sociability. Campbell identified three 

arguments from De Cive that supported Hobbes’s description of the state of nature, “‘That 

Mankind are mutually ill affected, and are not naturally form’d to Society; is their differing in 

Opinion; their settling their Appetites on one particular Object; and their affecting Dominion 

rather than Society.”145 By identifying the differences between himself and Hobbes on the issues 

of natural social affections and sociability, Campbell effectively argued that refined self-love 

was not a species of Hobbism as Hutcheson had suggested. 

 Campbell first portrayed Hobbes as arguing, “that in our inward Constitution we are so 

framed, that, on our Opinion and Sentiments, we cannot but differ from one another, and, from 

these Differences, be necessarily involved in mutual Hatred and Oppression.”146 This was 

another narrow reading of Hobbes. Hobbes had argued, “Intellectual dissension too is extremely 

serious; that kind of strife inevitably causes the worst conflicts. For even apart from open 

contention, the mere act of disagreement is offensive. Not to agree with someone on an issue is 

tacitly to accuse him of error on the issue, just as to dissent from him in a large number of points 

is tantamount to calling him a fool.” According to Hobbes, this conflict arose from the 

propensity to overvalue oneself,  

In the state of nature of nature there is in all men a will to do harm, but not for the 

same reason or with equal culpability. One man practises the equality of nature, 

and allows others everything which he allows himself; this is the mark of a 

modest man, one who has a true estimate of his own capacities. Another, 

supposing himself superior to others, wants to be allowed everything, and 

 

145 Campbell, Enquiry, 215. 
146 Ibid., 216. 
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demands more honour for himself than others have; that is the sign of an 

aggressive character.147  

Campbell attempted to portray Hobbes’s description of differing opinions as a cause of conflict 

as a universal characteristic of human nature. In reality, Hobbes described competing opinions as 

a potential cause of conflict because of the natural tendency of human beings, especially those 

lacking sufficient experience, for self-overvaluation. To Hobbes this would inevitably result in a 

state of war in a lawless state of nature because even modest individuals would have to be 

prepared to defend their right of self-preservation against potential invasion by the vainglorious.  

 Campbell provided three responses to Hobbes’s argument that are indicative of his 

defence of selfishness. First, as a consequence of all humans being framed the same, differences 

of opinion could not be natural, and thus conflict could not be natural to human nature. Second, 

that human beings were sensible they had “no Pretensions to Infallibility,” thus “when we look 

into human Nature, we see that such Admonitions must naturally tend to produce in one’s Mind 

the Pleasure of Gratitude, and to increase People’s kind Affections one towards another.” Third, 

that Hobbes’s identification of religious disputes as particularly harmful differences of opinions 

was not evidence that conflict was natural to human beings; but that the preferments, honours, 

and riches attached to opinions in civil society encouraged a narrow self-interest that caused 

conflict.148  

By identifying Hobbes’s passage concerning differences of opinion as a source of 

conflict, Campbell was able to distinguish himself from Hobbes on three issues. First, he 

portrayed Hobbes as a denier of social affections and natural sociability. Second, he made the 

point that Hobbes had erroneously drawn his state of nature from his experience of civil society. 

 

147 Hobbes, De Cive, 26. 
148 Campbell, Enquiry, 216-226, at 221-23. 
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Campbell argued that all human beings were created naturally social and any conflict was the 

result of the unnatural passions associated with civil society. This argument was evidence of his 

reworking of traditional Protestant arguments about the fall and grace into the operations of 

reason and self-love, which were corrupted without the sufficient truths of revelation. Third, he 

argued that Hobbes’s conclusions were derived from a narrow interpretation of self-love in a 

civil context influenced by factionalism, rewards, and preferments. True self-love, as described 

by Campbell, was built upon the desire for esteem of all rational agents, including God.149 Thus 

Campbell reinforced the difference between Hobbes’s hard egoism and his own softer variant.     

 Campbell followed a similar procedure with the two other causes for Hobbes’s war of all 

against all. Against Hobbes’s argument that, “Peoples placing their Appetites on one particular 

Object, which can neither be enjoy’d in common, nor yet divided among them; for here no one 

yielding to another, the stronger must carry it, and who that stronger is, must be decided by 

Blows”; Campbell argued that taste’s differed based on experience, and thus it would be 

impossible for all of humanity to share the same appetite and be engulfed into a state of war. He 

also argued that the combination of the desire for self-preservation and reason would deter 

human beings from using violence to attain their ends, evidence that he was influenced by the 

enlightened self-interest of the natural law tradition.150 The third argument identified by 

 

149 For Campbell’s emphasis on true self-love, see Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 166-67.  
150 Campbell, Enquiry, 226-28; Hobbes, De Cive, 27. This section contains one of the rare references to another 

Hobbes text, the sixth chapter of Leviathan. Hobbes argued, “And because the constitution of a mans Body, is in 

continually mutation; it is impossible that all same things should alwayes cause in him the same Appetites, and 

Aversions: much lesse can all men consent, in the Desire of almost any one and the same Object.” Hobbes, 

Leviathan, 2:80. Campbell insinuated that Hobbes meant that humans could not conspire in affecting the same 

object. This either indicates that Campbell was referring to the Latin Leviathan in which the “almost any” was 

removed, or he was narrowly reading Hobbes to identify a contradiction. Hobbes had argued in an earlier passage 

that some appetites and aversions were natural to human beings, including those for food, excretion, and 

exoneration. Campbell’s reading was narrow regardless, as Hobbes did not argue that the state of war was caused by  

all human beings desiring the same object, but that a number of sources of conflict combined with the right to self-
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Campbell was, “That since the Advantages and Enjoyments of Life are much easier gain’d by 

one’s having Dominion over others, than by being united with them in Society; it cannot be 

doubted, but that all Men, if Fear did not hinder them, would by a natural Propension, be more 

strongly carried to Dominion than to Society.”151 Campbell argued that Hobbes contradicted his 

own statement about “Man’s having a natural Passion of Mind to subdue and break by his 

Fellow-men, that he may make use of them, like so many brute Creatures or Beasts of Burden, in 

serving his own Purposes, without bearing them any Sort of kind Affections that can incline him 

to regard their Well-being and Happiness,” by insisting that fear could push human beings to 

socialize.152 To Campbell, this was an admission by Hobbes that humans were naturally social. 

Like Hutcheson, Campbell interpreted Hobbes’s description of the desire for dominion as an 

indication of hard egoism.153 

 The remainder of the appendix elaborated on the themes identified above. According to 

Campbell, Hobbes’s two primary errors, that humans were born unfit for society (or lacked 

natural social affections) and framed for natural conflict, resulted from his misidentification of 

the real state of nature. Hobbes had based his understanding of human nature on a corrupt state 

of humanity in civil society. According to Campbell, civil society was a state in which unnatural 

desires and factionalism had narrowed human interest with disastrous effect. This allowed 

Campbell to distinguish between true self-love and the corrupted Hobbesian variant. The former 

was based on the desire for esteem and encouraged all rational beings to act for the benefit of 

others; the latter was corrupted by unnatural desires and lacked an extensive desire for esteem, 

 

preservation in a lawless state of nature conspired to create the perception of a state of war even during moments of 

respite from conflict.  
151 Campbell, Enquiry, 229-30; Hobbes, De Cive, 24. 
152 Campbell, Enquiry, 229-30. 
153 Ibid., 334-35. 
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narrowing interest to the self or the faction.154 Campbell’s use of Hobbes’s first chapter of De 

Cive was a response to Hutcheson’s condemnation of refined self-love as Hobbism. Campbell 

portrayed Hobbes as denying the existence of natural social affections and sociability to stress 

the difference between the pessimistic selfishness of Hobbes, and an egoism which accounted for 

benevolence and natural sociability. For the reception of Hobbes, this only reinforced his 

reputation as a hard egoist who articulated a pessimistic interpretation of human nature and 

rejected the existence of benevolence.  

Disentangling Hobbes and Mandeville 

 This chapter has argued that Francis Hutcheson, following the example of Shaftesbury, 

emphasized Hobbes’s egoism as a means of insisting that virtuous actions must be altruistic. 

Both Hutcheson and Campbell contended with the proximity of Hobbes to Enlightenment moral 

philosophy by portraying him as a hard egoist who denied natural sociability. This raises the 

question as to the role of Mandeville’s Fable in this debate. The historiography poses two 

problems that may be traced to Kaye’s 1924 edition of the Fable. Referring to Hutcheson’s 

reaction to Mandeville, Kaye argued, “Now, Mandeville was an obsession with Hutcheson. He 

could hardly write a book without devoting much of it to attacking the Fable. . . . It is 

inconceivable that Hutcheson could have lectured without often analysing Mandeville’s point of 

view.”155 Kaye directed the reader to a footnote in the second volume of his scholarly edition of 

the Fable where he insisted that “Francis Hutcheson was Mandeville’s most persistent 

 

154 Ibid., 234-54. Further evidence that Campbell referenced the Latin Leviathan can be found in his argument that it 

was Hobbes’s opinion that the state of nature took place in the “Days of Cain and Abel.” Hobbes included a passage 

about Cain and Abel in the Latin Leviathan, though he did not argue that was when the state of nature took place. 

Hobbes used the story of Cain and Abel to indicate that a lack of a common power created a state of lawlessness. 

Campbell, Enquiry, 242; Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:194. 
155 Kaye, Fable of the Bees, 1:cxli. 
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opponent.” Kaye argued that the “Reflections,” Inquiry, and a series of letters to the Dublin 

Weekly Journal were indicative of Hutcheson’s obsession with Mandeville and the Fable.156 This 

assertion was repeated by Hundert, who claims, “Francis Hutcheson, of whom it was said that he 

could give no lecture from his chair at Glasgow without criticizing Mandeville.” Hundert cited 

Hutcheson’s letters against Mandeville in the Dublin Weekly Journal, but did not provide 

additional evidence for this assertion, suggesting that he repeated Kaye’s claim.157 Kaye’s and 

Hundert’s argument has been repeated by both Mautner and Tolonen; although both challenge 

the notion that Hutcheson’s works should be interpreted primarily as a reaction to Mandeville 

and the Fable.158 

 Kaye’s second influential argument was that Mandeville had inherited “the office of Lord 

High-Bogyman, which Hobbes had held in the preceding century.”159 The notion that Mandeville 

represented a reimagining of Hobbesian ideas and themes for a new enlightened age remains 

relevant. For example, Skoczylas argues that “Mandeville became for his generation the ogre of 

infidelity and the intellectual arch-villain that Hobbes had represented for the seventeenth 

century”; and Gill argues, “Hutcheson’s relationship to Mandeville was thus very similar to 

Shaftesbury’s relationship to Hobbes. Hobbes was Shaftesbury’s bête noire, the exemplar of the 

egoistic Negative Answer that Shaftesbury found anathema. And similarly, Mandeville, who was 

explicitly indebted to Hobbes, was bête noir to Hutcheson, who was explicitly indebted to 

Shaftesbury.”160 There is some merit to this argument in particular contexts. For example, 

Scottish intellectuals defended conspicuous consumption in a commercial society by challenging 

 

156 Ibid., 2:345-46n1. 
157 Hundert, Enlightenment’s Fable, 57. 
158 Mautner, On Human Nature, 37; Tolonen, Mandeville and Hume, 55.  
159 Kaye, Fable of the Bees, 1:cxvi. 
160 Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry,” 87; Gill, British Moralists, 143. See also, Darwall, British Moralists, 207-10; 

Haakonssen, Natural Law and Moral Philosophy. 68-69, Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:173-74. 
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Mandeville’s rigorist argument that all luxury was vice.161 Similarly, Robertson argues that 

Mandeville introduced Augustinian Epicureanism to the Scottish context, a necessary bedrock to 

the emerging Scottish Enlightenment.162 Maurer argues that Mandeville was used by Hutcheson 

and Campbell as a backdoor to criticizing conservative Calvinism, particularly through his 

rigorist ethics.163 But these two arguments: that Hutcheson was obsessed with the Fable, and that 

Mandeville replaced Hobbes as the bête noir for the Enlightenment; distract historians from 

investigating how Hutcheson and Campbell used Hobbes and Mandeville for distinct purposes. 

Hobbes did not disappear during the eighteenth century. On the contrary, emerging debates about 

the moral value of selfishness in a humanistic moral framework breathed new life into his 

notoriety.  

 This section makes three arguments. First, Hutcheson was not obsessed with Mandeville. 

Second, neither Hutcheson nor Campbell interpreted Mandeville primarily as an egoist, either as 

a replacement or addition to Hobbes. Third, while the 1728 edition of Campbell’s Enquiry was 

written against Mandeville, the changes made to the 1733 edition indicate a new focus on 

Hobbism. The purpose of this section is not to diminish the role of Mandeville in the eighteenth-

century British moral discourse, but to untangle Mandeville from Hobbes. Hobbes and 

Mandeville served different purposes for eighteenth-century moralists and divines. Hobbes’s 

ideas and reputation remained a potent force during the early Enlightenment in Britain.  

 

161 Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry”; Sagar, “Sociability, Luxury, and Sympathy”; Hont, “The Early Enlightenment 

Debate on Commerce and Luxury”; M. M. Goldsmith, “Regulating Anew the Moral and Political Sentiments of 

Mankind: Bernard Mandeville and the Scottish Enlightenment,” The Journal of the History of Ideas 49, no. 4 

(1988): 587-606; Lisa Broussois, “Francis Hutcheson on Luxury and Intemperance: The Mandeville Threat,” 

History of European Ideas 41, no. 8 (2015): 1093-1106; Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish-Hypothesis, 

154-58. 
162 Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 261-89 This interpretation may be challenged by the argument that 

earlier Scottish intellectuals, particularly John Simson, were already influenced by the moderate Calvinism present 

on the Continent. For example, see Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry,” 68-74; Maurer, “Campbell and the 

Committee,” 257-58; Maurer, “Doctrinal Issues,” 355-58.   
163 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 158-69. 
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  Kaye’s argument that Hutcheson was obsessed with Mandeville relied upon interpreting 

the “Reflections,” the Inquiry, and the “Remarks upon the Fable of the Bees,” as part of a 

consistent anti-Mandevillian project.164 This argument is challenged by the fact that Mandeville 

was not mentioned in the “Reflections,” was cited sparingly in the Inquiry and the Essay, and 

that the “Remarks” were not consistent with his established position against egoism and refined 

self-love. One of the initial causes for assuming that Hutcheson identified egoism with 

Mandeville was the initial subtitle of the Inquiry, “In which The Principles of the late Earl of 

Shaftesbury are Explain’d and Defended, against the author of the Fable of the Bees.”165 But this 

subtitle only appeared in the first printing of the first edition of the Inquiry, and the text cannot 

be read as a direct refutation of Mandeville’s Fable like other works in the genre.166 The 

inclusion of the subtitle and limited references to Mandeville in the Inquiry were perhaps 

reactions on the part of Hutcheson, or his publisher, to the furore caused by the presentment of 

the Fable to the Middlesex grand jury in 1723.  

 The most effective means of interpreting the distinct roles of Hobbes and Mandeville in 

Hutcheson’s works is to begin with the “Remarks,” Hutcheson’s explicit response to the Fable. 

The “Remarks” were a second series of letters published in the Dublin Weekly Journal following 

the “Reflections on Laughter.” As demonstrated above, Hutcheson clearly argued that Hobbesian 

egoism was the first principle upon which promoters of refined self-love recovered an Epicurean 

philosophy that denied the existence of natural benevolent affections. In contrast, Hutcheson 

 

164 “Remarks from the Fable of the Bees” is the collection of three letters of the Dublin Weekly Journal published in 

February of 1726 (nos. 45-47). This chapter refers to the 1750 collection, see Hutcheson, Reflections. 
165 See Kaye, Fable of the Bees, 2:345-46; Goldsmith, “Regulating Anew The Moral and Political Sentiments,” 596-

601. 
166 Mautner, On Human Nature, 37-38. Robertson recognizes that the subtitle did not indicate that the work 

explicitly targeted Mandeville, but then argued that Hutcheson’s references to Epicureanism were indirect attacks on 

Mandeville. Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 283-89. Rivers argues that the change in subtitles indicated that 

Hutcheson’s primary goal was to rehabilitate to Shaftesbury. Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:159-60.   
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began the “Remarks” by arguing, “I do not intend any answer to [the Fable]; but rather hereafter 

to shew it to be unanswerable, notwithstanding the zealous attempts of some of the clergy.”167 

Despite describing Hobbes as an assertor of palpable absurdities and ill-natured nonsense, 

Hutcheson’s moral argument was erected on the notion that the selfish hypothesis could be 

repudiated by demonstrating that egoism could not account for the whole range of human 

experience.168 The “Remarks” engaged a different issue, Mandeville’s argument that private 

vices were public benefits.169 In doing so, Hutcheson engaged with Mandeville’s rigorist 

definition of virtue.170 Mandeville’s rigorism was a core component of his defence of luxury as a 

public benefit, “everything is to be Luxury (as in strictness it ought) that is not immediately 

necessary to make Man subsist as he is a living Creature.”171 Mandeville argued that all 

consumption not immediately necessary for self-preservation was luxury, and consequently a 

vice, because it was giving in to one’s passions. According to Mandeville, virtue was the 

conquering of one’s passions and desires, and could only be accomplished with the aid of grace. 

Hutcheson focused on Mandeville’s economic argument when he objected to Mandeville’s moral 

definitions,  

Now if any own that the increase of trade promotes the present happiness of 

human life in the whole, and yet maintain that it is vitious; the debate will turn on 

the idea of vice. . . that virtue consists in love, gratitude, and submission to the 

deity, and in kind affection towards our fellows, and study of their greatest good. . 

. If vice be the opposite of virtue, viz. those affections or actions which tend to 

public detriment, or evidence ingratitude or contumacy towards the deity, we may 

easily conclude that the utmost  improvement of arts, manufactures, or trade, is so 

 

167 Hutcheson, Reflections upon Laughter, 41. Moore argues that Hutcheson deployed the same line of attack against 

conservative Calvinists, portraying their arguments as absurd. While we may not typically think of Mandeville as a 

conservative Calvinist, they both utilized a rigorist moral framework that considered human beings naturally 

incapable of virtue. Moore, “Evangelical Calvinists Versus the Hutcheson Circle,” 186-89.   
168 Hutcheson, Reflections upon Laughter, 6-7. 
169 Ibid., 41-42. 
170 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 1:48-49. 
171 Ibid., 1:107. 
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far from being necessarily vitious, that it must rather argue good and virtuous 

dispositions; since it is certain that men of the best and most generous  tempers 

would desire it for the public good.172  

In opposition to Mandeville, Hutcheson insisted that luxury consumption was at worst morally 

neutral, if not morally good, so long as it did not contradict the moral sense.  

A significant portion of the remarks were not concerned with disproving Mandeville’s 

argument, but portraying him as an unreliable author. But Hutcheson returned to the theme of 

virtue and vice with his final attack upon Mandeville, “he has probably been struck with some 

old fanatic sermon upon self-denial in his youth, and can never get it out of his head since. It is 

absolutely impossible upon his scheme, that God himself can make a being naturally disposed to 

virtue: for virtue is ‘self-denial, and acting against the impulse of nature.”173 Hutcheson was 

more concerned with Mandeville’s rigorist definition of virtue than his egoism.  

 Returning to the Inquiry, Hutcheson’s limited treatment of Mandeville was consistent 

with the “Remarks.” Hutcheson targeted Mandeville’s description of honour.  He described 

Mandeville as, “a late witty Author” who argued, “That the Leaders of Mankind do not really 

admire such Actions as those of Regulus, or Decius, but only observe, that Men of such 

Dispositions are very useful for the Defence of any State; and therefore by Panegyricks, and 

Statues, they encourage such Tempers in others, as the most tractable and useful.”174 Hutcheson 

cited two passages for this paraphrase, the first included Mandeville’s rigorist definition of 

virtue; the second, reflected in the quoted passage, was Mandeville’s argument that classical 

 

172 Hutcheson, Reflections upon Laughter, 53. 
173 Ibid., 81. 
174 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 130-32. 
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politicians and moralists played on pride to encourage self-denial.175 Hutcheson initially stayed 

within the parameters of the Inquiry by arguing that Mandeville’s argument could not fully 

account for human experience. Mandeville was incapable of explaining why human beings, 

supposedly driven by interest alone, would consistently praise benevolent actions; or deny their 

own self-interest for the promise of rewards that they could not experience. But Hutcheson ended 

by arguing, “These wondrous cunning Governors made Men believe, by their Statues and 

Panegyricks, that there was publick Spirit, and that this was it self Excellent; and hence Men are 

led to admire it in others, and to imitate it in themselves, forgetting the Pursuit of their own 

Advantage.”176 Unlike the refined promoters of self-love whom Hutcheson seemed most 

concerned with, Mandeville had not only suggested that benevolent actions were the product of 

self-interest, but that they were invented by politicians.   

This argument was later expanded into a defence of honour, and a repudiation of 

Mandeville’s use of flattery. Against Mandeville, who argued that the social effects of honour 

were rooted upon pride, Hutcheson asserted, “Honour then is the Opinion of others concerning 

our morally good Actions, or Abilitys presum’d to be apply’d to that way; for Abilitys constantly 

apply’d to other Purposes, procure the greatest Infamy. Now, it is certain, that Ambition, or Love 

of Honour is really Selfish; but then this Determination to love Honour, presupposes a Sense of 

moral Virtue, both in the Persons who confer Honour, and in him who pursues it.”177 Hutcheson 

 

175 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 1:47-51. Hutcheson cited the third edition of the Fable. Mandeville, The Fable of 

the Bees, 3rd ed. (1724), 34-36. 
176 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 132. 
177 Ibid., 223. Compare with Mandeville’s definition of honour, “By Honour, in its proper and genuine Signification, 

we mean nothing else but the good Opinion of others, which is counted more or less Substantial, the more of less 

Noise or Bustle there is made about the Demonstration of it.” Mandeville described dishonour  as that, “which 

consists in the bad Opinion and Contempt of others; and as the first is counted a Reward for good Actions, so this is 

esteem’d a Punishment for bad ones.” For Mandeville, honour was connected with pride as the affirmation of our 

own self-evaluation, while dishonour was connected with shame and was a “Reflexion in our own Unworthiness, 

proceeding from an Apprehension that others either do, or might if they knew all, deservedly despise us.” 
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treated Mandeville’s notorious argument that virtue was “the Offsrping of Flattery, begot upon 

Pride” in a similar fashion, and identified the limitations of interest in regards to flattery. 

Referring to the rearing of children, Hutcheson argued that flattery would only encourage 

children to act as desired in public and would not alter the frame of their natures.178 In both 

instances, Hutcheson suggested that Mandeville’s arguments presupposed the existence of a 

moral sense, not unlike his arguments against refined self-love. But it is notable that he also 

highlighted Mandeville’s claim that the consequences of the moral sense were the products of 

pride. Not only had Mandeville claimed that benevolent actions resulted from interest, he also 

insisted they were the product of vice. Hutcheson did not interpret Mandeville, like Hobbes, as 

the source of the modern selfish hypothesis. To Hutcheson, Mandeville was a particularly 

insidious promoter of refined self-love who believed that generous affections were the product of 

vice.    

If there is some dispute about the centrality of Mandeville to Hutcheson’s moral project, 

there is none regarding Campbell’s. The subtitle of the 1733 Enquiry advertised the text as a 

response to Mandeville and Hutcheson, “Wherein it is shewn, (Against the Author of the Fable 

of the Bees, &c.) That Virtue is founded in the Nature of Things, is unalterable, and eternal, and 

the great Means of private and publick Happiness. With Some Reflections on a late Book, 

intitled, An Enquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue.”179 Similarly, the first 

treatise began with a condemnation of Mandeville, “The author of the Fable of the Bees very 

positively affirms, That the nearer we search into human Nature, the more we shall be convic’d, 

 

Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 1:63-64. Hutcheson argued that while we may pursue honour for selfish reason, the 

concept was rooted upon the moral sense. Thus our internal feelings of approval and disapproval were the basis of 

what was considered honourable. Mandeville denies that basis, insisting instead that honour is rooted upon what the 

public agrees is honourable combined with misinformed evaluations of our self-worth.  
178 Hutcheson, Inquiry, 227-30. 
179 Campbell, Enquiry. 
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that the moral virtues are the political Offspring, which Flattery begot upon Pride, i. e. that they 

are all a Chimera, an idle Fancy, a mere Trick impos’d upon the World by designing Law-givers 

and Philosophers.”180 Campbell’s most sustained engagement with Mandeville is found in third 

treatise, previously the second in the 1728 edition, “Shewing That Moral Virtue promotes Trade, 

and aggrandizes a Nation.”181 Like Hutcheson, Campbell opposed Mandeville’s rigorist 

definition of virtue and defended conspicuous consumption as virtuous so long as it did not 

contradict the desire for esteem, or true self-love.182  

Elements of this argument could be found in the first treatise where Campbell 

commented on Mandeville’s notion of pride. “So that, thus far, this Gentleman and I are pretty 

well agreed; we have the same Notion of human Nature, in regard that both of us maintain, that 

all Men have Pride, as he calls it, i.e. a Desire, or Passion for Esteem; and that Philosophers use 

Flattery, as he speaks, i.e. they can apply suitable Motives to work upon this Principle.”183 Like 

Hutcheson, the issue was that Mandeville had regarded the consequence of a natural socializing 

faculty to be a product of vice.184 Both Hutcheson and Campbell were concerned with 

Mandeville’s argument that socially beneficial actions were motivated by vice 

 Campbell’s primary concern with Mandeville in the first treatise, as suggested in the 

opening passage, was his argument that morality was a human invention.  

Indeed, the Author of the Fable of the Bees had, from the View he has taken of 

human Nature, laid down a quite contradictory  Conclusion: For he maintains that 

 

180 Ibid., 1. 
181 Ibid., 469. 
182 Maurer, Self-Love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis, 154-58; Maurer, “What Can an Egoist Say against an 

Egoist? On Archibald Campbell’s Criticisms of Bernard Mandeville,” Journal of Scottish Philosophy 12, no. 1 

(2014): 1-18, at 8-12; Skoczylas, “Campbell’s Enquiry,” 83-92; Sagar, “Sociability, Luxury and Sympathy,” 798-

801.  
183 Campbell, Enquiry, 91.  
184 For Mandeville on luxury, see Fable of the Bees, 107-23, 124, at 107.  
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‘the first Rudiments of Morality, broach’d by skilful Politicians, to render Men 

useful to each other, as well as tractable, were chiefly contriv’d, that the 

Ambitious might reap the more Benefit from, and govern vast Numbers of them 

with the greater Ease and Security: And, that the nearer we search into human 

Nature, the more we shall be convic’d that the Moral Virtues are the Political 

Offspring which Flattery begot upon Pride.’ By which this Gentleman means we 

should understand, that the Moral Virtues are all a Chimera, a down-right Trick, 

which Politicians and Moralists have impos’d upon the World, as an Engine of 

their own Invention, in order to promote their own ambitious Purposes. This, I 

say, is a Conclusion quite contradictory to that which I have been led into. And, 

no doubt, the Author of it pretends to have Reason on his Side; nay, he is very 

positive, that it is founded in human Nature.185  

This section contained a summary of the first seven paragraphs of Mandeville’s “Enquiry.”186 

Though Campbell alluded to Mandeville’s notion that “Men are perswaded into the Practice of 

Moral Virtue, by some Prevailing Motives that are applied to their natural Desire of Praise and 

Commendation,” he primarily portrayed Mandeville as a voluntarist denier objective moral 

distinctions.187  

So it here gives me a particular Satisfaction to declare, according to the Vulgar, 

the common Principles of human Nature, that the Moral Virtues, with respect to 

their Original, are all independent of the Will of any Being whatsoever, having 

their Foundation in the Nature and Reason of Things; and that, as to their 

Duration, they are all as steady, fixt, and permanent, as is the Principle of Self-

love or Preservation, with which it is impossible, but every animate Being must be 

inspired.188   

The argument should look familiar; it was similar to Clarke’s essentialist defence of natural law 

against Hobbesian voluntarism. Clarke’s argument drew attention to Hobbes’s moral 

conventionalism as evidence of his atheism.189 This was also a common critique of Mandeville 

 

185 Campbell, Enquiry, 178-79. 
186 Ibid., 188-92; Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 1:41-47. 
187 Campbell, Enquiry, 182-83. 
188 Ibid., 196. 
189 See Clarke, Discourse, 51-57. Hobbes consistently denied any shared objective morality, “There being nothing 

simply and absolutely so; nor any common Rule of God and Evill, to be taken from the nature of the objects 

themselves; but from the Person of them (where there is no Commonwealth;) or, (in a Common-wealth,) from the 

Person that representeth.” Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:82. See also, Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:242, 414-18, 442.   
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by his English critics, drawing upon an older atheistic Hobbism.190 Thus, at least initially, 

Campbell repudiated Mandeville in a fashion familiar to English audiences. He defended his 

moral scheme built upon self-love by arguing that it demonstrated the existence of objective 

moral distinctions against Mandevillian voluntarism. When responding to Hutcheson’s repeated 

assertions that egoism was Hobbism, Campbell defended selfishness by arguing that self-love 

did not lead to Hobbesian pessimism or result in a hard egoism that denied natural sociability.  

Mandeville was a significant influence on the Scottish Enlightenment, particularly in 

regards to ongoing debates about luxury and Calvinist ethics. But it is apparent that as moralists 

and divines continued to wrestle morality into the human sphere and an emotivist human 

psychology, they negotiated a new definition of Hobbism to defend the orthodoxy of the project. 

By no means were these discussion born out of an obsession with Mandeville, and Mandeville 

had not replaced Hobbes at the bête noire of the age.    

Conclusion 

 This chapter argues that Shaftesbury and Hutcheson portrayed Hobbes as a hard egoist in 

order to justify their own insistence on disinterested motives within largely humanistic moral 

schemes. This was significant because as moralists increasingly understood virtue in human 

terms they were forced to reckon with Hobbes’s association with that project. The portrayal of 

Hobbes as an egoist was not entirely fair. Both Hutcheson and Campbell highlighted examples 

from Hobbes’s philosophical writings which seemingly denied natural sociability and benevolent 

affections. The interaction described between Hutcheson and Campbell was also significant 

because it indicated that the two sides of the positive interpretation debate, altruism and refined 

 

190 See ch. 3. 
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self-love, understood the moral components of Hobbes’s scheme in terms of selfishness and 

sociability. This added another interpretation alongside atheistic Hobbism, which was often tied 

to Hobbes’s moral conventionalism and his denial of the being of God and particular providence.  

 The influence of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson can be seen beyond increased portrayals of 

Hobbes as an egoist. Hobbes’s definitions of the passions were increasingly dissected. For 

example, Joseph Butler argued, in his Fifteen Sermons (1726), that humans had both public and 

private affections, with compassion being of the former. “For if there be any Appetite, or any 

inward Principle besides Self-love; why may there not be an Affection to the Good of our 

Fellow-Creatures, and Delight from that Affection being gratified, and Uneasiness from things 

going to contrary to it.” Hobbes was described as one who denied the “Appearance of Men’s 

substituting others for themselves, and being carried out and affected towards them as towards 

themselves.”191 Butler cited Hobbes’s interested definition of pity from Human Nature. 

According to Hobbes, the extent to which an individual was capable of feeling pity for another 

was determined by the extent to which one could imagine the same calamity happening to 

oneself. Thus Hobbes indicated that humans pitied friends, not because they had more generous 

feelings for them, but because they generally considered both themselves and their friends good, 

and the fact that a calamity could happen to a good person made it more likely that they would 

imagine it happening to themselves. Butler considered this definition a denial of the ability of a 

human being to perform an action altruistically, portraying Hobbes as an egoist.192  

Similarly, Hobbes’s definitions of the passions were described by various writers. A 

contributor to Arbuckle’s Dublin Weekly Journal recounted Hobbes’s definition of revenge in a 

 

191 Joseph Butler, Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel (1726), 80. 
192 Ibid., 81-83. 
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discussion about natural benevolence; Mandeville engaged with Hobbes’s definition of laughter 

in the second part of The Fable; Thomas Gordon recounted Hobbes’s definition of anger in The 

Humourist; and Henry Grove dissected Hobbes’s definition of commiseration.193 Not all these 

authors contrasted altruistic motives against Hobbesian selfishness, but the deploying of these 

definitions contributed to Hobbes’s reputation as an egoist. This analysis of Hobbes also made its 

way into Hume’s An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, though Hume refrained from 

condemning egoism as a motive. “An Epicurean or a Hobbist readily allows, that there is such a 

Thing as Friendship in the World, without Hypocrisy or Disguise; tho’ he may attempt, by a 

philosophical Chymistry, to resolve the Elements of this Passion, if I may so speak, into those of 

another, and explain every Affection to be Self-love, twisted and moulded into a Variety of 

Shapes and Appearances.”194 

 The willingness of moralists and divines concerned with practical morality to utilize a 

Hobbism which featured egoism and sociability in a humanistic context does not entirely explain 

the broader shift to the use of Hobbes and Hobbism by the mid-century. The following chapter 

will explore how clerical opponents of the move to moral philosophy and the positive 

interpretation of human nature also found Hobbes’s reputation as an egoist useful in defending 

the necessary role of the Church. It was the proliferation of a Hobbism which emphasized 

Hobbes’s portrayal of human psychology and the nature of moral distinctions that ultimately 

paved the way for the broader emergence of an “Enlightened” Hobbism.

 

193 Arbuckle, A Collection of Letters and Essays, 1:34-35; Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees. Part II, 168; Thomas 

Gordon, The Humourist, 2 vols. (1725), 134; Grove, System of Moral Philosophy, 1:393-94. 
194 David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (1751), 13-14. 
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Chapter 5 

Warburton and Hobbes: Hobbism and the Critique of Moral Philosophy 

Because all the Principles indeed, upon which Atheists attempt to build their 

Schemes, are such as may by plain force of Reason, and undeniably 

demonstrative Argumentation, be reduced to express and direct Contradictions: 

But the Deists pretend to own all the Principles of Reason, and would be thought 

to deny nothing but what depends entirely on Testimony and Evidence of matter 

of Fact, which they think they can easily evade. But if we examine things to the 

bottom, we shall find that the matter does not in reality lie here. For I believe 

there are not in the World [. . .] any such Deists as will truly stand to all the 

Principles of unprejudiced Reason, and sincerely both in profession and practise 

own all the Obligations of Natural Religion, and yet oppose Christianity merely 

upon account of their not being satisfied with the strength of the Evidence of 

matter of Fact. A constant and sincere observance of all the Laws of Reason and 

Obligations of Natural Religion, will unavoidably lead a Man to Christianity; if 

he has due opportunities of examining things, and will steddily pursue the 

Consequences of his own Principles: And all others, who pretend to be Deists [. . 

.] must of necessity sink into downright Atheism (and consequently fall under the 

force of former Arguments;) as may appear by considering the several Sorts of 

them.1 

Samuel Clarke, A Discourse Concerning the Unalterable Obligations of Natural 

Religion, 1706. 

This is a plain and true account of the contest with ATHEISTS and DEISTS, in 

which the subject of a future state came in question: In either controversy, it is 

deduced from the moral attributes: only with this difference, In the dispute with 

Atheists, the demonstration of those attributes is made; in the dispute with Deists 

it is allowed. The final purpose against Atheism is to prove the BEING AND 

ATTRIBUTES OF GOD; against Deism to prove a FUTURE STATE: For neither 

natural nor revealed Religion can subsist without believing that God is, and that 

he is a REWARDER of them that seek him. Thus, we see, the question, in either 

controversy, being different; the premisses, by which they were to be proved, 

must needs be different. The difference is here explained: the premisses, in the 

argument with Atheists, were the moral attributes; the premisses in the argument 

with Deists, the unequal distribution of good and evil.2 

William Warburton, A View of Lord Bolingbroke’s Philosophy, 1754. 

 

1 Clarke, Discourse, 17-19. 
2 Warburton, A View of Lord Bolingbroke’s Philosophy; In Four Letters to a Friend. Letters First and Second. 

(1754), 26-27. 
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 Above are two quotes, separated by approximately half of a century, concerning the 

difference between atheism and deism as understood by two influential Church divines, Samuel 

Clarke and William Warburton. The quotes indicate a change in the approach towards 

heterodoxy, which carried implications for the reception of Hobbes. Clarke, writing in 1706, 

argued that real deists could not exist in Christian nations after the delivery of revelation. 

According to Clarke, any individual who used reason to arrive at the correct tenets of natural 

religion expected a divine revelation that would supplement and perfect the natural religious 

impulse. The only real deists were heathens who arrived at the truths of natural religion, but were 

still waiting for God’s revelation. As a result, Clarke argued that his Demonstration was the 

antidote for both atheism and modern deism, two groups that were effectively indistinguishable 

and could be thwarted with the same solution (a rational demonstration of the being and 

attributes of God).  

According to Warburton, while Deists and atheists both challenged the centrality of the 

future state, they represented different problems and required different solutions. The deist was 

not to be convinced by a demonstration of the being and attributes of God, because that was not 

their error. They required a demonstration of the unequal distribution of good and evil in 

temporal affairs. According to Warburton, deists needed to be convinced of the necessity of a 

God, an afterlife, and the Church, to address the unequal distribution of rewards and punishments 

in the temporal world. 

  Undergirding Warburton’s claim was the selfish hypothesis, the assumption that human 

beings were motivated by self-interest and required God’s thumb to tip the scale towards virtue 
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and sociability.3 When Warburton argued that deistic skepticism of the afterlife and eternal 

judgment should be thwarted by emphasizing the unequal distribution of good and evil in the 

world, he paved the way for a pragmatic defence of Christianity, the Church of England, and 

particular providence. Warburton flipped the script on almost a century of emphasizing the 

transcendental nature of moral obligations against the political expediency of Hobbes.4 

Warburton recognized that deploying atheistic Hobbism, with its theological context, was not the 

most effective means of repudiating Enlightenment moral philosophy. He demonstrated the 

continuing necessity of the Church and Christian orthodoxy on the grounds of prudence and 

utility. The shift in the basis of the discourse from theological truth to social and moral 

expedience required an alternative form of Hobbism.  

 This transition is significant for a number of reasons. First, Warburton and like-minded 

divines began identifying the positive interpretation of human nature with deism. This 

association was not entirely fair. Notable deists, such as Matthew Tindal and William Wollaston, 

wed the positive interpretation of human nature with an anti-clerical denial of revelation, but the 

majority of the proponents of the positive interpretation of human nature were not deists: the 

Cambridge Platonists, many latitudinarians, Clarke, Hutcheson, Campbell, and Butler. Even 

Shaftesbury was closer to moderate Church divines than most deists.5 The positive interpretation 

 

3 For the significance of selfishness in the early enlightenment see Albert O. Hirschman, The Passions and the 

Interests: Political Arguments for Capitalism Before its Triumph (Princeton, 1977); Wootton, Power. Pleasure, and 

Profit; Maurer, Self-love, Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis. 
4 It could be argued that one of the most significant philosophical developments in England during the eighteenth 

century was the transition from a context obsessed with discovering theological certainty to one which favoured 

temporal pragmatism and utility. See Peter N. Miller, Defining the Common Good: Empire, Religion and Philosophy 

in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge, 1994), 266-348; Ingram, Reformation Without End. Both works make 

similar arguments, though in different contexts. Miller explores the mid-century turn to utility in toleration debates 

Ingram argues that the inability for polemical divines to discover theological consensus  paved the way for the 

emergence of modern civil society. Warburton’s emphasis on temporal inequalities of good and evil represented a 

shift from transcendental truths to political expediency.   
5 Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness, 155-58. 
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of human nature was a central plank to both moderate Church orthodoxy and the emerging moral 

philosophical discourse. The positive interpretation of human nature was not necessarily a naive 

belief that all human beings were naturally good, but the belief that human beings were capable 

of being virtuous by following their own natures.6 Warburton opposed the secularizing potential 

of the positive interpretation of human nature by deploying Hobbesian arguments about the 

inadequacy of human nature for moral self-governance. Hobbes had used egoism and pessimism 

as a means of empowering the sovereign to impose a common morality on an atomized, self-

interested human population. Warburton found Hobbesian arguments useful for demonstrating 

the inadequacy of “deist” moral schemes on their own terms. Warburton’s use of Hobbes and 

Hobbism overthrew decades of precedent in which moderate divines primarily deployed atheistic 

Hobbism as a means of delineating theological orthodoxy.  

Warburton’s transition to prudential arguments for the necessity of Christianity and the 

Church were related to the changing fortunes of the Church of England. Following the effective 

exile of the high-church faction with the repeal of the Occasional Conformity Act in 1719, and 

the end of Convocation as an independent spiritual body in 1717, the Church experienced a 

series of setbacks which compelled some to think of church-state relations in politique terms. 

Divines inclined to justify the new Erastian establishment were drawn to embrace the social 

utility of the Church and Christianity. English divines not inclined to the new rationalist or 

sentimental moral schemes began using Hobbes and the selfish hypothesis within their responses 

to a changing political and social context. This potentially explains why Hobbes was increasingly 

cited by divines in moral contexts distant from the traditional pillars of his atheism: materialism 

 

6 Gill, British Moralists, 7-76. See also, Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain and the Creation of the Modern World 

(London, 2000), 99-105. 
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and determinism.7 Early in the century, when debates were primarily about theological 

fundamentals, Hobbes was useful as an indicator of heresy. As debates began to concentrate 

more on the utility and expediency of religion, Hobbes’s own arguments against teleological 

Aristotelian ethics became useful in a new context.    

 This chapter proceeds by first establishing the social and political contexts which 

encouraged divines to rethink the relationship between the Church and civil society. This is 

followed by an analysis of the use of Hobbes and Hobbism in three works by William 

Warburton: A Critical and Philosophical Enquiry into the Causes of Prodigies and Miracles 

(1727); The Alliance between Church and State (1736); and The Divine Legation of Moses 

(1738-41).8 There is evidence of a transition in Warburton’s thought within these early works.  

He moved from condemning Hobbes’s selfish hypothesis using Shaftesburian arguments, to a 

use of Hobbes to repudiate the positive interpretation of human nature. Significantly, this 

transition was mediated by Warburton’s radical re-description of the Church and State 

relationship on the basis of utility. The chapter analyses works by John Brown, Philip Skelton, 

and John Leland to demonstrate the influence of Warburton’s argument within and outside his 

circle. By the mid-century many British intellectuals still identified Hobbes with heterodoxy in a 

theological context, but he was increasingly invoked in moral debates to demonstrate the civil 

utility of the Church and Christianity. 

   As discussed in the introduction, historical analysis of the Church of England during this 

period has often focused on the period of schism that followed the Glorious Revolution. 

Historians have debated whether this was a period of crisis, or if it signified the emergence of the 

 

7 See appendix.  
8 Warburton, Enquiry; Warburton, The Alliance Between Church and State, 2nd. ed. (1741); Warburton, Divine 

Legation. 
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confessional state. The context for Warburton’s embrace of prudence and utility were the years 

that followed, what has been described as the period of Church-Whig alliance. During the period 

after 1714, Court Whigs used patronage to ensure that the episcopal bench was stacked with 

moderate divines who supported the Whigs, the religious settlement, and the Protestant 

succession. In this context, notable Whig divines such as Edmund Gibson, Daniel Waterland, 

and William Warburton, used a combination of patronage and polemics to convince their peers 

that the Church’s fortunes were best attained by supporting the Whigs.9 Walsh and Taylor 

dispute the effectiveness of patronage, noting that the Court only controlled about ten percent of 

Church preferment. Instead, they argue that moderation and consensus took hold as the causes of 

division faded: the non-jurors died, the threat of Jacobitism faded, and dynastic issues were 

settled. Additionally, the proroguing of Convocation and the move to septennial Parliaments 

deprived disaffected divines of a platform to air their grievances.10 Most historians recognize the 

period from 1714 to 1760 as one of general stability, and the point at which the Church was 

forced to recognize its junior status to the state. It was also during this period that Warburton 

began appealing to utility as a justification for the necessity of the Church to civil society.  

 There are three pertinent contexts for the ongoing relationship between the Church and 

the state during the period of Church-Whig alliance: political and legal challenges, the transition 

to the Age of Benevolence, and the inability of the Church to police heterodoxy. In the first 

instance, despite Church leaders aligning themselves with the Whigs, they continued to face 

challenges from Parliament. Clark argues that anti-clerical freethinkers and Commonwealthsmen 

 

9 Mark Goldie, “The English System of Liberty,” in The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Political 

Thought, 40-78, at 50-54; Ingram, Reformation Without End, 28-29; Stephen Taylor, “Gibson, Edmund (bap. 1669, 

d. 1748),” ODNB, 2008, https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/10615; W. A. Speck, Stability and Strife: England, 1714-

1760 (Cambridge, MASS, 1977),, 93-96. 
10 John Walsh and Stephen Taylor, “Introduction,” The Church of England c. 1688-c. 1833, ed. Walsh, Colin 

Haydon, and Taylor (Cambridge, 1993), 51-60. 
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were able to muster enough political capital during the Stanhope-Sunderland ministry to 

challenge “Anglican social hegemony.” In 1717, the King and Court prorogued Convocation and 

shielded Benjamin Hoadly, the notorious Erastian, from persecution. In December of 1718 a 

means of avoiding the sacramental Test was appended to the bill repealing the Occasional 

Conformity and Schism Acts. The provision was only removed in committee after episcopal 

resistance led by Archbishop William Wake. The following year the Church’s hegemonic status 

was threatened by the Act for Quieting and Establishing Corporations (1719), which indemnified 

local officials who lacked the sacramental test if they remained unchallenged for six months. The 

Quakers’ Affirmation Bill, three years later, was interpreted by many Divines as an attack on the 

centrality of religious oaths.11  

Clark argues that overt attacks on the hegemony of the Church ended with the 

ascendancy of Walpole in 1722, but the authority of the Church continued to be challenged in the 

following decades. 1726 saw the passage of a series of Indemnity Acts which increased the 

difficulty of persecuting non-conforming office holders. A 1733 bill attacking the jurisdiction of 

ecclesial courts passed the Commons, and was only rejected in the Lords; and a Church Rates 

Bill, which would have vested JP’s with powers to levy rates for church repairs was narrowly 

defeated in the Commons. In 1736, Walpole’s government backed the Mortmain Bill which 

prevented deathbed bequests to charitable causes. It was this kind of charitable giving that 

Mandeville had condemned in his “Essay on Charity Schools” a decade earlier.12 In March of the 

same year, the government initially backed the Quakers’ Tithe Bill, which would have invested 

JP’s with jurisdiction over tithe actions. The Whigs also consistently thwarted attempts by the 

 

11 Clark, English Society, 548-52. 
12 Mandeville, Fable of the Bees, 260-64. 
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Church to establish an episcopate for British colonies. The Church also faced a legal challenge in 

the case of Middleton v. Croft (1736), in which the Chief Justice ruled that post-Reformation 

Canons and enactments of Convocation were only binding on the laity if confirmed by 

parliamentary statute.13 Clark argues that the hegemonic status of the established Church 

survived despite these challenges.14 But other historians argue that almost half a century of 

subordination to a Whig regime that was either hostile or agnostic to the privileges of the 

established Church had a lasting impact. The Church was forced to reckon with a new reality and 

compete for souls in a pluralist society. As for its vaunted establishment, that was presided over 

by civil magistrates whose goals were increasingly secular and prudential.15 The latter context 

may explain the impetus for the shift towards utility. Court Whigs were decreasingly concerned 

with the truth of established orthodoxy, and increasingly driven by temporal stability and 

prosperity. 

 Another change experienced by the Church of England during the period concerned 

voluntary organizations. Sirota argues that many within the Church, particularly low-churchmen, 

were enthusiastic about voluntary organizations as part of a pastoral Anglican revival. Early 

voluntary organizations like the Society for the Reformation of Manners (SRM), the Society for 

the Propagation of Christian Knowledge (SPCK), and the Society for the Propagation of the 

Gospel (SPG), mobilized lay elements of society for Church goals like moral reformation, the 

spreading of catechetical and liturgical texts, and religious education. These institutions often 

 

13 Clark, English Society, 348-56; Stephen Taylor, “Whigs, Tories and Anticlericalism: Ecclesiastical Courts 

Legislation in 1733,” Parliamentary History 19, no. 3 (2000): 329-55; Wilfrid Prest, Albion Ascendant: English 

History, 1660-1815 (Oxford, 1998), 134-36. 
14 Clark, English Society, 361. Walsh and Taylor caution that we should not exaggerate the loss of Church authority. 

They argue that there was plenty of local and regional variation. Walsh and Taylor, “Introduction,” 4-13. 
15 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 28-29; Speck, Stability and Strife, 93-96; Prest, Albion Ascendant, 143-46; 

Walsh and Taylor, “Introduction,” 13-22, 51-60; Paul Langford, A Polite and Commercial People: England, 1727-

1783 (Oxford, 1989), 258-64. 
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supported the confessional goals in a context where the Church was deprived of its traditional 

authority and independence. Early voluntary organizations gained broad support from within the 

Church, even if high-churchmen often balked at the level of lay influence and the willingness, 

and capability, of non-conformists to establish sister organizations for dissenters.16 Sirota argues 

that the early embrace of voluntary organizations guided by the Church eventually became the 

basis for the Age of Benevolence.17 Historians identify the 1730s and 1740s as the end of the 

initial wave of confessionally oriented voluntary organizations, and the arrival of their more 

secular successors. Beginning in the 1730s, subscriptions for charity schools collapsed and were 

redirected towards the hospital movement. In 1723, the Workhouse Test Act was passed which 

encouraged the establishment of workhouses as a means of addressing poverty. Similarly, 1738 

saw the effective demise of the SRM, and the 1740s saw the decline of the SPCK. Langford and 

Porter argue that the turning of the charitable gaze from heavenly to earthly concerns reflected 

the anti-clerical, and increasingly secular, attitudes of lay subscribers in an emerging commercial 

society.18 Taylor and Walsh suggest that the initial wave of voluntary organizations faded as they 

achieved their goals, and as the imagined threat posed by dissent in a tolerant society never 

emerged. They argue that the framework of the voluntary society was later adopted by 

evangelicals, and remained ignored by the Church until confessional concerns re-emerged during 

the Age of Revolution.19 The flight of subscribers from confessional voluntary organizations 

further indicates erosion of the Church’s authority. Despite the appearance of stability following 

 

16 Sirota. Christian Monitors, ch. 3; Gordon Rupp, Religion in England, 1688-1791 (Oxford, 1986), 290-308; Walsh 

and Taylor, “Introduction,” 13-22;  
17 Sirota, Christian Monitors, 9-14. 
18 Langford, Polite and Commercial People, 128-41; Porter, Enlightenment, 205-8. 
19 Walsh and Taylor, “Introduction,” 13-22. 
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the period of schism, the Church had to contend with a civil society which was decreasingly 

motivated by concerns about theological truth and conformity.  

 Along with legislative challenges and a shifting social context, the Church had to contend 

with its own diminishing ability to maintain ecclesial discipline and theological orthodoxy. Clark 

argues that the eighteenth-century Church had four options for dealing with heterodoxy: motions 

of Parliament; civil courts; church courts; and acts of Convocation. By the second third of the 

century, the Church was entirely dependent on civil authorities for redress.20 The first challenge 

occurred with the Toleration Act, and the subsequent lapsing of the Licensing Act in 1695. The 

suspension of Convocation in 1718 removed a Church institution potentially capable of 

punishing heterodoxy. The works of Toland, Tindal, William Whiston, and Clarke, had all been 

investigated by Convocation; and, in the case of Samuel Clarke, had led to the end of his 

preferment within the Church.21 Mandeville’s Fable was not persecuted by the Church, but by 

civil authorities through the Middlesex grand jury. Notably, Lord Willoughby de Broke, Dean of 

Windsor, introduced a bill in 1721 similar to one authored earlier by William Wake, which 

aimed to suppress atheism, profaneness, and blasphemy. The bill was designed to strengthen 

penalties against the promulgation of anti-Trinitarian heterodoxy, but lost by a large majority.22 

Even existing legislation against blasphemy was rarely enforced.  

The case of Thomas Rundle as described by Ingram is instructive. Despite rumours that 

he was an Arian, Lord Chancellor Charles Talbot put Rundle forward for the vacant see of 

Gloucester in 1733. Gibson and the Church were forced to expend substantial political capital 

and public pressure to persuade Walpole to withdraw Rundle’s nomination. Gibson succeeded in 

 

20 Clark, English Society, 331-34. 
21 See Ferguson, Dr. Samuel Clarke, 83-97; Ingram, Reformation Without End, 44-63. 
22 Clark, English Society, 332. 
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preventing Rundle’s preferment in 1733, but Rundle nonetheless advanced to the see of Derry in 

1735. Conyers Middleton interpreted Gibson’s intervention as an attack on the freedom to 

individually engage with revelation, but others recognized that the affair demonstrated the 

Church’s reliance on civil authority.23 Ingram argues that contests over orthodoxy were held in 

the court of public opinion and fought between polemical divines by the second third of the 

eighteenth century. Any failure of the polemical divines to arrive at consensus invited the 

intervention of the English state. The case of Thomas Woolston, who was tried for blasphemy in 

1729 and died in prison in 1733, indicates that questions of orthodoxy were increasingly 

adjudicated by civil authorities.24 During the period in question, the political and cultural 

authority of the Church was repeatedly challenged by civil authorities and the laity, and coercive 

authority over religion was emerging as a state monopoly.  

 This context is important for understanding the decision of Warburton, and those who 

followed him, to begin using Hobbes’s pessimistic interpretation of human nature and the selfish 

hypothesis against the positive interpretation of human nature. Most eighteenth-century divines 

discussed the relationship between the Church and civil society in terms of theological and 

historical truths, but Warburton began justifying the relationship in terms of utility.25 This does 

not indicate that Warburton and like-minded divines publicly embraced Hobbes. They still 

consistently portrayed him as the face of theological heterodoxy; but prudential arguments for 

 

23 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 4-8. Walsh and Taylor argue that the preferment of radical divines, on both 

sides of the spectrum, was stymied because Court politicians desired to defuse potential causes of conflict and 

promote moderation, that they themselves were not primarily concerned with questions of orthodoxy, 

“Introduction,” 51-60. 
24 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 1-10. 
25 In making this argument I am focusing on a specific aspect of Warburton’s thought. Ingram argues that Warburton 

himself remained a committed adherent to the concepts of truth and orthodoxy despite his use of utility to justify the 

Church’s preferential legal status, Reformation Without End, 265-343. Miller identifies a similar shift to expediency 

in Warburton’s Alliance to justify limited toleration and the revolutionary settlement, Common Good, 299-305. I 

argue that Warburton’s use of utility was more expansive, also applying to his moral arguments in the Divine 

Legation.  
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the necessity of an established Church allowed for creative and subtle deployments of Hobbesian 

ideas and concepts. The Restoration Church had condemned the tendency of politque ecclesial 

arguments. As the century wore on, a faction inclined to Christianized versions of the prudential 

arguments for the religious establishment and toleration re-emerged. 

Warburton and Hobbism 

 William Warburton (1698-1779) was one of the most prolific religious controversialists 

of the age. He was a staunch Whig loyalist and an unwavering defender of the eighteenth-century 

Church settlement. Warburton took a circuitous route to becoming one of the most recognizable 

defenders of Church orthodoxy during the eighteenth century. He was the only surviving son of 

George Warburton, a Newark attorney. After his father’s death in 1706, Warburton was tapped 

for the legal profession, articling for five years in East Markham beginning in 1714, and 

practicing law in Newark from 1719 to 1723. Unlike most Church controversialists, Warburton 

was not the product of the eighteenth-century clerical factories of Cambridge and Oxford, he was 

an autodidact when he took orders in 1723. He was ordained in 1727 and accepted a living at 

Brant Broughton in Lincolnshire a year later, enabling an effective state of retired study that was 

to be influential on the works analysed in this chapter.26  

 

26 B. W. Young, “Warburton, William (1698-1779),” ODNB, 2004, https://doi.org/10.1093/ref/odnb/28680. 

Warburton has been neglected by modern scholars, often appearing as a peripheral figure in accounts of his more 

famous literary associates, like Alexander Pope, or eighteenth-century ecclesial discourse. The last book length 

study of Warburton was A. W. Evans, Warburton and the Warburtonians: A Study in Some Eighteenth-Century 

Controversies (London, 1932). Pocock identified Warburton as a central figure of the English conservative 

Enlightenment but neglected to provide substantial analysis: J. G. A. Pocock, “Clergy and Commerce: The 

Conservative Enlightenment in England,” in L’età dei Lumi: Studie Storici sul Stecento Europe in Onore di Franco 

Venturi, ed. R. Ajello, E. Contrese, and V. Piano, 2 vols. (Naples, 1985), 1:523-62; Pocock, Barbarism and 

Religion, Volume Five, Religion: The First Triumph (Cambridge, 2010), 230-37. Warburton’s relationship to the 

Enlightenment and the end of the English Reformation has also been the subject of significant recent chapters: 

Young, Religion and Enlightenment in Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford, 1998), 167-212; Ingram, Reformation 

Without End, 265-343. 
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Warburton is a tricky figure for the historian of this period because of the controversies 

he aroused within the Church. While Warburton consistently defended the pillars of the Whig-

Church alliance, (an established national church, toleration, and opposition to both deism and 

enthusiasm) he often did so in an unconventional manner which left contemporaries wondering if 

he did more harm than good. As a result, Pocock and Young identify Warburton’s Divine 

Legation, along with Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, as two of the most representative texts of 

England’s conservative enlightenment.27 Warburton has also been portrayed as articulating a 

defence of the Church’s preferential status on the grounds or prudence and utility instead of 

divine truth.28 Ingram argues that Warburton’s proofs may have been idiosyncratic, but his 

conclusions were orthodox.29  

 Warburton’s early philosophical works were significant for his use of Hobbes. In the 

Enquiry, Warburton followed conventional wisdom by opposing Hobbes’s egoism and 

pessimistic interpretation of human nature with natural sociability. The Alliance and The Divine 

Legation broke from the Enquiry by subtly redeploying Hobbesian selfishness and 

jurisprudential arguments to justify the church-state alliance and emphasize the moral necessity 

of the Church, revelation, and particular providence. This about-face can be interpreted as a 

defensive response to the anti-clericalism of the second quarter of the eighteenth century.30 

Warburton justified the preferential status of the Church on the basis of utility instead of divine, 

 

27 Pocock, “Clergy and Commerce,” 551-55; Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, 5:230-37; Young, Religion and 

Enlightenment, 167-79. 
28 Miller, Common Good, 296-305; Ingram, Reformation Without End, 289-99. 
29 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 268-69.  
30 Warburton did not completely abandon the positive interpretation of human nature following the Alliance and 

Divine Legation. Warburton used Hobbes as a foil to justify the orthodoxy of Pope’s Essay on Man in 1742. 

Warburton contrasted Pope from Hobbes on the issues of sociability and objective moral distinctions as a means of 

establishing the latter’s orthodoxy. See William Warburton, A Critical and Philosophical Commentary on Mr. 

Pope’s Essay on Man (1742), 113-14. 
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historical truth. As such, moral schemes rooted in positive interpretations of human nature, 

which originated as responses to Calvinist pessimism and voluntarism, and which had provided 

the Church with flexibility in a newly tolerant and pluralistic society, began to appear less 

polemically useful.31 Hobbesian selfishness and pessimism, long the foil to such schemes, 

provided ready-made arguments for questioning the optimism of the age and, paradoxically, 

justifying the necessity of the Church.32 

 The Enquiry, Warburton’s first significant work, was published anonymously and later 

disavowed by the mature Warburton and his editor, Richard Hurd. The work was a defence of 

the orthodox Protestant position on miracles, and is considered largely consistent with the 

arguments of his later works. Ingram argues that the disavowal may have been caused by 

Warburton’s literary endeavours during the 1720s.33 The literary context cannot be ignored as a 

cause for Warburton’s disavowal, but the Enquiry was not entirely consistent with his later 

thought in its deployment of a distinctly Shaftesburian interpretation of human nature against 

Hobbesian pessimism. 

 

31 Langford, Polite and Commercial People, 237-43. Langford argues that the Church’s emphasis on rationalism and 

natural religion during the eighteenth century may have encouraged the rise of Deism, but it also provided the 

Church with the flexibility required to adapt to its new pluralist context. For the argument that eighteenth-century 

rational Christianity emerged from opposition to Calvinism during the Restoration see Gill, British Moralists, 7-76; 

Rivers, Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 1:25-88. 
32 This chapter begins with Warburton as an early proponent of this argument, and in particularly popular works. It 

should be recognized that John Rogers made similar use of Hobbes in a collection of sermons published in 1727. 

Rogers was critical of those who believed that God had left humanity to their own government, only to be guided by 

reason. He argued that even if reason could identify the social utility associated with virtue and vice, the promise of 

a future state was required to overcome self-interest. He argued that “Mr. Hobbes, who thought somewhat deeper 

than these Gentlemen, perceived this great Difficulty in the Infidel Scheme.” Hobbes recognized that for a rule or 

law to become common, it required an overawing authority. Unfortunately, Hobbes had substituted civil authority 

for divine. Rogers used Hobbesian notions of laws and human nature to repudiate Deists and assert the practical 

necessity of revelation. John Rogers, The Necessity of Divine Revelation, and the Truth of the Christian Revelation 

Asserted (1727), 1-28. 
33 Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, 5:230; Young, Religion and Enlightenment, 180-212. 
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 The Enquiry was concerned with revealing the cause of the plethora of false miracles and 

prodigies in ancient and contemporary histories. Warburton identified four causes of error within 

the historian: superstition, weakness of mind, national pride, and knavery. According to 

Warburton, historians propagated false miracles because their own reason was overpowered by 

harmful passions and natural affections. Additionally, writers could also be consciously 

deceptive because they desired the esteem and praise of their readers.34 Warburton was 

determined to provide the criteria necessary to determine real and false miracles, the true effects 

of providence. He argued that miracles and prodigies could only be considered real if they 

received universal consent and were interpositions in favour of the common principles of 

morality and religion. Warburton also opposed those who argued that miracles could not 

contradict natural laws, or that providence must act in an ordered manner.35 This allowed 

Warburton to walk the proverbial tightrope of the eighteenth-century discussion of miracles. His 

criteria effectively allowed for the potential of miracles without slipping into enthusiasm or 

atheistic skepticism.36 Warburton’s analysis also conveniently defused Hobbes’s own radical 

skepticism regarding miracles.37 Hobbes’s skepticism had become influential amongst 

freethinkers and deists.38  

 

34 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 274-78. 
35 Warburton, Enquiry, 121-23. This argument was in response to the influence of the scientific revolution on the 

understanding of the miraculous. As we saw in chapter 1, Samuel Clarke suggested that God was restrained by 

moral necessity from contradicting the natural order of things. The essentialism that became popular beginning in 

the Restoration caused increased scrutiny by Protestants in the nature of the miraculous. 
36 See Shaw, Miracles in Enlightenment, esp. 1-4. Shaw argues that Anglican apologists eventually adopted a 

moderate position regarding miracles (between enthusiasts who believed in the modern occurrence of miracles, and 

atheist skepticism of miracles). The atheist position made the traditional Protestant notion of the cessation of 

miracles problematic, thus Anglican moderates were increasingly concerned with constructing evidentiary tests for 

the miraculous, opening the door for the potential of miracles without slipping into enthusiasm or complete 

skepticism.  
37 Hobbes argued for a version of the Protestant cessation of miracles. Hobbes articulated a narrow definition of 

miracles, “a work of God, (besides his operation by the way of Nature, ordained in the Creation,) done, for the 

making manifest to his elect, the mission of an extraordinary Minister for their Salvation.” Hobbes later diminished 
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 The Enquiry, Warburton’s most orthodox early work, was published anonymously and 

received little public comment. It is notable for Warburton’s use of Hobbes and Shaftesbury, 

which differed significantly from mentions of the two philosophers in his later works. 

Warburton’s analysis of the cause of false miracles and prodigies was rooted upon the frailty of 

human nature: the weakness of the human mind was predicated upon reason being overrun by 

unruly passions; national pride, a positive aspect of human nature according to Warburton, could 

also overpower reason and encourage historians to interpret national successes and disasters in 

providential and miraculous terms; and knavery, or the desire for esteem, encouraged the 

promulgation of lies.39 In the context of demonstrating how the arrival of Christianity cleansed 

classical history of its reliance on envious gods of fortune and chance, Warburton argued, “But 

the Defeat of a false Hypothesis, was but a small Part of our Advantage; we were greatly assisted 

in erecting the true, by unfolding that grand Mystery of the Corruption of our Nature, which, if 

soberly attended to, wou’d have led to the Discovery, that Humanity is the only Cause of human 

Vicissitudes.”40 For Warburton, the arrival of Christianity effectively disenchanted large swathes 

of human history by identifying human weakness as the cause of instability of human history. 

Warburton’s argument concerning the proliferation of false miracles and prodigies was rooted in 

pessimism concerning the reliability of human reason.  

 

the potential threat of miracles to civil stability. He argued that prophets cannot be accepted who teach a religion 

contrary to that established by God’s lieutenants (the sovereign). More significantly, he argued that miracles could 

only be believed by eyewitnesses. Second-hand miracles were only to be believed when authorized by the sovereign, 

thus making any contemporary miracles effectively impossible. Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:684-96, at 688. Shaw 

describes the limited role Hobbes played in the investigation of Martha Taylor’s suspected miracles, Shaw, Miracles 

in Enlightenment England, 110-17. 
38 See Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken, 135-37. 
39 Warburton, Enquiry, 1-66, at 3-4, 22-23, 37-38. 
40 Ibid., 84-89, at 89.  
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 Warburton reiterated this point when he argued that “an original Weakness in human 

Nature” was the cause of superstition. Shaftesbury drew the ire of Warburton by arguing that 

Francis Bacon, whom Warburton cited as an authority on superstition, had courted charges of 

atheism when he claimed that the religious passion was derived from an imperfection of human 

nature. Warburton took particular offense at Shaftesbury’s translation of Bacon’s Natura Rerum, 

as “the Universal Dispensing Nature, erring blindly in the very first Design, Contrivance, or 

original Frame of Things; according to the Opinion of EPICURUS himself.”41 While this 

passage ostensibly concerned Shaftesbury’s accusation that Bacon was effectively an atheist, it 

also revealed an important difference between Shaftesbury and Warburton.  

 In the particular miscellany that this passage was drawn from, Shaftesbury defended his 

Letter Concerning Enthusiasm. In the Letter Shaftesbury argued that enthusiasm was the result 

of a melancholic disposition that distracted humans from a true theistic understanding of God 

and morality. This was consistent with Shaftesbury’s quasi-teleological understanding of human 

nature and morality. According to Shaftesbury, enthusiasm and superstition were unnatural, 

external impositions which upset the natural order of the individual.42 Warburton disagreed on a 

fundamental level, human beings in their corrupted post-lapsarian states were not without 

imperfections, and it was the understanding of these imperfections which was required to 

uncover truth. For Warburton, human weakness was not the result of external factors: custom, 

education, tradition; but a natural consequence of a perfect immaterial soul being wed to an 

imperfect material body. Unfortunately, humans were not purely mental beings, and thus had to 

 

41 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 3 vols., 2nd, ed. (1714), 3:69-70.  
42 Ibid., 3-55. 
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be cognizant of the effects of their material existence. This foreshadowed Warburton’s 

opposition to Shaftesbury in the Alliance and Divine Legation.  

 While Warburton consistently emphasized the weakness of human nature as the cause 

false miracles and prodigies, he also described the “Love of one’s Country” as the noblest cause 

in the world, and “the Love of the Species” implanted in the mind by nature as a positive cause of 

error.43 In the process, Warburton recycled Shaftesbury’s description of Hobbes from the Essay. 

Warburton described “a Sect of Anti Moralists, who have our Hobbes, and the French Duke de 

la Rochfoucault for their leaders . . . These Men, for what Ends we shall see presently, 

endeavouring to create a Contempt and Horror for [human nature], have painted it base, 

cowardly, envious, and a Lover of its self.”44 This was in contrast to the ancients, whose business 

it was “to give us a due Veneration for the Dignity of human Nature; they described it as it really 

was, beneficent, brave, and a Lover of its Species; a Principle become Sacred since our divine 

Master made it the Foundation of his Religion.”45 Warburton borrowed directly from 

Shaftesbury when he argued, “But when once we can be brought to persuade ourselves, that this 

Love of the Species is Chimerical; that the Notion was invented by crafty Knaves, to make Dupes 

of the Young, the Vain, and the Ambitious; that Nature has confined us to the narrow Sphere of 

Self-love, and that our most pompous Boasts of generous Disinterestedness, are but the artful 

Disguises of that Passion.”46 Warburton later cited Shaftesbury’s Essay explicitly when 

describing Rochefoucauld.  

 

43 Warburton, Enquiry, 25-28. 
44 Ibid., 26-27. 
45 Ibid., 26.  
46 Ibid., 28-29. Compare with Shaftesbury, “But the revivers of this philosophy in latter days appear to be of a lower 

genius. They seem to have understood less of this force of nature and thought to alter the thing by shifting a name. 

They would explain all the social passions and natural affections as to denominate them of the selfish kind. Thus 
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Warburton may also have paralleled Shaftesbury when noting Hobbes’s opposition to 

classical authority. Shaftesbury had emphasized Hobbes’s desire to minimize the contemporary 

influence of classical precedents in regards to morality and political philosophy. Warburton 

argued that Hobbes’s translations of Thucydides and Homer were twisted to support his aberrant 

interpretation of human nature,  

‘Tis true, he never meddled with Antiquity, but to abuse it; witness again, his 

translation of Homer: But the Cause of his Spight was no Mystery; for the far best 

Part of it contains little than Precepts of Examples of this innate Honesty of the 

Mind: Yet to prosecute it with more Decency, Antiquity was to be all proscribed 

for the Sake of his Leviathan; and ‘tis certain he was equally concerned; for how 

cou’d those Twin Brothers, human Baseness and publick Slavery keep their 

Credit, while there remained in Being, so many unexceptionable Testimonies of 

their  Shame and Confusion.47  

At the very least, Warburton agreed with Shaftesbury that Hobbes and the French moralists erred 

by devaluing the altruistic aspects of human nature. Despite insisting that an awareness of human 

weakness and corruption was necessary for explaining the promulgation of error, Warburton 

followed Shaftesbury by asserting that human beings were naturally capable of social and 

altruistic actions in opposition to Hobbes. Warburton’s mixed feelings regarding Shaftesburian 

philosophy did not last long. A decade later, as his career took off, Warburton revealed himself 

to be a staunch opponent of Shaftesbury’s moral scheme. 

 In insisting on natural sociability against Hobbesian pessimism and egoism, the young 

Warburton deployed an increasingly popular argument. The previous chapter analysed the 

emergence Hobbes as an egoist in the works of Hutcheson and Campbell. This line of argument 

 

civility, hospitality, humanity towards strangers or people in distress in only a more deliberate selfishness. An honest 

heart is only a more cunning one, and honesty and good nature, a more deliberate or better regulated self-love. The 

love of kindred, children and posterity is purely love of self and of one’s own immediate blood, as if, by this 

reckoning, all mankind were not included, all being of one blood and joined by inter-marriages and alliances, as they 

have been transplanted in colonies and mixed one with another. And thus love of one’s country and love of mankind 

must also be self-love.” Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 54-55. 
47 Warburton, Enquiry, 29-31; Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 41-42.  
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became increasingly common amongst divines and moralists during the period. John Edmonds 

condemned Hobbes for describing human beings lacking natural social affections.48 Hobbes 

appeared in Dennis De Coetlogon’s An Universal History of Arts and Sciences under the topic of 

ethics. Coetlogon associated Hobbes with a utilitarian ethics and the argument that human beings 

were born unfit for society. De Coetlogon promoted the Shaftesburian argument that Hobbes was 

incapable of explaining disinterested love and benevolence because of his egoism.49 In a 1746 

sermon, Henry Laying argued that being charitable and doing kind offices were tied to natural 

affections and sympathy. He cited De Cive and Leviathan as exemplars of the opposite position, 

which described humans as natural enemies to one another, and which made sociability depend 

upon fear and force.50 A Scottish divine, Andrew Richardson, delivered a 1745 sermon against 

arbitrary government which articulated a natural sense of morality rooted in the conscience. He 

portrayed Hobbes as an author who allowed the magistrate to determine moral distinctions by 

pure convenience and convention.51 Henry Grove’s posthumous A System of Moral Philosophy 

(1749) deployed egoistic Hobbism. In the first volume, Grove argued that Hobbes twisted 

disinterested affections into self-love: commiseration, charity, and laughter, were all self-love in 

disguise according to Hobbes.52 In the second volume he made the argument for natural 

sociability and objective moral distinctions against Hobbesian moral conventionalism.53 Grove’s 

suggested reading list included both rationalists and sentimentalists.54 The contrasting of the 

positive interpretation of human nature and naturally accessible moral distinctions with 

 

48 John Edmonds, Discourse on the Service of God (1743), 101-2.  
49 De Coetlogon, Universal History of Arts and Sciences, 1:936-38. 
50 Henry Layng, Sermon Preached in the Parish-Church of All-Saints in Northampton (Northampton, 1746), 4-8. 
51 Richardson, Free and Arbitrary Government, 12-14.  
52 Grove, System of Moral Philosophy, 1:346, 389, 393.  
53 Ibid., 2:133-35. 
54 Ibid., 2:159-164, at 162. Rivers argues that Grove was a Clarkean rationalist, and that the additions of the 

sentimentalists to the reading list was done posthumously by the editor of the System, Thomas Amory. See Rivers, 

Reason, Grace, and Sentiment, 2:190-92. 
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Hobbesian selfishness and moral conventionalism became increasingly popular as the century 

progressed.55  

 Warburton’s stance regarding Shaftesbury and Hobbes shifted as he began using utility 

against perceived threats to the Church: first against opponents of the religious establishment, 

and then against deists and freethinking critics of revelation. The Alliance was Warburton’s 

attempt to thwart critics of the revolutionary settlement, particularly high-flyers and pro-

toleration critics of the Test laws. Warburton insisted that both groups challenged the religious 

settlement on the basis of discovering, or defending, religious truth.56 Ingram argues that these 

debates were commonly disputed by way of history and scriptural interpretation. For example, 

Charles Leslie argued that history and scripture indicated that Christ had granted the keys to the 

kingdom of heaven to the apostles and their successors, thus erecting an independent Church 

with sacred authority derived from Christ. Benjamin Hoadly, perhaps the most Erastian of the 

low-church faction, argued that Christ did not transfer that authority, thus remaining the sole 

judge and lawgiver capable of punishing and rewarding in the next life. Hoadly relied on the 

scriptural argument that Christ’s kingdom was not of this world to effectively render the Church 

a persuasive and subordinate institution.57 Unable to resolve this dispute, a new group of Whig 

churchmen began arguing for a moderate path based on an alliance between Church and State. 

Divines like Gibson and Warburton defended the existence of an established Church in a 

tolerant, pluralist society. They remained committed to the Protestant Succession, the junior 

 

55 This is consistent with descriptions of eighteenth-century pastoral activity with its emphasis on reason and 

practical morality. See Rupp, Religion in England, 245-61; Speck, Stability and Strife, 99-100; Porter, 

Enlightenment, 99-105. 
56 See Sirota, Christian Monitors, chs. 4-5 
57 Ingram, Reformation Without End, 285-88. 
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status of the Church, and defending the Church’s remaining position.58 They placed particular 

emphasis on maintaining a limited toleration wherein political rights were restricted by Test 

laws. 

 Warburton’s Alliance defended the revolutionary church settlement from those who 

would unwittingly throw England back into a period of religious warfare by either returning to 

unmitigated pluralism and sectarian violence, or a coercive independent Church that obstructed 

individual conscience. He believed that contemporary debates about the Test were at an impasse: 

“For where two Parties go upon different, they naturally begin with examining one another’s, 

whereby the true one being at length settl’d or discover’d, by it’s Aid the Controversy is timely 

determined; but where a false Principle has the luck to be embraced by both Sides, they may 

wrangle for ever, and be, after all, but further from the Truth.” The two sides of the debate were 

“bottomed upon the same mistaken Foundation, the one defends a Test on such Reasons as 

destroy a Toleration, and the other opposes it on such as conclude equally against the very 

Essence and Being of a national Religion.”59 The radical implications of Warburton’s solution 

were only revealed at the end of the text.  

 When discussing the root cause of the current impasse, Warburton argued, “The Error 

then that seduced them, I imagine to have been this,— The Defenders of an Established Religion 

have all along gone on to maintain it on the Motives of TRUTH, and not of UTILITY. That is, 

that Religion was to be Established and protected AS IT WAS THE TRUE RELIGION; not for 

the sake of its CIVIL UTILITY; which is the great PRINCIPLE whereby we erect an Established 

 

58 Ibid., 289-93; Taylor, “Gibson, Edmund”; Speck, Stability and Strife, 93-96; Walsh and Taylor, “Introduction,” 

51-60. 
59 Warburton, Alliance, 1-2. 
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Religion and a Test-Law.”60 Warburton clearly indicated the justification for an established 

Church in a later passage, “I will conclude, then, in requesting my Reader to have this always in 

Mind, that the True End for which Religion is Established is, not to provide for the True Faith, 

but for Civil Utility, as the Key to open to him the whole Mystery of this Controversy; and the 

Clew to lead him safe through all the Intricacies, Windings and Perplexities, in which it has been 

involved.”61 Warburton desired an analysis of church-state relations independent from truth 

claims and rooted upon utility.62  

 Warburton demonstrated the utility of this alliance by arguing that independent civil and 

religious societies required each other. He followed Locke by insisting that civil society arose 

from individual consent in a state of nature, resulting in the erection of a state whose ends were 

the security of liberty and property. Significantly, the salvation of souls, theological doctrine, and 

moral improvement were excluded insofar as they remained above the limited ends of civil 

society.63 An independent religious society was also erected to meet the needs of humanity’s 

dual natures (rational and material), “[Religion] must have the Meditation on the Divine Nature 

drawn out into ARTICLES OF FAITH; and the Meditation on our several Relations to him into 

suitable and correspondent ACTS OF RELIGIOUS WORSHIP; and both of them to be professed 

and performed in COMMON.”64 Warburton argued that an alliance between these two 

independent societies was mutually beneficial: the religious society allowed for the reformation 

 

60 Ibid., 142-43. 
61 Ibid., 148. 
62 This was a significant development. Miller and Ingram argue that Warburton’s argument in the Alliance indicated 

a shift from transcendental truths to expedience and utility. Miller, Common Good, 296-99; Ingram, Reformation 

Without End, 293-99. Combined with the Enquiry and Divine Legation, the shift to utility and prudence was 

significant for Warburton’s sociological description of religion that Pocock and Young identify as his key 

contribution to the conservative enlightenment. Pocock, “Clergy and Commerce,” 551-55; Pocock, Barbarism and 

Religion, 230-37; Young, Religion and Enlightenment, 174-79. 
63 Warburton, Alliance, 20-24. 
64 Ibid., 34-37, at 37. 
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of inward dispositions and increased stability in civil society, while civil society aided in the 

salvation of souls by securing an environment wherein individuals could follow their own 

consciences. It was the former argument that encouraged Warburton to deploy Hobbesian 

pessimism as a means of demonstrating that civil society required an established Church. 

 Warburton began his description of civil society by reversing course on his earlier 

condemnation of the Hobbesian interpretation of human nature.  

The Appetite of Self-Preservation being most indispensably necessary to every 

Animal, Nature has made the strongest of all. . . that borne away with the Pleasure 

of gratifying this Appetite, Man in a State of Nature soon ran into very violent 

Excesses; and never thought he had sufficiently  provided for his own Being, ‘till 

he had deprived his Fellows of the free Enjoyment of theirs. Hence all those Evils 

of mutual Violence, Rapine, and Slaughter, that, in a State of Nature, must needs 

about amongst Equals. Because, tho’ Man, in this State, was not without a Law, 

which exacted Punishment on evil Doers, yet the Administration of that Law not 

being in common Hands, but either in the Person offended, who being a Party 

would be apt to inforce the Punishment to Excess; or else in the Hands of every 

one, as the Offence was against Mankind in general, which affecting the Good of 

Particulars not immediately or directly, would be remisly executed. And very 

often, where both these Executors of the Law of Nature were disposed to be 

impartial and exact, in the Administration of Justice, they would yet want Power 

to inforce it. Which altogether would so much inflame the Evils above mentioned, 

that they would soon become as general and intolerable as the Hobbeists represent 

them in that State to be, was it not for the restraining Principle of Religion that 

kept Men from running, altogether, into the Confusion necessarily consequent on 

the Principle of inordinate Self-love.65  

While the description of laws of nature and justice in the state of nature were Lockean, the 

portrayal of the state of nature and human beings driven to violence by the desire for self-

preservation was recognizably Hobbesian.66 In the Enquiry, Warburton had joined the chorus in 

 

65 Ibid., 4-6. 
66 Warburton combined both Hobbes and Locke in this passage. Equality and self-preservation necessarily leading to 

a violent and brutal state of nature was classically Hobbesian. Warburton echoed Locke by describing the problems 

associated with the lack of an independent administrator of natural laws. Though it is worth noting that by reducing 

the problem of natural law to the lack of a suitable power to enforce it, Warburton was repeating a Hobbesian 

critique in support of religion. Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:188-192, 242; John Locke, Second Treatise of Government, ed. 

C. B. Macpherson (Cambridge, 1960), 8-17.  
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condemning Hobbesian pessimism and egoism in favour of natural sociability. He deployed 

Hobbesian egoism a decade later to justify the necessity of an established religion to civil 

society. This change likely resulted from Warburton’s focus shifting from the problem of 

determining religious truth to justifying the ongoing necessity of an established Church.  

Even when adopting Hobbesian arguments, Warburton wanted to assure readers that he 

did not agree with Hobbes’s more radical conclusions. In the above case, Warburton attempted to 

pre-empt accusation that he rendered the Church a creature of the state by insisting on the 

necessity of a religious principle. He suggested that recourse to an awe-inspiring civil sovereign 

was insufficient.  

Warburton attempted to avoid accusations of hyper-Erastianism in a later passage 

describing the problem of human nature,  

The Progress and Increase of mutual Violence, in the State of Nature, ‘till it 

became general and insupportable, were owing to the natural Equality of Power 

amongst Men. The Remedy of which was seen to be Civil Society. But that 

Equality of Power, which occasioned the Evil, prevented the Remedy, any 

otherwise than by the Will and free Consent of every one. The entrance therefore 

into Society was by free Convention and Stipulation. But then, that which made 

ever Man’s consent necessary, prevented his giving any other Security for the 

performance of his Compact than his mere Word: And how feeble a Security that 

is, is known to every one. Some means therefore were to be contrived to 

strengthen the Obligation of his given Word. But nothing in the Case here 

imagined of perfect Equality, (and such was the Case on entering into Society,) 

could give this Strength, except Religion.67  

The violence of the state of nature was caused by natural equality in Hobbesian terms, and 

Warburton used this potential harm as a means of demonstrating the necessity of an alliance 

between independent civil and religious societies. In this case, he emphasized the need of 

religion in regards to oaths, “For that is an Invocation to Heaven, whose Providence is believed 

 

67 Warburton, Alliance, 24. 
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to regard Mens Actions; that Good is the object of his Delight, and Ill of his Displeasure, and that 

he will punish and reward accordingly, which necessarily implies an essential Difference 

between Good and Evil, prior to all human Decrees.”68 Warburton desired to contrast himself 

from the Hobbesian social contract by insisting on the necessity of religion. But Warburton also 

flirted with Hobbes’s account of religion from the twelfth chapter of Leviathan.  

Hobbes had argued that religion was a necessary consequence of fear, the weakness of 

human reason, and natural curiosity. He argued that ancient legislators had recognized the utility 

of religion for coercing obedience from their subjects. Using religion, ancient legislators were 

able to buttress their human dictates with divine authority.69 Hobbes also recognized the utility of 

fear of the “Power of Spirits Invisible,” particularly for enforcing oaths and promises in the state 

of nature.70 Thus Warburton seems to have portrayed Hobbesian political philosophy as radically 

secular as a means of disguising their shared recognition of the utility of civil religion.  

 Warburton potentially validated another Hobbesian concern when he commented on the 

threat posed by independent Churches. Warburton argued that an independent Church could be 

used by factious men to plot against the peace of civil society, pointing to the example of Charles 

I, leading to one of Warburton’s most Erastian passages:  

All which Evils are entirely prevented by this Alliance. For then the Civil 

Magistrate being become Protector of the Church, and consequently supreme 

Head and Director of it, the Ministry is mostly in his Power; as he gives them 

 

68 Ibid. 
69 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:164-178. This raises a question ignored by Pocock and Young, was Warburton’s 

sociological account of religion influenced by Hobbes? Warburton’s double-truth argument from the Divine 

Legation suggested that heathen legislators recognized the utility of religion and the future state even if they could 

not philosophically arrive at those truths. He used this to suggest that humans recognized the utility of religion and a 

future state before the truth of it was delivered by Christ. This made the lack of a future state in the Mosaic 

dispensation evidence that it was an intentional omission. In the same chapter cited above, Hobbes too distinguished 

between a sociological pagan religion and the true religion delivered by Christ. 
70 Ibid., 2:216. 
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settled Revenue, which being a voluntary and precarious Contribution of the 

People, created a mutual Dependency  pernicious to the State; as he admits and 

excludes to the Exercise of their Function as he sees fit; and grants to none but 

such as give a previous Security for their Allegiance to him. By this Means all 

that Power and Influence which the Ministers and Leaders in a Church had over it 

before the Alliance, as the Protectors of Religion, is now drawn off from them, 

and placed solely in the Civil Magistrate.71  

Perhaps aware of his proximity to Erastianism, Warburton immediately contrasted himself from 

Hobbes, who he claimed had responded to the same mischief with a different solution. 

According to Warburton, Hobbes responded by denying the independence of the religious 

society and assuming that the Magistrate had a “natural Right of Dominion and Supremacy over 

the Church, its Servant and Creature.” Warburton was also troubled by extreme pluralism, 

believing multiple independent churches encouraged unhealthy competition between spiritual 

bodies for the favour of the magistrate. Warburton’s solution was an established Church marked 

by alliance with civil society, and a willingness to embrace limited toleration. The established 

Church would freely be a dependent junior partner in exchange for security from the other sects; 

tolerated and free from coercion from the state and the established church, the other churches 

would have less cause to undermine civil society.72 Collins’s analysis of Restoration toleration 

debates suggests politique arguments for or against toleration were understood as Hobbesian by 

end of the Restoration. Warburton may have been emboldened by the fact that Hobbes was 

increasingly understood as a staunch opponent of toleration in an Erastian context.73 Warburton 

may have sensed that his argument for limited toleration in politique terms would no longer be 

considered Hobbesian.  

 

71 Warburton, Alliance, 63-64. 
72 Ibid., 64-67. Warburton, like many eighteenth-century contemporaries, portrayed Hobbes as rendering the Church 

a creature of the state. This interpretation was used by high-church critics against Erastians for undermining Church 

independence and by Dissenters and freethinkers who believed that the Test Acts were state sponsored coercion for 

a national Church.  
73 For Hobbes decreasingly being associated with toleration, and the lack of interest in politique arguments, see 

Collins, Shadow, esp. conclusion. 
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 The Alliance was not an ultra-Erastian text in the vein of Hobbes, Tindal, and Hoadly. 

Warburton argued that an independent religious society existed, though lacking coercive power 

by nature, and contracted an alliance with an independent civil society for mutual gain. He 

defended the establishment of a national Church, independent ecclesial courts for moral 

improvement, and the Church’s authority to determine doctrine and liturgy. We can assume that 

he was aware of the unorthodox nature of arguing for the necessity of an established Church in 

terms of utility due to the consistent positioning of his argument between Hobbesian Erastianism 

and Popery. For example, Warburton described the several sects that arose from 

misunderstanding the ends and nature of religious society: “The Papist makes the State a 

Creature of the Church; the Erastian makes the Church a Creature of the State: The Presbyterian 

would regulate the Exercise of the State’s Power on Church Ideas; the Hobbeist, the Church, by 

Reasons of the State: And, to compleat the Farce, the Quaker abolishes the very Being of a 

Church; and the Mennonite suppresses the Office of the Civil Magistrate.”74 Warburton also 

positioned himself between Hobbes and the Papists in regards to conscience. Warburton 

followed Locke by arguing that the Church was unfit to exercise coercive authority because of 

the sanctity of individual conscience.75 He argued that the use of coercion in service of religious 

uniformity undermined the ultimate end of religion, the salvation of souls.76 Warburton 

positioned himself between Hobbes and the Papists as a means of demonstrating that an 

established Church and limited toleration was the best means of avoiding the trampling of 

conscience, “as different Ways as the Hobbeist and Papist look, in Speculation, they tend to one 

and the same Point in Practice. For tho’ the one would have the Magistrate discharge his Office 

 

74 Warburton, Alliance, 19-20. 
75 John Locke, A Letter Concerning Toleration, 2nd ed. (1690), 2, 8-18 . 
76 Warburton, Alliance, 34-37. 
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only as Executioner of the Church, and the other authorizes him to use his Power as the Maker 

and Creator of it; yet they concur in teaching it to be his Right and Office to domineer over 

Conscience— Why they differ in, is only a Point of Ceremony.”77 Warburton attempted to 

distance himself from Hobbes by describing him as an ultra-Erastian opponent of individual 

conscience as a means of distracting from their structural similarities.78 

 The Alliance is significant because it represents a drastic course change from the Enquiry 

in its deployment of Hobbes, the selfish hypothesis, and prudential arguments. Significantly, 

Warburton had not yet directly targeted the positive interpretation of human nature. “On the 

whole, how different soever these Jacobite and Free-thinking System-Framers would have their 

Notion from  Popery and Atheism, they are unavoidably  drawn, by the Alacrity of their own 

Heaviness, into the very Centers of Malmsbury and Rome, from whence indeed they derived 

their Birth, but are, I know not how, ungraciously ashamed of their Pedigree.”79 The Alliance 

was written to repudiate high-flyers who still pined for an independent Church with coercive 

authority, and opponents to the Test Acts, whom Warburton identified with freethinkers. This 

changed in the Divine Legation, published just two years later, when Warburton used Hobbesian 

 

77 Ibid., 43. Notably, Hobbes argued that conscience was inviolable and that the actions of the sovereign was 

incapable of shaking faith and belief. Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:784. Warburton used a similar argument, that civil laws 

and punishments were incapable of moral reformation, as an attack on the society of atheists. Warburton, Divine 

Legation, 1:12-15. 
78 In the Alliance Warburton consistently contrasted himself from Hobbes, who he portrayed as assuming that there 

was no independent religious society and that the Church was a creature of the state. Notably, Warburton pushed 

back against anti-clericalism in the Divine Legation by arguing that abusing the clergy of an established Church was 

an attack on religion and civil society. “For while there is such a Thing as a Church established by Law, the Ministry 

of it must needs bear a sacred Character, that is a public one; even on your own Principles.” Warburton cited 

Hobbes’s argument from Leviathan, “They also that have authority to teach, or to enable others to teach the people 

their duty to the Soveraign Power, and instruct them in the knowledge of what is just, and unjust, thereby to render 

them more apt to live in godliness, and in peace amongst themselves, and resist the publique enemy, are Publique 

Ministers.” Warburton, Divine Legation, xxv-xxvi; Hobbes, Leviathan, 1:378. Warburton used the passage from 

Leviathan to demonstrate that even an atheist like Hobbes believed that anti-clericalism undermined the authority of 

the magistrate. Notably, the passage cited also included Hobbes clearly stating that only the monarch or sovereign 

assembly had immediate authority from God, and thus any authority of the Clergy was derived from the sovereign 

alone, Hobbes at his most Erastian.  
79 Warburton, Alliance, 52. 
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selfishness and pessimism to directly attack deist proponents of the positive interpretation of 

human nature. 

 The Divine Legation was first published in two volumes between 1738 and 1741. As the 

title indicates, Warburton presented it as a defence of the omission of the future state from the 

Old Testament “on the Principles of a Religious Deist.”80 The Divine Legation was an answer to 

deists and freethinkers who used the presence of references to a future state in pagan authors, and 

the lack of said references in the Old Testament, to argue for a double-truth argument in which 

natural true religion had always been known to the rational few, and superstition (potentially 

including certain versions of Christian revelation) had been used to placate the masses. 

Warburton responded by using the double-truth argument against them. He argued that human 

beings had always recognized the utility of a future state, but were incapable of demonstrating it 

philosophically. Thus they espoused it publicly while doubting it privately. Warburton suggested 

that the lack of mention of the future state in the Mosaic dispensation was evidence that the Jews 

must have been ruled directly by God. It was only with the coming of Christ that the truth of the 

future state was revealed to all.81 Warburton’s larger argument against the deists is irrelevant for 

this chapter. What is of note is the fact that Warburton felt compelled to justify that most 

philosophers, ancient and modern, recognized the utility of a future state doctrine, thus 

encouraging him to engage with Pierre Bayle’s inquiry into the harm posed by ancient idolatry 

and modern atheism.82 As a result, the first book of the Divine Legation was to demonstrate, 

“That the inculcating the Doctrine of a future State of Rewards and Punishments is necessary to 

 

80 Warburton, Divine Legation. 
81 Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, 5:230-37; Young, Religion and Enlightenment, 174-79. 
82 Warburton, Divine Legation,  1:33. Robertson has also commented on this aspect of the Divine Legation, though 

as a means of demonstrating the distance between Bayle and Mandeville. Robertson, Case for the Enlightenment, 

280-83. 
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the Well-being of Society,” and put Warburton on course for a head-on collision with the 

positive interpretation of human nature.83 

 Warburton began the Divine Legation with a dedication to freethinkers which strongly 

condemned the role of Shaftesbury. Warburton claimed that the anti-clerical arguments of the 

freethinkers were rooted on wit and raillery instead of truth and reason. The freethinkers were 

accused of clamouring for freedom and liberty in a society in which they already enjoyed it. This 

argument turned to Shaftesbury when Warburton suggested that they were more concerned with 

ridicule than truth. “This Quality in a Writer marking him so well received, yours have been 

tempted to dispense with the Solemnity of their Character; as thinking it of much Importance to 

get the Laugh on their Side. Hence Ridicule is become your favourite Figure of Speech; and your 

Writers have composed distinct Treatises to vindicate its Use, and manifest its Utility.”84 

Warburton, following the example of Shaftesbury’s initial reception, condemned the arguments 

of the Letter and the Essay.  

But one, in whom your Party most glories, has wrote in Defense of this abusive 

Way of Wit and Raillery, on serious Subjects. . . Nothing is ridiculous, except 

what is deformed, nor is any thing Proof against Raillery, except what is 

handsome and just: And therefore it is the hardest Thing in the World to deny fair 

Honesty the Use of this Weapon; which can never bear an Edge against herself. 

One may defy the World to turn Bravery or Generosity in Ridicule: A Man must 

be soundly Ridiculous, who with all the Wit imaginable, would go about to 

ridicule Wisdom, or laugh at Honesty or good Manners.  

 

83 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:9. 
84 Ibid., viii-x. Warburton went on to argue that “a preposterous Love of Mirth has turned you all into Wits, quite 

down from the mercurial Writer of the independent Whigs, to the atrabilaire Blasphemer of the Miracles.” The 

former refers to the anti-clerical tracts of Trenchard and Gordon published between 1720 and 1721, the latter was 

likely a reference to Thomas Woolston’s 6 discourses on miracles published between 1727 and 1729. This is 

noteworthy, as part of Warburton’s argument was that freethinkers had exaggerated the threat to their liberties, but 

Trenchard and Gordon had their work presented before the Middlesex grand jury in 1723, and Woolston died in 

prison in 1733 after having been found guilty of blasphemy. Warburton may not have seen a contradiction because 

they were prosecuted in civil courts, and thus should not be considered victims of a clerical abuse of power, but it is 

worth noting that two of the cases cited resulted in the persecution of freethinking.   
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Like his predecessors, Warburton questioned if ridicule actually revealed truth and deformity. He 

suggested that it was applied selectively, and would destroy truth itself if left unopposed. But 

unlike earlier critics, Warburton did not focus on religious truths alone when discussing the 

dangers posed by ridicule, “and what Security will this Writer give us that they shall not be so 

called? I am persuaded, if are never to be thought ridiculous, till you become so, in the Way this 

Gentleman marks out, you may go safely on in the Freedom of Wit and Humour, till there be 

never a Virtue left, to laugh out of Countenance.”85 Shaftesbury’s ridicule risked not only 

undermining core theological truths, but the moral framework of society as well.  

 Warburton revealed the danger of ridicule by highlighting Shaftesbury’s unfair portrayal 

of Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding, which Warburton described as, “one of the 

noblest, the usefullest, the most original Books the World ever saw.” He claimed that the spite 

Shaftesbury “bore his Master is inconceivable.” He focused on Shaftesbury’s argument in the 

Essay that, “some even of our most admir’d modern Philosophers had fairly told us, that Virtue 

and Vice had, after all, no other Law or Measure, than mere Fashion and Vogue.”86 Warburton 

insinuated that Shaftesbury had unfairly portrayed Locke as an atheist by ripping the passage 

from context. Warburton argued that Locke reasoned that since many societies determined virtue 

and vice on the basis of custom there could not be innate ideas, but that he also insisted, “the 

Divine Law, is the only true Touch-stone of moral Rectitude.” Warburton argued that, “This did 

but increase his Pupil’s Resentment, who had all his Faculties so possessed with the Moral 

 

85 Ibid., xi-xii. 
86 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 2nd ed., 1:80.  
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Sense, as the only true Touch-stone of moral Rectitude; that, like the Knights Errant of old, he 

stood up Challenger against all Opposers, for the superior Charms of his Idol.”87  

Warburton’s brief digression into Shaftesbury’s treatment of Locke is informative. First, 

Warburton, like his predecessors, was compelled to highlight Shaftesbury’s advocacy of ridicule 

as ill-equipped to determine truth. Shaftesbury’s treatment of Locke, supposedly driven by 

personal animus, was meant to indicate that ridicule could be turned upon the most revered and 

rational of English philosophers. Second, Warburton drew attention to Shaftesbury’s moral 

philosophy, which he claimed was fixated on the moral sense, and the extent to which it ignored 

the necessity of divine law. He also emphasized the existence of a third path between the 

Shaftesburian moral sense and Hobbesian moral conventionalism: religion. Warburton moved 

beyond his predecessors by digging beneath Shaftesbury’s denial of future of rewards and 

punishments to the core of his moral scheme.88 In a way, Warburton had more adeptly revealed 

why Shaftesbury consistently caused anxiety amongst Church divines. Shaftesbury’s philosophy 

was rooted too firmly in the human experience. 

 Warburton described the argument of the Divine Legation as threefold: demonstrating 

that the doctrine of a future state was necessary for the well-being of civil society, that mankind 

have recognized and taught this truth since antiquity, and that this doctrine was absent from the 

Mosaic dispensation, indicating that the law of Moses must have been divine.89 Warburton began 

his analysis of the first point by repeating the argument about the insufficiency of civil society 

from the Alliance almost verbatim. Warburton launched his attack on deist moral schemes by 

 

87 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:xxiv-xxv. 
88 Warburton was not the first to tackle Shaftesbury’s moral system. See Berkeley, Alciphron, 1:96-128. Berkeley 

attacked Shaftesbury’s moral scheme form an immaterialist perspective, Warburton would do so from utility and 

expedience.  
89 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:7.  
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beginning with the primacy of Hobbesian self-preservation and the necessary consequences in 

the state of nature.90 He proceeded to describe the inadequacy of a Lockean civil society built 

upon a Hobbesian state of nature, arguing that civil laws could only punish public transgressions 

and were incapable of transforming human nature. Warburton placed particular emphasis on the 

inability of the civil state to properly reward virtuous actions. According to Warburton, in order 

to properly reward one must know the motives of the actor and be able to properly compensate 

them for overcoming their own selfish interests, which could only be accomplished by God. This 

led Warburton to argue, “But it being evident, that the joint Sanctions of Rewards and 

Punishments are but just sufficient to secure the tolerable Observance of Right. . .  it follows, 

that, AS RELIGION ONLY CAN SUPPLY THE SANCTIONS OF REWARDS, WHICH 

SOCIETY WANTS, AND HATH NOT; RELIGION IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY TO 

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.”91 Warburton used a similar argument in the Alliance to justify the 

necessity of an established Church against opponents of the revolutionary religious settlement.  

Warburton then turned this argument to deists alone, by which he meant any who 

believed that society could prosper without the promise of a future state.  

Having thus proved the Service of Religion in general, to Society, we are enabled 

to proceed to the Proof of the main Proposition in question: For by what hath been 

 

90 Ibid., 1:9-10. “The Appetite of Self-Preservation being most indispensably necessary to every Animal, Nature 

hath made it strongest of all. And though, in rational Animals, Reason alone might be supposed sufficient to answer 

the End, for which this Appetite is bestowed on others, yet, the better to secure that End, Nature hath given Man, 

likewise, a very considerable Share of the same Instinct, with which she hath endowed Brutes so admirably to 

provide for their Preservation. . . certain it is, that, born away with the Pleasure of gratifying this Appetite, Man, in a 

State of Nature, soon ran into very violent Excesses: and never thought he had sufficiently provided for his own 

Being, ‘till he had deprived his Fellows of the free Enjoyment of theirs. Hence, all those Evils of mutual Violence, 

Rapine, Slaughter, that, in a State of Nature, must needs about amongst equals. . . Which together, would so much 

inflame the Evils above mentioned; that they would soon become as general, and as intolerable, as the Hobbeists 

represent them in that State to be, was it not for the restraining Principle of Religion, that kept Men from running, 

altogether, in to the Confusion necessarily consequent on the Principle of inordinate Self-love.” This passage is 

identical to that from the Alliance, xx. 
91 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:12-21, at 20-21.  
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said, it appears that Religion does this service solely, as it teaches a Providence, 

the Rewarder of good Men, and the Punisher of Ill. So that, though it were 

possible, as I think it is not, that there could be such a thing as a Religion not 

founded on the Doctrine of a Providence; yet, it is evident, such a Religion could 

be of no manner of Service to Society. Whatsoever therefore is necessary for the 

Support of this Doctrine is mediately necessary for the well-being of society.92  

This indicated that the first book of the Divine Legation was to repudiate deists on the basis of 

civil utility instead of truth, just as the Alliance had defended the established Church. 

 The first book of Warburton’s Divine Legation was not concerned with demonstrating the 

truth of revelation, but the practical limitations of moral schemes which minimized the necessity 

of providence. Writing of atheism, Warburton argued, “It has been generally esteemed as 

Evidence of the Destructiveness of Atheism to Society, that that Principle excludes the 

Knowledge of moral Good and Evil; such Knowledge being posterior to the Knowledge of 

God.”93 Warburton implied that defending the existence of eternal moral distinctions was not 

enough, that it must be preceded by an acknowledgment of the role of God and particular 

providence.94 Warburton identified three aspects of practical morality: an “Instinct implanted by 

Nature to direct to its greatest Good,” commonly identified as the moral sense; a “Reasoning 

Faculty” which improves upon the foundation of the moral sense and discovers the “real 

essential Differences in the Qualities of human Actions, established by Nature”; and, because 

both the moral sense and the reasoning faculty were incapable of obliging human beings, “A 

Superior Will,” which could not be found until the being and attributes of God were discovered. 

“Hence arose, and from hence, a MORAL DIFFERENCE. From the time human Actions became 

the subject of Obligation, and not till now: For though INSTINCT discovered a Difference in 

 

92 Ibid., 1:22. 
93 Ibid., 1:35. 
94 This was very similar to Clarke’s argument in his Boyle Lectures. Clarke began by demonstrating the being and 

attributes of God before proceeding to argue that fitnesses were a consequence of his self-existence. See, Clarke, 

Demonstration.   
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Actions; and REASON perceived that Difference to be founded in the Nature of Things; yet it 

was WILL only that could make a Compliance with that Difference a DUTY.”95 Warburton 

argued that moralists had to be cognizant of all three motivations for virtue.  

This, when attentively considered, can never fail of affecting us with the most 

lively Sense of God’s Goodness to Mankind, who, graciously respecting the 

Imperfections of Man’s Nature, the Weakness of his Reason, and the Violence of 

his Passions, hath been pleased to give three different Excitements to the Practice 

of Virtue, that Men of all Ranks, Constitutions, and Educations, might find their 

Account in one or more of them; something that would hit their Palate, satisfy 

their Reason, or subdue their Will.  

According to Warburton, the moral sense and reason could only oblige individuals with refined 

dispositions. It was God’s will that was “principally adapted to the common Run of Men.”96 

 The deists confronted by Warburton in the first book of the Divine Legation were not 

skeptics of incontrovertible theological truths, but a group who had erred by insisting on the 

natural accessibility and obligatory authority of moral truths. “This admirable Provision for the 

Support of Virtue hath been, in great measure, defeated by its pretended Advocates; who, in their 

eternal Squabbles about the true Foundation of Morality, and the Obligation to its Practice, have 

sacrilegiously untwisted this threefold Cord; and each running away with the Part he esteemed 

the strongest, hath affixed that to the Throne of Heaven, as the Golden Chain that it is to unite 

and draw all unto it.”97 Warburton condemned together the erroneous traditions of the 

sentimentalists, rationalists, and voluntarists, for promoting schemes built upon idealized 

interpretations of human nature instead practical experience.   

 

95 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:36-37. 
96 Ibid., 1:38. 
97 Ibid., 1:39. 
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The first were those who would have the morality of actions be founded on the moral 

sense alone. Warburton was almost certainly referring to Shaftesbury. He noted their opposition 

to Locke, their belief that future rewards and punishments rendered virtue mercenary, and later 

referenced Shaftesbury’s Enquiry explicitly.98 He also condemned those who founded morality 

on fitnesses and unfitnesses without knowledge of God.99 The third group likely represented an 

amalgamation of influences including Hobbes, Mandeville, and Calvinism.  

A Third, who proposes to place Morality on the Will of a Superior, which is its 

true Bottom, acts yet on the same exterminating Model. He takes the other two 

Principles to be merely visionary: The Moral Sense is nothing but the prejudice of 

Education; the Love of the Species, chimerical: The Notions were invented by 

crafty Knaves, to dupe the Young, the Vain, and the Ambitious. Nature, he saith, 

hath confined us to the narrow Sphere of Self-love; and our pompous Parades or 

pure Disinterestedness, but the more artful Disguises of that very Passion. He not 

only denies all Moral Difference in Actions, antecedent to the Will of God, which 

he might well do; but likewise, all Specific Difference: affirms that the Notions of 

fit and unfit proceed not from this Difference, but from the arbitrary Impositions 

of Will only; that God is the free Cause of Truths as well as Beings; and then, 

consequently, if he so wills, two and two would not make four.100  

 

98 Warburton’s treatment of Shaftesbury is worth noting. His initial description of the three aspects of practical 

morality was closer to Shaftesbury’s own argument in the Enquiry. Shaftesbury argued that the moral sense was the 

result of rational reflection, it was not solely an instinct, and he argued that future rewards and punishments may be 

required as an encouragement to virtue. Warburton’s reduction of Shaftesbury to an instinctual moral sense probably 

reflects the influence of Mandeville and Hutcheson on Shaftesbury’s later reputation. See Shaftesbury, 

Characteristics, 209; Gill, British Moralists, 93-94.  
99 Warburton likely had Wollaston and Tindal in mind. Wollaston used the existence of moral good and evil as the 

basis for his proof of natural religion, thus suggesting that they existed independently. Tindal used Clarkean 

language, and cited a plethora of moderate divines, when arguing that moral distinctions were accessible through 

natural reason alone. For example, see Tindal, Christianity as Old as Creation (1730), 6. “There is, I think, no way 

to avoid this Objection, of God’s willing Contrarieties, but by supposing he requires nothing of Men, but what is 

founded on the Nature of Things, and the immutable Relations they bear to one another; and what, consequently, 

they are, as far as concerns ‘em, capable of knowing.” Warburton struggled to retain a place for Clarke while 

condemning those who took his essentialist arguments to their radical conclusions. Warburton argued that the 

followers of Clarke went awry by ignoring their master’s distinction between moral and natural necessity wherein 

Clarke attempted to argue that God retained freewill even while compelled by his perfect intelligence and wisdom. 

Warburton himself seems to have walked the Clarkean tightrope of an essentialist God still capable of particular 

providence. Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:52-53.  
100 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:39-41. In the following paragraph Warburton identified this position with 

Mandeville’s arguments from the Search and the Enquiry. I argue that he may have also been alluding to Hobbes, 

besides the obvious allusions to self-love and will determining right and wrong, because the passage was strikingly 

similar to that in which condemned Hobbes in the Enquiry. Additionally, the allusions to voluntarism at the end of 

the passage are not to be found in Mandeville, but would have been recognizably Hobbesian and Calvinist. The lack 
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The inclusion of the third set of philosophers is significant as it allowed Warburton to argue that 

both sides of the eighteenth-century moral debate had fundamentally erred. Both the champions 

of virtue and their Hobbist foils undermined the effectiveness of practical morality by ignoring 

the intercessory role of God and particular providence. Warburton digressed from his narrow 

focus on deism when he commented, “But as the Moralist’s is the more plausible Scheme, it is 

become most in Fashion: So that of late Years a Deluge of Moral Systems hath overflowed the 

learned World, in which either the Moral Sense, or the Essential Difference rides alone 

triumphant.”101 

 Warburton did not attack moralists for ignoring the truth of revelation. This was likely a 

result of his insistence on demonstrating his argument “on the Principles of a Religious Deist,” 

signalling his use of prudential arguments.102 He condemned moralists for failing to account for 

the needs of civil society and the practical nature of morality, “that though [they] be capable of 

being affected with the Moral Sense, and may arrive to the Knowledge of the Real Essential 

Differences in the Quality of human Actions; yet this Sense and Knowledge, make nothing for 

the purpose of Mr. Bayle’s Argument: because these, even in conjunction, are totally insufficient 

to influence Society in the Practice of Virtue: which Influence is the Foundation of the 

 

of explicit connection with Hobbes to this passage may reflect Warburton’s strategy of using Hobbesian arguments 

to undermine the Deist position instead of the traditional tactic of demonstrating similarities, although it is unlikely 

the Hobbesian implications would have been lost on readers.   
101 Ibid., 1:41.  
102 As Ingram notes, Warburton was a noted champion of Church orthodoxy and religious truth. He merely had 

occasional recourse to utility in certain contexts. Pocock argues that Warburton laid the groundwork for Gibbon. 

Warburton used a sociological account of religion to undermine the freethinker’s faith in reason, but followed it by 

insisting on the necessary truth of revelation. Gibbon took Warburton’s argument to its natural conclusion by 

abandoning the defence of revelation. Ingram, Reformation Without End, 265-83, 304-343; Pocock, Barbarism and 

Religion, 230-37. 
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Question.”103 As the question became about practicality instead of truth, Warburton deployed 

Hobbesian arguments.  

Warburton condemned the tendency in common speech of referring to laws of reason and 

necessity, and those who believed that they could arrive at moral laws without reference to a 

providential God. Warburton argued, “Moral Obligation, that is, the Obligation of a free Agent, 

implies a Law, which enjoins and forbids; but a Law is the Imposition of an intelligent Superior, 

who hath Power to exact conformity thereunto.” This argument was very similar to Hobbes’s 

attack on moral arguments a century earlier, and Warburton acknowledged the influence.104  

The Atheist Hobbes seems to have penetrated farther into this Matter, than the 

Stratonicean of Mr. Bayle; he appeared to have been sensible that Morality 

implied Obligation, and a Obligation a Law, and a Law a Lawgiver: Therefore, 

having expelled the Legislator of the Universe, that Morality of Actions might not 

become quite Foundationless, he thought fit to underprop it with his earthly God, 

the Leviathan; and to make him the Creator and Supporter of Moral Right and 

Wrong.105  

Instead of highlighting similarities between Hobbes and the moralists, Warburton used Hobbes’s 

arguments against natural laws as a means of pressing home the failure of moralists to address 

the issue of obligation. 

 Warburton also reiterated the argument that moralists fundamentally misunderstood 

human nature. For Warburton, the question was not about the existence of naturally discoverable 

moral truths, but “Whether a clear Conviction of Right and Wrong, abstracted from all Will and 

Command, and consequently, from the Expectation of Reward and Punishment, be sufficient to 

 

103 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:42. 
104 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:242. “These dictates of Reason, men use to call by the name of Lawes; but improperly: for 

they are but Conclusions, or Theoremes concerning what conduceth to the conservation and defence of themselves; 

whereas Law, properly is the word of him, that by right hath command over others. But yet if we consider the same 

Theoremes, as delivered by the word of God, that by right commandeth all things; then are they properly called 

Lawes.” 
105 Warburton, Divine Legation, 1:47. 
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influence the generality of Mankind in any tolerable Degree.” Warburton argued that when 

considering human nature it was not enough that virtue be recognized as the greatest good, but 

the greatest good must also be recognized as the means to one’s own private happiness to such a 

degree that it overpowers the schemes for private happiness rooted in self-love. Warburton 

insisted that the promise of the future of state, aided by sincere religious belief, must be added to 

the scales to overcome humanity’s flawed nature. Warburton returned to a familiar description of 

the Hobbesian state of nature and the transition to civil society:  

But this may farther made appear by what hath been observed, concerning the 

Nature and Original of Society. Self-Interest, as we there shew, spurring to 

Action, by Hopes and Fears, caused all those Disorders amongst Men, which 

required the Remedy of Civil Society. And Self-interest, again, operating by 

Hopes and Fears in Society, afforded means for the redress of those first 

Disorders; so far forth as Society could carry those Hopes and Fears. For to 

combat thus universal Passion of Self-interest by another, as strong a One, at 

least, must needs be opposed to it: But that being the strongest in our Nature, all 

that could be done was to contrive a Way to apply it to the contrary Purpose. 

Therefore because Society, as such, failed (from the natural Deficiency of it’s 

Plan) in remedying the Disorders it was instituted to correct, and consequently 

was obliged to call in the Aid of Religion, as is above explained; it is evident it 

must proceed still on the same Principles of Hope and Fears. But, of all three 

Grounds of Morality, the third only thus operating, and an Atheist not having this 

third, Religion, that only gives it, must be unavoidably necessary for Society. Or 

in other Words, the Moral Sense, and the Knowledge of the natural essential 

Difference of things conjoined, will be altogether insufficient to influence the 

generality of Mankind in virtuous Practice.106 

Warburton accepted the selfish hypothesis as a means to justify the necessity of the future state. 

Most human beings could not be swayed by mere appeals to reason or taste, their own selfish 

pursuance of private happiness had to be overcome. Warburton insisted that not only were the 

moral sense and reason insufficient, but civil society as well. He used Hobbesian arguments to 

pave the way for the necessity of religion. 

 

106 Ibid., 1:59-61.  
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 Warburton’s transition in his first three major works identifies a potential shift in 

approach to moral schemes rooted in the positive interpretation of human nature and the use of 

Hobbes by Church divines. There is evidence that Warburton himself was sympathetic to these 

schemes as seen in his defence of Clarke in the Divine Legation and his use of Shaftesbury’s 

arguments against Hobbes in the Enquiry.107 But it can be argued that the anticlerical atmosphere 

of the 1720s and 1730s spurred Warburton to more robustly defend the Church of England in the 

Alliance and the first book of the Divine Legation. In both cases Warburton battled elements 

which he believed opposed the necessity of an established Church to civil society. In this effort, 

Warburton found a use for Hobbes’s pessimistic egoism as a means of justifying the existence of 

an established Church and the necessity of religion for individual moral reformation. 

Warburton’s transition also indicates a shift in his mode of argument from a concern with 

establishing fundamental truth to the embrace of utility. In the Enquiry, Warburton participated 

in the Reformation task of determining which miracles and prodigies were correct, of distilling 

truth from revelation and history. In the Alliance and the first book of the Divine Legation, 

Warburton traded truth for utility. The following section argues that Warburton’s use of Hobbes 

was adopted by contemporaries, perhaps explaining the increased prevalence of “Enlightened” 

Hobbism. 

 

 

 

107 Historians argue that these moral schemes provided flexibility to the Church when adapting to the 

institutionalized pluralism of the eighteenth century. Moral schemes based on the positive interpretation of human 

nature could be broadly Trinitarian while ignoring thornier theological and liturgical issues. The issue was that those 

schemes could be taken by the likes of Shaftesbury, Tindal, and Wollaston, to ignore the necessity of a Church or 

particular providence. There was not much distance between the Cambridge Platonists and Shaftesbury, or the 

Latitudinarians and Tindal. See Gill, British Moralists; Rivers, Reason, Grace, Sentiment, vol. 2; Prest, Albion 

Ascendant, 138-46; Porter, Enlightenment, 99-129; Langford, Polite and Commercial People, 237-43.  
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John Brown 

 John Brown (1715-66) was an author, moralist, and Cambridge educated clergyman. This 

analysis focuses on his Essays on the Characteristics of the Earl of Shaftesbury (1751). 

Warburton encouraged Brown to write the Essays after reading his An Essay on Satire 

Occassion’d by the Death of Mr Pope (1745), which included a sharp rebuke of Shaftesbury’s 

championing of ridicule. Brown remained a member of Warburton’s circle until the publication 

of his most popular work, An Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times (1757), which 

may have aroused Warburton’s jealousy due it its immense popularity.108  

Crimmins argues that Brown’s moral philosophy, as described in the Essays, was 

founded on the principles of utility and God’s benevolent will, later attracting attention from 

nineteenth-century Utilitarians.109 While Brown certainly deploys a proto-utilitarian moral 

philosophy against the idealistic moral schemes of Shaftesbury and Clarke, his reliance on a 

religious principle for obligation indicates strong connections to Warburton. Miller discusses 

Brown in the context of Warburton’s move to expedience and pragmatism as a means of 

justifying the necessity of an established Church. He argues that Brown, who delivered a sermon 

at a trial for Jacobites at Carlisle in 1746, was initially committed to the exercise of individual 

reason as a means of thwarting Catholicism. Miller indicates that Brown repeated this sentiment 

in the Essays in praise of Shaftesbury. It was only later in life, during the Seven Years War, that 

Brown would subsume the right of individual reason to civic prosperity in the manner of  

 

108 James E. Crimmins, “Brown, John (1715-1766),” ODNB (2004), https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/3621; John 

Brown, An Essay on Satire Occassion’d by the Death of Mr Pope (1745), 15-16. The title is misleading as the work 

was written in verse, the Essays on the Characteristics were written in a more typical format.  
109 Ibid. 
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Warburton.110 Brown’s use of the religious principle in the Essays indicates that he may have felt 

that the exercise of individual reason threatened the security of civil society earlier than Miller 

indicates.   

 The Essays consist of three parts: the first being an essay on Shaftesbury’s use of ridicule, 

which was an expansion of an earlier passage from the Essay on Satire; the second addressed 

Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy; and the third repudiated Shaftesbury’s attack on revelation.111 

Brown’s critique of ridicule was similar to Warburton’s. He used Lockean epistemology to argue 

that all ideas were derived from sense experience, but that humans required reason to determine 

which ideas were real. Shaftesbury’s ridicule was condemned because it was considered to be a 

mode of eloquence which played on the passions instead of reason, thus only revealing apparent 

truth. According to Brown, ridicule belonged to the realm of the orator instead of the cold 

rationalist.112 “Thus Eloquence gains its End of Persuasion by offering apparent Truth to the 

Imagination; as Argument gains its proper End of Conviction by offering real Truth to the 

Understanding.”113 Brown did not repudiate ridicule by suggesting that religious truths were 

incontrovertible, but by arguing that ridicule was ill-equipped to discover truth in any subject.114  

 

110 Miller, Common Good, 333-36. 
111 See ch. 2.  
112 John Brown, Essays on the Characteristics (1751), 12-16, 23.  
113 Brown cited Hobbes’s On Human Nature in this context. “Thus Eloquence gains its End of Persuasion by 

offering apparent Truth to the Imagination; as Argument gains its proper End of Conviction by offering real Truth 

to the Understanding Mr. Hobbes seems to have been well aware of this Distinction. ‘This, says he, viz. laying 

Evidence before the Mind, is called teaching; the Hearer is therefore said to learn: But if there be not such 

Evidence, then such teaching is called Persuasion, and begetteh no more in the Hearer, than what is in the Speaker’s 

bare Opinion.” Brown, Essays, 29. Hobbes, On Human Nature, 73. Combined with his use of Lockean 

epistemology to critique Shaftesbury’s ridicule, Brown seems sympathetic to the Hobbesian and Lockean notion that 

the rational faculty primarily engaged with sensory information. Miller argues that Brown’s later emphasis on using 

education to constrain the freedom of individual thought in service of the state was built on a Lockean 

epistemological framework. Miller, Common Good, 333-36. This was not typical. For example, Skelton identified 

Hobbes’s definition of reason from the fifth chapter of Leviathan, “For Reason, in this sense, is nothing but 

Reckoning (that is, Adding and Subtracting) of the Consequences of generall names agreed upon, for the marking 

and signifying of our thoughts,” was absurd and whimsical. Skelton, Divine Legation, 1:68-69; Hobbes, Leviathan, 
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 Brown’s second essay tackled Shaftesbury’s moral scheme. In doing so, he followed the 

template laid down by Warburton in the Divine Legation for critiquing Shaftesbury: condemn 

ridicule, demonstrate the practical limitations of sentiment, and argue for the necessity of the 

Church and revelation. The title of the second essay, “On the Obligations of Man to Virtue, and 

the Necessity of religious Principle,” with its emphasis on obligation and pragmatism, was also 

reflective of Warburton’s arguments in the Alliance and the Divine Legation.115 Brown began the 

second essay by condemning Shaftesbury, Clarke, and William Wollaston together for focusing 

too much on the motives for virtue at the expense of analysing its nature. Shaftesbury erred by 

arguing that humans were motivated by a moral sense, Clarke for insisting that they were obliged 

by reason, and Wollaston for his emphasis on truth. Brown argued that contemporary moral 

philosophy failed when articulating nominal definitions of virtue at the expense of the ends of 

actions.116 Notably, Brown cast a wider net than Warburton by explicitly including Clarke. 

Warburton had attempted to distance Clarke from deism, instead condemning deists like Tindal 

and Wollaston who put Clarkean ideas into a moral framework which minimized the influence of 

 

2:64. Skelton was presumably still of the school that considered reason to be an attribute of the divine immaterial 

substance, or soul, which was constrained, not empowered, by our material existence.  
114 Interestingly, Bulkley’s response to Brown’s Essays used Hobbes to demonstrate the effectiveness of ridicule. 

Bulkley argued that Shaftesburian ridicule was merely an extension of the passions and imagination, but rooted in 

reason as well. Bulkley cited Shaftesbury’s use of ridicule against cool philosophy in the Essay on the Freedom of 

Wit and Humour, which included Shaftesbury’s critique of Hobbes. Not only was Hobbes ridiculed as pretending to 

be an almost prophetical figure in his denial of natural justice in favour of force, but there was a rational argument 

for the existence of natural affections. Interestingly, Bulkley used this as an opportunity to reiterate the contrast 

between Hobbes and Shaftesbury on sociability. Charles Bulkley, A Vindication of my Lord Shaftesbury, on the 

Subject of Ridicule (1751), 24-26. 
115 Brown, Essays, 108. Brown changed the title of the second essay in the second edition, “On the Motives to 

Virtue, and the Necessity of Religious Principle.” Brown, Essays, 2nd ed. (1751), 109. Both were consistent with 

Warburton’s arguments that natural motivations towards virtue lacked sufficient obligatory force, and that religion 

was required for the vast majority to be virtuous.  
116 Ibid., 112-15, 122-24, 136-37. While Brown’s moral philosophy contained utilitarian elements, it is important to 

note that he believed that virtue consisted of the voluntary production of the greatest public happiness. Thus Brown 

did not believe that coerced actions for the greater good were virtuous, he required a sincere belief in maximizing 

the happiness of the whole, hence the insistence of the religious principle.  
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particular providence. By including Clarke, Brown claimed that moral schemes rooted upon a 

positive interpretation of human nature had influence beyond the freethinking fringes.  

According to Brown, contemporary moral philosophy remained blind to the importance 

of increasing human happiness as an end of social and moral theorizing.  

Thus it appears, that those Actions which we denominate Virtuous, Beautiful, Fit, 

or True, have not any absolute and independent, but a relative and reflected 

Beauty: And that their Tendency to produce Happiness is the only Source from 

whence they derive their Lustre. Hence therefore we may obtain a just and 

adequate Definition of Virtue: Which is no other that ‘the Conformity of our 

Affections with the Public Good:’ Or ‘the voluntary Production of the greatest 

Happiness.117  

Brown argued that it was the implausible nominal definitions of the moralists that allowed 

Mandeville to deny the existence of natural moral distinctions. Referencing the “Search,” Brown 

identified Mandeville’s use of diverse moral customs to undermine the existence of innate 

rational faculties as evidence that idealistic notions of virtue were prone to relativistic critiques. 

Brown believed that a hedonistic moral calculus more effectively answered Mandevillian 

skepticism.118   

 The second part of Brown’s argument centred on the Warburtonian emphasis on 

obligation: “Having at Length gained an Adequate Idea of Virtue, and found that it is no other 

than ‘the voluntary Production of the greatest public Happiness;’ we may now safely proceed to 

consider, ‘upon what Foundations Mankind are obliged to the Practice of it?”119 Brown’s 

emphasis on the ends of actions determining their moral worth indicated that he was not 

 

117 Ibid., 136-37. 
118 Brown, Essays, 145-58. See Mandeville, Fable, 321-331. For an account of the adoption of the hedonistic moral 

calculus and utility by British divines and moralists, see Wootton, Power, Pleasure, and Profit, 115-34. Wootton did 

not identify Brown.  
119 Brown, Essays, 158.  
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interested in discerning the moral value of motives. As a result, he argued that it was the feeling 

of immediate, or the prospect of future, happiness which motivated human actions; not rarefied 

notions of beauty, fitness, or truth.120  

According to Brown, a source of Shaftesbury’s error was the adoption of the positive 

interpretation of human nature. He argued that moralists erred when assuming a uniform human 

nature. Brown articulated the dichotomy at the core “Enlightened” Hobbism between sociability 

and Hobbesian pessimism in order to demonstrate the weakness in both arguments. Hobbes, 

along with Mandeville and the French moralists, was a modern patroniser of the Epicurean sect, 

and stood accused of relying on sensual egoism to arrive at a desired conclusion, “that the 

pretended public Affections are therefore no more than the same low Passions in Disguise. That 

Benevolence makes no part of Man’s Nature; that the human Kind are absolutely unconnected 

with each other in Point of Affection: And that every Individual seeks and finds his private 

Happiness in and from himself alone.”121 Brown fit himself between Hobbes and Shaftesbury as 

a means of justifying happiness as the sole motivator for human actions. Brown identified three 

sources of happiness: sense, imagination, and the passions. He identified Hobbes and the 

Epicureans with sensual pleasures, associating them with a blind, dumb, and temporal 

 

120 This distinction was largely the work of Hutcheson and raises the question as to how much these later critiques of 

Shaftesbury were influenced by Hutcheson’s interpretation of Shaftesbury’s arguments. See Maurer, Self-Love, 

Egoism, and the Selfish Hypothesis. Maurer argues that the history of eighteenth-century moral philosophy in Britain 

was about rehabilitating self-love from the selfish hypothesis. Wootton argues that the portrayal of Hobbes as a hard 

egoist by contemporaries was incorrect, perhaps suggesting that they were appropriating more from Hobbes than 

they would care to admit. Wootton, Power, Pleasure, and Profit, 89-113. This raises the question as to how much 

eighteenth-century British moral philosophy was a rejection of Hobbes, and how much it was quietly indebted to 

him.   
121 Brown, Essays, 170. 
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selfishness. This allowed Brown to argue that his own variant of selfishness rooted in the 

imagination and the prospect of future happiness was distinct from the Hobbesian variant.122 

 Brown reiterated the common condemnation of Hobbesian pessimistic egoism alongside 

his condemnation of Shaftesbury’s positive interpretation of human nature. “The noble Writer, 

on the contrary, viewing the brighter parts of human Nature, through the amiable Medium of the 

Socratic Philosophy; and fixing his Attention on the public Affections, as the Instruments both of 

public and private Happiness; rejects the Epicurean’s Pretences with Disdain: And fully 

conscious of the high Claims and Energy of Virtue, affirms that the private Affections are, by no 

means, a Foundation for private Happiness.”123 According to Brown, the binary between 

selfishness and altruism was caused by competing uniform interpretations of human nature, “On 

these respectively they declaim; so that according to the one, Mankind are naturally a Race of 

Demi-Gods; according to the other, a Crew of Devils. Both forgetting what is unquestionably the 

Truth, that these social and private Affections are blended in an endless Variety of Degrees, and 

thus form an infinite Variety of Inclinations and Characters.”124 Brown would have the reader 

believe that he had positioned himself between Hobbes and Shaftesbury, but he had in fact 

adopted a Hobbesian argument against Shaftesbury and contemporary moral philosophy.  

Brown, like Warburton, was focused on practical morality instead of idealized notions of 

virtue.125  

Now, among all this infinite Variety of Tempers which is found in Nature, we see 

there cannot be any uniform Motive or Obligation to Virtue, save only ‘where the 

 

122 Ibid., 168-69.  
123 Ibid., 170-71. 
124 Ibid., 171-72. 
125 For the contrast between transcendent and expedient notions of the common good and morality, see Miller, 

Common Good, 268-84.  
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Senses are weak, the Imagination refined, and the public Affections strongly 

predominant.’ For in every other Character, where either the Senses, gross 

Imagination, or selfish Passions prevail, a natural Opposition or Discordance must 

arise, and destroy the uniform Motive to Virtue, by throwing the Happiness of the 

Agent into a different Channel.126  

He was not concerned with those naturally disposed to virtue, but with those that needed a push. 

The variety of human constitutions revealed the failure of Shaftesbury’s moral scheme, “The 

noble Writer’s Scheme of Morals therefore, being grounded on a Supposition, which runs 

through the whole Course of his Argument, that all Mankind are naturally capable of attaining a 

Taste or Relish for Virtue, sufficient for every Purpose of social Life, seems essentially defective. 

For, from the Enquiry already made into the real and various Constitution of Man, it appears, 

that a great Part of the Species are naturally incapable of this fancied Excellence.”127 Despite 

positioning himself against Hobbes, Brown battered Shaftesbury with egoism. Humans were 

motivated by hedonistic happiness, the pursuance of pleasure and the avoidance pain. While 

Shaftesbury’s scheme hypothetically worked for those who were naturally framed to recognize 

the correct cause of happiness for themselves and society, most were not. It was the task of the 

moralist to oblige those incapable of identifying the ideal route to happiness and virtue.   

 In turning the argument to the suitability of moral schemes for the variety of human 

constitutions, Brown found a use for Hobbesian arguments in defending the necessity of 

Christianity and the Church. Brown turned to the problem of the majority of human beings,  

As we descend through more common and inferior Characters, the internal 

Motives to virtuous Action grow less and less effectual. Weak or no Benevolence, 

a moral Sense proportionably dull, strong sensual Appetites, a clamorous Train of 

selfish Affections, these mixed and varied in endless Combinations, form the real 

Character of the Bulk of Mankind: Not only in Cottages, but in Cities, Churches, 

Camps, and Courts. So that some stronger Ties, some Motives more effacious are 

 

126 Brown, Essays, 186-87. 
127 Ibid., 187-88.  
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necessary, not only for the Perfection of Virtue, but the Welfare, nay, the very 

Being of Society.128  

Brown did not deny that there were a handful of human beings naturally framed to be virtuous, 

but he argued that the work of the moralist was to promote virtue amongst those who were 

naturally incapable, and secure society in the process.  

 Brown insisted that God had provided for this shortcoming in human nature by affording 

human beings “not only a Sense of present, but a Foresight of future Good and Evil.”129 Recall 

that Brown condemned contemporaries for identifying virtue and vice, good and evil, with 

nominal definitions like beauty, fitness, and truth. Brown’s solution was to correlate good and 

evil with the ends and consequences of actions: happiness. This was the basis of Brown’s proto-

utilitarian, hedonistic moral calculus. Thus when Brown argued that God had implanted a 

foresight of future good and evil, he argued that individuals were capable of predicting the 

potential pleasure and pain from a given set of actions. This was also the basis of Hobbes’s 

argument concerning deliberation in the sixth chapter of Leviathan.130 Brown followed Hobbes 

in assuming that the problem faced by civil society was not those individuals who were capable 

of determining that their own individual happiness coincided with the happiness of society, but 

with those who failed to reason correctly. Like Hobbes, Brown acknowledged that positive laws 

were instituted as a means to coerce the individual hedonistic calculation, “Hence the Force of 

human Laws, which being established by common Consent, for the Good of all, endeavour, so 

far as their Power can reach, by the Infliction of Punishment on Offenders, to establish the 

 

128 Ibid., 208. 
129 Ibid., 209. 
130 See Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:94. “And because in Deliberation, the Appetites, and Aversions are raised by foresight 

of the good and evill consequences, and sequels of the action whereof we Deliberate; the good or evill effect thereof 

dependeth on the foresight of a long chain of consequences, of which very seldom any man is able to the see end.” 

Notably, this was the chapter often cited by the Shaftesburians when arguing that Hobbes reduced to altruistic and 

benevolent actions to selfish motivations, the basis for their condemnation of “Enlightened” Hobbism.   
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general Happiness of Society, by making the acknowledged Interest of every Individual to 

coincide and unite with the public Welfare.”131 Brown qualified this statement with a critique of 

Hobbes espoused by Warburton. The problem with human laws was that they were only capable 

of punishing, and in a limited fashion. Civil magistrates were incapable of seeing every motive 

or action, and thus were utterly incapable of rewarding good actions and inculcating virtue. A 

society relying on civil laws encouraged cunning and hypocrisy instead of moral reform.  

Now it is clear from the Course of these Observations, that nothing can work this 

great Effect, but what can produce an entire and universal Coincidence between 

private and public Happiness; so it is equally evident, that nothing can effectually 

convince Mankind, that their own Happiness universally depends on procuring, or 

at least not violating the Happiness of others, save only ‘the lively and active 

Belief of an all-seeing and all-powerful God, who will hereafter make them happy 

or miserable, according as they designedly promote or violate the Happiness of 

their Fellow-Creature.’ And this is the Essence of Religion.132  

Brown believed that there were convincing rational proofs for the truth of revelation and 

Christianity, but he also felt compelled to demonstrate the utility of Christianity on the basis of 

Hobbesian psychology.133 

 

131 Brown, Essays, 209-10. 
132 Ibid. 
133 Additional evidence of the influence of Hobbes can be found in a passage defending fear as a motivator for 

virtuous action. “In Answer to these general Cavils (probably aimed principally at Revelation) which are only 

difficult to confute, as they are vague and fugitive, let it be observed, first: that whatever can be objected against 

religious Fear, holds good against the Fear of human Laws. They both threaten the Delinquent with the Infliction of 

Punishment, nor is the Fear of the one more unworthy, than of the other. Yet the noble Writer himself often speaks 

with the highest Respect of Legislators, of the Founders of Society and Empire, who, by the Establishment of wise 

and wholesome Laws, drew Mankind from the State of natural Barbarity, to that of cultivated Life and social 

Happiness: Unless indeed he supposes that Orpheus and the rest of them did their Business literally by Taste and a 

Fiddle. If therefore the just Fear of human Power might be inforced without insulting or violating the Generosity of 

our Nature, whence comes it, that a just Fear of the Creator should so miserably degrade the Species? The religious 

Principle holds forth the same Motive to Action, and only differs from the other, as the Evil it threatens is infinitely 

greater, and more lasting.” Brown, Essays, 212-13. This passage was opposed to Shaftesbury’s attack on future 

rewards and punishments. While Shaftesbury argued that punishments, including the future variety, could be 

necessary for the unrefined masses, he did not believe that they could be the basis of virtuous actions. This was an 

effect of his authoring a moral scheme for a polite society comprised of gentlemen. In opposing Shaftesbury, Brown 

was arguing that fear could be a legitimate cause of virtue. Hobbes had famously argued for the reliability of fear for 

coercing actions, and this had been recognized by Shaftesbury in his earliest work. Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot 

Sermons. Thus Brown could be interpreted as taking the Hobbesian side of this Shaftesbury-Hobbes dispute. 
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 Additional evidence for Brown’s move towards utility, and away from religious 

foundationalism, can be identified in his description of the role of the Church in his moral 

scheme. Brown insisted on the necessity of the religious principle: “‘that even where true 

Religion is known, professed, and in Speculation assented to, it is seldom so thoroughly 

incuclated as to become a Principle of Action.’ We have seen the Imagination is the universal 

Instrument of human Action; that no Passion can be strongly excited in the Soul by mere 

Knowledge or Assent, till the Imagination hath formed to itself some kind of Picture or 

Representation of the Good and Evil apprehended.”134 While Brown lampooned Shaftesbury for 

believing that ridicule, which played on the imagination, could reveal truth; he acknowledged 

that the imagination was in important motivator for human actions and should exploited by 

priests and the Church.  

Let it be observed; that it is not the Design of Religion to make Sophists, but good 

Subjects of Mankind. That Man being designed, not for Speculation, but Action, 

religious Principle is not be instilled in a philosophical, but a moral View: 

Therefore with Regard to Practice, nothing can be more fit and rational than to 

impress acknowledged Truths at an Age when the Recipient is incapable of the 

Demonstrations; in the same Manner as teach a Mechanic to work on Geometric 

Principles, while the Proofs are unknown to him.135  

Brown was not denying the truth of revelation, the third essay was a defence of revealed religion, 

but suggesting that utility was an effective proof of the necessity of the religious principle.  

 Like Warburton, Brown came to the conclusion that philosophical demonstrations of the 

truth of religion were becoming ineffective. In the Essays, Brown used Lockean psychology to 

argue that the belief in God and a future state had utility as a moral argument distinct from 

philosophical or theological demonstrations of God’s being. This was a practical argument about 

 

134 Brown, Essays, 225-27. In this instance, the quotes likely indicate that Brown is paraphrasing his own argument 

from earlier in the second essay where he questioned the capability of reason and truth to oblige the individual.  
135 Ibid., 231-32. 
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the value of Christianity and the Church to civil society, allowing Brown to appropriate 

Hobbesian ideas and concepts as a means of disarming the transcendental morality of 

Shaftesbury, Clarke, and Wollaston. Perhaps aware of the proximity of his hedonistic moral 

calculus to Hobbes, Brown attempted to distance himself by describing Hobbes as an egoist who 

confined happiness to sensual pleasure and pain; but this should not disguise the fact that he used 

Hobbesian arguments when demonstrating the utility of the religious principle. 

Philip Skelton 

 Philip Skelton (1707-87) was a clergyman in the Church of Ireland. He published a 

number of pamphlets in Ireland from 1736 to 1745 in support of the established Church against 

Socinianism, Deism, and dissent. In 1748, he travelled to London to publish Deism Revealed, 

believing that the work merited a larger audience. He initially received a warm reception in 

London, though he was back in Ireland a year by 1750. Neal Garnham suggests that Skelton’s 

return to Ireland was due to the general impenetrability of Deism Revealed.136 The work is rather 

large, consisting of two volumes and eight dialogue conversations. The dialogues feature four 

characters: Dechaine, the local country gentleman and Deist; Shepherd, the poor country 

clergyman; Templeton, the youth whose education was up for debate; and Cunningham, the 

Glasgow educated tutor.137  The first seven dialogues were a debate about the merits of deism 

between Dechaine and Shepherd. Only in the final dialogue, when Shepherd was alone with the 

now receptive Templeton, did Skelton begin to systematically engage with the principal British 

 

136 Neal Garnham, “Skelton, Philip (1707-1787), ODNB (2004), https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/25664. It is worth 

noting that Garnham argues that Deism Revealed repudiated the teachings of Deists, particularly Toland and Tindal. 

While this work could certainly be used to address Toland’s Deism it was arguably more sharply focused on the 

combination of Shaftesbury’s moral philosophy with Matthew Tindal’s faith in natural reason. 
137 Philip Skelton, Deism Revealed, 2nd ed. 2 vols. (1751), 1:11-12. The tutor from Glasgow was almost certainly a 

reference to Hutcheson. 
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deists. This work is evidence of a Church divine recognizing that the secularizing effects of the 

positive interpretation of human nature, combined with increasing apathy to theological 

arguments, required a pragmatic response. Thus even a clergyman sympathetic to a sacerdotal 

interpretation of the Church’s mission found a use for Warburton’s deployment of Hobbes 

against Deism.  

 Deism Revealed tackled deism as a position which championed natural religion and 

condemned revelation as either invention or superfluous. As such, large sections of the text were 

devoted to the task of defending the truth of revelation, miracles, and the established Church. 

Skelton, like Warburton and Brown, consciously chose to categorize Shaftesbury as a deist as a 

means of repudiating moral schemes rooted on a positive interpretation of human nature.138   

 Skelton differed from Warburton and Brown as he was more inclined to express high-

church ideas. Skelton critiqued “modern Apologists for Christianity” for defending it on deistical 

principles. Aware of the “Libertine turn of the times,” divines “therefore assume an affected 

gentleness; softening the sanctions, lowering the mysteries, and relaxing the ordinances of their 

religion.”139 Skelton combined this with an affirmation of the necessary role of grace. He insisted 

that the external testimony of religion was only sufficient to excite an historical faith, a 

foundation for fear. “A lively operative, and effective faith, is never found, but where the Spirit 

of God hath raised it by his immediate grace and assistance. After faith hath taken possession of 

the understanding, something further is necessary to urge it home upon the heart, in order to give 

it sufficient ascendancy over the will and affections. Now this is the work of God only, without 

 

138 While being described as an antidote to Deism, Deism Revealed was organized to emphasize the moral 

arguments of the Deists. The first volume largely engaged with moral arguments, while skepticism of revelation and 

anticlericalism were tackled in the second volume, before returning to the moral argument in the final dialogue.  
139 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 1:xii-xiii.  
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whom we can do nothing.”140 Skelton insisted that the Sabbath, Baptism, and the Eucharist were 

positive duties instituted by God. This was in stark contrast to Warburton’s argument in the 

Alliance that the three core principles of religion were the being of God, his providence over 

human affairs, and the natural difference between good and evil.141 This suggests that Skelton 

differed from Warburton and Brown in his hostility to dissent and his strict adherence to the 

Church’s liturgy. Where Warburton and Brown seemed to flirt with the positive interpretation of 

human nature before transitioning to practical morality, Skelton was predisposed to oppose.   

 Despite this inherent difference, Skelton responded to a similar anti-clerical context. 

Dechaine began the first dialogue by identifying the failures of the modern Church.  

But I must tell you, the great stress, laid down by your order on the mere externals 

of religion, is of ill consequence to the thing itself, and leads your hearers to 

believe, that running to the Church and the Sacrament may atone for great defects 

in matters of real importance. . . Your brethren, who know the world better, have 

generally speaking, found this method so disobliging and unsuccessful, that they 

have been forced to lay it aside, and betake themselves to a conduct more 

conformable to the times. Since the ceasing of miracles, and other divine 

interpositions, the Church, I think, can scarcely be supported by any other than 

human means. You must therefore ply to the world, you must keep in with the 

great ones, you must cultivate their good graces, and engage their countenance 

and interest, or I must tell you, in a little time you will have no Church at all. And 

take my word for it, Sir, this is not to be done by reproofs and such-like freedoms, 

but by an insinuating  and soothing behaviour, by shaping those and your own 

carriage to the politeness and freedom of the times you live in.142  

Skelton was also animated by a perceived decline in Church attendance, as seen in Shepherd’s 

accusation that Dechaine skipped Church to abscond to a private residence where theological 

questions were debated over bottles of spirits.143 Skelton’s general inclination seems to have 

been to repudiate deism by insisting on the truth of Christianity and revelation, but this passage 

 

140 Ibid., 1:29-30. 
141 Warburton, Alliance, 20-24. 
142 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 1:3. 
143 Ibid., 1:12.  
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is revealing. Skelton, like Warburton, recognized that the Church was not going to survive on 

truth alone, that it had to appeal to the interests of civil society and the magistrates. Gentleman 

like Dechaine, who were challenging the Church’s authority in Parliament and print, were 

discussing the future of the Church in polite and pragmatic terms. Skelton remained aware of 

growing anti-clericalism and indifference among English elites, and the increasing popularity of 

moral schemes that rendered the role of the Church superfluous.  

 At the core of Deism Revealed was the “Deistical Creed,” described by Dechaine as the 

argument that “the light of nature is sufficient to discover to every man, without instruction, all 

that is necessary or expedient for him, as a moral agent, to know.” Skelton cited both Tindal’s 

Christianity as Old as Creation and Shaftesbury’s Inquiry as the sources of this creed, but the 

notes referred explicitly to Tindal. The majority of the creed was consistent with Tindal’s 

description of the light of nature: that God and his will was rationally discoverable, the denial of 

revelation and miracles, the argument that natural religion had been corrupted by priestcraft, and 

an emphasis on laws of nature. The caveat comes with the denial of future rewards and 

punishments, and the specific argument that actions motivated by future rewards and 

punishments lacked virtue.144 Tindal was vague about the role of future rewards and 

punishments, most notably denying their use by priests in enforcing indifferent matters.145 But 

Shaftesbury was notorious for his attack on future rewards and punishments, and one of the 

motivations for divines to deploy the selfish hypothesis was likely to rescue fear and interest as 

motivations for virtuous actions.146 The emphasis on the sufficiency of human beings as moral 

agents is also notable. Skelton latched this on to Tindal, and while Tindal certainly argued that 

 

144 Ibid., 1:35-37.  
145 Tindal, Christianity as Old as the Creation, 123-157. 
146 See ch. 2.  
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human beings were naturally endued with the tools to be virtuous, his text was primarily 

concerned with demonstrating that liturgical practices derived from revelation and the Church 

fathers were indifferent and corrupting. Tindal drew his moral arguments primarily from 

schemes rooted on the positive interpretation of human nature found in moderate divines, most 

notably Clarke.147 When Skelton repudiated rationalism and sentimentality as represented by 

Tindal and Shaftesbury, he engaged with moral schemes that had become increasingly popular 

amongst moderates within the Church itself.   

  Skelton used Tindal’s “light of nature” as a means of exposing the positive interpretation 

of human nature. Dechaine claimed that the light of nature consisted of both reason and 

sentiment.  

By sentiment I mean, first, that impression made on the heart of every man, by 

which he is naturally led to seek his own good, and preserve himself; secondly, 

that love of the sexes, by which they are prompted to propagate and preserve the 

species; thirdly, that storge by which the parents are moved to cherish and 

preserve their offspring; fourthly, that benevolence, by which one human creature 

is inclined to benefit and preserve another; and lastly, the perception of beauty in 

a good, and of deformity in a bad, action, which everyone feels himself. By 

reason I mean that divine faculty of the mind, by which all men are enabled to 

judge and direct themselves in the choice of such means, as are necessary to bring 

about the ends suggested to them by their natural sentiments, to decide between 

them according to the fitnesses of things, which they interfere, and restrain them 

within bounds, when at any time they tend to excess or irregularity.148  

The emphasis on deism weakly disguised that the light of nature was an articulation of the 

positive interpretation of human nature; the argument that humans were framed, through either 

 

147 Tindal primarily cited moderate and Latitudinarian Church divines when they championed reason or the positive 

interpretation of nature. In particular, see the chapter on Clarke. Tindal, Christianity as Old as the Creation, esp. 

353-432. 
148 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 1:40. Again, the description of sentiment probably owed more to Hutcheson’s 

interpretation of Shaftesbury and the moral sense than to Shaftesbury’s own argument. Skelton described a moral 

sense that motivated instinctually ala Hutcheson, as opposed to Shaftesbury’s which relied upon rational reflection. 

The description of fitnesses in the description of rationalism points to the influence of Clarke, though Tindal used 

the same language. 
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their reason or sentiments (or a combination of both), to be naturally capable of virtue without 

the assistance of particular providence.149  

Skelton found a use for Hobbesian arguments during this initial dispute with the positive 

interpretation of human nature. The argument concerning the light of nature turned towards the 

law of nature and whether it could be considered obligatory. Shepherd argued: “In order to give 

authority to your law of nature, you found out a ruler and subjects in the same man. But one 

faculty in a man can never be lawgiver to another; nor can duty and obligation, lying upon any 

man, arise out of, and terminate in himself. He must be subject to some higher power, if he is to 

be governed at all.”150 This was not unlike Hobbes’s critique of natural law from Leviathan 

wherein he argued that natural laws were merely rational suggestions until made law by the 

overawing authority of the sovereign.151 Dechaine replied that any defects in the authority of 

natural law would be provided for by society. Skelton used this exchange as a means of using the 

Hobbesian critique of natural law while also distancing himself from Hobbes’s conclusions. “I 

thought [deists] had maintained, that every man hath a perfect law of nature in his own breast, 

whether in society, or out of it, go whether he will. I have also hitherto imagined, that all the 

abbettors of the self-sufficient scheme had founded society on the law of nature, instead of 

sending the law of nature to borrow it from civil society.” Skelton used Hobbes’s definition of 

natural law as a means of suggesting that promoters of the “self-sufficient scheme” were closet 

Hobbists, reliant upon civil society for the authority behind their rational moral dictates.  

For my part, I think it evident to demonstration, that society cannot at all subsist, 

if its several members be not subject to some authority and law, previous to those 

of society. And as to the inward uprightness and virtue of individuals, society, 

 

149 Gill, British Moralists, 12-29. 
150 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 1:45. 
151 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:242. 
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which hath to do with nothing more than our outward actions, can never provide 

for them. The magistrate bears no rule over the consciences of men, into which he 

cannot dive; and therefore, unless virtue, contrary to all your maxims, consist in 

mere exterior conduct, allured or forced by civil rewards and punishments, the 

political Leviathan can afford no assistance towards the sincere and real goodness 

of his members, and is of no consequence but an huge body, without soul or 

strength.152  

According to Skelton, deist natural law relied upon civil society for authority. He then echoed 

Warburton’s argument about the inability of civil society to excite moral reform as a means of 

demonstrating the necessity for God and particular providence.  

Hobbes was deployed explicitly in the following dialogue after Dechaine insisted that the 

moral sense and reason were accompanied by natural rewards and punishments, and should still 

be considered laws, “tho’ of a different definition from the laws of men.”153 Skelton argued that 

the existence of civil society and positive laws indicated the insufficiency of the moral sense and 

reason. Hobbes again proved useful when repudiating the deists,  

No longer, where-ever Christianity hath really taken place; and where it hath take 

only place in part, it alone gives all the strength and weight they have to bonds, 

witnesses, and other social instruments. It is an oath, Sir, remember, it is an oath 

that makes the evidence, and proves the bond. Your friend Hobbes, in the 26th 

chapter of his Leviathan, says, that equity, gratitude, and other virtues, commonly 

called laws, are no laws, but qualities that dispose men to peace, till they are 

injoined by a settled commonwealth; and that then they become laws. And so far 

he is right, that they cannot be laws, till some authority appears, to impose them 

as such, which if it be divine, they become the laws of God; if human, they 

become the laws of man, or society.154  

While adopting Hobbes’s basic premise about the nature of laws, Skelton distanced himself by 

insisting that Hobbes erred when erecting civil society without reference to the divine. Earlier, 

Skelton argued that a secular civil society was untenable because civil laws could not alter the 

 

152 Skelton, Divine Legation, 2:45-46.  
153 Ibid., 2: 93-94. 
154 Ibid., 2:127; Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:418. 
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conscience, but in this case he pointed to Hobbes’s argument that language was taught by God to 

Adam to indicate that even Hobbes believed that there never was a godless state of nature.155  

Skelton introduced another familiar argument in the same dialogue, the pessimistic view 

of human nature. But Skelton initially relied upon the traditional Augustinian account.  

If, therefore, man is enslaved to wickedness by the corruption of his nature, it is 

not enough that he knows the law of God, which, of himself, he is unable to 

observe; he must, in order to a due observance of that law, have some assistance 

from God, sufficient to counterbalance the prevalence of his natural corruption, 

and make him free. As the blindness of human understanding requires Divine 

instruction, so the perversity of human will stands in absolute need of Divine 

grace, to bend it back from its inclination to vice, and set it upright.156  

Even if Skelton initially introduced his pessimistic view of human nature as a result of 

humanity’s post-lapsarian state and the need of grace, he eventually had recourse to Hobbes and 

the selfish hypothesis. In the following dialogue, Skelton more firmly identified deism as a 

consequence of the positive interpretation of human nature when he complained of English 

philosophers, “the greater part of them declaring and arguing strenuously for revelation at one 

time, and, at another advancing, and endeavouring to maintain, particular schemes of their own, 

consistent with neither revelation, nor one another.” One of the errors of English philosophy 

concerned the knowledge and obligation of virtue, “some from an internal sense, with 

Cumberland and Hutcheson; others, from reason, and the fitnesses of things, with Clarke and 

Balguy; others, from the laws of society, as Hobbes and his followers, who have not even a 

pretender to Christianity for a precedent.”157 In this instance, a group of moderate moralists and 

divines were condemned alongside Hobbes for assuming that morality was a purely human 

 

155 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:48.  Hobbes merely indicated that God taught Adam speech, or the connecting of names to 

thoughts. Skelton takes this as an admission by Hobbes that a state of nature, or a state wherein humans had no 

relationship with God, ever existed.  
156 Skelton, Divine Legation, 1:174. 
157 Ibid., 1:178-80. 
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affair. Notably, Skelton had already demonstrated that he believed Hobbes’s positive law better 

suited for humanity’s post-lapsarian state, if tragically flawed, because it had the benefit of a 

higher authority imposing obligations on the individual. Skelton insisted that coercive authority 

must be embodied in God and the Church, in contrast to Hobbes’s mortal sovereign. 

 In addition to emphasizing humanity’s post-lapsarian nature and the necessity of grace, 

Skelton also turned to a Hobbesian description of human nature. “Mankind,” he wrote, “are 

influenced and determined in their actions, as Shaftesbury, Tindal, and all men, who know either 

themselves, or others, allow, by self-love. Now the higher the rewards of doing good, and the 

punishments of doing ill, are carried the stronger the tie to good actions become. If they are 

infinite, the tie to virtue becomes infinitely strong, when it is duly apprehended.”158 This was a 

complicated use of a Hobbesian argument. Skelton deployed the recognizably Hobbesian 

argument that human beings are motivated by self-love to demonstrate the strength of future 

rewards and punishments as motivators. As demonstrated in chapter 2, Shaftesbury and Hobbes 

were aligned in their attempts to undermine the basis of future rewards and punishments. This 

passage may indicate an effort by Skelton to cleanse egoism by firmly attaching it to the promise 

of a future state, but by the mid-century any reference to self-love alongside Shaftesbury would 

conjure Hobbism. Skelton fully embraced the selfish hypothesis in a later passage:  

The principle of self-love, and self-preservation, is certainly the most powerful of 

all our instincts; of which if they must be called laws, this certainly is the first. He 

that denies this, and says he loves others better than himself, is either a fool, or a 

liar. If, merely for a friend, a mistress, or the public, he sacrifices his life, he is a 

fool, who grossly mistakes his interest; or a madman, who knowingly acts against 

it. No wise man gives up his self-interest in one thing but in order to promote it in 

another, that seems greater, or more certain. As to life, there is no equivalent for it 

but eternal life; and as we can have no tolerable assurance of that but by 

 

158 Ibid., 1:189-90. 
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revelation, so no man can rationally chuse death, but upon Christian principles. 

No man, therefore, can attain true heroism, but the Christian; he, alone, can have 

reason to deny himself the honours, profits, and pleasures of this world, which 

dishonesty, or evil arts, might offer him; or to meet death, with all its terrors, from 

which cowardice or treachery might deliver him.159  

The argument that the first law of human nature is self-preservation was classically Hobbesian, 

even if attached to the concept of eternal life.160 Skelton took up the selfish hypothesis against a 

Shaftesburian definition of virtue by denying that any action could have an altruistic motive, 

insisting that all actions were rooted in interest and self-preservation. In the process, Skelton 

distanced himself from Hobbes by insisting on the necessity of a future state, a concept that 

Hobbes had attempted to diminish.161 Skelton used the selfish hypothesis to articulate a practical 

argument for the necessity of Christianity and the Church, and deployed this argument against 

the deist claim that human beings were morally sufficient, though he largely resisted a more 

general embrace of utility and pragmatism.  

Skelton had additional recourse to Hobbesian terms when describing the problem posed 

by individualism, but again used a Hobbesian argument to make an anti-Hobbesian point.  

Every man, if left to the particular biass of his own nature, chuses out a chief good 

for himself, and lays the stress of all his thoughts and actions on it. Now if the 

supposed chief good of any man should lead him, as it often does, to violate the 

laws of society, to hurt others, and to act against the general good of mankind; he 

will be very unfit for society, and consequently, as he cannot subsist out of it, an 

enemy to himself. Robbers, thieves, assassins, rebels, are all instances of this; and 

so are, also, those more cunning, but more dangerous persons, who know how to 

evade the laws, or even, by their assistance, to gain unjust advantages to 

themselves, and hurt society. As self is, unquestionably, the ruling principle in 

man, it is highly necessary to every man to know in what his main interest 

consists, and how to obtain it: and as that happiness (if we allow the world to be 

the work of a wise and beneficent author) must be such, as is consistent with the 

 

159 Ibid., 1:197. 
160 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:198.  
161 Ibid., 2:512. Hobbes argued that the future state was powerful enough to turn subjects against the sovereign if 

abused. Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:698, 928; Hobbes, De Cive, 80.  
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happiness of others; so it cannot be riches, pleasure, honour, power, or any thing 

else, about which mankind may be tempted to contend; and yet it must be one and 

the same to all men: for we cannot imagine there is a distinct kind of chief good, 

or happiness, allotted to every individual. But what it is, or by what means to be 

arrived at, is a question, which if nature, reason, or philosophy, could have done 

it, might have been determined long before our Saviour came into the world.162  

Skelton used Hobbesian individualism and selfishness to argue that a universal chief good cannot 

be discovered, or agreed upon, on the basis of human means alone. But he rejected Hobbes’s 

argument against a common summum bonum by insisting that one had been revealed by 

revelation. Skelton used Hobbesian arguments to demonstrate the inadequacy of humanistic 

moral schemes, and then quickly pivoted to the necessity of the Church and revelation.163 He 

accepted Hobbes’s description of human nature when applied to a post-lapsarian state, but 

disagreed with his solution. Skelton believed that one must reform the conscience of the 

individual in order to attain security, thus despite the authority contained in the civil magistrate, 

security could never be attained on the basis of civil laws alone. Despite this disagreement with 

Hobbes, Skelton was comfortable deploying Hobbesian anxiety about selfishness and 

individualism as a means of discrediting the positive interpretation of human nature.    

 Skelton’s most sustained use of Hobbesian ideas to discredit contemporary moral 

schemes rooted on the positive interpretation of human nature was revealed in the final dialogue. 

At this point Shepherd had triumphed over the Dechaine, and was left alone with the young 

Templeton to reveal the rotten core of deism unopposed: the “self-sufficient scheme.” Self-

sufficiency applied to deist denials of revelation, miracles, and the future state, as well as moral 

schemes rooted upon reason or sentiment. Templeton articulated the intersection between 

sufficiency and the positive interpretation when he described the libertine:  

 

162 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 1:199-200. 
163 Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:80-82, 150. 
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The Libertine hath abundant light, religion, law, and obligation, within himself: 

he needs no other guide, no other teacher, no other lawgiver nor governor, but 

himself, his own sufficient self. The knowledge of religion and morality be 

borrows from none, but is, in respect to both, an independent and perfect being: 

hence proceed his exalted notions of himself, and hence his pretensions to 

unbounded liberty of thought and action. Were it not blasphemy, I should wish to 

be a Libertine, who is certainly something more than a demigod. What an injury 

you have done me, Mr. Shepherd, in humbling me to Christianity.164 

 Skelton identified Hobbes as, “the first, who distinguished himself in England as a 

successful adversary to religion, and a leader in Self-sufficiency.” He accused Hobbes of 

speaking of the law of nature as a chimera, moulding Christianity to serve his own purposes, 

rendering the Church a creature of the state, and presenting an abhorrent portrayal of human 

nature. “From hence, as well as from his dictating a set of religious and political notions, 

unknown to the world before him, it appears, that this Gentleman allowed Sufficiency to none 

but himself.”165 Skelton conjured images of atheistic Hobbism, further indicating that he 

remained committed to a theological discourse, and linked it to his broader concern with 

humanistic moral philosophy. Skelton weaponized Hobbes against a perceived trend that God 

and the Church were being rendered superfluous in human affairs.  

In a significant twist, Skelton portrayed Hobbes as a source and proponent of the positive 

interpretation of human nature. This shift was notable, as Gill argues that the positive 

interpretation became popular as an antidote to the voluntarism and pessimism of Hobbes.166 

While Hobbes could not be accused of believing human beings were naturally capable of virtue, 

he did argue that human institutions could render human beings sociable. Skelton collapsed the 

binary constructed by Shaftesbury by emphasizing the humanistic quality of the project, and 

excavated an older atheistic interpretation of Hobbism in an attempt to re-entangle morality and 

 

164 Skelton, Divine Legation, 2:206.  
165 Ibid., 2:211.   
166 Gill, British Moralists, chs. 1-2. 
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theology. Skelton also used the description of Hobbes as leader of an English sufficiency 

tradition to question almost a century of the reception of Hobbes.   

 Despite being the leader of the English “self-sufficient” tradition, Skelton recognized that 

Hobbes received “numberless answers” from the press and pulpit. Skelton argued that the 

opposition to Hobbes yielded a new, and opposite, system, “set up by Bishop Cumberland: this 

great Divine represented human nature in a more amiable light, and spoke of mankind as 

benevolent beings, governed by a law of nature, clearly pointing out their duty to them, and 

enforcing the observance of it, not only by pleasing self-approbations on doing good, and by 

painful self-convictions and remorses upon doing evil; but also by a natural sense of religion.”167 

Skelton interpreted the Restoration reception of Hobbes as the cause of contemporary moral 

philosophy.  

Skelton was not the first to reinterpret Hobbes’s reception. In the preface to his edition of 

Whichcote sermons, Shaftesbury argued that Hobbes’s ethical mistakes had largely been ignored 

by Church divines, asserting that both Hobbes and the divines who opposed him agreed on a 

pessimistic interpretation of human nature despite their apparent differences.168 Skelton’s 

interpretation of Hobbes’s reception was preceded by Tindal’s two decades earlier in Christianity 

as Old as Creation: “If Man, as our Divines maintain against Hobbs, is a social Creature, who 

naturally loves his own Species, and is full of Pity, Tenderness, and Benevolence; and if Reason, 

which is the proper Nature of Man, can never lead Men to anything but Universal Love and 

Kindness, and there be no Part of Natural Religion, or any Faith it requires, but highly tends to 

 

167 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 2:211-13. 
168 Shaftesbury, preface to Whichcot Sermons. 
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improve this kind and benign Temper.”169 Tindal consistently cited latitudinarians and moderate 

divines as a means of demonstrating the sufficiency of reason and natural religion. Thus Tindal 

emphasized the use of the positive interpretation of human nature by divines against Hobbes as 

further evidence that they at least subconsciously recognized the sufficiency of human nature and 

the superfluousness of revelation. Perhaps emblematic of Skelton’s anxiety, Cumberland’s De 

Legibus Naturae received a second English edition in 1750.170   

 Skelton had a decidedly more negative appraisal of Hobbes’s reception,  

On this foundation, laid by the Bishop, all the moralists, whether Divines, or 

others, have, since that, planned with writings; but not without carrying his 

principles to a much greater length than he did. One, who peruses their books, can 

hardly help thinking they looked on man as a being who stood in no need of 

assistance, either to make him an able Divine, or a good man. They have told us, 

that the religion and law of nature are clearly revealed in the breast of every man; 

are of great, if not of sufficient force; are eternal, indispensable, and bind the 

Deity himself; nay, more, some of them have not scrupled to say, that man is 

rather the same, than of similar of nature with God.171  

Whereas Shaftesbury urged, and Tindal recognized, that Hobbes should be opposed on ethical 

grounds, Skelton felt that doing so had ignored the true threat the he posed. According to 

Skelton, Hobbes was dangerous because he believed that human beings were entirely sufficient, 

and that human laws could stand in for the laws of divine revelation. Hobbes’s belief that the 

magistrate could solve civil and theological problems was dangerous because it rendered God 

and the Church unnecessary. By opposing Hobbes’s description of human nature, Divines and 

moralists had fallen into the same trap. It was at this point that Skelton also expanded the scope 

of his analysis beyond the deists.  

 

169 Tindal, Christianity as Old as the Creation, 48.  
170 Cumberland, Philosophical Enquiry. 
171 Skelton, Deism Revealed, 2: 211-13. 
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These opinions have shewn themselves almost in every pulpit, and produced a set 

of moralizing Sermons, in most of which it seems to have been forgotten, that 

there is still extant a book called the word of God. The doctrine of the Trinity is 

laid aside, ever since reason came of age, or; rather, was esteemed eternal, divine, 

and capable of perfectly comprehending the nature of God; and, as to that of the 

satisfaction made for sin by the death of Christ, it became an antiquated topic, 

from the time we acquired too much righteousness of our own, to stand in need of 

our Saviour’s merits. The important sanctions of our religion are seldom 

mentioned, never urged; or, if they are, it is not by the names of Heaven or Hell, 

which a polite ear is now too delicate, or too sore, to endure; but by those soft and 

unalarming appellations of future rewards and punishments; which, however, are 

so far worn out of fashion, or belief, that even they are rarely used. The moral 

beauty of virtue serves, instead of Heaven, for an inducement; and the moral 

deformity of vice is insisted on, instead of Hell, for a dissuasive. The Philosopher 

hath turned the Preacher out of the pulpit, and given his own (wretched 

alternative!) instead of the words of God.172  

This passage indicates that Skelton reacted to the increased prevalence of the positive 

interpretation of human nature amongst divines and moralists. To return to Collins’s terms, 

Warburton and Brown had articulated politique justifications for the role of the Church, while 

Skelton remained committed to the prophetic. Skelton’s stance allowed him to not only use 

Hobbesian ideas to demonstrate the insufficiency of contemporary moral philosophy, but to 

reveal that the distinction between Hobbes and contemporary moralists on the basis of natural 

sociability was a flimsy disguise. In Skelton’s interpretation, they belonged together in a 

dangerous humanistic tradition which challenged the sacerdotal function of the Church.  

John Leland 

 John Leland’s A View of the Principal Deistical Writers (1754) reveals similar uses of 

Hobbes, this time in a dissenting framework. While he was a diligent pastor in Ireland, Leland 

attained fame for his defence of the Christianity in non-sectarian terms. This defence was 

undertaken in two phases: the first phase consisted of a repudiation of specific deists including 

 

172 Ibid., 2:211-13. 
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Tindal (1733), Morgan (1739), and Dodwell (1744), and culminating in the View (1754).173 The 

second phase consisted of an historical account of pagan religion in which Leland attempted to 

demonstrate the necessity of revelation.174 Despite being a dissenter, Leland’s View received 

sustained success in England. There was an immediate second edition published in 1755, which 

included a new second volume critiquing Hume and Bolingbroke.175 The View received 

subsequent editions in 1764, 1766, and 1798. Leland’s non-sectarian defence of Christianity 

could be seen as a cause of this success. He also focused on a general defence of the necessity of 

revelation, ignoring thornier political or ecclesial issues. The View was structured so that each 

deist was the subject of an individual chapter in which their undermining of Christianity and 

revelation was exposed, attached was a short summary of the debates surrounding each deist and 

directions to the major works involved with each controversy. 

 Leland’s non-conformity slightly altered his stance towards deism and Hobbes. The View 

was more focused on attacks on revelation than a broader defence of the practical moral 

necessity of the established Church. Leland described the purpose of the View as repudiating the 

many books published “in the present age. . . the manifest design of which was, to set aside 

revealed religion.” Leland believed deism was to blame for the weakened authority and 

credibility of Christianity during the period.176 His overwhelming emphasis on the issue of the 

 

173 John Leland, An Answer to a Late Book Intituled, Christianity as Old as the Creation, 2 vols. (Dublin, 1733); 

Leland, The Divine Authority of the Old and New Testament Asserted, 2 vols. (1739-40); Leland, Remarks on a late 

Pamphlet, entitled Christianity not Founded on Argument (1744); Leland, A Second Letter, Containing Remarks on 

a Late Pamphlet, Entitled Christianity not Founded on Argument (1744). 
174 Victor Nuovo, M. A. Stewart, “Leland, John (1691-1766),” ODNB (2004), 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/16417. . 
175 John Leland, A View of the Principal Deistical Writers of the Last and Present Century, Vol. II (London, 1755). 
176 John Leland, A View of the Principal Deistical Writers that have Appeared in England in the Last and Present 

Century (1754), v-vi. 
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truth of revelation likely allowed him to appeal to a broader confessional audience and the 

“Protestant Interest.”177 

 Leland’s increased emphasis on the necessity of revelation can be seen in his treatments 

of Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1583-1648) and Hobbes. He described Cherbury as “the most 

eminent of the deistical writers,” who asserted “the sufficiency, universality, and absolute 

perfection of natural religion, with a view to discard all extraordinary Revelation, as useless and 

needless.” Leland identified five articles in Cherbury’s natural religion: that there is one God, 

that God is to be worshipped, that piety and virtue are the principal part of that worship, that 

humans must repent for their sin in order to attain God’s pardon, and that there are rewards and 

punishments in a future state.178 Cherbury was the quintessential deist for Leland because he 

argued that core Protestant truths could be arrived at without the aid of revelation. As a result, 

Leland attacked Cherbury by arguing that fellow deists, supposedly relying on reason alone, had 

arrived at vastly different conclusions about the content of natural religion. Leland argued that 

reason was incapable of providing theological consensus, indicating the necessity of 

revelation.179 Large swathes of Leland’s View demonstrated the failure of unaided reason to 

consistently identify the truths of natural religion, in sharp contrast to Warburton’s concern about 

the volatility of competing truth claims.  

 Hobbes posed a problem for Leland because he was likely a necessary inclusion in any 

work on the growth of irreligion in Britain, but was not commonly known as a proponent of 

natural religion. Hobbes’s natural religion was not discovered by reason, but a natural result of 

 

177 See Sirota, Christian Monitors, ch. 3, for the argument that the “Protestant interest” was a foreign policy goal that 

gradually bridged local confessional divisions, particularly amongst low-church and moderate divines.  
178 Leland, View, 4-5. 
179 Ibid., 13-14.  
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human curiosity and fear of the unknown, and was shaped by politicians in service of the state.180 

Hobbes did not worship at the idol of reason, but skepticism. “There have been few persons,” 

wrote Leland, “whose writing had a more pernicious influence in spreading irreligion and 

infidelity than his; and yet none of his treatises are directly levelled against revealed religion.” 

Despite this caveat, Leland argued that Hobbes’s occasional arguments about the truth of divine 

law, inspiration, and the New Testament, were contradicted by claims elsewhere in Leviathan; 

indicating that Hobbes was not a reliable supporter of revelation.181 Leland’s description 

highlighted Hobbes’s most notorious arguments: Erastianism, materialism, determinism, and 

moral conventionalism.  

It will hardly be thought too severe a censure to say that Mr. Hobbes’s scheme 

strikes at the foundation of all religion, both natural and revealed. That it tendeth 

not only to subvert the authority of the scripture, but to destroy God’s moral 

administration. That it counfoundeth the natural differences of good and evil, 

virtue and vice, and taketh away the distinction between soul and body, and the 

liberty of human actions. That it destroyeth the best principles of the human 

nature, and instead of that innate benevolence, and social disposition which 

should unite men together, supposeth all men to be naturally in a state of war with 

one another. That it erecteth an absolute tyranny in the state and church which it 

confounds, and maketh the will of the prince or governing power the sole standard 

of right and wrong; and that it destroyeth all the rights of private conscience, and 

indeed leaveth no room for conscience at all.182  

Notably, Leland condemned Hobbes’s pessimism concerning human nature, indicating that he 

was sympathetic to the tradition which married the positive interpretation of human nature with 

the necessity of revelation and Christ’s sacrifice. Leland’s description was of atheism, not deism; 

and Hobbes was accused of striking at the foundations at both natural and revealed religion. 

Leland justified the inclusion of Hobbes by arguing that modern deists faced a choice between 

Hobbes and Cherbury. While very few deists could be accused of adopting Hobbes’s system to 

 

180 See Hobbes, Leviathan, 2:164-66, 176-78. 
181 Leland, View, 56-58. Leland refers to Hobbes, Leviathan, 3: 578, 588-602; Hobbes, De Cive, 56-57.  
182 Leland, View, 62-63. 
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its full extent, Leland argued that deviations from Cherbury’s deism were the result of Hobbes’s 

influence. The most common elements of Hobbism in the works of modern deists were 

materialism, determinism, and attacks on the soul.183 

 For the most part this was typical anti-Hobbes fare for the first half of the eighteenth 

century, but Leland arrive at a conclusion much like Skelton’s concerning Hobbes’s reception.  

It is to be observed that the learned writers, who opposed Mr. Hobbes, did not so 

much apply themselves to vindicate revealed religion, or the Christian system, as 

to establish the great principles of all religion and morality, which scheme tended 

to subvert; and to shew, that they had a real foundation in reason and nature. And 

in this they certainly did a good service to religion. Yet some of the enemies of 

revelation endeavoured to take advantage of it, as if they shewed that there is no 

other religion but the law of nature, and that any extraordinary revelation is 

needless and useless.184  

Skelton saw the positive interpretation of human nature as problematic in any form, while Leland 

argued that it was only an issue when taken to its extreme conclusions by the deists. Despite not 

deploying the selfish hypothesis like the other divines discussed in this chapter, Leland also 

understood the reception of Hobbes in the terms of the positive interpretation of human nature. 

But he attempted to rescue the positive interpretation of human nature so long as it worked in 

concert with revelation. 

 Additional evidence of the paradigmatic shift described in this chapter can be found in 

Leland’s description of Shaftesbury. Despite both Toland and Collins exhibiting materialism and 

determinism, the only other figure explicitly linked with Hobbes by Leland was Shaftesbury.185 

Shaftesbury, like Hobbes, fit uneasily into Leland’s description of deism. “It gives me real 

 

183 Ibid., 63. Despite emphasizing materialism and determinism, Hobbes was not mentioned explicitly in connection 

with Toland and Collins, the two materialists and determinists identified by Leland. 
184 Ibid., 65.  
185 Admittedly, the lack of Hobbes in the Toland and Collins chapters is not indicative that Leland was not 

connecting them to Hobbes. Leland had already explicitly connected those ideas with Hobbes, and it is likely that by 

1754 readers were expected to recognize that connection.  
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concern, that among the writers who have appeared against revealed religion, I am obliged to 

take notice of the noble author of the Characteristics. Some indeed are not willing to allow that 

he is to be reckoned in this number. Passages are produced out of some of his writings in which 

he expresseth very favourable sentiments of Christianity.” In particular, Leland noted 

Shaftesbury’s editing of the collection of Whichcote sermons.186 Additionally, Leland argued 

that Shaftesbury was warmly received because of his opposition to Hobbes. “To which may be 

added his refined sentiments on the beauty and excellence of virtue, and that he hath often 

spoken honourably of a wise and good providence, which administers and governs the whole in 

the best manner; and hath strongly asserted, in opposition to Mr. Hobbes, the natural differences 

between good and evil; and that man was originally formed for society, and the exercise of 

mutual kindness and benevolence; and not only so, but for religion and piety.”187 Leland 

identified Shaftesbury as one of the key figures whose opposition to Hobbes’s pessimism had led 

to the positive interpretation of human nature being taken to its deist conclusions.  

Unsurprisingly, Leland began his analysis of Shaftesbury’s heterodoxy by focusing upon 

his denial of future rewards and punishments, placing him in the Hobbesian strain of deism.188 

But unlike the other divines discussed in this chapter, Leland did not have recourse to the selfish 

hypothesis when rebuking Shaftesbury’s articulation of the positive interpretation of human 

nature isolated from the promise of a future state. Leland instead interpreted Shaftesbury’s moral 

philosophy as Erastian. He cited a number of passages from the Characteristics wherein 

Shaftesbury suggested that the state should determine religious disputes before arguing,  

 

186 Leland, View, 86-87. 
187 Ibid., 88. 
188 Leland cited Warburton and Brown amongst the answers to Shaftesbury, perhaps explaining the prominence of 

the future state and the positive interpretation of human nature argument at the expense of Shaftesbury’s analysis of 

skepticism of revelation and anticlericalism. Ibid., 114-15.  
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In this his Lordship exactly agrees with Mr. Hobbes: He is indeed far from 

asserting with that writer that there is nothing good or evil in its own nature, and 

that virtue and vice depend wholly on human authority and laws; this he on all 

occasions strenuously argueth against. But he comes into another part of his 

scheme, the making the magistrate or supreme civil power, the sole judge of 

religious truth and orthodoxy, and resolving all doctrines and opinions in religion, 

and the authority of what shall be accounted holy writ, into the appointment of the 

state; a scheme which absolutely destroyeth the rights of private judgment and 

conscience, and which evidently condemneth and conduct judgment of Christ and 

his apostles, and the primitive Christians at the first plantation of Christianity, and 

of those excellent men that stood up for the reformation of it since.189  

Coming after a description of Shaftesbury’s positive interpretation of human nature and his 

denial of the future state, this passage demonstrated that perhaps Shaftesbury did not actually 

believe that human beings were morally self-sufficient. This passage described Shaftesbury 

trampling individual conscience under the foot of the Leviathan, suggesting that his vocal 

opposition to Hobbes hid core similarities. Despite the dubious portrayal of Shaftesbury as a 

Hobbesian Erastian, these passages allowed Leland to connect Shaftesbury and Hobbes in a 

humanistic tradition without discarding the positive interpretation of human nature. Leland was 

able to defend the “correct” use of the positive interpretation of human nature in a dissenting 

context which valued individual conscience. 

 The rest of the Shaftesbury chapter proceeded onto the recognizable territory of scriptural 

skepticism, anticlericalism, and ridicule.190 Despite an unwillingness to condemn the positive 

interpretation of human nature outright, Leland was also tasked with repudiating moral schemes 

which rendered revelation superfluous. Leland deployed a solution reflective of his dissenting 

context: Shaftesbury erred not because he ignored the practical necessity of moral philosophy 

 

189 Ibid., 100. 
190 Notably, Leland cited the thirty-third chapter of Leviathan against Shaftesbury, “yet I am perswaded they did not 

therefore falsifie the Scriptures, thought the copies of the Books of the New Testament, were in the hands only of 

the Ecclesiasticks; because if they had an intention so to doe, they would surely have made them more favorable to 

their power over Christian Princes, and Civil Soveraignty, than they are.” Ibid., 101-115; Hobbes, Leviathan, 3:600. 
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and humanity’s selfish nature, but because he constrained humanity’s right to private 

conscience.191 He insisted that Shaftesbury could not truly believe that human beings were 

morally sufficient, if he did not also believe them to be religiously sufficient. Leland believed 

that both cases pointed to the necessity of revelation.  

Conclusion 

 This chapter has argued that a confluence of factors contributed to eighteenth-century 

clergymen deploying “Enlightened” Hobbism in a moral philosophical context. The anti-

clericalism of the 1720s and 1730s, an increased willingness to deploy prudential arguments, and 

the increasing prominence of moral schemes rooted on the positive interpretation of human 

nature, contributed to Hobbes being increasingly understood in moral and political terms. 

“Enlightened” Hobbism was no longer the sole purview of moralists influenced by Shaftesbury, 

but was becoming common intellectual currency. In the process, divines like Warburton, Brown, 

and Skelton found Hobbes’s critique of Aristotelian and scholastic ethics useful for repudiating 

the idealistic moral schemes of the sentimentalists and rationalists. To borrow the analysis of 

Miller, they resurrected Hobbes’s argument for expediency against the transcendental arguments 

of Shaftesbury and Clarke.192 This does not indicate that they were Hobbists, but that they took 

advantage of Hobbes’s corrosive skepticism to pave the way for a renewed emphasis on the 

 

191 Miller, Common Good, 266-348. Miller argues that a significant transition in the history of toleration was the 

move from identifying the common good with the success and prosperity of the community to the rights of the 

individual. In regards to toleration, this was seen in the emergence of arguments rooted on importance of private 

conscience.   
192 Ibid., 268-78.  
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intercessory function of the Church, God, and particular providence, in a society decreasingly 

swayed by fears of religious pluralism or the desire for theological consensus.193

 

193 This chapter has highlighted four polemical divines, but similar arguments appeared elsewhere. Francis 

Blackburne, in a 1742 sermon, argued against moral good being a principle antecedent and independent from 

revelation, corresponding to an innate principle implanted in rational creatures. “But the more ingenious Hobbes, 

who saw the utmost Influence of the moral Sense with as much Discernment as the wisest of his Successours, saw 

likewise that human Nature would have its Depravities in spite of it; but in the Disaffection of his Heart to the 

Sanctions of reveal’d Religion, he with all his Subtelty could find no better way of providing against the ill Effects 

of them, than by throwing his Citizen into the Hands of an arbitrary Governour.” See also Robert Cockburne, who 

cited Hobbes’s state of war against those who believed humanity was governed by benevolence without the aid of 

religion. John Maud cited Warburton against Shaftesbury, insisting the necessity of future rewards and punishments. 

Maud reiterated Warburton’s concerns about the ability of civil society to effectively reward and punish. Unlike the 

author divines cited in this chapter, Maud distanced himself from Hobbes, arguing that the notorious philosopher 

had denied the unalterable differences between right and wrong, transferring that authority to the sovereign. Maud 

desired to clearly demonstrate that the Warburtonian position did not advocate pure expediency, it straddled the 

difference between Shaftesburian voluntarism and Hobbesian expedience. Notably, both Blackburne and Maud, 

English divines, cited Warburton. Francis Blackburne, The Use and Advantage of the Christian Principle in the 

Administration of Human Laws (1742), iv-vi; Robert Cockburne, An Historical Dissertation on the Books of the 

New Testament (Edinburgh, 1755), xxxv; John Maud, An Introductory Discourse to the Tremendous Sanction 

Impartially Debated (1755), 3-9.  
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Conclusion 

 In 1754, Bolingbroke’s (1678-1751) philosophical works were published posthumously.1 

The Philosophical Works were a virulently anti-clerical articulation of deism. H. T. Dickinson 

argues that Bolingbroke began writing the essays and fragments that were eventually compiled 

into the Philosophical Works during his first period of exile from 1715 to 1725.2 Thus 

Bolingbroke wrote and refined his philosophical project during the period analysed by this 

dissertation. His use of Hobbes in the Philosophical Works is illustrative of the emergence of 

“Enlightened” Hobbism.  The first essay, “The Nature, Extent, and Reality of Human 

Knowledge,” began with Cudworth’s charge in The True Intellectual System of the Universe 

(1678) that Hobbes’s materialist epistemology rendered him an atheist because it effectively 

denied intelligence to God. Cudworth insisted on a single definition of intelligence, thus the 

materialist’s argument that human intelligence was “nothing more in us, than a tumult of the 

mind, excited by the pressure of external objects on our organs,” implied that that the traditional 

notion of divine intelligence was a contradiction.3 Bolingbroke did not deny Hobbes’s materialist 

epistemology, but instead questioned whether it indicated atheism.  

I am far from subscribing many notions which Hobbes has advanced. But still the 

plain and obvious meaning of this passage, according to my obvious 

apprehension, is not to deny the Supreme Being is an intelligent being, but to 

distinguish between the divine and human manner of knowing. If Hobbes did not 

assert a distinct kind of knowledge, and attribute the same clearly to God almighty 

upon this occasion, the omission will not serve to fix the brand of atheism upon 

 

1 Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, The Philosophical Works of the late Right Honourable Henry St. John, 

Lord Viscount Bolingbroke, 5 vols. (1754). 
2 H. T. Dickinson, Bolingbroke (London, 1970), 162-63. 
3 Ralph Cudworth, The True Intellectual System of the Universe (1678), 730-31. Cudworth did not explicitly identify 

Hobbes, instead referring to the “atheist,” but this was commonly understood as referring to Hobbes. See Parkin, 

Taming the Leviathan, 322-34.  
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him. On the contrary, whatever his other opinions were, this opinion may be 

reconciled to the most orthodox theism.4  

The remainder of the essay condemned the nonsensical inventions of priests and metaphysicians, 

primarily as pretended knowledge of immaterial substances and the soul, within a materialist 

epistemological framework. But Bolingbroke began this investigation by questioning one of the 

primary pillars of Hobbes’s reputation as an atheist: his materialism.  

 Bolingbroke again revealed the influence of Hobbes in the third essay, “Concerning 

Authority in Matters of Religion,” “I am not a disciple of Hobbes, but I embrace truth wherever I 

find it, or whoever shews it to me; and he shews it to me, I think, when he maintains that the 

present church of Christ, by which we mean in this place the whole body of Christians is not the 

kingdom of Christ.”5 Bolingbroke followed Hobbes by insisting that Christ’s kingdom was yet to 

come, and that the needs of the state necessitated a hyper-Erastian ecclesiology. Bolingbroke’s 

decision to explicitly reference Hobbes is noteworthy. Both Jacob and Champion argue that 

aspects of Hobbes’s philosophical project were influential on deists and freethinkers, particularly 

his materialism and anti-clericalism, though textual evidence indicates that deists and 

freethinkers were unwilling to publicly acknowledge Hobbes’s influence.6 But Bolingbroke’s 

more significant decision was how he condemned Hobbes. 

 In both quotes, Bolingbroke hinted that Hobbes’s reputation for theological and ecclesial 

heterodoxy was perhaps unearned, and that he had made important contributions to both areas of 

study. However, and significantly, Bolingbroke insisted that Hobbes erred in his understanding 

of human nature and morality. He accused Hobbes of affirming “that all distinctions between 

 

4 Bolingbroke, Philosophical Works, 1:5-6. 
5 Ibid., 3:207. 
6 Champion, Pillars of Priestcraft, 134-37; Jacob, Radical Enlightenment, 75-77. 
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moral good and evil, just and unjust, is established by civil institution; and that our moral 

obligations are derived from the laws of society, not from the law of nature.” According to 

Bolingbroke, Hobbes erred because he believed “that man is made by discipline, that is, the 

discipline of civil or political government, and not by nature, fit for society.” Bolingbroke 

articulated a positive interpretation of human nature in contrast: “the natural obligation to 

exercise benevolence, to administer justice, and to keep compacts, is evident to human reason, as 

the desire of happiness is agreeable to human instinct. We desire by instinct, we acquire by 

reason. The natural desire leads us necessarily to the natural obligation.”7 Bolingbroke chose to 

distance himself from Hobbes on the issues of sociability and the nature of moral distinctions. 

 Bolingbroke’s philosophical works are illustrative of the emergence of “Enlightened” 

Hobbism. Unlike earlier participants in the emerging moral philosophical discourse, Bolingbroke 

not only ignored Hobbes reputation for theological heterodoxy, he challenged it. When he chose 

to deploy Hobbes as a foil, he did so in a moral context which emphasized natural sociability and 

benevolence against Hobbesian pessimism and moral conventionalism. But as with earlier 

moralists, Bolingbroke’s decision to condemn Hobbes using the terms of “Enlightened” 

Hobbism disguised a core indebtedness. Ralph Heathcote  (1721-95) recognized that despite 

Bolingbroke’s attack on Hobbes’s moral conventionalism, they contributed to the same project,  

Hobbes made all actions indifferent, and left no certain Rule for man to conform 

to: [Bolingbroke] allows the differences, and insists upon the Rule. . . . But then, 

by excluding God’s Moral Government of the world, and supposing Man 

accountable to none but himself, he puts the Supreme Being, and all legislative 

power belonging to him, as entirely out of the Case, as Hobbes had done before 

him: and thus, though he does not make the Rule indifferent, he makes it in a 

manner indifferent, whether we conform ourselves to it, or not.8  

 

7 Bolingbroke, Philosophical Works, 3:397. 
8 Ralph Heathcote, A Sketch of Lord Bolingbroke’s Philosophy (1755), 61-63. 
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Heathcote identified a core impetus for the emergence of “Enlightened” Hobbism. As much as 

moralists condemned Hobbes for pessimism, egoism, moral conventionalism, and arguing that 

humans were born unfit for society; by diminishing the influence of priests and the otherworldly 

on human affairs they contributed to a Hobbesian project, a world rooted solely in the human 

experience and lacking particular providence.  

 This dissertation has explored important aspects of the eighteenth-century reception of 

Hobbes in Britain. At the dawn of the eighteenth century, Hobbes was almost universally reviled 

in predominantly theological and ecclesial terms. Samuel Clarke and the Boyle Lectures 

indicated the continued potency of atheistic Hobbism. Hobbes’s materialism and determinism 

were condemned as heterodox, and used as a means to signify the orthodoxy of rational religion 

and the new science. In this context, Hobbes’s moral conventionalism was interpreted as an 

extension of his denial of the being of God, a necessary consequence of a godless philosophy. 

Atheistic Hobbism had a significant impact on the emergence of British moral philosophy, 

particularly for Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury’s championing of ridicule and skepticism of future 

rewards and punishments was interpreted as heterodox in the terms of atheistic Hobbism. 

Potentially in response, Shaftesbury articulated a new definition of Hobbism that portrayed him 

as a pessimistic egoist. This definition was navigated by later moralists as they attempted to 

justify the orthodoxy of humanistic moral schemes. But “Enlightened” Hobbism was not 

restricted to moral philosophers. Church divines paradoxically found Hobbes’s reputation for 

egoism and pessimism useful when demonstrating the insufficiency of humanist moral schemes. 

They insisted that Hobbes was correct, and that human beings were inherently selfish and 

required an overawing authority to compel them virtue. Having used Hobbes to undermine 
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humanistic moral philosophy, they insisted that only God and the Church could truly reform the 

individual, or ensure a stable and prosperous society. 

 The core of this dissertation has been concerned with the emergence of “Enlightened” 

Hobbism, but it is important to recognize that atheistic Hobbism did not disappear. In fact, the 

majority of Bolingbroke’s critics linked him to Hobbes in theological terms.9 The survey of 

Hobbes references described in the introduction suggests little decline in the deployment of 

Hobbes in theological contexts. The major shift in the eighteenth century was the dramatic 

decline of references to Hobbes in ecclesial contexts, beginning with the period of Church-Whig 

alliance. Both the qualitative and quantitative evidence indicates that as the century progressed 

there was an increased willingness amongst both lay authors and divines, to engage with 

Hobbes’s philosophy without reference to theological or ecclesial contexts.  

 Analysis of the eighteenth-century reception of Hobbes reveals potential areas of further 

study that were not addressed by the scope of this dissertation. The most obvious being the 

presence of Hobbism in ecclesial contexts, particularly during the first two decades of the 

century. Analysis should not be limited to the use of Hobbes and Hobbism in ecclesial debates 

during the period of Church schism, though it is shocking that the presence of Hobbes is largely 

missing from Starkie’s recent analysis of the Bangorian Controversy.10 Collins’s In the Shadow 

of Leviathan argues that a consequence of Restoration debates over royal indulgence and 

prerogative was that Hobbes was increasingly divorced from pro-toleration arguments, and that 

 

9 For example, see George Anderson, A Remonstrance against Lord Viscount Bolingbroke’s Philosophical Religion 

(Edinburgh, 1756); Warner Ferdinando, Bolingbroke: or, a Dialogue on the Origin and Authority of Revelation 

(1755); John Hill, Thoughts Concerning God and Nature (1755). 
10 Starkie, Bangorian Controversy, 123-26. 
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prudential arguments for, or against, toleration were condemned as Hobbist.11 Further 

investigation of Hobbes’s relationship to toleration debates (in regards to non-conformists, Jews, 

and subscription) may be fruitful. Additionally, the evolution of Hobbism in this context may 

help to better contextualize Warburton’s decision to defend the religious establishment and 

limited toleration in terms of prudence and utility. Could Hobbes’s increasing reputation as an 

enemy to conscience and toleration have allowed an opening for prudential arguments in favour 

of limited toleration? There is also the question of whether Hobbes was deployed in other 

“Enlightenment” discourses including, but not limited to: political, legal, epistemological, and 

international relations. Did the emergence of “Enlightened” Hobbism encourage other authors to 

engage with Hobbes in humanistic terms? Or did the deployment of Hobbes in these discourses 

follow a similar pattern? 

 Another area of further study is what was to come for the reception of Hobbes and 

Hobbism. The presence of Hobbes in the proto-Utilitarian arguments of Warburton and Brown 

begs the question of how Hobbes’s proximity and relationship with Utilitarianism evolved over 

time. Additionally, a revitalized high-church movement began re-emerging with the accession of 

George III, and in response to the challenges presented by the anti-subscription movement, 

evangelicalism, and rational dissent. Similarly, the Age of Revolution again stoked fears of the 

dangers of moral and religious decline.12 Did the renewal of hostilities between Church parties 

following a prolonged period of Church-Whig alliance resuscitate the identification of Hobbes 

with ecclesial heterodoxy? In other words, did the revitalized high-church faction also usher in a 

return to theological and ecclesial heterodoxy being the dominant context for references to 

 

11 Collins, Shadow. 
12 For the high-church movement during this period, see Peter Nockles, “Church Parties in the pre-Tractarian 

Church of England, 1750-1833: the ‘Orthodox’ — Some Problems of Definition and Identity,” in The Church of 

England, 334-59. 
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Hobbes, or did the trend identified in this dissertation (see Figs. 2, 3) maintain momentum 

throughout the rest of the eighteenth century. 

 I believe that the anonymous editor of the 1750 collection of Hobbes’s English works 

was justified in labelling them moral and political. As the eighteenth century progressed, Hobbes 

was increasingly deployed in moral and political discourses divorced from theological or 

ecclesial contexts. There was more similarity between the emergence of atheistic and 

“Enlightened” Hobbism than one might expect. Both interpretations of Hobbism resulted from a 

complex interaction of appropriation and condemnation. Seventeenth-century latitudinarians and 

promoters of the new science distracted from core similarities regarding the mechanical universe 

and sovereignty by contrasting Hobbes’s theological heterodoxy. Similarly, early British 

moralists attempted to legitimize humanistic moral schemes which undermined the necessity of 

the Church and particular providence (what one might consider a Hobbesian project) by 

portraying Hobbes as a pessimistic egoist. Hobbes’s inability to participate in the construction of 

Hobbism indicates another level of similarity. A combination of the Licensing Act and the 

restoration of the Church effectively allowed Hobbes’s Restoration critics a freehand to portray 

his materialism and determinism as evidence of godless atheism. Similarly, Hobbes’s death 

allowed eighteenth-century moralists to portray Hobbes as a hard egoist, often unfairly. Thus 

while we see Hobbes increasingly deployed in humanistic moral contexts, it is important to 

recognize the continuities with seventeenth-century theological discourses. These similarities 

also suggest how we should read Hobbes’s relationship to the early Enlightenment in Britain. 

Just as condemnation of Hobbes in the seventeenth century often masked influence, the same 

could be said of the eighteenth century. Condemnation of Hobbes and Hobbism by Shaftesbury, 

Mandeville, Hutcheson, and Campbell not only signifies opposition, but potentially influence. 
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David Wootton argues that the Enlightenment was fundamentally Hobbesian because of its 

acceptance of the assumption that humanity was comprised of atomized, pleasure-seeking 

individuals.13 The emergence of “Enlightened Hobbism” similarly indicates that the 

Enlightenment might be construed as Hobbesian because of its rejection of the other worldly for 

the temporal.    

 

13 Wootton, Power, Pleasure, and Profit, 11-16. 
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1740-49 46 6 30 24 90 
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1 See pp.16-17 for an explanation of the categories.  
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2 This work may have been initially published in 1696. The fact that Broughton’s response was published in 1703 

suggests that 1702 may be the correct date for initial publication. 
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